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Former Iranian president Mohammad Khatami participated in
an international conference on "Islam and the West" in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
According to ISNA, the full text of Khatami speech in this conference is as below:

In the Name of God
Who can speak on behalf of Islam and as the representative of the Muslim world? There is no
easy answer, if this question Is to be replied to with "Insight" and "Cognition". But it appears,
I may have foreshadowed my desired response, which is "insight" and "cognition". Only those
with insight and cognition of Islam and the Islamic world can speak on behalf of Muslims.
Before further elaboration we require some reflection.
With the emergence of "Secularism" after the 18th century, long-standing concepts also
gradually become secularized, and inline with secularism "insight", which is in essence a
spiritual, religious, philosophical and or moral concept, was transformed into "Intellectual",
and those with cognition came to be known as Academicians or Scholars. Albeit Academy is
the garden of Plato and Intellectus is collective wisdom, which is mqre moral than material,
words are not obliged adhere to their historical roots as they evolve.
Turning to our brief answer: Only those with insight and cognition, or put differently, only
academicians and scholars can represent the world of Islam. But that Is not to say that any
academician and scholar is qualified to do so. To further explain, we must construct a more
precise typology of the academicians and scholars of the Islamic world.
If we divide the scholars of the Islamic world into two groups of Muslim and non-Muslim
scholars, and further divide each group based on the method of education and research, and
sources of study and thought, into traditional and modern, we will be faced w ith four groups:
1. Traditional Muslim scholars (including jurists, experts of hadith, and commentators, bot h
Shia and Sunni)
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2. Modern Muslim scholars (also known as Muslim intellectuals)
3. Traditional non-Muslim scholars (such as the orientalists and Islamologists of the
nineteenth century up to about the third decade of the second half of the twentieth century,
who were mostly philologues, historians, geography experts, archeologists and specialists in
heresiography)
4. Modern non-Muslim scholars (usually comprised of journalists, sociologists, economists and
experts in political science and international law)
To understand the thoughts and language of the first group, their main source of knowledge
and thought must be examined.
The speed at which sciences grew in the first centuries of Islam will amaze any researcher.
Surely this speedy growth was inspired by the teachings of the Holy Quran and the many
religious sayings on the subject knowledge and scholarship.
Today we are more or less familiar with the internal and external sources of Islamic
scholarship as well as many figures of the Islamic civilization, including jurists, experts of
hadith, theologians, philosophers, commentators, mystics, astrologists, mathematicians,
physicians, and literary experts. What has been neglected, is not the way Islamic scholars
perceived Greek philosophy and the other sciences and teachings that were transferred to the
Islamic world, rather it is the way they perceived Islamic sources.
Islamic sciences-including the history of jurisprudence, tht7ology and interpretation of the
Quran-were faced with unique constrictions, restrictions and facilities; and without
recognizing their circumstances and obstacles, a more precise answer cannot be provided on
the extent that these scholars participated in speaking on behalf of the Islamic world.
In this midst what has greater clarity and can be spoken about in more definite terms is the
fact that the first condition of answering and speaking on behalf of the Islamic world is
understanding the elements of thought and culture in today's world. Without sufficient
understanding of today's world, with all its complexities and difficulties, no matter how wellversed a scholar is their field, they cannot speak on behalf of Islam in such a world.
The second group, which also consists of Islamic intellectuals, have in recent history come to
be know as the resurrectors and reformers. However, many prominent figures can be cited
which have been classified in both the first and second group.
Surely intellectuals are better acquainted with the contemporary world, but how many of them
are well-acquainted with the main sources of Islamic scholarship, foremost of which is the
Holy Quran? How accustomed are they with the work of their predecessors? Moreover, to
what extent are they fond of or even infatuated with Western civilization? Have they been
able to impartially assess Western civilization in the same critical and detached manner as
they have evaluated their own history and traditions?
The third group, namely the orientalists and Islamologists of the nineteenth and twentieth
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centuries have conducted remarkable research and study into the details of the Islamic world
and civilization. But it is commonly known that for most of these researchers Islamic
civilization and scholarship belongs to the past and at most it was alive and well until the
sixteenth century and with the emergence of the new all-encompassing world civilization, not
only its exteriorities and symbols, but also its very base and foundation belongs to the past
and in a museum. Even though these scholars have significant research and study in many
areas, one cannot and should not rely upon their work to speak on behalf of Islam and the
Islamic civilization in the modern world.
But the fourth group, the modern Western non-Muslim intellectuals and Islamologists, in
addition to having the same shortcoming as the third group, they have an additional problem
which results from being exposed to new issues that are critically important and often
political, which were almost unheard of by their predecessors. When dealing with present-day
political occurrences these intellectuals see themselves obliged to create theories in political
sociology to justify and explain them. These theories cannot outlive the political phenomena
which have been their real subject, and as a result, they are distanced from offering
consistent and comprehensive views.
I must emphasize that this categorization has only been for the purpose of easing the
discussion and cannot be free from shortcomings.
With a brief glance at this typology it becomes clear that none of these groups can serve as a
complete representative of the Islamic belief and the Islamic world. The ideal type of
representative of Islam should possess the most significant advantages of each of the
mentioned groups while lacking their significant shortcomings. Recounting the distinctive
features of this group also requires adequate discussion in the various, but significant, aspects
of Islamic teachings, which must be addressed elsewhere.
But beyond this academic discussion, Islam and the Islamic world are realities which cannot
be denied. All this discussion and argument and even commotion and plans regarding the
Islamic world serve as the greatest testimony to the existence of this important reality in our
time.
Thus, I ask to be permitted to speak about Muslim people and the condition Muslim societies
have today.
In the eyes of a believing Muslim, Islam is a religion that has been revealed to the Holy
Prophet of Islam and in accordance with the teachings of Quran, a Muslim is-as is the
Prophet himself-a believer of this religion.
The Messenger believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord, and (so do) the
believers. Each one believes in Allah, His Angels, His books, and His Messengers. (They say,)
"We make no distinction between one another of His Messengers"-and they say, "We hear,
and we obey. (We seek) Your Forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return (of all)." Allah
burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets a reward for that (good) which he has
earned, and he is punished for that (evil) which he has earned. "Our Lord! Punish us not if we
forget or fall into error, our Lord! Lay not on us a burden like that which You did lay on those
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before us (Jews and Christians); our Lord! Put not on us a burden greater than we have
strength to bear. Pardon us and grant us Forgiveness. Have mercy on us. You are our Patron
(Supporter and Protector) and give us victory over the disbelieving people".
Holy Quran 2:285-6
In accordance with the explicit expression of this holy verse we can see that firstly, a Muslim
is someone that believes in all the prophets and places no difference between them, and
secondly, that humans are plagued with faults and forgetfulness and suffer from a host of
sensual, social and historical limitations. Islam is nothing but heeding and obeying and
submitting before the Almighty God who is absolute and unlimited wisdom, knowledge,
kindness, beauty and love. But what must be considered alongside the essence and truth of
religion, which is consistent between all revealed religions and supersedes the limitations of
·history, time and place, is that Islam has-similar to other revealed religions-emerged in a
historical context which is associated with the internal and external situation and conditions of
humans. Thus a religion that has emerged in a historical context will naturally face limitations
in other periods of history. A calamity that has occurred in regards to all religions is that
humans who have established a relationship with the essence of religion in conditions and
circumstances particular to specific a time, place and history, equate this view with the entire
religion, and when we downgrade true religion in its entirety to an aspect of it, which is
confined to human understanding and time and place, we prohibit the opportunity of different
readings of religion in other times and places, which are more suitable for those conditions.
Today, history shows us governments which consider themselves related to religion and we
see traces of Islamic civilization, scholarship, sciences and culture developed in the Islamic
world. In the branches of Islam established throughout history, we witness various opinions,
styles and experiences, all of which consider themselves Islamic and are so firm in their
conviction that it sometimes leads to disputes and bloody conflicts. Notwithstanding the wars
between various religions in the history of Islam and Christianity and other religions, we have
also witnessed bloody and catastrophic wars between different faiths within a single religion.
Religion which has a supernatural source, must in any case be sent down and revealed to a
human who is a creature confined in many internal and external limitations, and it is with
these very limitations and possibly even prejudices that humans approach religion. As mystics,
philosophers, theologians, jurists, exoterics and esoterics each have approached religion from
their own viewpoint and offered their own unique interpretation, which brings about a
valuable variety and volume of thought into the sphere of religious life, which is appreciated in
its own right. These are all indicative of the fact that Islam, similar to other great revealed
religions, possesses such a delicacy that it can address the needs of different people. The
tragedy is when a human interpretation of religion is considered to be the actual religion
without regard for the transformations that occur in human life. Instead of renovating
thoughts and suggesting new notions of the world, humans and religion, some try to force
insufficient readings of religion unto the minds of lives of humans despite the transformations
they have undergone, and they face the scorn of God where he considers dogmatist bigots as
deviators from the true path and disapproves of those who answer "we have found our
fathers of this belief and we follow in their footsteps."
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In such conditions, which have often occurred throughout history, what is considered to be
religion is placed in opposition to thought, which is naturally inclined towards freedom and
grows in a free environment, and history testifies whenever religion and thought were placed
opposite each other, both have suffered.
At this point, with these considerations in mind, we can discuss several key points regarding
our current situation:

1. In our time we too can hear many voices that associate themselves with Islam, including
voices reflecting progress, rationality and democracy as well as voices that are reactionary,
authoritative and violent. Such a difference in voices can also be heard amongst other
religions and beliefs as well.
2. The Islamic world is undergoing an important transformation which must be guided. This
transformation must not be conducted through imitation, which is undesirable and
scientifically unsuccessful, rather it should be conducted through reflection and deliberation on
the pleasant aspect of life from within and with loyalty and faithfulness towards our own
sources of thought and culture in a way that is responsive to a people who are living in this
time, and looking towards the future.
3. In our times, in addition to the internal difficulties of transformation, the world of Islam is
also faced with an external problem. In other words, this inescapable experience of renovation
is taking place at a time that the world is dominated by a non-Islamic and even non-religious
and secular civilization and experiencing a new religious system and society is difficult in a
secular world. Especially since the secular civilization, has placed the world under its influence,
and moreover the language of the powers that consider themselves the representatives of this
civilization hint visions of global hegemony.
Today the effects of the new civilization, namely new sciences and technologies and
communications and even many common concepts such as nation-state, human rights (as
opposed to its responsibilities), liberty and freedom, democracy and so on, have all been
shaped according to the modern world's values and standards of thought and have influenced
the non-Western world as well. In other words, the entire world, both the West and East,
have been greatly impacted by Western civilization and its effects, presumptions and
aspirations, while the culture predominant in non-Western societies differs from that of the
modern world, and the difference between the physical and metaphysical has confronted the
non-Western world with difficulties. However, the West gained this new experience, which
lead to this new civilization, at a time when it was not suffering from external pressures; as
the Islamic civilization, which has taught the West many things, was subsiding. But we must
consider our renovation at a time that we are placed in a network of political, economic,
information, cultural and technological systems which have been forged by the West and are
still controlled by Western powers. These Western powers are completely influenced by
eighteenth and nineteenth century beliefs that considered the West to be the center of the
universe and considered Western life as the model for an ideal life for the entire world.
Moreover, in political arenas they define everything based on interests that are mostly
inconsistent with the interests of non-Western nations. In such an environment-which is not
lacking in colorful conspiracies-the unhindered experience of the non-Western world,
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including the world of Islam, of establishing a world and spiritual order consistent with
circumstances of the time as well as consistent with the cultural and historic identities of these
nations is no easy task.
4. The negative mentality which exists between the West and the world of Islam which is due
to the Crusades, followed by exhausting colonialism, and moreover the self-centeredness of
the West, which wants the entire world Westernized and using confrontation of Islam and
Islamophobia as strategic tools for the expansionist policies of some arrogant Western powers
on one hand, and the extreme and violent reaction of some parts of the Islamic world, which
stems from the humiliation and backwardness of the Islamic world-despite its rich resources
and proud history-on the other, has brought about an environment so inappropriate that it
can only see ever-escalating violence, whether in the form of war and occupation and
repression, or in the form of terror and destruction, with reduced opportunity of compromise
and understanding.
5. The disappointment of the Islamic world of the various un-indigenous schools and
approaches as well as the calamity of colonialism and dependant governments on the one
hand and their increasing concern for violence and extremism in the name of Islam on the
other, after about two centuries of dispute between tradition and modernity in the world of
Islam, has brought about a high level of mental preparation for the acceptance of a major
transformation in the mind and lives of Muslims, which can bring together a great many
influential people, especially intellectual geniuses, in the Islamic world and create a new world
through paving the way for the establishment of democratic governments who pursue
national interests and create the grounds for achieving greater science and technology. A new
world that wants to fill the void in the current order, which is the lack of God, spirituality and
morality, by submitting before the Ultimate Beauty. A new world that wants to understand
and utilize religion in a way that it is not incompatible with freedom and progress, rather it
sets us on a clearer path towards the future.
6. Not only in the world of Islam, but in the entire global arena, we must condemn selfcenteredness, discrimination, avarice, arrogance and violence anywhere and in any form, so
we can have a calm and secure world for all. This is a task that can be pursued by the
unprejudiced and informed section of the Islamic world and other non-Western worlds with
the understanding of and alongside the unprejudiced section of the Western world. I hope
that the welcomed and fortunate trend of dialogue amongst cultures and civilizations, which
have been active as national and international non-governmental institutions, can bring about
this promising occasion.
Let us strive to amplify the sound of dialogue in each direction.
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Ap Associated Press

Timeline Following Cheney's Hunting Mishap
By The Associated Press
2 l10urs . 15 minutes ago

A timeline of events following Vice President Dick Cheney's hunting accident, all times EST:
SATURDAY, FEB. 11
4 p.m.: Cheney begins an afternoon quail hunt with four other hunters on the private Armstrong Ranch in south
Texas. They had been hunting earlier in the day, but took a break for lunch.
6:30 p.m. : Cheney accidentally shoots fellow hunter Harry Whittington while aiming for a bird . Secret Service
agents and medical personnel with Cheney tend to wounds on Whittington's face, neck and chest.
7:20 p.m.: An ambulance takes Whittington to a Christus Spohn Hospital Kleburg.
7:30p.m.: White House chief of staff Andy Card tells President Bush there was an accident, but Card is unaware
Cheney was involved .
7:50p.m.: The head of the Secret Service office in McAllen, Texas, calls the Kenedy County sheriff to report the
accident. The sheriff asks to speak to Cheney, and they schedule an interview for 9 a.m. Sunday . At the White
House, presidential aide Karl Rove tells Bush that Cheney was the shooter, after talking to ranch owner Katharine
Armstrong .
Saturday evening: Cheney and the rest of the hunting party sit down for dinner at the ranch . At some point,
sheriff's deputies who heard reports of the ambulance responding to an accident at the ranch stop at the front
gate to see if anyone needs help, but are told no one needs assistance. The Secret Service earlier had said the
deputies were seeking to interview Cheney, but on Tuesday they said that was not the case. Armstrong says no
one at the dinner discussed announcing the accident to the public because they were all focused on Whittington's
well being.
9:15p.m.: Whittington is flown to Christus Spohn Hospital Corpus Christi-Memorial and is treated in the intensive
care unit.
SUNDAY, FEB. 12
6 a.m. : White House press secretary Scott McClellan is awakened by a phone call from the White House situation
room, informing him Cheney was the shooter. McClellan contacts the vice president's office and urges that the
information be made public quickly.
9 a.m.: Kenedy County sheriff's deputies interview Cheney. Armstrong begins calling a reporter at the Corpus
Christi Caller-Times and leaving messages. Armstrong says she told Cheney she wanted to tell the local paper
what happened , and he agreed .
12 noon : The reporter returns Armstrong's call.
2:48p.m .: The Corpus Christi Caller-Times posts a short report about the accident on its Web site after confirming
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the account with the vice president's office.
3:34p.m.: The Associated Press, following up on the local story, moves a news alert about the shooting.
Early Sunday evening: Cheney visits Whittington in the hospital before flying back to Washington.
MONDAY, FEB. 13
1:15 p.m.: Cheney takes part in an Oval Office meeting with Bush and the United Nations secretary-general, but
leaves before reporters are brought in.
3 p.m.: Whittington is moved from intensive care to a "step-down" unit.
5 p.m.: The chief deputy sheriff for Kenedy County says the shooting is being handled as a hunting accident.
6:20 p.m.: The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department issues its hunting accident report, which says the main
contributing factor was a "hunter's judgment factor'' when Cheney sprayed his fellow hunter while aiming at flying
birds. The report says both Cheney and Whittington were violating state game law because they did not have
required $7 upland game bird stamps. Both are issued warning citations.
7:20 p.m.: The vice president's office issues a statement saying it was not aware that Cheney needed the $7
stamp and that he has sent a check for that amount to the state.
TUESDAY, FEB. 14
7:30 a.m.: Hospital officials estimate this is when Whittington suffered a "silent heart attack" without realizing it. It
was caused by a shotgun pellet that moved in or near his heart. Cheney is told shortly afterward that doctors have
decided to perform a cardiac catheterization.
10 a.m.: Doctors perform the procedure. Whittington is back in the intensive care unit and told he will probably
need to stay at the hospital another week for observation.
12:30 p.m.: Cheney's chief of staff passes him a note that Whittington's doctors will be holding a news conference
in 30 minutes.
1 p.m.: Hospital officials announce the heart problem. Cheney watches on television.
1:30 p.m.: Cheney calls Whittington to wish him well and offer assistance.

Copyright© 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. The information contained in the AP News report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without the prior written authority of The Associated Press.
Copyright© 2006 Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.
Questions or Comments
Privacy Policy -Terms of Service- Copyright/IP Policy- Ad Feedback
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P6 Release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
persona l priva cy ((a)(6) of the PRA )

(b)(l) National security classified information ((b)(l) of the FOIA]
(b)(2) Release would disclose internal personnel rules and practices of
an agency ((b)(2) of the FOIA]
(b)(3) Release wo uld violate a Federal statute ((b)(3) of the FOIA)
(b)(4) Relea se would disclose trade secrets or confiden tia l or fina ncial
information ((b){4) of the FOIAI
(b)(6) Release would constitu te a clearly unwarranted invasion of
personal pr ivacy ({b)(6) of the FOIAI
{b)(7) Release would disclose information compiled for law enforcement
pur poses ((b){7) of the FOIA)
(b)(8) Release would disclose information concerning the regulation of
financial institutions ((b)(8) of the FOIA)
(b)(9) Release would disclose geological or geophysical informa tion
concerning wells [(b)(9) of tbe FOIA)

C. Closed in accordance with restrictions contained in d onor's deed
of gift.
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2201(3).
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In a knowledge-based world, the
traditional measures don't tell the story
BY MICHAEL MANDEL
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YOU READ THIS MAGAZINE RELIGIOUSLY, WATCH CNBC WHILE DRESSING FOR WORK,
scan the Web for economic reports. You've heard, over and over, about the underlying
pr.Q!>lems with the U.S. economy-the paltry investment rate, the yawning current account defiCit, the palfu!§c amount Americans salt away. :Alid you know what the experts
are saying: that the u.s. races a perilous economic fUture unless we cut back on spending and change our profligate ways.
But what ifwe told you that the doomsayers, while not definitively wrong, aren't seeing the whole picture'? What ifwe told you that businesses are inv$-Sting about $11rillion
a year more than the official munbers show? Or that the savings rate, fur from being negative, is actually positive? Or, for that matter, that our deficit with the rest of the world is
much smaller than advertised, and that gross domestic product may be growing faster
than the latest gloomy numbers show? You'd be pretty surprised, wouldn't you?
Well, don't be. Because the economy you thought you knew-the one all those goverrunent statistics purport to measure and make rational and understandable-actually may be on a stronger footing than you think. Then again, it could be much more
volatile than before, with bigger booms and deeper busts. If true, that has major implications for policymakers-not least Ben Bemanke, who on Feb. 1 succeeded Alan
Greenspan as chairman of the Federal Reserve.
Everyone knows the U.S. is well down the road to becoming a knowledge economy,
1:1 one driven by ideas and innovation. What you may not realize is that the goverrunent's
~ decades-old system ofnumber collection and crunching captures investments in equiy;.-~~- -· _.
~. ment, buildings, and software, but for the most part misses the growing portion of G:d;i?{ : ' · (. •· - ·,~·
t:~ thatisgeneratingthecool,game-changingideas."Aswe'vebecomeamoreknowledg'e- '
··, , .;

• -.•

i , · ~-: ,!

COVER STORY
based economy," says University of Maryland economist ChaJ:les
R. Hulten, "our statistics have not shifted to capture the effects."
The statistical wizards at the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis in
Washington can whip up a spreadsheet showing how much the
railroads spend on furniture ( $39 million in 2004, to be exact).
But they have !!Q way oftracking the billions of dollars companies spend each year on innovation andJlroduct design, brandbuilding, employee trainin or any of e other intan ible investments re
ed to com ete in to a s o
econom . That
.. means that the resources put into creating such wor - eattng
~innovations as the anticancer drug Avastin, inhaled insulin,
Starbuck's, exchange-traded funds, and yes, even the iPod,
don't show up in the official numbers.
NOw, a generation of economists who came of professional
age watching the dot-com boom and bust are
trying to get a grip on this shadow economy:
People like Carol A. Corrado and Daniel E.
Sichel of the Federal Reserve Board, who,
along with Hulten, figured out that businesses are spending much more on future-orient·~ ea mvestments than widely believed. In a way;
tliese economists are disciples of Greenspan,
who understood earlier than most that the
conventional numbers don't capture the
emerging knowledge economy;
Greenspan was continually digging into arcane factoids he hoped would givehim a better
insight into what was going on under the hood
of the U.S. economy. And Bernanke seems to
understand the importance of doing the same.
In a speech last year, he said that intangible investments "appear to be quantitatively important" As a result, Bemanke noted, "a re ate
savmg an mvestment ma e s1

BEYOND WIDGETS
AB GREENSPAN WOULD BE the :first to tell
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you, it's a lot easier counting how many widgets the nation produces in a year than quantifying the creation and marketing of knowledge.After all, we're talking aboutintan~bles:
brand~ty, the ~evelopment of talent, ~
port o
st practices.
-This stuffis hard to measure, but to ignore it
is to miss what the economy is telling us. And
to miss that is to increase the likelihood of committing policy blunders. Including these intangible investments could rOvfcre a better 1cture o e eco
,
·
· s, slippage in
one a o ers more
our ability to innovs_te, and other nasty surprises.
· To understand why the goverrunent measures the economy
the way it does, it helps to go back in time to the 1930s. The
Great Depression had the nation in a death grip, and government planners and politicians lacked the tools to answer the big
question ofthe day: Was the economy getting better or worse?
To find out, the Commerce Dept brought in economis~
Kuznets, then at the National Bureau of Economic Research, to
calculate for the first time the nation's income and output-the
purchasing power and production of the U.S. economy. Setting
such a benchmark would allow the government to figure out if
the economy was growing or shrinking.
Working with handwritten data, K:uznets and a small group of
64 I BusinessWeek I February 13, 2006
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fellow economists began counting tangible things like machines
and buildings as long-tenn investments. It made sense, since this
was still the Industrial Age. And such calculations came in handy
during World War II, when the Roosevelt Administration needed
a fix: on the nation's capacity to grind out tanks, ships, and planes.

A BREAK WITH THE PAST
KUZNE~ WORK SET THE TONE for the rest ofthe century, not
to mention helping win him the Nobel prize in Economics in
1971. Machines and buildings were counted as future-oriented
investment, but spending on education, training, and R&D was
not. No attempt was made to judge the social utility ofexpenditures. For example, the $6 million cost ofbuilding the Flamingo
Hotel, the Las Vegas casino opened by Bugsy
Siegel in 1946, was tallied as an investment
But AT&T's funding of Bell Labs, where the
transistor was invented around the same time,
wasn't even included in GDP. Kuznets himself
acknowledged the limitations of his system, yet
it stayed basically the same for most of the
postwar period.
By the early '90s, Greenspan was becoming
increasingly frustrated by the official nwnbers' inability to explain a rapidly evolving
economy. In 1996 and 1997 he refused to accept conventional data telling him that productivity growth was falling in much of the
service sector, noting-correctly, as it turns
out-that "this pattern is highly unlikely." He
also pointed out that the official numbers for
consumer inflation were too high.
At the Washington offices of the BEA, J.
Steven Landefeld, who became director in
1995, felt pressure to include numbers that better reflected the knowledge economy. Landefeld isn't a rash fellow, and the pace of change
at the BEA, while quick for a statistical agency,
would be called deliberate by most But in
1999-six decades after Kuinets laid the
gWiindwork for calculating GDP-Landefeld
and the BEA decided to break with the past.
The BBAstarted treating business spending
on software as a long-liVed mvestment. The decision was overdue. Companies were spending
more than $150 billion annually on software,
far more than the $100 billion for computer
hardware. And the,sQfl:ware often stayed in use
longer than.the hardware. The fact that economists could go into stores and see software in brightly colored
boxes reassured them that it was real. "Prepackaged software is
a lot easier" to count, recalls Landefeld.
Silly as it may seem now, it was a revolutionary change at the
time. But over the past seven years the economy"has continued
to evolve while the numbers we use to capture it have remained
the same. Globalization, outsourcing. and the emphasis on innovation and creativity are forcin businesses to shift at a dramanc rate om tan e to mtan · le investmen . ·
ccor g to Business
sc
allons, the to£ 10 biggest
U.S. corporations that report their R&D outlays-alist that includes ExxonMobil, Procter & Gamble, General Electric, Microsoft, and Intel-have boosted R&D spending by 42%, or al- .
most 11 billion, since 2000. Yet over the same period, they
· have only increase capital spendfug by a meager 2'Y£, or less
(
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Unmasking the Economy
The Knowledge Economy and You: Advice for investors

and workers
A GOP Primer: How the numbers are calculated
The Story Behind the Story: For a podcast interview with Chief
Economist Michael Mandel by Executive Editor John A. Byrne,
go to businessweek.com/search/podcastlng.htm
The Blog: To discuss intangibles with Mandel, go to
~
businessweek.com/the_thread/economicsunbound/ ~

than $1 billion. So all together, these giants have actually increased their future-oriented investment by roughly $12 billion-mostofwhich doesn't show u£in the BEA numbers.
This shift to intangibles lookS an e more remarkable when
we look a bit further back. P&G, for example, has boosted its
spending on R&D, which doesn't count as investment in the
GDP statistics, by 39% since 1996. By contrast, the company's
capital budget, which does factor into GDP, is no bigger today
than it was back then. The same is true at spicemaker
McCormick & Co., where capital spending is basically flat compared to 1996 but R&D outlays to create new products have
tripled over the same period.
·
Want to see how this works'? Grab your iPod, flip it over, and
read the script at the bottom. It says: "Designed by, Apple in California. Assembled in China" Where the gizmo is made is im~ material to its popularity. It is ~at design, technical innovation,
B and savvy marketing that have helped Apple Computer sell more
than 40 million iPods. Yet the folks at the BEA don't count what
ApplesSJinds on R&D and bran d
·
develup e!lt. which totaled at
least $800 million in 2005.
Rather, they count each iPod
twice: when it arrives from ChiJ{ :<;· ·::; ~-::· <;·.•·:...e':.::<·,.;::::_<. ' I
na, and when it sells. That, in effect, reduces Apple-one ofthe world's greatest innovators-to a
reseller of imported goods.
That's why the new research from Corrado, Sichel, and Hulten
is so important, and why building and improving upon it could
become a key goal ofeconomists in the coming years. Ultimately, we mJgbJ: end up with a "knowledge-adjusted" GDP, which
would track the spending so crucial for global compennveness.
Right now, though, rough calculations of these intangtbles are
all we have. To !!_,elp come up with their $1 trillion number for un-

measured business investment, for example, Corrado, Sichel, and
Hilften counted the portion ofadvertising designed to have longlived effects on percel?!!gn (that would include the sort of corpo·
rate image advernsing seen in this magazine). They also estimated the value of new product developmenf''ui-the
financial-semces mdustry, which current R&D numbers miss.
"We had to hunt around for bits and pieces of data," says Hulten.
Assessing how much bang for the buck companies get from
their Gpendin~ on intangibles is even harder, especially in the
fast-Changing~mowledge economy. 'Hike emeloyee training. In
the old days, that required flying people to a teaChlrig facility,
which cost companies a lot of time on top of the cost of the instructors and real estate. N~!J.lim:Jearning and other jnnQvations are driving down the cost oftrajnil;!g. At :mM, the training budget fell by $10 million from 2003 to 2004, a 1.4%
decline, while the number of classroom and e-learning hours
rose by 29%. Are other companies seeing an equally dramatic
decline in the cost of training'? No one knows.

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS

The nUlllbers say growth slowed,
Add in the intangible investments provided by our three econOffilsts, and the picture changes completely.
Total investment rises, going from 23.8% of national spendingmthe 1970s to 25.1% in the early 200ps-much higher than
the 18.3%'the conventional numbers show. That helR.s explain , /
why the economy has sustained strong productivity growtll,
and why foreigp. investors co!!Qgue to pour money into the U.S.
Factoring in the·kllowledge economy also helps us understand why the recession of 2001 seemed worse than the official
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Factoring in the Mf~sftrm97 JP~<e~~~
Including R&D, training, and other intangibles in the numbers helps explain adecade of economic reality
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business il;l.tangibles would have changed the growth numbers.
For our purposes, let's assume that overall i:htangible business investment followed the same path as industrial R&D and advertising, for which annual data are available. Crunch the numbers
and it looks like the business sector rea1.1.y grew by only 0.1% in
2001, less than a quarter of the size of the official increase.
Growth in 2002 now also looks slower than the published data.
By contrast, the conventional numbers may be understating
the strength of the economy today. The
BEA announced on Jan. 27 that growth in
the fourth quarter of 2005 was only 1.1%. t/
In part that was because of a smaller-thanexpected increase in business capital
spending. However, employment at design and management-consulting firms is up sharply in the
"/1...no direct effect on GDP. Remember that R&D and other intan~gi!!_le business investments are not currently counted as nation- . quarter, suggesting that businesses may be spending on intan<'l al output._Therefore, when a company laid offan engineer doing
gibles instead. Indeed, the consumer confidence number for
~ fong-term product development but kept selling the same numJanuary zoomed to the highest level since 2002, as Americans
ii! her ofits old products, GDP stayed the same: Productivity even
became more optimistic about finding jobs.
~ went up, because fewer workers were producing the same
Then again, the economy may hit bigger blimps in the years
lil amount of output. And if that laid-off engineer went to work, . ahead. When companies significantly trim their spending on
~ say, building houses? National output might even have risen.
R&D, design, training, and other lmowledge-enhancing activiThere's enough data available through 2003 to estimate how
ties, as they did in 2001, the resulting pain in terms ofjob loss-

but jobs for designers jumped
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Trade stats Iniss a big chunk of the valuecreating flow of knowledge .
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es and reduced innovation could deepen the next downturn.
Harvard's Center for International Development, believes it
Perhaps the trickiest and most controversial aspect of the
should be. He describes these cross-border flows oflmowhow as
"!lark matter."· Hausmann notes that U.S. multinationals consisshadow economy is how it alters our assessment of intemationaftrade. The same intangible investments not counted in GDP,
t<imtl earn hi her rates of return than their foreign countersqa;as business knowhow and brand equity, are for the most
parts-an average of 6% on foreign operations since 2000, vs. e·
part left out offoreign trade stats, too. Also largely ignored is the
1:2%'foreign multinationals earn in the U.S., according to the !atmass influx of trained workers into the U.S. They represent an
est BEA figures. From that, he infers that the multinationals are
immense contribution ofhuman capital to the economy that the
benefiting, in part, from lmowledge exported from the U.S., a
U.S. gets free of charge, which can substantially balance out the
country with faster productivity growth than the rest of the intrade deficit of goods and services. "I don't lmow that the trade
dustrialized world.
Using these arguments, Hausmann finds that the U.S. curdeficit really tells you where you are in the global economy," says
rent account deficit actually disapGary L. Ellis, chieffinancial officer of
pears, averaged over time. "With
Medtronic Inc., a world leader in
medical devices such as implantable
globalization, you develop a blueprint and sell it in all countries," he
defibrillators. "We're exporting a lot
oflmowledge."
says. "Countries that are good at
Time for another real-world ex~
creating blueprints get more example.InDecember,IntelCorp. an- Companies are putting more emphasis on
ports of dark matter."
nounced plans to build a new R&D and less on ca~ital investment. Since
Admittedly, most trade experts
wafer-fabrication plant in Israel. To 2000, the lll'ntangl'blll'ty ·lndex"-the rati'O Of are hpstile to Hausmann's concluthe statisticians, the value of that
sions. A recent report from Goldman, Sachs & Co. likened Hansforeigninvestmentisthebookvalue R&D to capital spending, multi~lied by
of the plant-that is, the cost of 100-has risen for 9 of the 10 biggest
mann's dark matter to cold fusion,
erecting the building and installing companies that report R&D
And the economists at the BEA warthe chipmaking machinery.
ry that adding knowledge exports

Big CompanieS
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Copy Exactly' which requires that a
new fab dupllcate an existing one
thatisworki.ngwell,downtohowoften the plant's pumps are serviced.
All of this critical information is documented and transferred from the
U.S. to the new plant, but it is not
picked up by the trade statistics.

zlow, who oversees international accounts at the BEA. "You get into an
impossible statistical maze when
you try to value all of this at anything that anyone would believe."
But even if Hausmann is overstating his case, he's on the right
track. There's no doubt that the sta-
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employees from the new fab to
spend a minimum of six months in
Hillsborod, Ore., where Intel develothps
new pro uction processes. By e
time they return home, these people
will have picked up not just the details of the process but also tribal
lmowledge-the unwritten lore of
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flows that create value these days.
Suppose we assume that U.S.
multinationals can earn an extra
percentage point of return on their
foreign investments by being able
to use business intangibles exported from the U.S. Then a rough estimate of the value of the unmea-
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than taking a year or more. In economics speak, this is a classic transfer of human capital. So why isn't it
called an export'?
Ricardo Hausmann, director of
68 I BuslnessWeek I February 13. 2006
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And let's not forget about immigrants. The workers who move to
the U.S. each year bring with them
a mother }ode of education and
skills-human capital-for free.
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One celebrated example is Jonathan Ive, the man who designed
the iPod and iMac. lve was born in England and educated at
Newcastle Polytechnic University of Northumbria before joining Apple Computer Inc. in California in 1992.
Ive is not unique. Most of the workers who immigrate to the
U.S. each year have at least a high school diploma, while about
a third have a college education or better. Since it costs, on average, roughly $100,000 to provide 12 years ofelementary and
secondary education, and another $100,000 to pay for a college
degree, immigrants are providing a subsidy of at least $50 billion annually to the U.S. economy in free human capital. Alter-

natively, valuing their contribution to the economy by the total
wages they expect to earn during their lifetime would put the
value of the human capital of new immigrants closer to $200
billion per year. ;Either the low or high estimate would make the
current account deficit look smaller.
These numbers may also seem squishy. Still, if Fed chief
Bemanke, corporate executives, and ordinary investors want to
know where we've been, and where we're headed, tracking the
creation and .flow ofknowledge is the only way to go. Ill
- With Steve Hamm in New York and
ChristopherJ Farrell in St. Paul, Minn.

'1\lition:.=.lt~s:;Not.,Like

are not merely technical but matters of
intense public and political debate, both at
'the national and local level;. .
Similar conce~ns coni~,?llcate a more
rational assessment of the federal budget.
Tile government sp·ends"an -en.orrrious
amount, $396 billioniri fiscal2005, on long·
lived, intangible investment such as R&D
orty·two grand ayear. That's
education. After all, the skills learned in
. alid education, as well as such physical
the going rate for tuition, room,
schqol last a lot longer. than the typical
assets as computers and jet fighters. So why
computer. which is counted as investment
not t11ke a page from the business wor.ld:
and board at Vermont's pricey
Middlebury College, where·
by the statisticians.
Separate out investment spending from the
The reason is simple: There is no
day-to·day costs of running the government.
Donna Kelly's son and daughter
go·fu school. "It's what we spend all our
Calculating the budget that way would
·consensus, amon};(~no~ucators,
discretionary Income on: education," says
or.Tor that m ttec Jtrler ocie on how to put the federal government's current
Kelly, who lives in St Paul, Minn. "We look on
easure the valueof a dollar spent on
operations into surplus, since the
. it as an investment in theirlives.•
ediiciitiSri.·Should ·it be valued h1gH"eflfit
investment outlays exceed the total deficit of
Government nuniber.cninchersdon't see raises test scores or results in a higher wage $318 billion. What's more, it would become
it that way, though. Bftheir-,reckoning, the
down the road? Should it be valued lower if
clear that government borrowing was
money households lay out for college and
the kids are taught ina crowded classroom
funding investments with afuture payoff. In
or if the college economicscourse is taught
an ideal world, Congress would weigh
~/]other levels of education-an eye-popping
' $224 billion in 2005-is consumption, no. · i:)y a research assistant who speaks broken
whether boosting basic research, as
President George W. Bush proposed in his
different than buying an ice cream cone or a' English? Are high school courses in art
new pair of sneakers. Ditto for money
appreciation an essential part of the
State of the Union speech, was worth taking
·plowe9 into federal job programs, the
curriculum or a mere frill?·Thes.equestions
on more debt. Today, by comparison, the
National Science-Foundation (NSF), and
NSF is funded inthe same appropriations
even the salary of the local public school
bill as the Justice Dep~ .• so that more money
teacher who helped your child learn to read.
for long-term research may be competing
Imagine if all the money you devote to
against more dollars for the Federal Bureau
education, plus the government's outlays for
of Investigation. That sort of choice
.
.
education,training, and R&6,.:w~nt into :the
encourages short-run thinking.
investment column in~tead. StiC!denly,
In the real world, even proposing a shift to
Hoqsehold~ are spending
Americans would look a lot less profligate.
operating
and investment budgets would
more oneducation even as.
The u.s~ devot~s rnonito educationa"nd
scare up a lot of opposition. One fear is that
the savings -rate fa lis
R&D than most otlier industrialized
politicians would try to game the system.
countries. For example, Amenca spends
Says Joseph J. Minarik, rese;;~rch director for
well oyer 7%of.gross domestic product on
the Committee for Economic Development,
education; compared with 4.6% for Japan.
a r~search organization in Washington: "One
And"if themoney socked ~WaY. by
man's investment is another man's porkhouseholds anq spent on education was
porkbeing definec! as spending that doesn't
generate abroad return."
counted .as savings; th~n.the U.S. personal
savings rate.for 2005 would be 2.0%, not
Still, calling things by their right names
has clear advantages. Persisting in the ·
.the ""0.5.%the official numbers show.
So why aren'tthese outlays being
fiction that government arid household
categorized as investment? Su~,?plemental"l
spendin~ on R&D, trainln~, and education is
accounts for government and business R&D
onl~@umptkin is to ITliSunderstand the ·
are coming (page 62). But treating
~ledge econorm.
·education as investment1s much farther off,
-By Michael Mandel in New York,
despite the obvious long-lasting nature of
with Christopher J. Farrell in St. Paul, Minn.,
Dala: Bureau ol Etooon-lc Analysis
the "human capital" asset created by
and Howard Gleckman in W~shington
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THE VICE PRESIDENT ·----- --·- · ·
HAS SEEN

Why

The Econonty ·
Is a Lot St£rcgn.rgr®rr
Than You ThlDk
In a knowledge-based world, the
traditional measures don't tell the story
BY MICHAEL MANDEL
H.~§H'!t~i!"~f'&¥:!'1!::-: '~~ :1

YOU READ THIS MAGAZINE R.ELIGIOUSLY, WATCH CNBC WHILE DRESSING FOR WORK,
scan the Web for economic reports. You've heard, over and over, about the underlying
pr.Q.!?lems with the U.S. economy-the paltry investment rate, the yawning current account deficit, the pa~tic amount Americans salt away. ADa: you Imowwhat the experts
are saying: that the U.S. faces a perilous economic ftiture unless we cut back on spending and change our pro.fJigate ways.
Butwhat ifwe told you that the doomsayers, while not definitively wrong, aren't seeing the whole picture? What ifwe told you that businesses are investing about $1 trillion
far from being nega year more than the official numbers show? Or that the savings
ative, is actually positive'? Or, for that matter, that our deficit with the rest ofthe world is
much smaller than advertised, and that gross domestic product may be growing faster
than the latest gloomy numbers show? You'd be pretty surprised, wouldn't you?
Well, don't be. Because the economy you thought you knew-the one all those government statistics purport to measure and make rational and understandable-actually may be on a stronger footing than you think. Then again, it could be much more
volatile than before, with bigger booms and deeper busts. If true, that has major implications for policymakers- not least Ben Bemanke, who on Feb. 1 succeeded Alan-=---·---- --.
GreenspanaschairmanoftheFederalReserve.
i}~ (~ ~~~ rU·] \,_:; ll' ;_~. :, ••:~:·:_. !.:
Everyone knows the U.S. is well down the road to becoming a knowledge econom~ '- " v 1
~ one driven by ideas and innovation. What you may not realize is that the governmJP,t'$
~ decades-oldsystemofnumbercollectionandcruncbingcapturesinvestmentsineq\.i.i:pt MA'.' 2 S 2006 i · ·l
~ ment, buildings, and software, but for the most part misses the growing portion of GDP
O
.___ :
A that is generating the cool, game-changing ideas. "As we've become a more knowledgeVP STAFF j
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based economy," says University ofMaryland economist Charles
R. Hulten, "our statistics have not shifted to capture the effects."
The statistical wizards at the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis in
Washington can whip up a spreadsheet showing how much the
railroads spend on furniture ($39 million in 2004, to be exact).
But they have~ way of tracking the billions of dollars companies spend each year on innovation and product design, brandbuildin , em loyee trainin , or an of the other intan ible investments re
ed to com ete m toda: s o aJ. econom . That
, means that the resources put into creating such wor ttng
) innovations as the anticancer diug Avastin, inhaled insulin,
Starbuck's, exchange-traded funds, and yes,. even the iPod,
don't show up in the official numbers.
Now; a generation of economists who came of professional
age watching the dot-com boom and bust are
trying to get a grip on this shadow economy:
People like Carol A Corrado and Daniel E.
Sichel of the Federal Reserve Board, who,
along with Hulten, figtl!ed out that businesses are spending much more on future-orientr:ij ea mvestments than widely believed. In a way,
tliese economists are disciples of Greenspan,
who understood earlier than most that the
conventional numbers don't capture the
emerging knowledge economy.
Greenspan was continually digging into arcane factoids he hoped would give him a better
inb'ight into what was going on under the hood
of the U.S. economy. And Bernanke seems to
understand the importance of doing the sa:me.
In a speech last year, he said that intangible investments "appear to be quantitatively important" As a result, Bernanke noted, "a
ate
a:
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BEYOND WIDGETS
AS GREENSPAN WOULD BE the first to tell
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you, it's a lot easier counting how many widgets the nation produces in a year than quantifying the creation and marketing of knowledge. After all, we're talking about intangibles:
brand e<)!!ity, the development of talent, the export of best practices.
-This stuffis hard to measure, but to ignore it
is to miss what the economy is telling us. And
to miss tha:t is to increase the likelihood ofcommitting policy blunders. Including these intangible investments could roVJ.de a better 1cture of e e
,
one
o ers more a
· , slippage in
our ability to innovate, and other nasty SUiprises.
To understand why the government measures the economy
the way it does, it helps to go back in time to the 1930s. The
Great Depression had the nation in a death grip, and government planners and politicians lacked the tools to answer the big
question of the day: Was.the economy getting better or worse'?
To find out, the Commerce Dept brought in economist~
Kuznets, then at the National Bureau ofEconomic Research, to
calcUlate for the first time the nation's income and output-the
purchasing power and production of the U.S. economy. Setting
such a benchmark would allow the government to figure out if
the economy was growing or shrinking.
Working with handwritten data, Kuznets and a small group of
64 1BusinessWeek I February 13, 2006
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Gover!)ment .clU!l~y$Jar .e.duc~tion and R&D ~re in~or~ectly
laoel~d ·as current consumption, ratherthan futt.ire~.onented
investment.
·· ·· ··· · ··· - ····
Educ?ttion/r~search and development

Phys.ical C£!pitcil ·

Surplus .otrestof.federal budget

131
7.8 .

' Siionsof dollars: esllmales for fisc.>! )'tar 2005.

·.Jhe:foreigh tr~€1e statistics do not refl.ect th~ human capital
. ibetngbre~g~~ Jrntoti'IEl·countrY: by skilled..ir.nmjgr~mts: Jhe
·attiqal.n~rol:itm~:.C1I~q ~Q notsb_q~:~e·fl~ws. 9f.RnewhqW that
f:lnable U~$-m.~lt1t19t19il.als to re~p· ~lgh· returns on.tne1r'
overseas 'operatiOIJS~ · · · ··· · '· ·
· ···· '

Unmeasured inflows of human capital $5r0-$200*
Unmeasured export~ ofknow.~ow ·.·.··$?5;.$~~P*
'Siions of doll= Annualavmge for 200G-2004
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fellow economists began counting tangible things like machines
and buildings as long-term investments. It made sense, since this
was still the Industrial Age. And such calculations came in handy
during World War II, when the Roosevelt Administration needed
a fix: on the nation's capacity to grind out tanks, ships, and planes.

A BREAK WITH THE PAST
KUZNETS' WORK SET THE TONE for the rest ofthe century, not
to mention helping win him the Nobel prize in Economics in
1971. Machines and buildings were counted as future-oriented
investment, but spending on education, training, and R&D was
not. No attempt was made to judge the social utility ofexpenditures. For example, the $6 million cost ofbuilding the Flamingo
Hotel, the Las Vegas casino opened by Bugsy
Siegel in 1946, was tallied as an inves1Jnent.
But AT&r's funding of Bell Labs, where the
transistor was invented around the same time,
wasn't even included in GOP. Kumets himself
aclmowledged the limitations ofhis system, yet
it stayed basically the same for most of the
postwar period.
By the early'90s,Greenspan was becoming
increasingly frustrated by the official numbers' inability to explain a rapidly evolving
economy. In 1996 and 1997 he refused to accept conventional data telling him that productivity growth was falling in much of the
service sector, noting-correctly, as it turns
out- that '~this pattern is highly unlikely." He
also pointed out that the official numbers for
consumer inflation were too high.
At the Washington offices of the BEA, J.
Steven Landefeld, who became director in
1995, felt pressure to include numbers that better reflected the lmowledge economy. Landefeld isn't a rash fellow, and the pace ofchange
at the BEA, while quick for a statistical agency,
would be called dehberate by most. But in
1999-six decades after Kuznets laid the
groundwork for calculating GDP-Landefeld
and the BEA decided to break with the past
The BEAstarted treating business spending
on software as a long-lived mvestment. The decision was overdue. Companies were spending
more than $150 billion annually on software,
far more than the $100 billion for computer
hardware. And thE;SQftware often stayed in use
longer than.the hardware. The fact that economists could go into stores and see software in brightly colored
boxes reassured them that it was real. "Prepackaged software is
a lot easier" to count, recalls Landefeld.
Silly as it may seem now, it was a revolutionary change at the
time. But over the past seven years the economy has continued
to evolve while the numbers we use to capture it have remained
the same. Globalization, outsourcing, and the emphasis on innovation and creativity are forcin businesses to shift at a dramatic rate om tan e to mtangib e inveslmen .
ccor g to BusinessWee s c
anons, the top 10 biggest
U.S. corporations that report their R&D outlaYS-a list that includes E:xxonMobil, Procter & Gamble, General Electric, Microsoft, and Intel-have boosted R&D spending by 42%, oralmost $11 billion, since 2000. Yet over the same period, they
have only increased capital spendirig by a meager 2~ or less
(

-
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Unmaskingthe Economy
The Knowledge Economy and You: Advice for investors
and workers
A GOP Primer: How the numbers are calculated
The Story Behind the Story: For a podcast interview with Chief
Economist Michael Mandel by Executive Editor John A Byrne,
go to businessweek.com/search/podcasting.htm
The Blog: To discuss intangibles wtth Mandel, go to
~
businessweek.com/the_thread/economicsunbound/
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than $1 billion. So all together, these giants have actually increased their future-oriented investment lzy roughly $12 billion-mostof which doesn't show up in the BEA numbers.
This shift to intangibles lookS the more remarkable when
we look a bit further back. P&G, for example, has boosted its
spending on R&D, which doesn't count as investment in the
GDP statistics, by 39% since 1996. By contrast, the company's
capital budget, which does factor into GDP, is no bigger today
than it was back then. The same is true at spicemaker
McCormick & Co., where capital spending is basically flat compared to 1996 bUt R&D outlays to create new products have
tripled over the same period.
·
.
Want to see how this works? Grab your iPod, flip it over, and
read the script at the bottom. It says: "Designed by: Apple in California Assembled in China." Where the gizmo is made is imft material to its populru.ity. It is great design, teWni,cal innovation,
I and savvy marketing that have helpedApple Computer sell more
than 40 iriillion iPods. Yet the folks at the BEA don't count what
Apple spends on R&D and brand
·
deVelopment, which totaled at
least $800 million in 2005.
Rather, they count each iPod
twice: when it arrives from Chit..;::· ·''\ -:< :::< '. : ;. 3 .:~.· .; :< ·J
na, and when it sells. That, in effect, reduces Apple-one ofthe world's greatest innovators- to a
reseller of imported goods.
That's why the new research from Corrado, Sichel, and Hulten
is so important, and why building and improving upon it could
become a key goal ofeconomists in the coming years. Ultimately, we mi_gb.t_end up with a "knowledge-adjusted" GDP, which
would tt!ack the spending so crucial for global compenttveness.
Right now, though, rough calculations ofthese intangibles are
all we have. To help come up with their $1 trillion number for un-

an

..

measured business investment, for exampl Corrado Sichel, and
Hu1ten counted the ornon o a v · m esi ed to have Ion v effects on perception that would include the sort ofcorporate image advertising seen in this magazine). They also estima.ted the value of new oroduct development~the
financial-semces mdus which current R&D numbers miss.
"We ha to unt around for bits and pieces ofdata," says Hulten.
Assessing how much bang for the buck companies ~et from
their ~pendin on intangibles is even harder, especially in the
fast-c anging ow e ge economy.
e employee training. In
the old days, that required flying people to a teaCfurig facility,
which cost companies a lot of time on top of the cost of the instructors and real esmte. N~nljg~Jearning and other innQVlJ-tions are driving down the cost oftrainit!g. At .WM, the training budget fell by $10 million from 2003 to 2004, a 1.4%
decline, while the number of classroom and e-learning hours
rose by 29%. Are other companies seeing an equally dramatic
decline in the cost of training? No one knows.

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS
THAT's WHY THE BEA doesn't want to move too fast. It plans to
publish su lemenfiUY accounts for R&D in the n
e
,
which · tra R&D spending without adding it into the official

GDP numoers. Oilier mtang1D1es, though, remain below the
radar. "No one disagrees with this conceptually," says ~chief
Landefeld. "The problem is m the em iricai m~asurement."
But look at ow our perceptton o the economy c anges once
you add in things like R&D and brand-building. The pubJished
data show that toJf investment-business, residenttSI, and
government has een thlliilg over the past three decades as a
share of national spending, while consumption has been rising.
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The nwnbers say growth slowed,
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Factoring in the Mft~~ftm1g Picecc<e~
Including R&D, training, and other intangibles in the numbers helps explain adecade of economic reality
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business intangibles would have changed the growth numbers.
For our purposes, let's assume that overall intangible business investment followed the same path as industrial R&D and advertising, for which annual data are available. Crunch the numbers
and it looks like the business sector rea1ly grew by only 0.1% in
2001, less than a quarter of the size of the official increase.
Growth in 2002 now also looks slower than the published data.
By contrast, the conventional numbers may be understating
the strength of the economy today. The
BEA announced on Jan. 27 that growth in
the fourth quarter of 2005 was only 1.1%. t/
In part that was because ofa smaller-thanexpected increase in business capital
spending. However, employment at design and management-consulting firms is up sharply in the
quarter, suggesting that businesses may be spending on intangibles instead. Indeed, the consumer confidence number for
January zoomed to the highest level since 2002, as Americans
became more optimistic about finding jobs.
Then again, the economy may hit bigger bumps in the years
ahead When companies significantly trim their spending on
R&D, design, training, and other lmowledge-enhancing activities, as they did in 2001, the resulting pain in terms ofjob loss-

but jobs for designers jwnped
Jno direct effect on GDP. Remember that R&D and other intan~ gi!Jle business investments are nbt currently counted as natioD.a~ al outpu.t_Therefore, when a company laid off an engineer doing
Z"~ Tong-term product development but kept selling the same number of its old products, GDP siayed the same: Productivity even
went up, because fewer workers were producing the same
~ amount of output. And if that laid-off engineer went to work,
0
say, building houses? National output might even have risen.
~ There's enough data available through 2003 to estimate how

SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS.
Sun believes sharing is the way to create better ideas. That's why we'ye teamed up wit h
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Trade stats llliss a big chunk of the valuecreating flow of knowledge

I. _,r,·

.:'·' ·:-F,'' ·~ ·· ;;=~: ;-

• :;:; J

es and reduced innovation could deepen the next downturn.
Harvard's Center for International Development, believes it
Perhaps the trickiest and most controversial aspect of the
should be. He describes these cross-border flows oflmowhow as
shadow economy is how it alters our assessment ofinternation"park matter."· Hausmann notes that U.S. multinationals consisal trade. The same intangible investments not counted in GDP,
tently earn higher rates of return than their foreign counterSiif'il3s business knowhow and brand equity, are for the most
parts-an average of6% on foreign operations since 2000, vs. tlie
part left out offoreign trade stats, too. Also largely ignored is the
1:2%'foreign multinationals earn in the U.S., according to the }atmass influx of trained workers into the U.S. They represent an
est BEA figures. From that, he infers that the multinationals are
immensecontributionofhumancapitaltotheeconomythatthe
benefiting, in part, from lmowledge exported from the U.S., a
U.S. gets free of charge, which can substantially balance out the
country with faster productivity growth than the rest of the industrialized world.
trade deficit of goods and services. "I don't lmow that the trade
deficit really tells you where you are in the global economy," says
Using these arguments, Hausmann finds that the U.S. curGary L. Ellis, chieffinancial officer of
rent account deficit actually disapMedtronic Inc., a world leader in
pears, averaged over time. "With
medical devices such as implantable
globalization, you develop a blueprint and sell it in all countries," he
defibrillators. "We're exporting a lot
oflmowledge."
says. "Countries that are good at
Time for another real-world ex~
creating blueprints get more example. In December, Intel Corp. an- Companies are putting more emphasis on
ports of dark matter."
nounced plans to build a new R&D
d I on n't I' v tm nt Si ce
Admittedly, most trade experts
wafer-fabrication plant in Israel. To
an eSS Cat.'. I a In es e ' n
are hostile to Hausmann's concluthe statisticians, the value of that 2000, the "intangibility index" -the ratio Of sions. A recent report from Goldforeigninvestmentis the book value R&D to capital spending, multiplied by.
man, Sachs & Co. likened Hausof the plant-that is, the cost of 100-has risen for 9 of the 10 biggest
mann's dark matter to cold fusion.
erecting the building and installing companies that report R&D
.
And the economists at the BEA worthe chipmaking machinery.
ry that adding lmowledge exports
Not counted is the systematic exto the trade stats would make published data less useful. "I have a
port of knowhow to Israel that enabies that factory to operate profproblem putting fabricated flows
itably.Atthe core is a program called
into exports," says Ralph H. KoCop;u- Exactly!, which requires that a
--r;,--, .. ~
!no.·117
zlow:, who oversees international ac11
nev/ fab duplicate an existing one -GE*:'*
u 3 lUI
v
counts at the BEA. "You get into an
thatisworkingwell,down to how ofimpossible statistical maze when
MICRQ~OEf ·
429.1
761.6
you try to value all of this at anyten the plant's pumps are serviced.
--~~~~~~----~~~~~~----All ofthis critical information is docP_.RO~_ T.•E; R:&~.G·AM_·_BLE .
~..,_ ~
-otfli.O
thing that anyone would believe."
umented and transferred from the .....,....-0,....--~---'---~...,..,.------IUI,.,.~_-_.-:JJ__..,.--__0,__.-:JJ__,..-..But even if Hausmann is over_
U.S. to the new plant, but it is not
·.. :..
·· · · ·
.O·
295
4
stating his case, he's on the right
2 1
picked up by the trade statistics.
,_,PF_IZ..,. ·E. ,. .R.,. ;-:.:-:..-:-:.··,.,.......,~~--,.,-,....,-:-'-::----.-:. .,. .·,....,.-..,...·_.,. . .·_
track. There's no doubt that the sta-
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empldoyees. ~om the new fab to
spen a nununum of six months in
Hillsboro, Ore., where Intel develops
new production processes. By the
time they return home, these people
will have picked up not just the details of the process but also tribal
lmowledge-the unwritten lore of
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2.9
------.,--'-------------------------,---INTEL
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32.0.
2.2
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129.9
56.8. · '19. 1

95~6

IBM
ALL 10·

flows that create value ththese day:Ss.
Suppose we assume
at U. .
multinationals can earn an extra
percentage point of return.on their
foreign investments by being able
to use business intangibles exported from the U.S. Then a rough estimate of the value of the unmea-

:;::~:~~r:~~ui:;:d~ g: ;a~}~~;*¥~·l-~~~;:~:~ =~he~~: is ~~:~~~g$10i~
0

the new factory up and running at
high volume within a quarter, rather
than taking a year or more. In economics speak, this is a classic transfer of human capital. So why isn't it
called an export?
Ricardo Hausmann, director of
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R&D SPENDING.

+42..1%
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CAPITA~:~f~~-giNG

+2~ 1

*Caplta!SJ<endingforon'coinpant.Sincludesexpendituresfcirexplor'atlonaswell.
~lljtes\ye)irfor~YhichR~and'"pitalspendiogarebothavallable:
.
.
-Excluding GE Capital Services .
·
Data: Company reports. BuslnessWeek

$
billion per year, depending on
what assumptions are used.
And let's notforgetaboutimmigrants. The workers who move to
the u.s. each year bring with them
a mother lode of education and
skills-human capital-for free.
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-

•'

.
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One celebrated example is Jonathan Ive, the man who designed
the iPod and iMac. Ive was born in England and educated at
Newcastle Polytechnic University ofNorthumbria before joining Apple Computer Inc. in California in 1992.
Ive is not unique. Most ofthe workers who immigrate to the
U.S. each year have-at least a high school diploma, while about
a third have a college education or better. Since it costs, on average, roughly $100,000 to provide 12 years ofelementary and
secondary education, and another $100,000 to pay for a college
degree, immigrants are providing a subsidy of at least $50 billion annually to the U.S. economy in free human capital. Alter-

.

natively, valuing their contribution to the economy by the total
wages they expect to earn during their lifetime would put the
value of the human capital of new immigrants closer to $200
billion per year. Either the low or high estimate would make the
current account deficit look smaller.
These numbers may also seem squishy. Still, if Fed chief
Bernanke, corporate executives, and ordinary investors want to
know where we've been, and where we're headed, tracking the
creation and flow of knowledge is the only way to go. [J
-With Steve Hamm in New York and
ChristopherJ Farrell in St. Paul, Minn.
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orty-two grand ayear. That's
the going rate for tuition, room,
and board at Vermont's pricey
Middlebury College, where
.
.
Donna Kelly's son and daughter
go to school. "It'swhat we spend all our
discretionary income on: education," says
Kelly, who lives in St Paul, Minn. "We look on
it as an Investment intheir lives."
Government number crunchers don't see
it that way, though. Bytheirreckoning, the
money households lay out for college and
\/!other levelsof education- an eye-popping
' $224 billion in 2005- is consum·ptlqn, n.o
different than buying an ice cre·am cone or a,
new pair of sneakers. Ditto for money ·
plowed into federal job programs, the
National Science Foundation (NSF), and
even the salary of the local public school
teacher who helped your child learn to read.
Imagine if all the money you devote to
education; plus the government's outlays for
education, training, and R&D; 'went into the
investment column instead. Suddenly,
Americans would look a lot less profligate.
The U.S. devotes moreto education and
R&D than most other industrialized
countries. For eJq~mple, Am~rica spends
well over?% of gross doines.tic product on
education, comp(lred with 4.6% for JC)pan.
And·ifthe money socked away by
households and spent on eaueation was
couht~d as savings, then the U.S. personal
savings rate for 2005 would be 2.0%, not .
the -0.5%the official numbers show.
So why·aren't these dutlays being
categorized as investment? Su~plementary_
accounts for government and busjness R&D
are coming (page 62). But treating
·education as investment is much farther off,
despite the obvious long-lasting nature of
the "human capital" asset created by

F

l
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are not merely technical but matters of
intense pyblic and poliTical debate, both at
'the national and local level.
Similar concerns complicate a more
. . .
.. '-·
rational assessmenfof.the federal budget.
. . .
Tlle.governrnimt.spends an enormous
amount, $396 billion in .fiscal2005, on longlived, intan ible investment such as·R&D
education. After all, the skills learned in
arid education, as we as sue physical
assets as computers and jet fighters. So why
school last a lot longer than the typical
comput~r, which is c<;>unted as Investment
not take a page from the business world:
by the statisticians.
Separate out investment spending from the
day-to·day costs of running the government.
The reason Is simple: There is no
Calculating the budget that way would
consensus. amon~oililst5.6ciucators,
or.Tor that mattedwiider soCiety on how to put the federal government's current
measure the value of a dollar spent on
operations into surplus, since the
investment outlays exceed the total deficit of
educatiQl'i. Should·lt be valued h1g1Tefifit
raises test scores or results in a higher wage $318 billion. What's more, it would become
down the road? Should it be valued lower if
clear that government borrowing was
the kids are taught in a crowded classroom
funding investments with a future payoff. In
or if the college economics course is taught
an ideal world, Congress would weigh
qy a research assistant who speaks broken
whether boosting basic research, as
English? Are·high school courses in art
President George W. Bush proposed In his
appreciation an essential part of the
State of the Union speech, was worth taking
on more debt. Today, by comparison, the
curriculum or a mere frill? These questions
NSF is funded in the same appropriations
bill as the Justice Dept.• so that more money
for long-term research may be competing
Envce~~Tffig
against more dollars for the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. That sort of choice
encourages short-run thinking.
In the real world, even proposing a shift to
Householdsare spending
operating
and investment budgets would
more on education even as
scare up a lot of opposition. One fear is that
the savings :rate·falls
politicians would try to game the system.
Says Joseph J. Minarik, rese(lrch director for
the Committee for Economic Development,
· p research organization in Washington: "One
man's investment is another man's porkpork being defined as spending that doesn't
generate a'broad return."
Still, calling things by their right names
has clear advantages. Persistin in the
fictioh that government and house o
spendin~ on R&D, trainin~, and education is
oniY..£Qnsumptillii is to ITliSunderstand the
k{niwledge econo!'!JY.
-By Michael Mandel in New York,
with Christopher J. Farrell in St. Paul, Minn.,
Data: Bureau ol E<ooomlc Analysis
and Howard Gleckman in Washington
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THE VICE PRESIDENT
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT~~
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FROM:

KEITHHALL0/)

SUBJECT:

Retail and Food Services Sales in January (* * * *)
Public Release: 8:30 am, Tuesday (Commerce Department)

.v

\..

Explosive growth in January retail sales
Change in Retail Sales (nominal)
from December to January
Actual

Expected

Total retail sales

2.3%

0.9%

Excluding motor vehicles

2.2%

0.8%

•

Nominal r etail sales rose 2.3% in January, well above market expectations of about 0.9%.

•

Sales of motor vehicles and parts increased 2.9% in January, after a sizeable month-earlier gain.
This increase had been foreshadowed by the automakers' report of an increase in unit sales from a
17.1 to a 17.6 million unit annual selling pace in January. Sales oflight motor vehicles have been
roughly flat at about 17 million units during the past 6 years.

•

Excluding motor vehicles, nominal retail sales rose 2.2%, well above the roughly 0.8% increase
expected by the market. A large rise in gasoline prices contributed to this increase. Even so, the
real increase in January spending excluding motor vehicles is likely to be among the largest onemonth increases on record (in a series that begins in 1990). The consumer price data needed to deflate
retail spending arrives next week.

•

The January sales gain was distributed across a wide array of retail categories.
RETAIL AND FOOD SERVICES SALES
percent change from preceding month

EXCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS
percent change from preceding month
4 r-----------------------------~
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Jackson Hole Golf & Tennis Club (est.
1963)
5000 Spring Gulch Rd
Jackson, WY

83001

Phone: (307) 733-3111
Toll-Free: - Other: -Fax: {307) 733-8473

GPS

Driving Range

Area Price

No

30 T ee Stations

$$$
Type: Pub lic Course

Jackson Hole

Opened: Janu ary 1963

Architect: Robert Trent Jones, Jr., ASGCA
Holes

Yards *

Par

Slope

Rating

18

7168

72

123

72.5

Fees (with cart)
Weekday Weekend Twilight

$150

$150

$75

*Yardage measured from the back tees
Attention courses: Have changes to your listing?
Mmit.them her.e.•
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Home > Recreation > Ski > Forecast & Snow Conditions for Jackson Hole Mountain Resort
Forecast & Snow Conditions 1 P.,~..§..C!!! Profile 1 Trail MaR

Eucerin..

Jackson Hole Mountain Resort, WY
Base Depth;

-

Euceri

41 - 92"

~- · -- ·~··

New Snow:
0
Primary Surface: Packed Powder
Last Report:

02/13/06 06:00AM

Trails Open:
Lifts Open:
Acres Open:
Percent Open:
Status:

96 of 111
11 of 12
2500
100
Open

Get Eucerin now. Where

_ .,...,.,wo·•
ResortCam® provided by RSN

kQMiL.Special Events

I

LocaLSporting Events

Hours: Mon-Fri: 9a-4p; Sat/Sun: 9a-4p;
Snow Comments: Last snowfall: Feb 06/ 2 inches; Previous snowfall: Feb 04/
4 inches;
Other Comments: Winds at base: calm; Visibility: excellent;
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The lvSA. Surveillance Program: An bulisp2Jisahle ToolfDJ' Protecting AJrierica
Remarks by Senatol' Kyl at CSIS.
February 13, 2006
Opening Story:
A story ·which intelligence historians continue to debate today concerns the German
bombing of Coventry in the Fall of 1940, daring the height .ofHitler 5 s efforts to
bring England to her knees.. It is claimed that Churchill re.ceived top se·cret
intelligenc.e, derived from the Auglo-Ametic.an breaking olTthe Germain Enigma
code, which indicated that Coventry would be bit later that day. Churchill faced a
choice, evacuate Coventry :and risk revealing that the Em1gnna code had been
broken, or sit on the information at the co·st of potentially it!llousa:nds of lives. He
decided to put the city's emergency services on alert a·nd .t~tke no furthe·r action.
Coventry was sacrificed, but the Germans had no Mnt that their code was
compromised.
This story, While possibly a~pocryphal, is nevertheless tellhJtg, because it
demonstrates the preeminent value of op·el'ational intelli~:eace in war. Churchill was
not criticized fol' his decision, illustrating the mindset tha:t we expect wnrtime
leaders to have.

I. Set the stage:
• \Ve are in a protracted struggle with an enemy 'Who·se ambition is simple: kill
Americans by the millions and destroy our way of mfe.
A. 1JNI Negropoute: Attacking the United States i!wmelan.d, United S~ates
interests overseas a:nd United States allies-- in that order-- aJ;e Al
Qaeda's top operational priorities. The gl'oup "YJill attempt bigh-hnpact
attaclcs for as long as its central conJ"mand strndure is functioning and
aft1Iiated gro-ups arc capable of fu.:rtheri'ngits :ilit!erests, bec~mse even
modest operatia•nal capabilities ca:n yield a deadly and danwging attack. 1

B. Enemy wears no uniform, and can hide among our population for years
(as did the 9/11 hijackers); and coordinating a.ntd financing i.ts mass
casualty attacks like 9/11 requires contact witlh. their source!; of support
abroad.

C. The need for terrorists to comnmnlcate provid~5 us with intelligence
opportunities.
Director ofNational Intelligenct~ John Nef:,rroponte, testimony for SSCli "~earing on fue Worldv.,ide
Threat," February 2, 2006.
1

1

..

.•·

IL Our ·main weapon in fighting terrorism is good !nteiiigence
.. The NSA tenorist su1rveill.nnce progn1)Xt is necessa:ry, .a:nd Amerieans expect
their government to protect them in this way .

..4.., From A G Testimony: 1t is hard to imagine a Prf1~ddeni who 1'vonld not
elect to use these tools in defense of the Atneric-:.m people-in fact~ it
1vould be irresponsible to do otherwise. The tenorist surveilllance
2
progr~m is both necessary and la:wfu.I.

B. FBI DirtJ.ctor JJ1ueller: ... leads from that program have been valuable in
identifying would-be terrorists in the 'United Stta1tesJ individuals who were
providing m.aterial support to terrorists?

C. DDNI Htl)Jdtm:

... the 9/11 commission criticized[ our ability to link things
happening in th1;: United States with things that were happellting
elsewhere.ln that light, there are no communic;8tions more jmportant to
the safety of this. eountry than those affiliated 'With al Qaeda with one end
in the United St:Hes. 4

D. DD}'Ill Hllyrlen: Had this program been in effe,~t Jprior to 9/ll, it is my
professional judgment that l\'e would·have dete1cted some of the 9/11 al
Qaeda operatives in the United States, and we vvould have identified them
as such.
III. The program includes a number of key protections::
A. ·Intercepts only 1those communicatjons n·here (]J.IJ1t! end ofthe line is located
outside the United States and one of the partidjpants is a known or
suspected member of AI Qaeda or an affiliate organization.

B. Closely tn.rgetedl- it is not a dri.ftnet to grab conversation ar.td sort them
by keywol'd scaJrChes. From JJDNI Hayde11
C. US identities are removed ·when they are not esscnti.al to understand
intelligence reports. From J)DNI HaydeH

D. Presidential reauthorization ls 1·equired every 4:5 days.

E. Leaders of the House, Senate, and the two intelligence committees have
been continually briefed, and IO revie'-Y is ext,ensiYe.

z Attorney General Albe1to Gonz.1lts, Prt:pa~e:d testimony before Judiciary Committee, Fe:bmary 6, 2006.
~FBI Director Roben Mueller, t,:.;t!mony for SSCI "He:;ring: on the Worldwide Threat" February 2 2006.
'
'
~ DDl\'1 Gen. Michael Hayden, Speech at the National Press Club, Ja11uary 23, 2006.

-
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IV. 3 basic arguments currently being advanced by opponents ofthe program;

A. Argument 1: Th1; program is illeg.alunder cu:rl'eEit law
Not true: the legal arguments on behalf of the 1n·o,gram are strong:
i.

CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY
Article II, Sec. 2: "The President shall be Commander in Chief of the
Army and Navy of the United States~ and ofthe :Militia oHhe several
States, ·when called into the actual Service of the United States ... "

a. From DO.! Letter to Congtess: Under Article If of the Constitution,
including in his capacity as Commander in Chief, the President
has the responsibility to protect the NatiQn from further attacks,
a:nd the Constitution gives him all neces:s9ry authoritv to fulfill
that duty. See, e.g., P1·ize Cases, 67 U.S. 0 Black) 6J5, 668 (1863)
(stressing that if the Nation is invaded, .:'ithe President is not only
authoriZEld but bound to resist by force ... witbout waiting for any
special legislative authority"); Cam.pbell v. Clinttm, 2GI3 F.3d 19, 27
(D.C. Cir. 2000) (Silberman, J., concuning)("[T}he Prize
Cases, .. stand for the proposi.tion that t]!J..e President bas
independ.ent authority to repel aggressive acts by thil'd parties
even without specific congressional autl~~a.rization, and com·ts may
not rcvie·w the Ie·vel of force selected. ,s
b. The fact that Congtess passed FISA in 1978 does not erase the
President's Constitutional authority.
•

Fwom AG Testimo11y: Th~ FISA Court of Revit~w, the special
court of appeals charged With h1caring appealH of decisions
by the FJSA court, stated in 2002 that "[w]e tnke for
granted that the President does hnve that [inherent]
authorjt:y" and, "assuming that is.: so, FISA colllld not
encroach on the President's cons~1tutional power.."Sealed
· Case, 310 F.3d at 742. 6

c. It has long been l'ecognized that the Pr.~ident's consititutjonal
powers i!aclude the authority to conduc:t_warrantless surveHlance
aimed at detecting and preventing arm.ed attacks on the United
States. :Presidents have repeatedly reliE:ril on their inherent power
to gather foreign intelligence fot reaso11r. both diplomatic and
military, and .the federal courts have consistently upheld this
William E. Moschella, Assi3tanr. Attomey General, Letter to Sen. Rob1~rt:;, Sen. Rockefeller, Rep.
Hoeksb:a, and Rep. Ham1an, becember 22, 2005.
5

~ Anurney General AJ"::ler:o G·Jru:~les, Prepared testimony before Judici:l!:y Committee, Fe:bruary 6, 2006.
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longstandling practice. See I1t reSealed C&se~ 310 F.3d 717, 742
(Foreign J[:ntel. Surv, Ct. of Rev. :2002). 7
d. From AG Testimony: During the Clinto1:1 ,,~dministrat.[on, Deputy
Attorney General Jamie Gorelick testifi:ed before CoiJtgress in 1994
that the President has inherent authority under the Constitution to
conduct foreign intelligence searches ofj~te private homes of U.S.
citizens in the United States without a w~~rrant, and that such
"varrantl1~ss searches are pel'missible und•er the Fourth
Amendment. See Amending the Foreign D:ntelligence Sm·veillance
Act: Hea;rings Before the HPSCI, 103d Oong. 2d Sess. 61, 64
(1994) (statement of Deputy Attorney General Jamie S. Gorelick).
See also Jn reSealed Case, 310 F.3d at 74~5-46. 8 (a:mes case)

e. From AG testimo1Ly: ... the NSA's tern:rist surveilhmce program
fully con11plies with the Fourth Amendm.1ent, which prohibits
unreason,able searches a)1d seizures. Thl~_Fourth Am(:ndment has
:never been understood to require warra~ts in all circumstances.
J'he SupJ:etne Court has upheld 'Wa:rrantiess searches at the border
and has allowed warrantless sobriety clb.teckpoints. Se:e, e.g.,
1Vichigan l'. Dept. ofState Police v. Sitt, 496 U.S. 444 (1990); see
also !JLdianapolis "'· Edmond, 531 U.S. 32, 44 (2000) ... Moreover,
although the Fourth Amendment does not require application of a
probable: cause standard in this context, lthe "reasonable grounds
to believe" standard employed in this p'r9e:ram is the traditional
Fourth Amendment. probable .cause sta111Ldard. 9

ii. STATUTORY
The Congressional Authol'ization for Use of lVIilitary Force, Pub. L.
No. 107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (Sept. 18, 2001) ("AUMF").

A<r Testimony: First, it expressly rt!cognized the P1·esident's
"authority under the Constitution to t£Lk,e action to deter and
prevent nets of international terrori.s:m a:gainst the U o.ited States. H
Second, it supplemented that authority lhsy authorizing the
:Presiden\t to "use all necessary and appropriate forc1; against those
nations, organizations, or persons he det•ermjnes pla!o.ned,
authorized, committed, or aided the terJr·orist attacks:" in order to
prevent further attacks on the United Sil:ates. Accordingly, the
President's authoritv to use militarv fox~:e against those te"t·tol'ist

a. Fro111

1

Anom.ey Gcner:=~l Alberto Gonzales, Prepared testimony before Judiciary Committee, Feb1ua1y 6, 2006.

"Attomey Gr:n~ral Albcno Gon.z.a]es, Prep2re:d testimony b;::fore Judiciary Conu11ittec, F!';brtl::'ll'J' 6, 2006.
9

Attorney G=1~eral .-\1bc:no Gor:zales, Prepared testimony befbre Judid.ar!t Com."l:llttee, f,~bruary 6, 2006.

groups is g_t its maximum becan.se he is
autho.riza tjon of Coner'ess. 1u

:a1~ting

with thte express

b. Fi'oln .AG Testim.ouy: ... the language of the At.JM:F itself, calls on
the President to protect Americans botln ':'at home a:nd abroad," to
take actinn to prevent further terrorist :atttacks "againt,st the United
States," and directs him to determine who was respontsible for the
attacks. 11
c. FJ'Om A G Testimony: In 2004, the Suprmm.e Court considered tbe
scope of the AUMF in Hamdi v. Rumsfeld? 542 U.S. 5017 (2004).
There, the q-uestion was whether the President had the autho-rity
to detain an Amel"ican citizen as an enemy combatant for the
duration of the hostilities. Tbe Suprem(~ Court confirmed that the
expansive language of the AUMF -"all ~ecessa:ry and
app1·opriate fo.rce"-ensures that the cmu~ressi.onal authorization
extends to traditional incidents ofwagil!J~~· And) just like the
detention of enemy combatants app:rov.ed in Hamdi, the use of
c.ommunilcatio.ns intelligence to prevent t~1emy attacks is a
fundnmental and accepted incident of rniqitarv force. 12
d. Surely, c•ollectin.g intelligence about the plans and intentions of the
enemy in a time of armed conflict is an iurcident of war. Historv is
replete 1Yith examples of President's usiJ!:g this autho:!:!..lli.

•

From AG Testimony: the day after tbe attack on :Pearl Harbor,
President Roosevelt authorized the interception of all
comn.runjcations traffic into and out Clfthe United( States. The
terrorist surveillance program, of catilrse, is far more focused,
since it involves the interception only of international
·communications that are linked to :ar Qaeda. 13

:B. Argument 2; FISA is the sole authority for suJrv,eilla·nce and must be used
or- amended

[Note: This
i.

argtt:~.ment

rejects the constitutionnl :authotity cbim]

FISA allows for changes "as authorized by statute", and the AUMF
provides that authorization.
a. From A<i Testimony: FlS.A allows Con:gJr.ess to respond to new
threats through separate legislation. F][SA prohibits persons from

10

Allcr·ney General. Alberto Gon:~ales, Prepared testimony before Judiciary Coil'ln'littee, February 6, 2006.
Auomey General ,'\lbe1to Gon:~ales, Prepared testimony before Judic:iary Committee, Febmi.lry 6, 2006.
12
AL1omey Gme;ral Alberto Gonzales, Prepan:d lesti;nony before Judicriary Committee, February 6, 2006.
13
Ano;:,c:,· Ct:ueral Alberto Gon:~a1e::s, Prepared test~:non:J' before Judiciary Committee, Februilry 6, 200G.
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intentionaliy "engag[ingl ... in electron!\: survemane~l under color
oflnw ~:ept as authorized by statute/' :For the renso!lls I have
already discussed, the AUlVlF provides due relevant statutory
authotization for the terrorist surveillanc·e program. Hamdi
makes cle:ar that the broad language in tf~e AUMF caiO. satisfy a
requirement for specific statutory authi!!j.zation set forth in
nu other l:nv. 14
ii.

The enhanced Terrorist Sunreillance :Progran:n is necessary given the
agility and resourcefulness of our terrorist eliie:my, which FISA ca.nnot
match. Actionable intelligence has a short sl!JLelflife.
a. PDDNI Hayden has testified that FISA i!i poorly suited to the
carrying out of this kil:l.d of program.

• PDDNI Hayden.: ... I don't think t}ta,!jmyone can make the
claim that the FISA statute is optimiz1ed to deal wjth or nrevent
a 9/11 or to deal with a lethal enemy -~~·ho likely a.}t·eady had
combatants inside the United States.~-. The president's
a-uthorization allows us to track this lkind of call more
comprehensively and more effic-iently. The triggelt' is quicker
and a bit softer than it is for a FlSA. 'Wa).Tant, but the intrusion
into privacy is also limited; only inteJrnational callls and only
those we have a reaso·nable basis to b~c~Heve involve al Oaeda or
one of its affiliates. 15
-

b. IT has been suggested that FISA's 72 hour provision allows for
greater flexibility, but this is hardly th(~ •case.

•

F1·om AG Testimotty: Some ha:ve poiwted to the provision in
FlSA that allows for so-called "eme:r~;ency authoJ"izations" of
surveillance for 72 hours witho·ut a c.ourt order. There. is a
.sel'iollls misconception about these en11el'gency authorizations.
\Ve d.o not and cannot approve emergency surveillance under
FISA witho·ut knowing that we mee:tjFISA's normal
regu1irements, In otder to author.iZ1~ ·emergency surveillance
under FISA, the Attorney General must personalily
"detel'mjne[l that, .. the factual bash for issuance of an order
u.nde:r [FISA] to approve such surve!inance ex.ists . ' 5 ••• Thus, to
initia,te surveillance onder a FISA emergency authorization, it
is no1t enough to rely on the bestjudt~ment of our intelligence
officers. Those intelligence officers would ha-ve to. get the signoff oJf lawyers at tile NSA, and then lawyers in th•e Department

,.; Attomey Gener3l Alberto Gon:~sles, Prepared testimony before Judiciary Conunittee, February 6, 2006.
DD:--;r Gen. Micllilel Hayden, Speech at the N!lriot)al Press Club, January 23, 2006.

15
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ofJustice would have to be satisfied tltnat the statutory
requitements for emergency authori:zntion a1·e met, and finally
as Attorney General, I would have to he satisfied that the
p1·oposed surveillance meets the requx:i~ements ofJi'ISA. Finally~
the emergency application must be fihtd "a.s soon as
practicable," but within 72 hom·sY1

"

Put simply, this is not standard "''iret:mp acttvity. His much
diffen~.nt and the problem is that thH Attorney General may not
kno'"'' what he is going to get out of a particulal· electronic
survemance until he gets it. FISA's '72-hour rule d.emands that
the AG certify that he will be able to meet the FIStl.. staudard
befor1~ the activity even happens. lJ(:Ynlce, FISA limits the
intelligence community's flexibility in a:n unacceptable way.

C. Argument 3: Oversight by Congress should be increased
• While there is some merit to tb)s point, it is hat·dl to guarant€:e the
necessary operational secrecy in the current poJ1tical atmosphere.

i.

There is a cl1~ar te·nsion between the desire !!or more ove1·sight and tb.e
potential for more unauthorized and harmful disclosure,

ii.

Those entrusted w'ith knowledge of this program must be committed
to its protection. Not all are. Opponents of t!lle progrnm openly
celebrate the leaks whjle demanding that tltt,e-y be fully bliefed on it.

a. Senator Leahy: Mr. Attorney General, ,can you see why I have
eVel'y reason to believe we never would have found m.1t about this
if the press hadn't? Now, there has be~:lll talk about, well let's go
prosecut.e the press. Heavens. Thank God we have a, press that at
least tells us· what the heck you guys a:r.e doing) becau.se you are
obviously not telling us. 17
iiL

The leaders of our intelligence conm:l'l.tlJity believe that these leaks
bave been extremely damaging to ou:r :nation:wl security.

a. CIA Director Goss: ... Pm sorry to tell yo,u that the damage bas
been very severe to o-ur capabilities to I!HTQ' out our mission. 18
b. DNJ Negroponte: ... any time sensitive !>OUJ.rces and methods are
revealed in the public domain, through j[lress stories or otherwise,
General Alberto Go~~ales, Prepared testimony before Judici.a1·y ConU.l)ittee, February 6, 2006.
Se11~tor Patrick Leahy, Questioning of Attorney Genc:ral Gon:zales, Judi.;iary Committee, :febturuy 6,
2006.
tG Attorney

17

I< CL~.t Director Pmte.r Goss, testim~:ly ~o~ SSCI "Hearing on the World'-\~de Threat," Febrm~ry 2, 2006.
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THE VIC PRESIDENT
HAS SFEN
~rave

danger gJ prejudicinfu ad,rersei'F
affecting our intelligen ce operations, andjln. manv instances lives
~an be dire-ctlv at stake. And 1 must say tbtat in th e nine months
that I've been in this job ) one of th e greatest disappointments th~:
i personally have had is experiencing the ·:legree to which peopk~
are willin g t o talk about classified matten~ to the public
medin . And we've got to bring that kind of activity to a stop."

that this carries with it the

1 :)

\'"

So wh:•J kin d of o-versight ·would be both helpful and ·~yo rkable'?

A. Senator Specter FISA Court Proposal: Seekint{ 2in advisory !)pinion from
the FISA Court would be both unprecedented and unwana11ted. The U.S.
Supreme Court would never revie\Y such a non-justiciable case. There is
:no case or controversy and quite probably a political question.

B. Amend FISA: There is simply no need to amend FISA, as the Attorney
General testified. The President already has the authority to conduct the
program under the Constitution, and the AUMW also meets the FISA
requirement for "authorization by statute." Moreover, drafting an
effective amendment would be difficult; it \•;ooultd. likely be ei1ther too
general or too specific.
Regul:-~r

Briefing to SSC1 and HPSCI: "after-action report'!' could cover
euough relevant information to allow Congress to conduct meaningful
oversight;

C.

i.

ii.

Is the p1·ogram being executed as it was intended, i.e., in accordaoce
·with the guidelines (without discussing the c1perational details of the
guideliues)?

Have any U.S. persons been subject to surveillance who, under the
guidelin es, should not have been?

iii.

In aoy c:1ses 'IYherc this might have happertE:d:

a. \V<Js there: any damage from this occurr.euce?
b. Arc adequate measures being taken to ensure that it does not
happen again?
1v.

The ''gang of eight" should be provided ·with. the guidelines governing
the execution of this program as well as a ;~eaeral assess~rnent of the
results.

VI. CONCLUSION
:~.Dir(· ~:~ ?f)[8tit:ml _In~·2 lli~ "l'c:c Job..! Negropontc, testimony for SSC:I ·'Hearing on thE: World,Nide
1 r.n;:Jt, · r::DmJ.ry 2, 2u•Jr.J
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From Testimony of 9/11 Ccrmmission Co-Chairmen:

"The .:\.merican people must be prepared for a long and d.iJNficult struggle. '\Ve face a
determined enemy ·who sees this as a l-Yar of attrition- in1leed, as an epochal
struggle. \Ve expect fm·ther attacks. Against such an enemy, there can be no
complacency. This is the challenge of our genetation. As Americans we must step
forward to accept that chal1enge.'~ 20
·
From the Attorney General's Testjmony:

"ln confronting this new and deadly enemy, President }hush promised that '~[wJe

,. .md)rect every resourc~ at ou:r command-every means: !)f diplomacy, every tool of
intelligence, every tool oflav.1 enforcement, every financial imfluence, and every
1vcapon ofwa:r-to the disruption of and to the defeat of the global ter!'or network."
The tenorist surveillance JJrogram described by the Presidamt is one stnch tool and
one indispensable aspect of this defense of our N ation.".21

20

TI1c Hon. Thomas H. Kean and the Hou. Lee H. f.familton, Public Statement upon release of the 9/11
Commission Report, Jun 22, 200:5
·

21

Attorney Gcn~r:>: A.:bl:rto Golt:!ales, Prepared. te:;timony oefor.: Jueic:tary Committee, Febmary 6, 2006.
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NEWSWEEK

the countries that we are "reforming:' we
will ht: in for' Sin ~'llf~:JeMely tod:y ride.

There is a tension in the Islamic wrirtd
bctweon thod.c.sind.9rdomoctacy&td A 1-c·
spect for liberty.. (It is a tenSion !hat once
r:aged Jn the west and still e'liscs in pocketS
today.) This is most.3pparentin the Ong()ing
tul)' O¥'U the publicalion of cartoons of
the Prophet Muhammad in a. small.DaniRh
newspaper. The c:alt00n8 wereotfensiveand
nec:dJessly provocative. Had the paper (IUblisbed racist carioUurl:s ofother peoples or
rdigions, it would al5o l'JavQ ~ tOutsdly

condemned and pethaps boycotted. But the

BY FA RilED ZAkARIA

George W. Bush is not a man for second thoughts, but
even he might have had some recently. Ever since 9/11, Bush has
made the promotion ofdemocracy in the Middle East the centerpiece ofhis foreign policy, and doggedly pushed the issue. Over
the last few months, however, this approach has borne .strange

catt.oOnist and cd.itorti would uo1 laa\IC
feared for their lives. It is the violence ofthe
response in some~ oftbeMuslim wodd
thatsoggcsts a zejection oftbeidea9 oftolerIUICC and freedom of CJq>ression that are at
the h~ofmodem W«<~ro30clctlcy.
Why ate all these strains n6itlg now? Islamic fundamentalism was supll06ed to be
on the wane. Five years ago the best scholars of the phcnomwon were writing books
with titles like "The Failme ofPoliticalls]am." Observon; pointed to the ~IIQBtion
ofthe Lanian wrolution, theehhiJI8'1'1fsnp-

port for radical groops fi:om Algeria to
Egypt to Saudi Arabia. .Andyet one sees political Islam on the march across the MiddJe
East today. Wen: we all w1:ong? Has Ishuuil:

fundamenlall.sm gotten a second wind?
Thr.re am it.C~Se who azgue that tbe co\-

lapst: of theA.rab-Ismeli pc:acc proceSS, the
war on terror, and the bloodslled in At~
ghanislao and Iraq have aU contributed to

fiuit, culminating in Hamass -victory in Gaza and the West Bank.
.Before that. we ha-ve watched it sttengthen Hi%bu11ah in Lebanon. whlcb Oike
Hamas) is often described in the West as a
terrorist organization. In Inq, the policy

has brought into office conservative religious parries witb their own private militias. In ~t. it has bolstered the Muslim
Brotherhood, ooe of the oldest funcfa.
mentalist olglUlb.atinnll in thP. .A~
Qaeda descends.
"Dem~ec repft:lOe resentment mtb

world, from which A1

hope, l'e.."JJCOt the rights of lheir citizens
Z>.nd

ch~.iJ uei~tbuQO,

against

terro~;"

'lnd join the fight

Bush said last week in

b~Sbl~ t)fthc Union address. But is this
true of the people oomingtopower in the.Aillb world today?

This is an issue that deserves serious thought. well beyond
pointing to tbe awkwardness of Bush's position.. Bush's p•c·
sc..iption Is. after all, one acoept~d by many gO'I'emm<:nts: itis

J

nlso Eurq>ean poliey to p U&b for domoaat!c refontt in the Mid-

I

1hu hlt:a tluu. Illlam Is undet Si~o<e-prO\oi~
with fi'esh ammunition. Thi~
1s not, bowevet; a wholly convincing OlSe.
For one rhing, opposittlio to the lraCI war is
~ tadic:als

not a ndi.eal phe,.omenon in the Middle

Esst:, but ~ther on uttc:rly mainBbtam
one. Almost e~ry govemment opposed it.
. Moreover, the riCie and fall oflslandt: fw\•

and

. damenllllislll was a broad
deep phenomenon, born over decades. It could
hardly reverse itself on the basis ()[ a
year~~ news. Does ~one believe that if
there had been no Iraq war. Hamas would
.
have lost? Or that the Danish carrocms
would havt. llt.t!n p\tblished 'with no respon&e?
The political lslamist movement has changed over the last 15
~ "J'hmugh much of~ lDSOI: Al'ld 1990#. L:lamio fundo.rnerunlists had J:CVOlutionary aims. They sought the violeut overthrow of
Wcslem-llln..cl regimes ro have tbem replaced ·wi dt JSlamtc std£1;_
This desire for I~c states and not Westem-scyole democracies

dle East. And in met, little bas happened over the last few
months that mnlcP.I: the Cl\00 for c:r;>l'l.tlnued suppon of Muclim 'WUS Dt the; co~ uf
rn~ OJlcu lr&J:;uottional in their ot?jecdicmtorsbips. But recent evena do powerfuUy suggest that if tiws, they spoke in ,;obal retms. Butitwmed oUt thatthe'appeal of
· we don't better understand the history, culture and politics of this ideology WIS limited.. .People in .Algeria. ll:gn>t, Saudi .~ia

111*
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and countless other p~

J

by vigihmtl!S. Vl.'hen entering tbe office of lmq"s prime Mint~t:T.
~ccted it; in 1lu:t, they grudgingly~
oepted the dicla1orships lbeylived under mthet tbansupportvioJent . Ibmhim Jaafari, one now ~women S\!Bdtlle4 in veil& and gloves.
extremism. In this sense. politiod Islam did fhll.
a level ofwd razclv seen else!where in the Muslim world.
Butovcrdmc, many ofthc:.l'61am:sti teeogui:c.a::df.l!R; R:allt)ranil . Some orttteseforoo; bave gained strengt.b because ofa 1adc of
began changing theirprog;.ram. They came to ,.el);:;o~ thJtr shorn. of otherslts~. F.or decades the Middle Enst JwJ been a politiviolent o~rthrow. revolution and social chaos, their ideas oould cal desert. Jn Iraq, the reason that there are no countavailinglibactually gain considelabiG popular support. So they rein1e11ted eral parties is that Saddam HuAAt:ln rlr$hcy('d them. He could. not
themselves, emphaori2.ing not revol\ltiooary overthrow but peace- oomplc:U:ly ctUSb mosque-based grou~ and, br· tbe end of his
ful changt~, not tmnsnatlonal ideology hilt ~ouid ad"uma. Tb~y reign, be aerually U!ed them to shore up his own leptimacy. In

were still protesting tbe diebltors, hilt now d>ey organi2ed demon.stradoos in &vorof'danoc:mcy Grid honeDtpoUtica.

J

There were extremist elem.entq, ofcourse. st11l holding true to
me cause of tile caliph.alle, and tbey broke ott' to crca1:t separate
groups like.AI Qaeda. (Some ofthis radicalillm remains within the
diasporacooununibes of!!;urope mo<e sttDngly than in the M\d·
dle East its~) But it is notable that "Wei• before 9/Il, FeY(It'~
MusHm Brotherhood condemned ttnorism directed against the
Mubatak Rgime. and it rerenfly di.~:mN>.d itself c~n fiom the
w:tiea of the Ira(}; inSUJgency.lt has sought instead to build &1lp•

mw:b ofthe Muslim world Islam bttarne !he langu• ofpolitical
opposition~ It WliB dtconlylatJguage that could not be censored. This patrJem, ofdictuors usiat rdjgious ~ups ro dt:stroy
the seculllf opposition, played itself cut mvinuaUy every AJ;ab
CQUiltty, IUld often bewnd. It was the m.ethoil by which Paki~;!an•.c:
Gen. Zia ul·Hciq mai11tained his own dictatol'Sbip in the 1980s,
~tinga 6ar.d:roi'!Sttlhndament31tct moVMncnt thAn that COWl•
tJy had ever known.

)

part Cor: lts ollVol1 social311d politioo.l progaun in ~t. Fol' ft.~ pan,

not only did Hamu dectde to participate ln the eleetion..'l-for the
fillit

wne-bu! il !Oalnpaigncd almost entilely on a platfOrm of

corruption, social semces and assertive nationalism. Only A1
~and fa:;

ilk have condemned

anr partieipatlOD in elections,

bethet by lmqi Islam\stgrot.lpS or by Harnns.
This coming 10 terms with demoaacy, however, should net be
mistakmforacomingrotenns\'l'ilhWC6temvalue..ctsucha:~libcJ:al·

ism, tlllerance and freedom. Theprogram thatm~ ofthese gro~
espouse il> ~r illilxnd, involrin~ the tcVetlSIIJI>f wc.:..111:u\ rlgltttl,
seoond·cJass citizerubip for minorities and confioncation with tbe
We.cn: and T!lr11P.l. Thft rno."t dnun30c ~Ctample oftbc:se trelldo io in
southern Inq. where Shiite religious parties hlle 'llrirbout axw
checks. Repons abound that
ciril .savants and prokssors
an:II:Ubj~ I.O&cll~;;luan>i!Ud
wni"N'!n AA"e

political ta::m,

Jllaced under stticPlres never
~enforced in lraq, and
an kinds of hwmle8s entuWno.~uc.

1\lc Ldug

~;i)~

tit.1ty. 'Diese tbtt:a play tbem"iielvs our. in complto~t WllfG. It
ls obvious by now !bat ~

United • States-and
w .:..u

Eurorw"

raq, the United Statrs overtumcd old 6001\1 ~lr~1.U~
and governing patterns with

lilde thought as to wbat would
replace them. We believed iliac
democracy and freedom would

solve the pr<>blems of disorder,.

division and dysfunction.
Or eonmder In~a. 1\.f.nny
Amencans had ~con
viuc.bl llatt' che Vl!St majorlcy of

Iraojang bau:d their regime and
were tl)'lng desperately to aver·

throw it;

an we needed to 00

was help them foment a m'Olu·

tion. There's littl~ cl~;~,abt that
the regime is brulal and unpop·

/

v

P.B4

that religious intolerance. and
antimodem attitudes oot he

tleated as cultund variations
that. m.us.t )le. ~I'J(l.
Whethet- it is Hindo fqCJ>)ec-a,tc,e

in Indla,

wlll~

in Europe or Muslim bigotry
in Sr.ucli hrabia, rhe modctu

world right}ycondemns 1hem
aU as ~olating univelz;:al \'aloes. Recent months haveonJy
higtiiiijlted 1flit promoting:

demoer:aey mul promoling -

. uberty Ulifie M1ddte l!'ast are

~flrll._!!:
p~ls.~~
~u:
[ace.
BUt ilie

=

/
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Too deep for them
Some of the reasons the liberal, elite
media despise our vice president are:
1) He is very intelligent.
2) He refuses to worship at their
self-constructed
altar.
3) He is
amused by their
stu pid questions.
4) He is effective beyond
their collective
imagination.
5) He enjoys the full confidence of
our president, his colleagues and a
majority of the American people.
6) They cannot understand his Jack
of interest in becoming president.
7) He has a subtle and sophisticated
sense of humor surpassing their understanding.
8) He lmows his job, and more about
government, business, economics and
, defense matters than they can fathom.
9) He is a patriot.
10) He is a man of faith.

George Lewis
Cary ,IJ · 0
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THEVICE PRESIDENT
Mohammed says Ministries will have extensive power

HAS SEEN

UAE Vice President and Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid AI Maktoum met with members of the UAE's
new Cabinet in Abu Dhabi yesterday.
"Federal ministers will be empowered with wide-ranging powers and
centralism and complicated restrictions and procedures will be scrapped to
give them free hand in discharging their duties/' Sheikh Mohammed said,
telling the Ministers that he wanted them to propose solutions, not just
identify problems.
Sheikh Mohammed announced that a special administrative unit would set time frames and create programmes to
assess public performance under his direct supervision.
"Decisive measures will be in place to ensure quality and follow-up productivity in a way that leaves no room for
leniency and negligence in shouldering responsibility and realising aspired achievements ... We want a highly
competent, dynamic government to run various state utilities properly."
Sheikh Mohammed pledged to improve services and to make education the top priority.
In a move aimed at expediting decision-making, Sheikh Mohammed ordered the abolition of all but two committees,
which will address financial and legislative affairs.
Sheikh Mohammed said the statement that President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed AI Nahyan made on the
UAE's 34th National Day would be his government's action plan.
"Our leadership and people pin high hopes on us to improve performance, judiciously and effectively use human and
financial resources and provide high quality services to citizens."
Khaleej Times

Tuesday, February 21, 2006

Copyright© 1999-2005 www.sheikhmohammed.ae all rights reserved
No part of this web site may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, recording, or otherwise, without the prior permission of www.sheikhmohammed.ae.
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Economic News Summary for February 21 , 2006
Prepared by OVP Domestic Policy
Economic Indicators
January Index of Leading Indicators {CEA) "The composite index of leading indicators increased
sharply in January. The index has risen 2.3% over the past 6 months, suggesting good prospects for
sustained expansion. Six of the ten leading indicators made positive contributions in January. The positive
contributors were (in order): average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance (inverted), the real
money supply, building permits, vendor performance, stock prices, and the interest rate spread. The only
negative contributor was the index of consumer expectations. The coincident index (a measure of current
economic conditions) increased 0.2% in January and has risen 1.0% over the past 6 months."

Big Health-Care Ideas (WSJ) The Editors "Washington denizens who say the Bush Administration is out
of domestic ideas haven't been paying attention. The more we look at the fine print in the health-care
reforms President Bush is now stumping for, the more we see the potential for the most sweeping and
beneficial changes in half a century. One way to think about the Bush reforms is as HillaryCare in reverse.
The former first lady sought to mandate employer-based coverage and then hold down costs by brute
government force ('managed care'). Mr. Bush is instead attempting to revitalize the private market for
individual health insurance, so employees are ultimately less dependent on their bosses' coverage and can
ultimately buy the kind of insurance that makes better sense for them. Along the way, Americans would
also become wiser consumers of health-care services .... The centerpiece of his strategy is the Health
Savings Account, which combines an insurance policy with a deductible of $1 ,050 or more with a tax-free
savings account to help people pay pre-deductible expenses. Critics say the relatively high deductible
makes HSAs work only for the 'healthy and wealthy.' But in fact HSAs are what health insurance would
have looked like all along if the employer-insurance tax exemption (a relic of World War II wage and price
controls] never existed. That is, insurance for catastrophic illness to prevent destitution but not for routine
care. (Think of it this way: What's the deductible on your car insurance?) And with more than three million
HSA policies already in existence, there is plenty of data showing high customer satisfaction among policy
holders of all ages and incomes."
International
First Azeri Oil to Leave Turkey Via BTC Pipeline in May (Dow Jones) "The first tanker containing Azeri
oil transported through the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan, or BTC, pipeline will leave Turkey at the end of May,
Azerbaijan's Fuel and Energy Minister Hatiq Aliyev said Tuesday. 'If there are no surprises, this will
happen on May 27,' he told journalists. The BTC pipeline connects Azerbaijan with Tu rkey, passing
through the Georgian capital of Tbilisi. Aliyev said oil from the Azeri-Chiraq-Guneshli field on the Caspian
Sea had already reached the second Turkish pumping station and now only has a further 800 kilometers to
travel. Aliyev added that '99.7% of the overall construction has been completed.' Once fully operational,
500,000 barrels of oil a day will be exported via the BTC pipeline from the Kazakh Kashagan field in the
Caspian Sea, according to Aliyev."
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Feb ua y 21,2006
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDEN

0n

FROM:

KEITH HALL

SUBJECT:

Consumer Price Index (CPI) for January(****)
Public Release: 8:30am, Wednesday (Labor Department)

The CPI jumped up due to rising energy prices;
Core CPI (excludes food and energy) increased moderately
December to January Change

12-Month Change

Actual

Expected

CPI

0.7%

0.5%

4.0%

Core CPI

0.2%

0.2%

2.1%

•

Energy prices boosted the overall CPI in January. The CPI rose 0.7%, as energy prices surged
5.0%. Gasoline prices rose 6.4%, electricity prices spiked a record 5.5%, and natural gas prices
rose 1.7%. In contrast, fuel oil prices declined 1.9%. Education costs increased 0.7%, due to sharp
increases in the costs of child care and nursery school and of college textbooks. Housing costs and
prices of food and beverages each increased by a substantial 0.5% in January.

•

Over the past 12 months the overall CPI has increased 4.0%, boosted by rising energy prices.
Energy prices have risen 24.8% over the past 12 months, with gasoline prices up 27.4%.

•

The core CPI increased a moderate 0.2% in January and 2.1% over the past 12 months,
indicating that core inflation has remained contained. The January increase was held down by
unchanged recreation prices and a 0.1% increase in medical care costs. Medical care costs have
increased 4.0% over the past 12 months.
CONSUMER PRICE INFLATION

over 12-month periods
5 ~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~

4

3

2

Excluding
food and energy

0 +-------------~------------~------------~------------~------------~
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February 21, 2006
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Presidential Records Act- [44 U.S.C. 2204(a)]

Freedom of Information Act- (5 U.S. C. 552(b)]

PI National Security Classified Information [(a)(l) of the PRA]
P2 Relating to the appointment to Federal office ((a)(2) of the PRA]
P3 Release would violate n Federal statute ((a)(3) of the PRA]
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P6 Release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
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(b)(l) National security classified information [(b)(l) of the FOIA]
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J . Dennis Hastert
Fourteenth District
Illinois

Speaker's Press Office
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 205 15

CONTACT: 202-225-2800
Ron Bonjean or Lisa C. Miller

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
February 2 1, 2006

Speaker Hastert Sends Letter to President Bush Regarding
Moratorium and Review of Seaports Deal
The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

It has come to my attention that there is a proposal by the Dubai Ports World of the United Arab
Emirates to provide operational management of six American seaports. I am very concerned about the
national security implications that this could have for the safety of the American people. Therefore, I
believe there should be an immediate moratorium placed on this seaport deal in order to further
examine its effects on our port security.
Secondly, I believe the Administration should conduct a more thorough review of this proposal that
will more fully assess the risks involved in allowing a state-owned company to provide operational
oversight of American ports.
Finally, this proposal may require additional Congressional action in order to ensure that we are fully
protecting Americans at horne. I know we are both committed to fighting the global War on Terror.
We must not allow the possibility of compromising our national security due to lack of review or
oversight by the federal government.
Sincerely,

J. Dennis Hastert
Speaker of the House
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21 February 2006

Mr Dick Cheney
Vice President
Office of the Vice President
Washington

Dear Vice President Cheney
Thank you for spending time with me during my visit to
Washington when you have so many pressing national issues to
deal with.
Sino/US relationship is indeed the most important relationship in
the 21st Century.
Of course, there are obstacles to this
relationship. But I am sure that with the trust being built up by
President George W Bush and President Hu and the strategic
dialogue that is being conducted by the two governments, many
of the obstacles can be overcome.
Thank you for being a strong advocate for a good Sino/US
relation.
I am glad to see you looking well.
wishes to Mrs Cheney.
Wind kind P,ersonal regards

J?/~?1

Please convey my best

C. H. TUNG

21 February 2006

Mr Dick Cheney
Vice President
Office of the Vice President
Washington

Dear Vice President Cheney
Thank you for spending time with me during my v1s1t to
Washington when you have so many pressing national issues to
deal with.
Sino/US relationship is indeed the most important relationship in
the 21st Century.
Of course, there are obstacles to this
relationship. But I am sure that with the trust being built up by
President George W Bush and President Hu and the strategic
dialogue that is being conducted by the two governments, many
of the obstacles can be overcome.
Thank you for being a strong advocate for a good Sino/US
relation.
I am glad to see you looking well. Please convey my best
wishes to Mrs Cheney.
Wind kind personal regards

J![~~~

I
The Honorable John Hannah
Deputy National Security Advisor to the U.S. Vice President
Office of the Vice President
Washington, D.C.
February 21st, 2006

Dear Mr. Hannah,

I am very pleased to send you herewith the original letter of
congratulation addressed by Prime Minister Calin-Popescu Tariceanu to
Vice President Richard Cheney on the occasion of his birthday.
Please accept, dear Mr. Hannah, my highest consideration and best
regards.

-------------~
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Protectionism by another name
By Jack Kemp
Feb 27,2006
I returned, last week from having led a mission. to Israel for the Israeli Ministry of Commerce,
Industry and Trade with leading executives of U.S. financial services industry for the purpose of
discussing how to increase U.S. investments and business opportunities in Israel. By the way, it's
n.ot the topic of this column but of a future column.
While there, I was able to observe firsthand 1 Thomas Friedman's keen o..P~~-r:yatiQn that the world is
rapidly "flattening." Not only is economic liberalization taking place in Israel, but thanks to
"qualified industrial zones" a.k.a. free-trade zones, there is an increase in commerce, trade and job
opportunities between moderate Arab states and Israel as never before. Those trade zones, in my
opinion, are enhancing the chances for dialogue, understanding and ultimately, more peaceful and
diplomatic solutions to age-old prejudices, resentments and feuds.
Congenital optimist that I am, jt was disappointing to come back to the states to witness the
pessimism~ cynicism and hypocrisy of some of those on the left and right who are using a rather
straightforward, commercial port operations contract to rant against a friendly nation, the United.
Arab Emirates, 1hat chose, post 9/11, to be with the West, (and the U.S.) in the war on terror.
As I've quoted William F. Buckley more than once, who said prophetically, "Hypocrisy is the
tribute that vice pays to virtue" well let me observe unfortunately, vice appears to be winning, at
least in this political climate.
The biggest canard of all was that President George W. Bush was "outsourcing our port security to
an Arab country", not withstanding it's a management contract, and that port security will. still be in

the hands of the U.S. Coast Guard and Department of Homeland Security. Incidentally this is no
different than 80 percent of U.S. ports now managed by companies based in China, Singapore,
Denmark and Hong Kong.

My financial services mission, co-sponsored by the American-Israel Friendship League, of which
I've been. on the board for about 25 years, has never caused me problems with a single Arab nation
from Jordan an.d Kuwait, to Egypt, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. as I've traveled freely
throughout the Persian Gulf making many new friends for myself and hopefully my own country.
I'm involved in companies doing business worldwide and I've done business in the Middle East.
Indeed, I would be honored to do so again if the right opportunity presented itself.
I like to think of myself as a classical 18th century liberal on democracy, trade, human and civil
rights) as well as in opening minds to the culture and history of those who for so long, have been
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denied a place at the table of international respect, diplomacy and reconciliation..
The "flap" over the United Ar.ab Emirates was particularly distasteful to me because having traveled
there, I have seen firsthand the liberalization taking place in the Arabian Gulf. Are there problems
and challenges? Yes~ of course, but the United Arab Emirates is unambiguous in their alliance with
the U.S. in the war on teuor and. desires to trade and invest in the West
I'm. glad the president- and I'm especially pleased that Dubai. Port World- has asked for a 45-day
hiatus to review the conditions and to answer the legitimate questions that have arisen, while
bringing out the facts surrounding our seaport security. I, like most, think we need to do more and.
spen.d more in. the protection. of our ports, and. particularly to recognize that security begins
overseas. And by the way, Dubai Port World was the first to sign onto our container security
initiative, which seeks to inspect cargo in foreign ports. The United Arab Emirates has assisted in
training security forces in Iraq, and at home it has worked hard to stem terrorist financing and
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The United Arab Emirates leaders are as much analQaida target as Tony Blair an.d they have troops assisting us i.n Afghanistan, as The Wall Street
Journal editorialized.
Gen. Tommy Franks said recently~ 11 the Emirates is indispensable to our security in the Middle East
and a valued ally." We use their ports and air bases, and let me remind the xenophobes, it's not
particularly easy to be a friend of the U.S.A. in that region of the world. We need all the friends we
can make.
To turn down this contract would further weaken our relationships with moderate Arab allies and I
believe ultimately, it would weaken our own national security and our chances for peace and
liberalization throughout the Middle East and Africa. We li.ve in a world of increasing liberal flows
of capital and trade an.d the Dubai Port World contract is a good example of the U.S reflecting our
belief that world trade can help lead to a more peacefu.l world .

.Jack Kemp is Founder and Chairman of Kemp Partners and a contributing columnist to
Townhall.com.
Copyright tO 2006 Capley New.s Service
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Tutwiler, Lucy A .

----- THE V1GE PRESID' ,\...._
HAS SEEN

From:

Mayfield, Jennifer H.

Sent:

Monday, February 27, 2006 3:35 PM

To:

Addington, DavidS .; DL-OVP-WW

Cc:

Donoghue, Tarah C.; McBride, Lea A.; Guzzo, Adam M.; Morgan, Derrick D. ; Clem, Jill R.

Subject: FW: mcclellan press briefing, 2/27/06
One VP men tion in today ' s press brie f ing.

Q
Scott , the President is heading off o n his t r ip with some record low
approval ratings. And I ' m wondering, given the events of the la st couple of weeks
-- t h e por ts dea l, and t h e outbreak of v i olence in Iraq, and the handling of t he
Vice President ' s shooting - - i s there a n y tho ug ht t o changi ng t he way th e
a dminis t rat i on is d o i ng business?
MR. McCLELLAN: Wel l , if you ' re talking about with Congress , we wi ll cont inue
to wor k clos ely wi th Con g ress on our shared pri orities .
I t h i nk i f yo u l oo k at t h e
record, we h a ve been able to move fo r wa rd a nd ach i eve a l o t of important things f o r
the American people . An d we will continue t o do that .
That ' s where our foc us i s . Our foc us i s o n t h e imp ortant priorit ies of the
Amer ican peop l e , and I think that ' s wher e Congress ' focu s is , as we ll . Th is week
Congress i s l ooki ng a t mov i ng f orward o n renewi ng the Pat r iot Act. That is a nother
v i t a l t ool i n the g lobal war o n t errorism . Th e Pres ide nt just came from a
discussion wi th our nation 's governo r s - - Repu b l icans and Democrats a like -- and he
t alked abou t t he import ance of wor ki n g toge the r on o ur shared goals . These goals
are n ot Republican or Democra t i c goals . These a r e goa l s that we can all support
and work t ogether on .
And t hat ' s what the Presid ent i s goi n g t o cont i n ue to do .
get into al l the po litica l ana l ysis of t hose things .

We ' l l let others

From: Eckert, Ellen E.

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2006 3:34 PM
Subject: mcclellan press briefing, 2/ 27/ 06
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
February 27,

For Immediate Release
2006
PRESS BRIEFING
BY
SCOTT McCLELLAN
James S. Brady Briefing Room
1:27 P.M. EST

MR. McCLELLAN:
Good afternoon, everyone.
Let me begin with a
couple of issues, one, a world leader call, and then, two, a meeting
the President had earlier today.
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First of all, President Uribe of Colombia called the President
this morning to express his appreciation for the cooperation between
the United States and Colombia in concluding free trade negotiations
this past weekend.
The President commended President Uribe for his
leadership. Both leaders expressed that they were pleased with the
outcome.
You have a statement that the USTR put out earlier today,
but let me just kind of sum up this agreement.
This comprehensive agreement will enhance economic growth and
prosperity between the United States and Colombia and will generate
export opportunities for our agricultural products, manufacturing and
service providers.
Since many products from Colombia already enter
the United States market duty-free, this agreement will help level
the playing field for U.S. manufacturers, farmers and ranchers.
Secondly, our National Security Advisor, Steve Hadley, hosted a
meeting with two widows of individuals who disappeared in Belarus.
One was a pro-democracy businessman; the other was an independent
journalist. Several international investigations have concluded that
their husbands were murdered by authorities in Belarus because of
their political activities, and the United States government shares
that view.
Their bodies have not been found.
The President expressed his condolences to the widows over the
loss of their husbands.
The President underscored his personal
support for their efforts to seek justice for the disappeared and for
all those who seek to return freedom to Belarus.
The meeting took
place 20 days before the presidential election in Belarus.
It
highlights our concern about the conduct of the government in Belarus
leading up to the election, harassment of civil society and the
political opposition, and the failure to seriously investigate the
cases of the disappeared.
The United States stands with the people
of Belarus in their effort to chart their own future.
And with that, I'll be glad to go to questions.

Steve.

Q
Is it your understanding that this -- that the election is
Belarus is illegitimate? Or what's your feeling about this?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, we have a lot of concerns about the
current government in place, and I think we've expressed those
previously. What we want to do is everything we can to help advance
freedom and democracy in Belarus. And that's why we stand with these
widows and we stand with the people of Belarus.
Helen, go ahead.

Q
Did the German intelligence give the U.S. Saddam Hussein's
military plans, defense plans, war plans?
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MR. McCLELLAN:
The President was asked about that at a news
conference with Chancellor Merkel, when she was here visiting and he
didn't have any -- he didn't know anything about it, nor did I.
I
don't have anything else on it.
Go ahead, David.
Q
Scott, let me ask you about this new deal -- or rather, not
the new deal, but the -MR. McCLELLAN:

Compromise.

Q
-- investigation, the 45-day.
Can you explain a little bit
how that came to pass, what the White House view on this was?
Because the White House said the President did not support any
further review.
So how did this come to be? Did the White House
express -- put any pressure on the company to do this? And do you
think it's enough to sort of quell the storm in Congress here?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, a couple of things.
Let me start by
saying that our interest over the last several days has been in
making sure that Congress has a better understanding of the
transaction and the facts involved. And so the additional time and
investigation at the request of the company, we believe will help
provide Congress with a better understanding. And once they have
that better understanding, we believe they'll be more comfortable
with the transaction moving forward.
There have been a number of conversations going on between the
companies and congressional leaders like Senator Frist, Speaker
Hastert, I think, and others have been involved in discussions with
members of Congress, as well.
We've been involved in discussions.
The Treasury Department, as Chair of the Committee on Foreign
Investment, has been involved in those discussions, as well. And we
think that a reasonable middle ground has been reached. And we
support and welcome the decision by the company to file a new
notification with the Committee on Foreign Investment for the reasons
that I just stated.

Q
But one follow-up to this.
Congressman King has said
repeatedly that what CFIUS failed to do was really an adequate
national security investigation; that it was really much more of a
pre-9/11 review with respect to a financial transaction, and didn't
really break much new ground beyond examining what was on file with
the intelligence community, with regard to this company and with the
UAE.
So does the President think that in this 45-day review that
anything different should be done than was done through the CFIUS
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process?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, since they asked for this 45-day
investigation, there are inherently, within that process, some things
that are done differently.
But let me back up and emphasize a couple of things.
First of
all, this is a congressionally-mandated process. Congress put this
process in place when it comes to foreign transactions. And the
Committee on Foreign Investment thoroughly reviewed this transaction
initially. And there was an intelligence assessment that was done
early on.
I think they were looking at this for about a three-month
period, is what Deputy Secretary of Treasury Kimmitt indicated to
members of Congress last week in one of the hearings. And there are
safeguards that are put in place, it was closely scrutinized. The
President believes it should be allowed to move forward.
At the same time, we recognize Congress would like additional
time to look at this transaction and have the facts, and that's
important, too.
So we welcome the middle ground that was reached
here with congressional leaders. And Congressman King, Senator
Frist, Senator Warner, and I know others have expressed their
appreciation for the compromise that was reached here. And they say
they want to wait and see how this review and investigation moves
forward before determining what to do next.
Go ahead, Terry.

Q
Scott, India's Prime Minister says that the country's fast
breeder program would not be included in inspections by the IAEA
under this deal that's being worked out.
Is that okay with the
United States?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I'm not going to try to negotiate from
this podium. That's a nice try, to try to draw me into these
negotiations. Let me just say a couple of things.
First of all, our
relationship with India is much broader than the civilian nuclear
program that we are talking about.
There has been some progress that
has been made in those negotiations. Whether or not it gets done
during the trip -- before the trip or during the trip, we will have
to see.
But we believe it will get done.
It's an important
agreement. But these are complex issues that we are dealing with
here, and they have been ongoing for some time, these negotiations.
And we'll see where they lead.

Q

Are you trying to lower expectations that it will get done?

MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I think I'm trying to put it in
perspective that we have a very broad relationship with India.
It's
one that the President has been strongly committed to from day one.
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And we have worked to strengthen that relationship.
India is a
strategic partner, and we work together on a number of issues across
the board, whether it's the war on terrorism or expanding economic
opportunity and prosperity, or other issues. We have a strong
relationship. And the President has talked about that in some of the
interviews.
Q
Let's move back a couple controversies to the NSA matter.
A group of Democratic congressmen have called on the President to
order a special prosecutor to investigate. What's your response?
MR. McCLELLAN:
Sure, a couple of things.
First of all, the
President talked about the importance of the terrorist surveillance
program earlier with the governors. The President's number one
priority is to protect the American people, and this terrorist
surveillance program is a critical tool in our efforts to prevent
attacks. And the President has spoken about how it is a hot pursuit
effort aimed at detection and prevention of attacks before they
occur. And it's one tool that we are using.
This is a comprehensive
war on terrorism that we're engaged in and this tool helps us to
connect the dots and save lives. And that's why it's so important.
It was carefully tailored.
It is focused solely on
international communications that involve a known al Qaeda or
suspected al Qaeda terrorist or affiliated al Qaeda terrorist. And
it went through a careful review process. There were a lot of legal
officials that were involved in this at the National Security Agency,
at the White House, at the Department of Justice.
And I think that where these Democrats who are calling for this
ought to spend their time is on what was the source of the
unauthorized disclosure of this vital and critical program in the war
on terrorism, because what it has done is signal to the enemy some of
what we're doing to try to save lives. And I really don't think
there's any basis for a special counsel, and I think the Attorney
General has spoken about that, as well.
But the fact that this.
information was disclosed about the existence of this program has
given the enemy some of our play book, and that is very dangerous in
the war on terrorism.
Q
Scott, what are your comments to the unexpected support
from Julian Bond in reference to the President's port deal issue?
MR. McCLELLAN:
I actually haven't seen his specific comments.
I think someone had reported that to me earlier. But I think that
we've spelled out the reasons why we believe this transaction should
move forward.
Now, with that said, we have also been supportive of the
discussions going on with Congress. We've been involved in those
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discussions and so we welcome the middle ground that was reached
to help Congress have a better understanding of the facts involved in
this transaction. And as I said, we believe they're going to be more
comfortable with the transaction moving forward once they have a
better understanding of those facts.
Now, keep in mind what the President said.
The President
believes very strongly that we shouldn't be holding a company from an
Arab country to a different standard than a company from Great
Britain.
So it's a principle that is involved here.
It's also something that we have to look at in the broader
context of our foreign policy and the war on terrorism that we're
engaged in.
The United Arab Emirates is a strong and good partner in
the war on terrorism.
General Pace spoke about the military-tomilitary cooperation that goes on with the United Arab Emirates.
It
is superb, he said. He said that the United Arab Emirates has proven
to be a very, very solid partner in the war on terrorism.
It is a country where our aircraft carriers use their seaports.
It is a country that has given us access to their air space and their
airfields for our Air Force. And so it is a critical partner in the
war on terrorism. And remember this is a global threat that we are
engaged in, and it requires a global response.
We need to be
building strong partnerships in order to prevail in the war on
terrorism. And so you have to look at this in the broader context of
our foreign policy, as well, and the impact it could have when we say
to allies that you're going to be held to a different standard than
others.

Q
But, Scott, again, as I asked you last week, the broader
context some are saying is racism or bigotry. And now we have Julian
Bond supporting the President's efforts with the ports. Are you
willing now to say there could be hints of bigotry, racism or
discrimination in this?
MR. McCLELLAN:
No, I think you have to ask the individuals why
they might be reluctant to support this transaction moving forward.
I'm not going to try to speak for others.
Go ahead, David.

Q
Scott, two questions, one on the ports and one on India.
On the ports, under the 45-day review that you're now going to start,
the way the law is written, it's up to the President to be the final
arbiter of this, the committee then reports to him.
Since the
President has already expressed his views on this deal -- and you've
just reiterated those today -- can he be a neutral judge on this
issue? Should he recuse himself from this, since he's already
expressed his opinion, much the way a judge might --
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MR. McCLELLAN:
This is a congressionally mandated process; they
put this law in place. And the company voluntarily asked for a 45day investigation, so this is at the request of the company. And it
will go to the committee -Q
You see my point, you're in the odd position of the
President has already declared his view on something he's supposed to
judge at the end of the investigative process.
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, but it's going to go through the Committee
on Foreign Investment -- because this is a new transaction that they
are notifying the committee about. And the committee will review it,
and at the request of the company, go through the investigation.
That will involve additional people. And then, as you point out, I
expect it ultimately would go to the President, as called for under
the law.
This is the way -- the law has been in place for some time.
Q
So he's got to keep an open mind that maybe the committee
will find something different than -MR. McCLELLAN: Well, he stated his views.
The views that he
has previously stated remain the same.
But we will see, as it goes
through the Committee on Foreign Investment, where this goes.
Q
And on India, the President, in his speech February, I
guess, '04, on nuclear proliferation said that he wanted no country
that is currently not producing enriched uranium or reprocessed
plutonium to move forward with that.
Instead, he wants to be
supplying them from international suppliers.
In the President's
view, is India a country that should be banned from producing new
nuclear fuel under that rule? Or are they considered to be
grandfathered in as an existing producer?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I think we need to let the discussions
continue.
I don't think anything has changed in terms of what we
said previously, in terms of the joint statement that was issued
after President Singh came here and visited.
That remains the same.
The President believes this is a practical way to address a couple of
issues.
One is the issue of energy and the need for that energy. And so
expanding our nuclear cooperation on civilian programs with India is
important to addressing that important need.
But it will also help
bring India into a better situation when it comes to any concerns
about proliferation issues. And I don't know that I can add anything
to what we've already said at this point.

is.

Q
I think you're making the question more complex than it
The question is what category, in the President's mind, does
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India fit into:
block or

an existing producer, one that he would like to

MR. McCLELLAN:
I think it fits into the category we've
previously expressed.
I'll see if there's anything additional to add
to it.
Go ahead, Goyal.

Q
Scott, as we get ready to -- a special and historical trip
to India and Pakistan tomorrow, as far as Pakistan trip is concerned,
it will be more on Kashmir, as far as Pakistan's ambassador, that I
have spoken to him, and also General Musharraf has said, and last
time the U.N. -- what he said really, Kashmir is the main focal point
between India and Pakistan. My question is that in the past,
President and Dr. Rice, they have been saying that this issue has to
be decided between India and Pakistan only, and U.S. is not the
party, unless it is asked by the two countries.
But now President,
other day he clarified after the Asia Society speech, that it is now
India, Pakistan and the people of Kashmir -MR. McCLELLAN:

Q

That's been our view.

Isn't it policy change now, a U.S. policy change?

MR. McCLELLAN:
No, that's been our view, and-- that the
dialogue ought to be occurring between India and Pakistan.
There's
been some improvement in that dialogue, and we want a solution that
represents the interests of all sides, is what the President
emphasized in his interviews the other day.
Q

How is it -- beyond this issue in India and Pakistan?

MR. McCLELLAN:

Q

I'm sorry?

How President's role will be in India and Pakistan?

MR. McCLELLAN:
I think it's the way he expressed it last week,
both in the speech, and then later in interviews.
Go ahead, Carl.

Q
Back to NSA for just a minute. What is the
administration's view of Senator Specter's remark that would bring
the NSA surveillance program under the auspices of FISA and the
court, and require the FISA court to essentially take part in a 45day review of the ongoing program?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, a couple of things.
One, as I said, the
terrorist surveillance program is a critical tool in our efforts to
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win the war on terrorism and prevent attacks from happening here
in America.
It was carefully tailored to focus on detention and
prevention.
FISA was created for longer-term monitoring.
It was
created for a different purpose.
Now, in terms of the nature of this program, it is limited to
international communications involving al Qaeda or al Qaeda
affiliated terrorists.
The President has both the constitutional and
statutory authority to carry out this important program that helps
save lives. We have committed to working with Congress on
legislation that would codify that authority into law. We are
committed to working on the legislation that meets that shared
objective of some leaders in Congress, and we've said that we're open
to ideas from members of Congress, but what we will resist is any
attempt that would compromise this vital program or undermine the
President's authority.
I don't want to get into to trying to rule things in, or ruling
things out, other than reiterating what we had previously said, and I
think that gives you a sense of where we are.
Q
And a second question, also on legislation on the Hill.
What if Senator Schumer gets the Republican leadership to go along
with the measure that would essentially say that Congress has to
approve this port deal?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I think that you've heard from a number of
congressional leaders already. Senator Frist has said that he will
ask the Senate to hold off on legislation relating to this
transaction until this review and investigation is complete.
I think
they -- I think there are a number of leaders that recognize that
this was a reasonable middle ground that has been reached. And we
want to make sure that that review and investigation has the
opportunity to proceed forward.
Q
Does the administration think congressional oversight is
unnecessary this type of a transactional review?
MR. McCLELLAN:
Q

Well, are you talking about future ideas --

Future ideas.

MR. McCLELLAN:
for looking at the Committee on Foreign
Investment? We'll continue to talk with Congress in the future and
look at these issues. Congress is the one who created this process
and mandated it into law.
Go ahead.
Q
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off oil shipments to the United States. The Venezuelan
Petroleum Minister accuses the U.S. of meddling in Venezuela's
internal affairs. And he also threatens to close Venezuelan oil
refineries in this country. What would that loss -- about 10 percent
of our total oil imports --do to the President's energy program?
MR. McCLELLAN:
I'm not sure -- I appreciate the opportunity to
try to engage on this, but I'm not going to try to speculate about
comments that were made by the official you quoted. We've made very
clear what our view is when it comes to the hemisphere, and we're
looking at this hemisphere in terms of the broader strategic vision.
And there are many nations that share our view that the hemisphere
should continue to move in the direction of democracy and freedom and
rule of law. And those are the nations that we'll continue to work
with as we move forward.
Go ahead, Jim.
Q
Scott, the President is heading off on his trip with some
record low approval ratings. And I'm wondering, given the events of
the last couple of weeks -- the ports deal, and the outbreak of
violence in Iraq, and the handling of the Vice President's shooting - is there any thought to changing the way the administration is
doing business?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, if you're talking about
will continue to work closely with Congress on our
priorities.
I think if you look at the record, we
move forward and achieve a lot of important things
people. And we will continue to do that.

with Congress, we
shared
have been able to
for the American

That's where our focus is. Our focus is on the important
priorities of the American people, and I think that's where Congress'
focus is, as well. This week Congress is looking at moving forward
on renewing the Patriot Act.
That is another vital tool in the
global war on terrorism.
The President just came from a discussion
with our nation's governors --Republicans and Democrats alike-- and
he talked about the importance of working together on our shared
goals.
These goals are not Republican or Democratic goals. These
are goals that we can all support and work together on.
And that's what the President is going to continue to do. We'll
let others get into all the political analysis of those things.

Q

Do you have any idea why the dip?

MR. McCLELLAN:

Q

2/27/2006
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MR. McCLELLAN: We don't get caught up in the weekly snapshots
in time that you're referring to.
We are focused on getting things
done for the American people, and we have a record of results. We're
focused on moving forward and winning the war on terrorism.
We're
focused on doing everything we can within our authority to prevent
attacks from happening and saving lives. We're focused on keeping
the economy growing, and we're going to continue to talk about what
the facts are, because if you look at the facts, this is a President
that has achieved meaningful results for the American people:
an
economy that is humming along, having created nearly 4.8 million jobs
since the summer of 2003; and an unemployment rate that is at 4.9
percent, below the averages of the '70s, '80s, and '90s.
And we're going to continue focusing on ways we can work
together as Republicans and Democrats in Congress to achieve
important priorities that build upon that economic security.
The
President has called for an Advanced Energy Initiative to help reduce
our dependence on foreign sources of energy and build upon the
comprehensive plan we passed last summer.
So look at the record and
look at the results, and look at the facts.
Go ahead.

Q

Scott, is there any update from the White House on Jill

Carroll?
MR. McCLELLAN: No, I don't have any additional update to
provide you.
Obviously, as I have said before, any time you have an
American hostage, he or she is a priority for this administration.
So all Americans who are held hostage at this time are a priority for
this administration, including Ms. Carroll. And their safe return is
something that we remain focused on and it remains a top priority.
And that's what we are working to do for all hostages.

Q
ground"

Back to DPW.

MR. McCLELLAN:

Q

Didn't you already have a question?

You're jumping in on some of the others.

2/27/2006
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Go ahead.

MR. McCLELLAN:
No, that's okay.
(Laughter.) Go ahead, Connie.

Q

(Laughter. )

Yes, I did.

MR. McCLELLAN:
come back to you.

Q

Prior to finding this, what you call "middle

I forgot.

Nice try.

Two questions, one on port and one on Iran.

First of all,
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a variation of one the spokesman gave before.
Do American firms
have first chance to bid on these port contracts, or are they likely
to in the future?
MR. McCLELLAN:
This is a private transaction. And you had this
·company, Dubai Ports World, enter into a transaction with the British
P&O company that currently manages these terminals at the ports.
This has nothing to do with control of the ports, because that's
under the port authorities or others, or the security of the ports.
It doesn't change security one iota.
The Customs and border
protection, as well as the Coast Guard continue to be in charge of
security, whether this transaction moves forward, or not. One thing
we will never do is outsource control of our ports, or security at
our ports, to any entity.
That will remain under the charge of our
Customs and border protection and the Coast Guard.

Q
But do you think American firms should have the first
chance to bid?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, there are already some foreign companies
that manage terminals in different parts of the United States, and
Dubai Ports World is a company that manages terminals all across the
world, in several countries.
I read out some of what those countries
are.
But certainly American companies are welcome to enter into
these transactions, and there are terminals that -- the Port of
Baltimore, I think, is an example -- at least one of those terminals
is managed by an American company.
But some of the other terminals
are managed by foreign companies.
Yet, the Port of Baltimore remains
in control -- the Port Authority of Baltimore remains in control of
that port.

Q
And on Iran and the IAEA, a new report says Iran is still
not fully cooperating.
ElBaradei called this regrettable and a
matter of concern. What next? Will U.N. sanction -MR. McCLELLAN: Well, we haven't seen the report.
I know that
the International Atomic Energy Agency was scheduled to be meeting
next week, and they will be receiving a report from Director General
ElBaradei. And so we look forward to seeing what the International
Atomic Energy Agency says.
But the international community remains concerned about the
regime's behavior, and about their intentions when it comes to their
nuclear program.
That's why the matter has been reported to the
United Nations Security Council. We've said that during this time
the regime in Iran has an opportunity to change their ways and change
their behavior when it comes to the nuclear program.
The International Atomic Energy Agency board spelled out what
the regime needs to do, that the r~gime needs to abide by the Paris
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Agreement, suspend all enrichment and enrichment-related
activities, they need to cooperate fully with the International
Atomic Energy Agency, and they need to negotiate in good faith with
the Europeans. And that's what it spells out in that resolution that
was passed at the last -- the special emergency meeting of the
International Atomic Energy Agency.

Q
Just jumping back and forth once again.
Senator Clinton
and Representative Menendez are planning legislation that would
essentially prohibit any foreign-owned company from taking over port
operations in the United States. What message does that send, and
what do you think of the
MR. McCLELLAN:
Carl, you can ask them about what they're
proposing. Where our focus is, is on making sure that Congress has a
greater understanding of the transaction and the facts.
This was a
transaction that was closely scrutinized by national security experts
who are involved in these decisions and by our intelligence
community.
The intelligence community provided an assessment.
The Department of Homeland Security also worked to make sure any
national security concerns were addressed, by entering into an
agreement with the company and requiring some additional security
assurances before it moved forward.
But this was a consensus of all
the relevant departments and agencies -- there are some 12 altogether
that are part of that Committee on Foreign Investment.
Now in this process, for this transaction, the committee also
reached out to the Department of Transportation and Department of
Energy to get their expertise and their views on national security
issues, as well.
In spite of that, though, we recognized that
members of Congress would like more information, and that's why this
additional time and the investigation at the request of the company
will be helpful.

Q
Q

In that regard -beyond that, to other foreign countries, in general.

MR. McCLELLAN:

Go ahead, which one.

Q
This legislation proposed by Ms. Clinton and Mr. Menendez
would ban foreign-owned countries [sic] from taking part in ports,
period.
That's happening all over
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I think the President has expressed his
view on this transaction.
And as you well know, there are ports
around the United States that are managed -- terminals that are
managed by foreign companies.
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Well, the President's view

Q
I asked you if you had a reaction to the specific
legislation on the Hill, insofar as the President has said that it's
important to watch the message that's sent from here.
MR. McCLELLAN:

That's right.

Q
You're not concerned about legislation that's going to be
moving ahead and
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I told you where our focus is. There are
others that are discussing other issues relating to this. And going
forward from this transaction, we'll continue to work with Congress,
but I think the President has made his views very clear and they
remain unchanged.

Q

Well, in that regard --

MR. McCLELLAN: We're trying to work with Congress to make sure
they have a clear understanding of the transaction. And that's where
our focus will remain.

Q
Well, in that regard, before finding what you call the
"middle ground," there was a veto threat out there and threats of
legislation the administration and the President obviously found
objectionable.
Now you have a 45-day hiatus in effect. What occurs
at the end of the 45 days if congressional anxieties are not
resolved?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, we believe they will. We believe that
Congress will be more comfortable and will not object to this
transaction moving forward once this review and investigation have
come to a conclusion.
I think that's what we've expressed
previously. What this does is have more -- give more time for
Congress to get additional information about the transaction and to
hear from the company, as well.
Now, in terms of the Committee on Foreign Investment, the way
the law was structured by Congress, the committee is limited in terms
of what information it can provide publicly because of proprietary
concerns and other issues.
But the company has been providing
additional information publicly and to members of Congress because
they are confident in the issues relating to this transaction. And I
would expect that they'll continue to be helpful in making sure
Congress has the information they need.

Q

But is that veto threat still operative?

MR. McCLELLAN:

2/27/2006
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But we're
again, we're focused on what we're for. And what
we're for is the compromise that was reached between the company and
congressional leaders and letting that process work, and letting
Congress come to a greater understanding about the transaction.
Go ahead, Les.

Q
Since I've got to be away for about two weeks, I just
wondered on this one occasion I could ask three, like so often in the
front row?
MR. McCLELLAN:

Q

Let's go quickly.

Yes.

MR. McCLELLAN:

People have to go home and pack.

Q
I understand.
The state legislature of South Dakota has
just passed a new law which allows abortion in case of threat to the
mother's life, but denies it to all ages in cases of rape and
incest. My first question:
Does the President believe that rape and
incest victims should be denied the right to an abortion?
MR. McCLELLAN: The President believes we ought to be working to
build a culture of life in America. And we have taken practical,
common-sense steps to help reduce the number of abortions in
America.
It is a strong record that is based on building a culture
of life, and the President has made very clear that he is pro-life
with three exceptions.

Q
All right. The New York Times this morning has a
photograph of you above a five-column headline, "Another White House
Briefing, Another Day of Mutual Mistrust," while on the bulletin
board behind us, posted by one of those on the front row, is the
cover of National Review Magazine with the headline, "The Gang That
Won't Shoot Straight and the Madness of the White House Press
Corps." And my question: As the Bush administration's person who
most frequently deals with the White House press corps, will you be
fair enough to admit that some in this press corps were not involved
in such madness?
(Laughter.)
MR. McCLELLAN: Les, I have a lot of respect for the people in
this room and the job that they do.
You all in this room work very
hard to report important information to the American people, and do
so in a fair way. And I appreciate it when you do.

Q

All right, wait a minute, wait a minute.

Q

We're all in it together.

2/27/2006
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The Washington Times this morning noted

MR. McCLELLAN: We've been talking about how we can work
together, remember-- (laughter.)

Q
The Washington Times notes this morning that as recently as
last year, Hamas couriers were dispatched to the West Bank or Gaza
with United Arab Emirate cash, while the Department of State's
country reports and human rights practices reports that the UAE does
not allow any elections and restricts freedom of speech and the
press. And my question:
Why should any control of our ports be
given to a company owned by such a dictatorship that refuses to
recognize Israel?
MR. McCLELLAN: Les, a couple of things.
One, I think you
missed what I said about the broader foreign policy implications if
we are going to hold a company from an Arab country that is a good
and solid ally in the war on terrorism to a different standard from a
company from Great Britain. And the President has talked about
that.
It can have a real negative impact on our relationships. And
partnerships and relationships are key to winning the war on
terrorism because this is a global threat that we face.
Now, in terms of United Arab Emirates, let me point out, again,
what General Pace and ~hat General Franks said, too, in terms of the
cooperation that the United Arab Emirates is providing when it comes
to our military. Again, our aircraft carriers use the seaports in
the United Arab Emirates, I think more than any other seaports
outside of the United States.
So I think you need to keep that in
mind.
Our airplanes use their air space, our Air Force planes and
jets. This was a country that -- back in 2000, or the late 1990s or
2000, where we provided a number of fighter jets to that company
[sic] -- the previous administration did.
It is a country that has
been a good partner in cracking down on terrorist financing.
The world changed after 9/11, and people made choices.
Countries like the United Arab Emirates made a decision to be a good
partner in the war on terrorism. And they are working with us,
providing us important intelligence to prevent attacks and save
lives.
They're working with us to crack down on terrorist financing.
Pakistan is another country that made an important choice and is
working in partnership with us in the global war on terrorism.

Q

Thank you for the three, I appreciate it.

Q
Scott, a follow-up on Dave Sanger's question earlier on the
ports.
How can the new second study or investigation be considered
objective when the President has already reached a conclusion and
Cabinet Secretaries have already said that it poses no risk? How do
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you
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, again, we went through a very thorough
review when the initial notification was made.
This is a new
notification being made by the company. And because of the request
by the company to do a 45-day investigation, I expect that that will
bring in additional people into this process.
Now, remember, previously no one raised an objection at the end
of that process. No one said -- no one had any national security
concerns that weren't unresolved by the end of that review process,
and that's why it went forward.
It's a consensus judgment of all
those different departments and agencies that have expertise in
national security matters in various areas. And so that's the way
the congressional process was set up.
But this will likely bring in deputies and principals that maybe
had not been involved in that initial review period. And then, as I
said, ultimately, it will go to the President and we'll be looking
very closely at what the review and the investigation says.

Q

But getting back to what David said --

MR. McCLELLAN: Well, you asked me to speculate about a review
and investigation that has not been done with the new notification.
Q
No, we're asking if there is a conflict of interest because
the judge has already --

Q

The judge has already judged it.

MR. McCLELLAN:

No, I would reject that wholeheartedly.

Q
Scott, let me ask one additional thing.
What will Congress
know at the end of this 45 days that it does not now know?
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I expect that the there will be more
information that Congress will have at the end of this review and
investigation.
I can't try to prejudge the new review and new
investigation that will take place, and I'm not going to do that.
Some of you, I know, in this room want me to do that.
I'm just not
going to do that.
It will -- these are people whose responsibilities
are looking at these national security issues, and it involves
experts in these areas for addressing national security concerns,
just like it did the first time.

Q
Scott, are you saying if this port deal goes south we are
going to lose the United Arab Emirates as an ally in the war against
terrorism? And if so, so what? We've got aircraft carriers in other
nations, Saudi Arabia -- is it that important to us?
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MR. McCLELLAN: Well, I don't know why you could say "so what."
I mean, partnerships are critical in the war on terrorism, and
certainly partnerships from Middle Eastern countries like the United
Arab Emirates are important in the broader war on terrorism and
meeting our important foreign policy objectives.

Q
south --

Is it directly tied to this port deal?

If this deal goes

MR. McCLELLAN: No, no.
I'm just pointing out that you also
have to look at it in the broader foreign policy context. The
President believes it's the right principle and the right policy, and
that's what he's expressed previously.
But we also understand that
Congress would like more information about this and like to have a
better understanding. And that's why we supported the agreement that
was reached, or the compromise that was reached here with
congressional leaders. And we were very involved in those
discussions.
Now, let's keep in mind, this is not about port security. The
Coast Guard and the Customs and border protection will continue to be
in charge of port security. That does not change.
They will
continue to do their job when it comes to -- and port security is
international in nature.
I mean, we are checking containers
overseas. We are looking at what's in-- we are getting lists before
the ships come into harbor and unload. And as this company pointed
out, the management and personnel structure won't be changing while
it is going through this review and investigation period. So let's
look at the broader issues here.
I mean, some have tried to leave an
impression that this would impact our port security.
It won't change
port security one iota, whether or not this transaction goes forward.

Q
On Taiwan, despite the United States warning, Taiwan
authority on Monday officially scrapped the National Unification
Council.
I wonder if the President has been briefed -MR. McCLELLAN:

I'm sorry, Taiwan what?

Q
Taiwan authority has officially scrapped the National
Unification Council, which is a signal to (inaudible) unite with
mainland China.
I wonder whether you conceded this move by Chen
Shui-bian to be a violation of his previous promise to the United
States.
MR. McCLELLAN: Well, let me emphasize a couple things.
One,
our policy is clear and consistent when it comes to cross-strait
relations. Our one China policy remains, based on the three
communiques, the Taiwan Relations Act, and our belief that there
should be no unilateral change in the status quo by either side. We
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welcome President Chen's reaffirmation of his administration's
commitment to cross-strait peace and stability, and Taiwan's
commitment to the pledges that President Chen made in his inaugural
address to unilaterally alter -- to not unilaterally alter the status
quo on the Taiwan Strait.
The United States continues to also stress the need for Beijing
to open a meaningful dialogue with the duly elected leadership in
Taiwan that leads to a peaceful resolution of their differences.
Q
Earlier we heard that President was upset about Chen Shuibian's plan to try to unilaterally change the status quo.
MR. McCLELLAN:
That's why I talked about the reaffirmation that
he has made.
It did not abolish the National Unification Council.
Today he reaffirmed commitments made during the 2000 and 2004
inaugural addresses. And the United States attaches great importance
to those commitments.

Q

My question is that Taiwan leader Chen Shui-bian has been
trying to push the envelope and trying to change the status quo as
defined by the United States government over past few years.
So
causing a lot -- by doing so, causing a lot of concerns and attention
in Taipei, in Beijing, and in Washington, D.C.
So my question is,
should the U.S. national security and the foreign policy and also the
important U.S.-China relations should be dictated and challenged by
Chen Shui-bian's inconsistency and by his personal, selfish political
agenda?
MR. McCLELLAN: Again, I don't think it changes what I just
said. We do not believe that there should be any unilateral change
in the status quo by either side. And our policy remains the same.
It has not changed.

Q

Thank you.

MR. McCLELLAN:

Thank you.
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With my terril as Canadian Ambassador coming
to
express my heartfelt thanks for the opportunity to get to know you over the past year and to
discuss matters of mutual interest. The Canada-US relationship is unique and an exemplary
·model for civilized relations between sovereign nations at a time of unprecedented instability in
the world .. People of enormous good· will, like you, are responsible for this positive state of ·
affair~ . .
I will remain an enthusiastic champion· of your efforts as I enter the next phase of my life.
of this importance cannot be left to chance.

A rel~tionship

· If I cim ever be of assistance I can be contacted at the following co-ordinates:
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Assistant: Ruth McCrea .:.... (506) 877 0843
ruth.mccrea@mcinriescooper.com
With sincere best wishes and warmest personal regards,

Frank McKenna
Ambassador
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express my heartfelt thanks for the opportunity to get to know you over the past year and to
discuss matters of mutual interest. The Canada-US relationship i·s unique and an exemplary
model for civilized relations between sovereign nations at a time of unprecedented instability in
the world. . People of enormous good· will, like you, are responsible for this positive state of ·
affair~.

I will remain an enthusiastic champion· of your efforts as I enter the next phase of my life.
A relationship of this irnportance.cannot be left to chance.
If I can ever be of assistance I can be contacted at the following co-ordinates:
The Honourable Frank McKenna

Assistant: Ruth McCrea.:.... (506) 877 0843
ruth.mccrea@mciruiescooper.com
With sincere best wishes and warmest personal regards,

Frank McKenna
Ambassador
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Jihadi Turns Bulldog
The Taliban's former spokesman is now a Yale student. Anyone see a problem with that?

Monday, February 27, 2006 12:01 a.m.
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Never has an article made me blink with astonishment as much as when I read in yesterday's New York Times
magazine that Sayed Rahmatullah Hashemi, former ambassador-at-large for the Taliban, is now studying at Yale
on a U.S. student visa. This is taking the obsession that U.S. universities have with promoting diversity a bit too
far.
Something is very wrong at our elite universities. Last week Larry Summers resigned as president of Harvard
when it became clear he would lose a no-confidence vote held by politically correct faculty members furious at his
efforts to allow ROTC on campus, his opposition to a drive to have Harvard divest itself of corporate investments
in Israel, and his efforts to make professors work harder. Now Yale is giving a first-class education to an erstwhile
high official in one of the most evil regimes of the latter half of the 20th century--the government that harbored
the terrorists who attacked America on Sept. 11, 2001.
"In some ways," Mr. Rahmatullah told the New York Times. "I'm the luckiest person in the world. I could have
ended up in Guantanamo Bay. Instead I ended up at Yale." One of the courses he has taken is called TerrorismPast, Present and Future.
Many foreign
scrambled to
caliber apply
that "we lost

readers of the Times will no doubt snicker at the revelation that naive Yale administrators
admit Mr. Rahmatullah . The Times reported that Yale "had another foreigner of Rahmatullah's
for special-student status ." Richard Shaw, Yale's dean of undergraduate admissions, told the Times
him to Harvard," and "I didn't want that to happen again ."

In the spring of 2001, I was one of several writers at The Wall Street Journal who interviewed Mr. Rahmatullah at
our offices across the street from the World Trade Center. His official title was second foreign secretary; his
mission was to explain the regime's decision to rid the country of two 1,000-year-old towering statues of Buddha
carved out of rock 90 miles from the Afghan capital, Kabul. The archeological treasures were considered the
greatest remaining examples of third- and fifth-century Greco-Indian art in the world. But Taliban leader Mullah
Omar had ordered all statues in the country destroyed, calling them idols of infidels and repugnant to Islam.
Even Muslim nations like Pakistan denounced the move. Mr. Rahmatullah, who at the time claimed to be 24 but
now says he was lying about his age and was actually two years younger, cut a curious figure in our office. He
wore a traditional Afghan turban and white baggy pants and sported a full beard. His English, while sometimes
elliptical, was smooth and colloquial. He made himself very clear when he said the West had no business
worrying about the statues, because it had cut off trade and foreign aid to the Taliban. "When the world destroys
the future of our children with economic sanctions, they have no right to worry about our past," he told us,
according to my notes from the meeting.
He smiled as he informed us that the statues had been blown up with explosive charges only after people living
nearby had been removed. He had no comment on reports that Mullah Omar had ordered 100 cows be sacrificed
as atonement for the Taliban government's failure to destroy the Buddhas earlier.
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As for Osama bin Laden, Mr. Rahmatullah called the Saudi fugitive a "guest" of his government and said it hadn't
been proved that bin Laden was linked to any terrorist acts, despite his indictment in the U.S. for planning the
1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. He said that if the embassy bombings were
terrorist acts, then so was the Clinton administration's firing cruise missiles into his country in an attempt to kill
bin Laden . "You killed 19 innocent people," he told us.
After the meeting I walked him out. I vividly recall our stopping at a window as he stared up at the World Trade
Center. We stood there for a minute chatting, but I don't recall what he said . He then left. I next thought about
him a few months later, on Sept. 11, as I stood outside our office building covered in dust and debris staring at
the remains of the towers that had just collapsed. I occasionally wondered what had happened to Mr.
Rahmatullah. I assumed he either had died in the collapse of the Taliban regime, had been jailed, or was living
quietly in the new, democratic Afghanistan.
From newspaper clips I knew that his visit to the Journal's offices was part of a PR tour. He visited other
newspapers and spoke at universities, and the State Department had granted him a meeting with midlevel
officials. None of the meetings went particularly well. At the University of Southern California, Mr. Rahmatullah
expressed irritation with a question about statues that at that point hadn't yet been blown up. "You know, really,
I am asked so much about these statues that I have a headache now," he moaned. "If I go back to Afghanistan, I
will blow them."
Carina Chocano, a writer for Salon.com who attended several of his speeches in the U.S., noted the hostility of
many of his audiences. "A lesser publicist might have melted down," she wrote . "But the cool, unruffled and
media-smart Hashemi instead spun his story into a contemporary parable of ironic iconoclasm," peppering his
lectures with "statue jokes."
But sometimes his humor really backfired. At a speech for the Atlantic Council, Mr. Rahmatullah was confronted
by a woman in the audience who lifted the burkha she was wearing and chastised him for the Taliban's infamous
treatment of women. "You have imprisoned the women--it's a horror, let me tell you," she cried. Mr. Rahmatullah
responded with a sneer: "I'm really sorry to your husband. He might have a very difficult time with you."
A videotape of his cutting remark became part of Michael Moore's "Fahrenheit 9/11," and infuriated the likes of
Mavis Leno, wife of "Tonight Show" host Jay Leno. Mrs. Leno helped found the Feminist Majority's Campaign to
Stop Gender Apartheid in Afghanistan and devoted countless hours to focusing public attention on the plight of
Afghanistan's women and girls. "I will never, ever abandon these women," she often said before the Taliban's
overthrow. Here's hoping she has saved some of her outrage for Yale's decision to welcome Mr. Rahmatullah with
open arms.
In his interview with the New York Times, Mr. Rahmatullah, said that if he had to do it all over, he would have
been less "antagonistic" in his remarks during his U.S. road tour. "I regret the way I spoke sometimes. Now I
would try to be softer. A little bit." Just a little?
Today, when he is asked if Afghanistan would be better off if the Taliban were still in charge, Mr. Rahmatullah,
has a mixed answer: "Economically, no. In terms of security, yes. In terms of general happiness, no. In the longterm interests of the country? I don't think so. I think the radicals were taking over and doing crazy stuff. I regret
when people think of the Taliban and then think of me--that feeling people have after they know I was affiliated
with them is painful to me ." Note that the government official who represented the Taliban abroad now claims to
have been only "affiliated" with them.
Even though he evinces only semiregret for his actions in service to the Taliban, there is evidence that he has
become quite a charmer. After the fall of the Taliban, he resumed a friendship he had developed with Mike
Hoover, a CBS News cameraman who, according to a 2001 Associated Press story, had visited Afghanistan three
times as a guest of the Taliban . Mr. Hoover inspired Mr. Rahmatullah to think about going to the U.S . to finish his
studies. "I thought he could do a lot as a student/teacher," said Mr. Hoover. He persuaded Bob Schuster, an
attorney friend of his from Wyoming who had gone to Yale, to help out . As the Times reported, "Schuster called
the provost's office to ask how an ex-Taliban envoy with a fourth-grade education and a high-school equivalency
degree might go about applying to one of the world's top universities ."
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Intrigued by Mr. Rahmatullah, Dean Shaw arranged for his admission into a nondegree program for special
students. He apparently has done well, so far pulling down a 3.33 grade-point average.

There is something to be said for the instinct to reach out to one's former enemies. America's postwar
reconciliation with the Japanese and Germans has paid great dividends. But there are limits.
During a trip to Germany I once ran into a relative of Hans Fritsche, the top deputy to Josef Goebbels, whom the
Guardian, a British newspaper, once described as "the Nazi Propaganda Minister's leading radio spokesman
[whose] commentaries were among the main items of German home and foreign broadcasting." After the war he
was tried as a war criminal at Nuremberg, but because he had only given hate-filled speeches, he was acquitted
of all charges in 1946. In the early 1950s, he applied for a visa to visit the U.S. and explain his regret at having
served an evil regime. He was turned down, to the everlasting regret of the relative with whom I spoke. She
noted that Albert Speer, Hitler's former architect, was also turned down for a U.S. visa even after he had
completed a 20-year prison sentence and had written a best-selling book detailing Hitler's madness.
I don't believe Mr. Rahmatullah had direct knowledge of the 9/11 plot, and I don't think he has ever killed
anyone. I can appreciate that he is trying to rebuild his life. But he willingly and cheerfully served an evil regime
in a manner that would have made Goebbels proud. That he was 22 at the time is little of an excuse. There are
many poor, bright students--American and foreign alike--who would jump at the opportunity to attend Yale. Why
should Mr. Rahmatullah go to the line ahead of all of them? That's a question Yale alumni should ask when their
alma mater comes looking for contributions.
President Bush, who already has a well-known disdain for Yale elitism from his student days there, may also have
some questions. In the wake of his being blindsided by his own administration over the Dubai port deal, he
should be interested in finding out exactly who at the State Department approved Mr. Rahmatullah's application
for a student visa.
Copyright © 2006 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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CBS NEWS POLL
February 27 , 2006
6 : 30 P .M.

PRES I DENT BUSH, THE PORTS, AND IRAQ
February 22-26, 2006

The Bu sh Admin i stration faces a p u b li c overwhelming l y opposed to
the agreement to give a Dubai - owned firm operationa l control over
six American ports, and more pess i mistic about the s ituation i n
Ira q than eve r before . Th is , alo ng with remin ders o f t he mass i v e
impact of Hu r r icane Katr i na and n e gat i ve assessments of how th e
governmen t and the Pres i dent have h andled i t for six months, has
brou ght the President's approva l ratings down to new l ows .
George W. Bush now receives the l owest marks of his Presidency ,
even on fighting terrorism , a measure that has long been his
strongest suit . Ha l f of Americans now disappro v e o f how he is
handling that effort, while 43% approve.

Approve
Disappr ov e

BUSH'S HANDLING OF WAR ON TERROR
Now
1 /2006
1 0/2005
2/2005
47%
43 %
52%
61 %
43
46
50
33

A large majority of Republicans
handling of terrorism , although
adults , has dropped nine points
Most Democrats and I ndependents

still approves of the President ' s
their approval , like that of al l
in the last month, to 78 % n o w.
d i sapprove.

Bush ' s o v erall job rating has tumbled, too , to an all - time low in
th i s poll .
It is now 34% , down from 42 % last month.
59 %
disapprove.
The previous low of 35% c a me l a st October , one mon t h
af t er Hurr i cane Katrina, short l y a f ter t h e wi thdrawa l of Harriet
Miers from a Supreme Cour t nomination and j u st after u.s. deat h s
i n Iraq reached the 2 , 000 ma r k.
Not since November 2004 has a
majority approved of the President ' s overall performance.

Overall

PRES. BUSH JOB APPROVALS
Now
1 / 2006
1 0 / 2005
34 %
42%
35 %

Iraq
Economy
Energy

30%
32%
27%

37%
39%

3 2%
34 %

11 / 2004
51%
4 0%
42 %

Ratings for the President ' s handling of the Iraq war have also
p l ummeted , to th eir a ll-t ime low of 30% . And approva l of h i s
handling of the economy is a l so down . So are evaluat i ons of the

national economy.
Half say it is in good shape today; last month
57% described it that way.

Good
Bad

THE NATIONAL ECONOMY IS ...
Now
1/2006
50%
57%
48
42

Just 27% of Americans approve of how President Bush is handling
the overall energy situation. 60% disapprove.
Those evaluations
are lower than those recorded near the start of his
Administration. And on the assessment of his handling of the
response to Hurricane Katrina, only 32% approve.

THE PORTS DEAL
Just 21% say that the U.S. should let a United Arab Emirates
country operate six American ports - 70% say this should not be
allowed.

SHOULD U.A.E. COMPANY OPERATE U.S. PORTS?
Yes
21%
No
70
The opposition to the ports deal crosses party lines - 58% of
Republicans oppose it, as do more than seven in ten Democrats and
Independents.
The question text included Bush administration
positions - that the U.S. would continue to control security at
the ports, that a foreign company from Britain now runs the
ports, and that the U.A.E. is an ally of the U.S.

THE IRAQ WAR
Americans' perceptions of the U.S. effort in Iraq are at an alltime low.
By two to one, Americans think U.S. efforts to bring
stability an order to Iraq are going badly - the worst assessment
they have made of progress in Iraq.
Now, just 36% say things are going well for the U.S. in Iraq.
The only other times fewer than 40% were positive were in spring
2004, right after the photographs of abuse of prisoners at Abu
Ghraib prison were published.
In January, after the Iraqi
election, 45% of American said things were going well.

HOW ARE THINGS GOING IN IRAQ?
Now
1/2006
5/2004
Well
36%
45%
37%
Badly
62
54
60

5/2003
72%
24

Republicans are still positive about what's happening in Iraq.
Two-thirds of Republicans say the rebuilding effort is going well
there.
But that, too, has slipped a bit since January, when
three-quarters thought so.

This negative assessment of ho w things are going has affected
evaluations of the war overall. Now, just 29 %, the lowest since
the spring of 2004, say the results of the war in Iraq have been
worth the cost.
However, more, 41 %, say that remo v ing Saddam
Hussein from power was worth the costs.
IS IRAQ WORTH THE COST?
Yes
No
The results of the war
29 %
63
Removing Saddam Hussein
41 %
53

There has also been a decline on the question of overall U.S.
involvement in Iraq.
Only 41% now say that the U.S. did the
right thing taking military action against Iraq.
Last month,
after the Iraqi election, 47% agreed.
This matches the low
levels of support found last October, at the time of the previous
lowest overall approval rating for the President.
The last time
a majority approved of military action in Iraq was just before
the 2004 election.
U.S. MILITARY ACTION AGAINST IRAQ
Now
1 /2 006
10 / 2005
Right thing
41 %
47%
41 %
Should have stayed out 54
50
55

10 / 2004
53 %
42

ASSESSING THE PRESIDENT

For the first time in this poll, most Americans - 51 % - say
George W. Bush does not care much about people like themselves.
Last fall, 47 % thought he did not care. Toda y just 17 % say Bush
cares a lot about people like them, and another 30 % think he
cares some.
DOES BUSH CARE ABOUT PEOPLE LIKE YOU?
Now
10/2005
A lot
17 %
24 %
Some
30
28
47
Not much / none
51

1 / 2002
34%
42
23

And even aside from his low job performance rating, few Americans
today - just 29 % - offer a positive view of George W. Bush. 53%
have an unfavorable view of him, his highest unfavorable rating
among all Americans since he took office.
VIEWS OF GEORGE w. BUSH
Now 10 / 2005
2 / 2004 11 / 2002 3 / 2001
42 %
44 %
2 9%
33 %
55%
53
51
36
25
19

Favorable
Unfa vo rabl e
Can't s ay /
Haven't heard enough 17

15

19

20

38

FOREIGN POLICY CONCERNS

When Americans are asked about the most important problems facing
the country today, four in ten mention a foreign concern - the
war, terrorism, defense, or another international issue.
And in
the last few weeks, international issues in the news included
more than the ports controversy and the war in Iraq.
Most Americans believe that the nuclear threat from Iran can
still be contained with diplomacy.
One in five Americans now
thinks the threat from Iran requires military action now.
THREAT FROM IRAN....
Requires military action now
20%
Can be contained with diplomacy
55
Not a threat at this time
19

But Americans are divided about U.S. intervention, generally, in
countries that are unfriendly to the U.S.
They divide evenly on
whether the U.S. government should work secretly inside
unfriendly countries to try and overthrow those governments. In
the year after 9/11, 70% thought the C.I.A. should be taking such
actions.
SHOULD U.S. SECRETLY TRY TO OVERTHROW
UNFRIENDLY GOVERNMENTS?
Yes
44%
No
44

Americans reject violent Muslim reaction to the publication of
cartoons depicting the Prophet Muhammad in a Danish newspaper which included protests around the world.
Only 9% say that is
justified.
However, Americans are divided on whether or not the
Danish newspaper should have published those cartoons in the
first place.
On both questions, more than a third said they
didn't know enough to judge.
DANISH CARTOON CONTROVERSY
Justified
Not justified
Publishing cartoons
32%
27
Violent Muslim reaction
9%
56

Don't Know
41

35

Favorable assessments of Islam, the religion, are slightly lower
now than they were in the months after the attacks of September
11, 2001.
The public is also less certain than it was then that
Islam is no more violent a religion than others are.
OPINION OF ISLAM
Now
Favorable
23%
Not Favorable
36

2/2002
30%

33

COMPARED WITH OTHER RELIGIONS, ISLAM ENCOURAGES VIOLENCE ...
Now
3/2002 (GALLUP)
More
39%
35%
Same
35
49
Less
12
8
THE VICE-PRESIDENT AND THE HUNTING ACCIDENT

One surprising bright spot for the Administration is that
Americans appear ready to move on after the hunting accident
involving Vice-President Dick Cheney: most say it was
understandable that the accident could have occurred.
An overwhelming majority - 76% - says the accident was
understandable.
Hunters (those who have gone hunting in the last
year) feel much the same. One in five Americans says there was no
excuse for the accident.
VIEWS OF CHENEY'S HUNTING ACCIDENT ...
Und erstandable it could happen
76 %
No excuse for it to happen
20

The coverage of the hunting accident may have made the public's
generally negative view of Vice-President Cheney a bit more so.
Today 46% hold a negative view of Mr. Cheney, and just 18% hold a
favorable one, down from 23% in January.
VIEWS OF DICK CHENEY
Now
1 /2006
18 %
23%
41
46

Favorable
Unfavorable
Can't say/
Ha v en't heard enough

35

35

1/2005
28%
33

1 /2002
39

38

49

11

One-third of Americans believe Cheney has a stronger role as
Vice-President in this White House than most other VPs have had
in past Administrations. Democrats are just as likely as
Republicans to feel this way. 42 % of Americans say Cheney's
influence is the same as that of his predecessors. This view is
mostly unchanged from four yea rs ago.
Almost half of Americans - including most Republicans - accept
Cheney's explanation of why there was a delay in reporting the
accident. But just as many - including most Democrats (who also
hold negative overall views of the Vice President) aren't
satisfied with that explanation.

CHENEY'S EXPLANATION FOR DELAY IN REPORTING
All
Reps
Satisfactory
46 % 67%
Unsatisfactory
46
26

THE ACCIDENT WAS ...
Dems Inds
30%
45%
43
65

Back in October 1969, CBS News asked if Senator Ted Kennedy had
given a satisfactory explanation for not reporting his car
accident at Chappaquidick right away. Then, only 33 % were
satisfied.
Two-thirds of Americans clearly want to move on: they say the
media has spent too much time covering the story now.
MEDIA COVERAGE OF CHENEY HUNTING ACCIDENT
To o much time
66 %
Right amount of time
22
To o little time
9
WIRETAPPING

The public remains divided as to whether or not it approves of
the President authorizing wiretaps on some phone calls in the
U.S. without getting court warrants in order to reduce the threat
of terrorism.
51% now approve of the practice, similar to
results last month.
APPROVE OF BUSH AUTHORIZING WIRETAPS TO FIGHT TERRORISM?
Now
1 /2006
Approve
51 %
53%
47
Disapprove
46

83% of Republicans , as opposed to 33 % of Democrats and 42 % of
Independents, appr ov e of the President authorizing wiretaps to
fight terrorism without a warrant.
When the sp ec ific reason for the wiretapping - t o reduce the
threat of terrorism - is omitted fro m the question, the number of
Americans wh o appr ove of this action dr o ps by 5 p oint s.
APPROVE OF BUSH AUTHORIZING WIRETAPS?
Now
1/2006
Approve
46%
4 6%
Disapprove
50
50

Americans are somewhat skeptical o f the Bush Administration's
claim that the president currentl y has the legal authority to
conduct such wiretaps.
Slightly more than half of all Americans
believe the President does not have this legal authority, wh ile
43% believe he does.

DOES THE PRESIDENT HAVE THE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO AUTHORIZE
WIRETAPS WITHOUT A WARRANT TO FIGHT TERRORISM?
Yes
43 %
No
51

Whether or not someone believes the President has the legal
authority to conduct wiretaps without court warrants seems t o be
related to whether or not they approve of the wiretapping
generally.
68% of Americans who approve of the President
authorizing wiretaps witho ut a court warrant in order to fight
terrorism also believe he has the leg a l authority to d o so.
Conversely, only 7% of those who disapprove of the practice think
he has the authority to conduct such wi r etaps .
63 % of Republicans - as opposed to 28 % of Democrats and 43 % of
Independents - believe that the President has this authority in
order to fight terrorism.
Changing the law would have limited impact on those Americans who
both do not think the President has this legal authority and do
not approve o f the practice.
60% of those say they would still
oppose the President authori zi ng wiretaps witho ut a court warrant
even if the law were changed to allow him to do so.
Nearly half o f all Americans - 47% - said they had not much or no
confidence in the ability of government agencies to correct l y
tell whose phone ca lls and emails should be monitored and whose
sh o uld not, up 6 points from last month.
Half the public does
have confidence.
CONFIDENCE GOVERNMENT CAN CORRECTLY TELL
WHOSE CALLS SHOULD BE MONITORED?
Now
1 /2006
Great deal
11 %
10%
Fair amount
40
48
47
Not much / none
41

Fewer Americans are personally concerned th at th e ir own phone
calls and emails will be monitored. 7 in 10 are not very or not
at all concerned.
CONCERNED THE GOV'T MIGHT MONITOR YOUR OWN CALLS OR EMAILS?
Now
1/2006
Very
14 %
22%
17
Some what
13
70
No t very/not at all
64

Blacks are considerably mo re concerned tha n whites in this
regard.
47 % of blacks, compared to 27 % of whites , say the y are
at least some what concerned.
But wh ile most are not worried specifically about their own
telephone calls and emails being monitored, many Americans

continue to voice more broad concerns about losing some of their
civil liberties. A third of all Americans say they are very
concerned - and another third say they are at least somewhat
concerned - that they might lose some of their civil liberties as
a result of the measures enacted by the Bush Administration to
fight terrorism.
These numbers are virtually unchanged since
last month.

CONCERNED ABOUT LOSING CIVIL LIBERTIES BECAUSE OF
BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S ANTI-TERROR MEASURES?
No w
1 /2006
Very
33 %
34%
Somewhat
31
30
34
Not very/not at all
35
Republicans are less likely to be concerned than Democrats or
Independents.

ASSESSING THE ADMINISTRATION
In general, while most - 67% - think that people in the Bush
Administration generally do not take responsibility when things
go wrong, the Bush Administration fares much better than most
politicians do on this measure. A separate sample of respondents
was asked if "most people in government," generally, took
responsibility, and only 8% said yes.

DO... TAKE RESPONSIBILITY WHEN THINGS GO WRONG?
Yes
27%
People in Bush Administration
People in government
8%

No
67
86

However, amid the recent contro versies -- whether the Cheney
hunting accident was reported in a timely fashion, the
announcement of the ports deal, and the recent debate over
wiretapping, most Americans believe the Administration is
generally too secretive about information that the public needs
to know.

IS THE ADMINISTRATION TOO SECRETIVE?
58 %
Yes
36
No
ASSESSING CONGRESS
The public continues to hold a dim view of Congress, with just
28% approving and 61% disapproving of the way Congress is
handling its job.

JOB APPROVAL OF CONGRESS
No w
1/2006
Approve
28 %
29%
Disappr ov e
61
61

2/2005
41%
44

One year ago the public was more evenly split, with 41 % approving
and 44 % disapproving.
While Congressional approval hovered in
the low to mid 30s for most of last year, it dropped to 29% last
month, and is currently the lowest job approval rating for
Congress in almost a decade.
In both February 2002 (a few months after 9/11) and 1998 (at the
start of President Clinton's Lewinsky scandal), 50% of Americans
approved of how Congress was handling its job.
Tod a y 's job
approval numbers are closer to those seen at the beginning of
1994, when in January 30% of Americans approved and 5 8%
disapproved of how Congress was handling its job.
That year, the
Democrats lost their majority in the House of Representatives.

This poll was conducted among a nationwide random sample of 1018
adu lts, interviewed by te l ephone February 22-26, 2006. The error due
to sampling for results based on the entire sample could be plus or
minus three percentage points.

CBS NEWS POLL
PRESIDENT BUSH, THE PORTS, AND IRAQ
February 22-26 , 2006

ql Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is handling his job as
President?
** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Tota l
Rep
Dem
Ind
%

Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

34
59
7

%
72

22
6

%

9
86
5

%

29
61
10

Jan06b
%

42
51
7

q2 What do you think is the most important problem facing this country today?
War in Iraq
24
Economy I Jobs
13
Te r ror i s m (ge n era l )
9
Healt h Care
5
The President/G.W . Bu sh
5
Defense I Military
4
Poverty I Homelessness
3
Foreign Po l icy
3
Gas/Heating Oil Crisis
2
Mora l Va l ues/Family Va l ues
2
Edu cation
2
Misc . Foreign Affairs
2
Foreign a i d/A t tn . to Domestic 2
Politicians/Government
2
Budget Deficit /Nat ' l Debt
2
Other
14
DK/NA
6

25
11

14
4
2
3
1
1
1
7
2
0
0
2

28
15
5
6
8
4
3
2
4
0
2
1
2
1

18
12
8
4
4
4
3
4
1
2
1
3
4
2

2

2

2

18
7

12
5

22
6

22
14
9
4
4
3
3
2
4
3
3
1
2
1
20
5

q3 Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is handling the economy?
Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

32
60
8

68
25
7

11
84
5

26
62
12

39
54
7

q4 Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is handling the situation with
Iraq?
Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

30
65
5

61
34
5

10
86
4

25
69
6

37
59
4

q5 Do yo u a ppro ve or di sappr ove of th e way Ge or g e W. Bu s h i s h a ndling the camp aign
ag a ins t terrorism?
** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Dem
Ind
Total
Rep
%

Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

43
50
7

%

78
17
5

%

20
72
8

q6 Do you a ppro v e or dis a pprov e o f the way Ge or ge
situation?
Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

27
60
13

53
33
14

%

14
75
11

39
53
8

w.

Jan06b
%

52
43
5

Bush is h a ndling the energy

20
66
14

AugOlc
43
42
15

q7 Do you appr o ve or di sapprove o f th e wa y Co ngress is h a ndlin g its job ?

Approve
Disapp r ove
DK/NA

28
61
11

31
59
10

32
55
13

22
68
10

Jan06b
29
61
10

q8 How would you rate the condition of the national economy these days? Is it very good,
fairly good, fairly bad, or very bad?
Very good
Fairly good
Fairly bad
Very bad
DK/NA

5
45
33
15
2

13
62
17
6
2

1
33
39
24
3

3
45
38
12
2

6
51
29
13
1

Iran is a threat to the United States that
q9 Which comes closer to your opinion
requires military action now, Iran is a threat that can be contained with diplomacy now,
or Iran is not a threat to the United States at this time?
Threat requiring action now
Threat that can be contained
Not a threat at this time
DK/NA

20
55
19
6

30
52
12
6

13
58
24
5

20
54
20
6

qlO-qll BLANK
q12 How much do you think George W. Bush cares about the needs and problems of people
like yourself -- a lot, some, not much, or not at all?

A lot
Some
Not much
Not at all
Don't know/No answer
q13 HELD FOR SEPARATE RELEASE

17
30
25
26
2

40
43
9
7
1

5
22
30
42
1

12
29
33
25
1

Oct05a
24
28
28
19
1

q14 BLAN K
q15 Is your opinion of George W. Bush favorable , not favorable , undecided , or haven't you
heard enough about George W. Bush yet to have an opinion?

Favorable
Not favorable
Undecided
Haven ' t heard enough
Refused

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
%
%
%
%
29
23
65
8
79
53
55
16
14
10
18
16
2
3
2
4
1
1
1
0

Jan06b
%

37
48
13
1
1

q16 Is your opinion of Dick Cheney favorable , not favorable , undecided, or haven ' t you
heard enough about Dick Cheney yet to have an opinion?
Favorable
Not favorable
Undecided
Haven't heard enough
Refused

18
46
20
15
1

41
15
25
18
1

6
67
17
9
1

12
48
19
20
1

23
41
17
18
1

q17 - q18 HELD FOR FUTURE RELEASE
q19 Do you think the result of the war with Iraq was worth the loss of American life and
other costs of attacking Iraq , or not?

Worth i t
Not worth i t
DK/NA

29
63
8

58
33
9

9
82
9

27
69
4

Oct05d
31
64
5

q20 Do you think removing Saddam Hussein from power was worth the loss of American life
and other costs of attacking Iraq , or not?

Worth it
Not worth it
DK/NA

41
53
6

67
25
8

25
70
5

35
56
9

Oct05a
34
57
9

q21 Do you think most people in government are willing to take responsibility when
something goes wrong, or do you think most people in government try to avoid taking
responsibility for their actions?
** HALF SAMPLE A **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
%

Take responsibility
Avoid responsibility
Half & half (vol.)
DK/NA

8
86
3

3

%

12
80
4
4

%

7
87
1
5

%

May94a
%

3

17
73
5

2

5

5
90

q22 Do you th i nk most people in the Bush Administration are willing to take
responsibility when something goes wrong, or do you think most people in the Bush
Administration try to avoid taking responsibility for their actions?

Take responsibility
Avoid responsibility
Half & half (vol . )
DK/NA

27
67
1
5

** HALF SAMPLE B **
62
8
19
74
31
89
1
2
1
5
2
6

q23 In general , do you think the U.S . government should or should not work secretly
inside other countries to try to weaken or overthrow governments unfriendly to the United
States?

Should
Should not
DK/NA

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
32
41
44
64
44
26
54
47
12
10
14
12

q24 HELD FOR SEPARATE RELEASE
q25 From what you have heard or read, do you think the Bush administration has been too
secretive about things the public should know, or don't you think so?
Yes , too secretive
No, don't think so
Not sure

58
36
6

28
66
6

79
16
5

60
33
7

q26-q29 HELD FOR FUTURE RELEASE
q30 How does Dick Cheney's role as Vice President compare to those of previous Vice
Presidents? Is Cheney's role in George W. Bush's Administration more important, less
important, or about the same as other Vice Presidents?

More important
Less important
About the same
DK/NA

32
22
42
4

28
11
57
4

31
36
29
4

35
15
42
8

Jan02a
35
16
44
5

q31 BLANK
q32 HELD 'FOR FUTURE RELEASE
q33 As you may know, the Bush Administration has agreed to let a company from the United
Arab Emirates run six shipping ports in the U.S., including ports in New York and New
Orleans, that are now being run by a British company.
Critics of the plan say that
allowing a company from an Arab country to operate U.S. shipping ports is dangerous to
national security. The Bush Administration says security will be protected by the U.S.
and that the United Arab Emirates is a U.S. ally.
Do you think the U.S. should or should not let a United Arab Emirates company operate
U.S. shipping ports?

Should
Should not
DK/NA

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
21
31
13
21
70
78
71
58
11
9
8
9

q34-q49 HELD FOR SEPARATE RELEASE
q50 What is your impression of the religion called Islam? As of today, is it very
favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, very unfavorable, of haven't you
heard enough about that to say?
Feb02a
%

Very favorable
Somewhat favorable
Somewhat unfavorable
Very unfavorable
Haven't heard enough
DK/NA

7
16
17
19
32
9

4
13
15
34
26
8

10
18
14
12
36
10

7
17
22
12
33
9

7
23
17

16
31
6

q51 Generally speaking, do you think the Islamic religion encourages violence more than
other religions around the world, about the same amount, or less than other religions
around the world?
More
Same amount
Less
No opinion

39
35
8
18

53
26
6
15

33
35
12
20

34
41
4
21

q52 BLANK
q53 How concerned are you about losing some of your civil liberties as a result of the
measures enacted by the Bush Administration to fight terrorism -- are you very concerned,
somewhat concerned , not very concerned, or not at all concerned?

Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not very concerned
Not at all concerned
DK/NA

33
31
18
16
2

13
29
27
29
2

49
31
11
9
0

32
34
19
13
2

Jan06b
34
30
17
18
1

q54 After 9/ 11, Pre sident Bush authorized gov ernmen t wi retaps on some phone cal ls in the
U.S. without g etting cou r t warrants , saying this was necessary in order to red u ce the
threat of ter rorism. Do you approve or disapprove o f the President d oing this?

Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA

** HALF SAMPLE C **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
%
%
%
%
51
33
42
83
47
57
16
63
4
2
1
1

Jan06b
%

53
46
1

q55 After 9/11 , George W. Bush aut h orized government wiretaps o n some p hon e calls in the
U.S. with out getting court warra n t s. Do you approve or d isapprove of Geo rge W. Bush doing
this?

Appr ove
Di sapp ro ve
DK/NA

** HALF SAMPLE D **
76
22
17
77
7
1
4

46
50

48
47
5

46
50
4

q56 Regardless of whether you approve of the President authorizing the wiretaps, do you
think the President has the legal auth o rity to authorize wiretaps without a court
warrant, or doesn ' t he?

Has the authority
Does not
DK/NA

41
52
7

** HALF SAMPLE E **
70
24
22
71
8
5

35
57
8

q57 Regardless of whether you approve of the President authorizing the wiretaps, do you
think the President has the legal authority to authorize wiretaps without a court warrant
in order to fight terrorism, or doesn't he?

Has the authority
Does n o t
DK/NA

43
51
6

** HALF SAMPLE E **
63
28
28
68
9

4

43
51
6

q58 If the law was changed to spe c ificall y allow a president to authorize wiretaps
without a court warrant, then would you app rove or dis appr ove of George W. Bush
authorizing those wiretaps?
THOSE WHO DISAPPROVE/OK IN Q54 OR Q55 AND DO NOT THINK
THE PRES . HAS THE LEGAL AUTHORITY/OK IN Q56 OR Q57
Approve
32
23
56
33
Disapprove
66
60
40
62
It depends (vo l .)
2
0
3
1
DK / NA
6
4
8
4

q59 In general, how much conf i dence do you have that government agencies are able to
correctly tel l whose phone ca l ls a nd e mail s should be monitored and whose should not
do you have a great deal of c o nfidence, a f air amo unt , no t very mu ch , or none at a ll ?

A great de a l
Fair amount
No t much
None at all
DK/NA

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ** *
Total
Dem
Ind
Rep
%
%
%
%
11
23
4
8
40
53
28
41
31
42
31
15
16
17
6
25
2
1
3
3

Jan 06b
%

10
48
28
13
1

q60 How concerned are you, personally , that the governme nt might choo se to monitor your
own phone calls o r emai ls -- are you ve r y concerned , somewhat concerned , not very
concerned, or not at all conce rn ed?

Very concerned
Somewhat co ncerned
Not v ery concerned
Not at all concerned
DK/NA

14
17
22
48
0

7
9
17
67
0

21
21
24
34
0

13
18
23
46
0

Jan06a
22
13
22
42
1

q61 - q62 BLANK
q63 From what you know about t h e hunting inc i de n t th at involved Dick Cheney accidentally
shooting a man , which statement comes closer to your op i nion? 1. There is absolutely no
excuse for the accide n t , or 2. I t is understandable that this kind of an accident could
h ave happened?
No excuse
Understandable
DK/NA

20
76
4

11

87
2

28
69
3

18
76
6

q6 4 Di ck Cheney ga v e an exp lana ti on of th e hunting accident and why he didn ' t report it
immed iatel y. Are you satisfied or not satisfied wit h his explanation?
Satisfied
Not satisfi ed
Don 't know/No answer

46
46
8

67
26
7

30
65
5

45
43
12

q65 Do you think th e media have spent too mu ch time , too little ti me , or the right amount
of ti me on the hunting inciden t involving Dick Cheney?
Too much time
Too little
Righ t amount
Don't know/No answer

66
9
22
3

q66 - q71 HELD FOR FUTURE RELEASE

80
6
12
2

54
11

32
3

67
9
19
5

q7 2 Lo ok ing back, do you think the United States did th e right thi ng i n taking military
action against Iraq, or should the U. S. ha ve stayed out ?

Right th ing
Stayed ou t
DK/NA

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
%
%
%
%
41
41
71
19
76
54
25
55
4
4
5
5

Jan06b
%
47
50
3

q73 How wou l d you say things are going for the U.S . in its efforts to bring stabi l ity and
orde r to I raq? Would you say things are going very we l l, somewhat well , somewhat badly ,
or very badly?
Very wel l
Somewhat well
Somewhat badly
Very badly
DK/NA

5
31
32
30

14
51
25
8

2

2

1

18
33
48
0

3
28
37
29
3

8
37
30
24
1

q74 BLANK
q75 Do you think Saddam Hussein was personal l y involved in the September 1 1th , 2001
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon?

Yes
No
DK/NA

29
57
14

36
46
18

22
64
14

29
57
14

Oct05a
33
55
12

q76 HELD FOR FUTURE RELEASE
q77 - 78 BLANK
q79 As you may know , a Danish newspaper published some cartoons depicting Muhammad, wh i ch
offended Musl i ms around the wor l d and led to violent protests by Muslims in many
countries. Based on what you ' ve seen or read, do you think the reaction by Muslims was
j ustified , or not justified , or don ' t you know enough about it to say?
Justified
Not justified
DK/NA

9

56
35

6
59
35

11

52
37

10
58
32

q80 As you may know , a Danish newspaper published some cartoons depicting Muhammad , which
offended Musl i ms around the world and led to violent protests by Mus l ims in many
countries. Based on what you've seen or read, do you think the Danish newspaper was
justified in publishing the cartoons , or not justified, or don ' t you know enough about it
to say?
J ustified
Not justified
DK/NA
q82 - q91 BLANK

32
27
41

35
23
42

26
35
39

36
21
43

q92 Within the past twelve mont hs , have you , yourself gone hunting?

Yes , ha ve hunted
No have not hunted

** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **
*** Party ID ***
Total
Rep
Dem
Ind
%
%
%
%
12
17
7
13
87
88
83
93

UNWEIGHTED
1018

WEIGHTED

Total Respondents
Total Republicans
Total Democrats
Total Independents

272
409
337

289
381
34 8

Half
Ha l f
Half
Ha l f
Half
Half

517
501
517
501
515
503

504
514
504
514
533
485

Samp l e
Samp l e
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample

A (q21)
B (q22)
c (q54)
D (q55)
E (q56)
F (q57)

Economic News Summary for February 27, 2006
Prepared by OVP Domestic Policy TH t
Economic Indicators

PRE
St ,. NT
HA) SEEN

Advance Durable Goods Orders, Shipments, and Inventories for January (CEA) 2/24/06 "New orders
for manufacturers' durable goods excluding semiconductors fell 10.2% in January, following a large
increase in the fourth quarter. The January decline was almost entirely accounted for by a sharp drop in
aircraft orders-a highly volatile series. Shipments of core capital goods (nondefense capital goods
excluding aircraft} rose 0.2% in January. Shipments of core capital goods represent the component of
durable goods most directly linked to investment. The moderate rise in shipments of core capital goods in
January continues the robust growth from December, and suggests strong growth in business equipment
investment in the first quarter of 2006."
After Robust First Quarter, Growth is Seen Cooling Off (WSJ) "After 'roaring back' in the first quarter of
2006 and triggering higher interest rates, the U.S. economy will slow through the rest of 2006 and into next
year, leading to some reduction in official rates in 2007, according to a poll of forecasters released Monday
by the National Association for Business Economics. After expanding just 1.1% in the fourth quarter of
2005, gross domestic product is expected to rise 4.5% during the first three months of the year and 3.3%
for 2006 as a whole, the poll of 53 forecasters indicated. 'Our forecasters expect the economy to shake off
the effects of last year's hurricanes and surging oil prices,' said NABE President Stuart Hoffman, who's also
chief economist at PNC Financial Services Group."
Business
Workers Offered Roth 401(k)s (USA Today) "General Motors, Delphi, Vanguard and A. G. Edwards are
among the first major employers this year to begin rolling out Roth 401 (k) plans, which let workers withdraw
money tax-free in retirement. Congress allowed employers to offer Roth 401 (k) programs starting in
January. Companies so far are slow to adopt such plans, mostly out of fear of confusing employees with
another retirement-savings option, says Michael Weddell of Watson Wyatt, a consulting firm. But given
GM's stature, its move could have a ripple effect. In late 2005, 34% of 2231arge employers surveyed said
they were likely to add a Roth 401 (k) feature to their retirement plan this year, according to Hewitt
Associates."
China is Set to Spend Billions on Wireless Upgrade (WSJ) "China is preparing to invest billions of
dollars over the next several years on a massive upgrade of its cellular-phone system, and the prospect of
grabbing a slice of the new business is fueling intense competition among global telecommunicationsequipment vendors. After years of deliberation, analysts and industry executives say, Beijing probably will
start awarding licenses for so-called third-generation, or 3G, networks in the next six months or so, to give
state-owned phone companies time to prepare services for the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. China already is
the world's largest mobile-phone market, and the upgrade will create what is likely to become the world's
biggest 3G wireless network. With 3G technology, users can send and receive data with their cellphones
and other mobile gadgets far more quickly than they could before, enabling services like wireless video and
music downloads, instant messaging and high-speed Internet surfing. The technology already has been
rolled out elsewhere, mainly in Europe and in other parts of Asia, while a few companies are beginning to
introduce it in the U.S. China's adoption of 3G will bring cutting-edge wireless technology to a market that
already boasts more mobile phone users than any other-- 398.8 million subscriptions at the end of

January, far more than the population of the U.S. In 2005, China added nearly 59 million new wireless
subscriptions, more than the entire population of Italy. The world's telecommunications-equipment
vendors, including Telefon AB L.M. Ericsson, Nokia Corp., Motorola Inc., Nortel Networks Corp., Siemens
AG, Alcatel SA and LucentTechnologies Inc., are jostling for position ahead of the move to 3G, which
executives say is likely to cause significant changes in the competitive landscape in China. Chinese
companies Huawei Technologies Co. and ZTE Corp. also are expected to be aggressive competitors."

Drug Benefit in Play: Which Party Wins (WSJ) "[D]ozens of Democrats across the country [are] using
this week's congressional recess to pounce on the Medicare drug benefit, which began Jan. 1. Democratic
lawmakers planned more than 100 Medicare forums in an effort to turn what was once viewed as a major
Republican health-care victory into a political liability. Also, in several close congressional races,
Democrats are making the drug benefit a central issue as they challenge Republican incumbents who
voted for it. The Democratic strategy is to tie troubles with the drug benefit to broader campaign themes:
that the Republicans are too cozy with big industries and that the Bush administration stumbles when
responding to crises. To that end, Democrats are noting that private health insurers- not the government-design and administer the drug plans, and that drug makers are protected from negotiating prices directly
with Medicare.... Democrats also blame the drug benefit glitches on inadequate preparation by the
administration .... While Democrats say enrollment has been anemic, Republicans counter that it is rising
steadily. More than five million have signed up on their own, the government says, and an additional 20
million also are benefiting, including low-income people automatically enrolled by the government and
people whose employers are getting federal subsidies .... Democrats want to allow the government to
negotiate with drug companies for lower prices, legalize importation of medications from abroad and
remove the financial penalty for seniors who don't enroll by the May 15 deadline. Unless the enrollment
penalties are lifted, they point out, late enrollees will pay premiums that are 1% higher for each month they
delayed. ... But prospects for changes this year are slim. Extending the enrollment period has some
traction, at least in the Senate. ... House Republicans are circulating quotes from newspaper articles
written after Medicare's inception in 1966, showing similar problems. One story from a Florida paper
reported 'missing forms, bewildered patients, lost Medicare cards .. .'-- a sign, Republicans say, that people
should give the new drug program the benefit of the doubt."
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·It VICE PRESIDENT
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February 27, 2006
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDE~ _

VV'

FROM:

KEITH HA L 0 / t

SUBJECT:

Fourth-Quarter GDP (revised estimate) <* * *)
Public Release: 8:30am Tuesday (Commerce Department)

Real GDP growth revised up 0.5 percentage point to l.6%1 at an annual rate
Q4 Growth Rates (annualized)
Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Actual

Expected

1.6%

1.6%

C hange over the
past 4 quarters
3.2%

•

Real GDP growth was revised up 0.5 percentage point to 1.6% at an annual rate. The
upward revisions were in Federal spending, business fixed investment, and inventory
investment. These were partially offset by a downward revision to net exports.

•

As in the advance estimate, three temporary factors held down fourth -quarter growth.
(1) Oil and natural gas production in the Gulf of Mexico dropped sharply because of damage
from the hurricanes. As a result, imports of crude oil and petroleum products increased.
Repairs to oil and gas production in the Gulf suggest a sharp production rebound in first
quarter.
(2) Motor vehicle production dropped sharply in the fourth quarter, by enough to subtract 0.6
percentage point from real GOP growth. Motor vehicle production has fallen slightly further
in the first quarter.
(3) Federal defense purchases fell sharply in the fourth quarter (but not nearly as much as in
the advance estimate).

•

Third-quarter labor income was revised up notably ($22 billion at an annual rate).

•

Current indicators suggest strong first-quarter GDP growth, roughly in the 4Yz to SYz
percent range at an annual rate.
REALGDP
percent change from preceding quarter
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Durkin, Charles P.
Addington, DavidS.
Monday, February 27, 2006 7:50PM
Durkin, Charles P.
Fw: NOMINATIONS SENT TO THE SENATE

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

/ICC. PRESIDE NT
-;AS SEEN

Charlie:
When it is convenient, please draw to the Vice President's attention that the President
has sent to the Senate the nomination of Pat Smith (formerly head of the VP USSS detail)to
be the U.S. Marshal for the Western District of North Carolina.
-----Original Message----From: bounce-180779-114352@list.whitehouse.gov <bounce -18077 9-114352@list.wh itehouse.gov>
To: Addington, David S. <David S. Addington@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Mon Feb 27 19: 28:08 2006- Subject: NOMINATIONS SENT TO THE SENATE
THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

February 27, 2006

For Immediate Releas e

NOMINATIONS SENT TO THE SENATE:

John G. Emling, of Pennsylvania, to be an Assistant Secretary of
Commerce, vice Brett T. Palmer, resigned.

Timothy Anthony Junker, of Iowa, to be United States Marshal for
the Northern District of Iowa for the term of four years , vice John
Edward Qu inn.

Patrick Carroll Smith , Sr., of Maryland , to be United States
Marshal for the Western District of North Carolina for the term of
four years, vice Gregory Allyn Forest, resigned.

William Ludwig Wehrum, Jr., of Tennessee, to be an Assistant
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, vice Jeffrey R.
Holmstead, resigned.
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I HE VICE. PRES/DEN I
HAS SEEN

February 27, 2006
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
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FROM:

KEITH HALL

SUBJECT:

Consumer Attitudes (***)
Conference Board Public Release: 10:00 am, Tuesday
University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment (preliminary)

Major measures of consumer confidence decline in February
Actual

Expected

Conference Board index

101.7

104.0

Change January to February
(index points)
-5.1

University of Michigan index

87.4

n/a

-3.8

•

The Conference Board index of consumer confidence decreased in February to a bit above its
average level over the past two years. This month's decline in confidence reflected a less favorable
outlook for the labor market and near-term business conditions. Assessments of current labor market
conditions are mixed.

•

The University of Michigan's consumer sentiment index declined in early February to a bit below
its average level over the past two years. According to the survey's director, the loss mostly reflects
heightened concerns about longer term prospects for the national economy.

•

The Michigan survey's median one-year-ahead expected inflation rate was unchanged at 3.0% in
early February.
CONSUMER ATTITUDES
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Durkin, Charles P.
From :

Addington, David S.

Sent:

Monday, February 27, 2006 4:46PM

To:

Durkin, Charles P.

Subject:

FYI

THE VICE PRESIDENT

HAS SEEN

Attachments: tti!.UJLJbD

Paper: Coast Guard Has Port Co. Intel Gaps
By LIZ SIDOTI, Associated Press Writer 38 minutes ago
WASHINGTON - Citing b road gaps in U.S. intelligence, the Coast Guard cautioned the Bush
administration that it was unable to determine whether a United Arab Emirates-owned company might

support terrorist operations, a Senate panel said Monday.
The surprise disclosure came during a hearing on Dubai-owned DP World's plans to take over significant
operations at six leading U.S. ports. The port operations are now handled by London-based Peninsular & Oriental
Steam Navigation Company.
"There are many intelligence gaps, concerning the potential for DPW or P&O assets to support terrorist
operations, that precludes an overall threat assessment of the potential" merger," an undated Coast
Guard intelligence assessment says.
"The breadth of the intelligence gaps also infer potential unknown threats against a large number of potential
vulnerabilities," the document says.
Sen. Susan Collins, chairman of the Senate Homeland Security committee, released an unclassified version of
the document at a briefing Monday. With the deal under intense bipartisan criticism In Congress, the Bush
administration agreed Sunday to DP World's request for a second review of the potential security risks related to
its deal .
The document raised questions about the security of the companies' operations, the backgrounds of all personnel
working for the companies, and whether other foreign countries influenced operations that affect security.
"T his report suggests there were significant and troubling intelligence gaps," said Collins, R-Maine . "That
language is very troubling to me."

Administration officials defended their decision not to trigger a 45-day review of national security implications of
such a deal.
"In this case, the c oncerns that you're citing were addressed and resolved," Clay Lowry, the
Deuartment's assistant secretary for international affairs, told lawmakers.

Trea~!Y.

The Coast Guard indicated to The Associated Press that it did not have serious reservations about the ports deal
on Feb. 10, when the news organization first inquired about potential security concerns.
"Any time there's a new operator in a port our concern would be that that operator has complied with the
(International Ship and Port Facility Security) ISPS code overseas and we just want to take a look at their track
record," Cmdr. Jeff Carter, Coast Guard spokesman, said at the time. "And then we would look forward to working
with them in the future ensuring they complied with all applicable regulations and international agreements," he
added.
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Wyoming House of Rcpre.\Cnt:ltivts

February 27, 2006

Mr. Richard Cheney
Vice President of the United States
Dear Mr. Vice President,
I am writing a short note of appreciation for your recent vislt to
Cheyetme. I enjoyed your speech a great deal. In addition, your
graciousness and willingness to meet with your former teammates and
your "old" coach was rea11y fantastic. I have developed a real
friendship with Coach Geldien over the years and his health has
declined in recent years. I think it is amazing that the sitting Vice
President, the Secretary of State of Wyoming and a state Supreme
Court Justice were all teammates. lt probably has not happened
anywhere else in the United States. Coach Geldicn told me your visit
was a day that he would always cherish and remember. Thank you for
making that possible.
Furthermore, Jet me express my appreciation once aga;n for your

lending your name to our new field. It is the only facility in the
Natrona County School District that is named after a student!
Fina'lly, KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK! Thank God that you and the
President are serving at this time. God Speed!

Representative Steve Harshman

lU Scatc Capitol fitailding· Cheyenne, \Y/Y 1\.!002 • 307.777.7881 • Websit~;
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Economic News Summary for Apri110, 2006
Prepared by OVP Domestic Polley
Policy
When Security, Foreign Investment Collide (WSJ) [M]any in Congress argue that times have changed, and
· that the rules overseeing foreign investment must be tightened significantly to protect national security ...
' bu~iness groups and U.S. officials worry that for the first time since the 1920s, a skittish Congress could
actually pass legislation that begins to shoo away foreign investment in the name of tighter security . ... The
current jitters coincide with a backlash against foreign investment in parts of Europe and Asia. ... Of particular
concern to businesses are provisions that could add a month or more to the government review process, thus
putting bids from foreign companies at a disadvantage .... Others worry that a more unpredictable investment
.. environment in the U.S. may simply divert investors elsewhere. "Don't expect any press conferences when
companies decide instead to invest in Britain or Australia,• says Mr. Reinsch of the National Trade Council.
Business
Bankruptcy Not an Option for Ford, Chief Says (NYT) Although the American automobile industry is in a
precarious state, the chief executive of Ford Motor said Wednesday that he was confident the automaker could
solve its financial problems and that a bankruptcy filing was not an option .... Although Ford eamed $2 billion
worldwide last year, it lost $1 .6 billion on its North American car business.
International
Chlrac, Bowing to Pressure, Scraps Divisive Jobs Law (WSJ) French President Jacques Chirac scrapped
a controversial labor-contract law aimed at boosting youth employment, in a major about-face following weeks
of strikes and mass protests by students and workers . ... [N]ew measures are to be presented to Parliament
later on Monday.
Opinion
How to Lose the Brain Race (NYT, Clemons and Lind) Is the United States Importing too many immigrant
physicists and not enough immigrant farm workers? You might think so, to judge from two provisions that
Senator Dianne Feinstein, Democrat of California, added to the comprehensive Immigration refonm package ...
(Feinstein] insisted that the bill call for some fees for foreign students applying to study at American colleges
and universities to be doubled, and also demanded that agribusiness get the right to 1.5 million low-wage
foreign guest wori<ers over five years. Combined, the two proposals sent a message to the rest of the world:
send us your brawn, not your brains.... In making immigration laws, Congress caters to cheap-labor industries
like agribusiness and sweatshop manufacturing while shortchanging the high-tech, high-wage industries on
which the future of the American economy depends . ... (O~her industrial democracies are reshaping their
immigration policies to invite the skilled immigrants that we tum away.... What the space race was to the cold
war, the "brain race" is to today's peaceful global economic competition. The comprehensive immigration
reform America needs is one that slashes unskilled immigration and creates a skill-rewarding points system
modeled on those of Australia, Britain and Canada.
Economic Indicators
Blue Chip Continues To Project Solid Growth for 2006 and 2007 (CEA) The panel expects real GOP to
grow rapidly in the first quarter (at a 4.6% annual rate) before slowing to an average 3.1% rate during the final
three quarters of the year. Projected year-<3ver-year real GOP growth rates were unchanged in 2006 and
2007. The panel's projections for CPI inflation (2.9% in 2006 and 2.4% in 2007) were unchanged. The panel
did, however, revise down its projection of the unemployment rate in 2007 from 4.9% to 4.8%. In response to
a special question, 68.8% of the panel projects that the Federal funds target rate will be 5.00% after the June
meeting. {That is, the panel expects only one rate hike over the next two meetings.) The FOMC most recently
set the rate at 4.75%.
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April 10, 2006
Office of
Carl Bildt
Floragatan 13
Stockholm, Sweden

/

Vice President Dick Cheney
White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Vice President Cheney:
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me and the Wallenbergs last month in
Washington. It was a distinct pleasure to see you again and I and the Wallenbergs greatly
appreciated your insights. As we move forward with our various matters during the next
year, we will keep in mind our discussion and seek opportunities to further our common
goals. We look forward to seeing you again next year, if not sooner. Please feel free to
call on us as the want or need may arise. You can always reach us through our U.S.
representative, Tapia Christiansen (tchristiansen@strategy-xxi.com).

APR-10-2006

12:33
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Subject: AP: Years ago, Carlsbad mayor might have peppered Cheney

Years ago, Carlsbad mayor might have peppered Cheney
The Associated Press State & Local Wire
April 10, 2006 Monday 11 :55 AM GMT
ALBUQUERQUE
Years before Vice President Dick Cheney accidentally shot a lawyer on a Texas quail hunt Cheney himself was
on the receiving end of an errant shotgun blast during a quail outing in New Mexico.
Carlsbad Mayor Bob Forrest said he doesn't know for certain if he or his twin brother, Dick Forrest, fired the shot
during the fate 1990s that accidentally pelted Cheney at the time the chief executive at Halliburton Co.
"We're probably the only twins in the United States that have shot the vice president and never have gone to jail,"
Forrest joked .
The Albuquerque Journal reported the incident in a copyright story in Sunday's editions.
It occurred on the Three Rivers Ranch in southern New Mexico that was owned by the late Colin McMillan, an
assistant secretary of defense under President George H.W. Bush . Cheney wasn't hurt but he was miffed , Forrest
recalled.

''He said, 'You guys watch where you're shooti ng!' He was very offended,'' Forrest said.
The hunting group included the Forrest twins, Cheney and San. Pete Domenici, R-N.M. Forrest said the senator
wasn't the triggerman.
A spokesman for Domenici confirmed the senator hunts with the Forrest brothers and has hunted with Chaney
but declined further comment.
The Journal said several phone calls to Chaney's office last week went unreturned .
Forrest related the hunting story during an economic development luncheon in Carlsbad several weeks ago .
Domenici attended the event.
Cheney accidentally peppered Texas lawyer Harry Whittington in the torso, neck and face with up to 200 shotgun
pellets on Feb. 11 .
Whittington sustained a mild heart attack caused by a pellet lodged at his heart three days afterthe shooting but
later was released from a hospital In Corpus Christi, Texas.
Kenedy County, Texas, Sheriff Ramon Salinas Ill ruled the shooting an accident.
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financial institutions [(b)(8) of the FOIA]
(b)(9) Release would disclose geological or geophysical information
concerning wells [(b)(9) of the FOIA]

C. Closed in accordance with restrictions contained in donor's deed
of gift.
PRM. Personal record misfile defined in accordance with 44 U.S.C.
2201(3).
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Tutwiler, Lucy A.
From:

McBride, Lea A.

Sent:

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 7:39 AM

To:

DL-OVP-WW; Addington, DavidS.; Raines, Michele L.; Morgan, Derrick D.

Cc:

Hennigan, James R.; McGinn, Megan E.

Subject: FW: WT - Rove foresees GOP victory

This Washington Times piece was inadvertently left off this morning's clips- the VP should see be they attempt to
show daylight bw what the boss is saying about keeping the House & what Karl is saying.
Thanks

Rove foresees GOP victory
By Joseph Curl, THE WASHINGTON TIMES

OVP
SECRET/-.

c:::l\ rr

White House political strategist Karl Rove yesterday confidently predicted that the Republican Party
would hold the House and the Senate in next month's elections, dismissing fallout from the sex scandal
involving former Rep. Mark Foley.
At a luncheon with editors and reporters at The Washington Times, Mr. Rove-- who is widely credited
as the architect of the party's historic 2002 midterm election gains-- said Republicans are beginning to
make significant headway in defining their party's differences from congressional Democrats, especially
on national security.
"I'm confident we're going to keep the Senate; I'm confident we're going to keep the House. The Foley
matter has impact in some limited districts, but the research we have shows that people are
differentiating between a vote for their congressman and a member from Florida," Mr. Rove said,
referring to the Republican who resigned last month after his sexually explicit online messages to former
congressional pages were discovered.
President Bush has begun to paint this year's election as a choice between strength and weakness on
national security-- and the stark differences will show Americans the true nature of Democrats, Mr.
Rove said.
"It is useful to remind people what [Democrats] said and what they do. I think they have given us here,
especially in the last couple of weeks, a potent set of votes to talk about. You had 90 percent of House
Democrats voting against the terrorist-surveillance program, nearly three-quarters of Senate Democrats
and 80 percent of House Democrats voting against the terrorist-interrogation act. Something is
fundamentally flawed."
In the hour long interview, Mr. Rove was upbeat, telling stories from the campaign trail and joking about
skewed political coverage that disproportionately shows Democrats poised to take control of Congress
Mr. Rove's optimism is not shared by pollsters, many of whom predict a Republican loss in the House-with some saying the party could lose as many as 40 seats. The mood in the White House has shifted
in recent days, with some beginning to concede the threat to the Republican majority in the House
10/18/2006
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of Representatives, which they won in 1994.
Yesterday, Vice President Dick Cheney acknowledged the risk to the House Republican majority.
"I really think we're going to do reasonably well. And I think we'll hold the Senate, and I also
think we got a good shot at holding the House," Mr. Cheney said on Rush Limbaugh's top-rated
national radio program.
"I think the key will be who goes to the polls on Election Day. And certainly, it's always tough when
you're in the midterm of your second presidential term in office."
But Mr. Rove said Republican candidates still hold a huge cash edge over Democrats, which will give
them clout in the final three weeks of the campaign.
"This morning, I loved it: The [Associated Press] ran a story saying these Democrat congressional
candidates outraised their Republican incumbents in the third quarter. Well, what they didn't say was
that part of the reason that they did is that we raised the money earlier so that we'd be able to deploy it,"
he said.
Of the 52 races listed in the tossup and lean categories of a leading election analyst, Republican
candidates have more cash on hand than their opponents do in at least 34 races, according to the
National Republican Congressional Committee.
Although Mr. Rove had previously predicted a loss of eight to 10 House seats, he said he remains
confident that Republicans will not lose more than 15 --the magic number that would flip control of the
chamber to Democrats.
Democrats have to pick up six seats to gain control of the Senate-- virtually impossible, Mr. Rove said.
There are 40 Republican senators who are not up for re-election this year, he pointed out, and at least
seven who are running comfortably ahead. With just a few wins by incumbents -- such as Arizona Sen.
Jon Kyl, Missouri Sen. Jim Talent and Virginia Sen. George Allen-- Republicans would have 50 seats.
With Mr. Cheney's tiebreaking vote, that would assure Republicans' continued control of the Senate.
Although Mr. Talent is locked in a tight race, Mr. Rove said the Missouri Republican "is one of the best
candidates ... keen and smart and able ... a very disciplined candidate."
Although Missouri is "very competitive," Mr. Rove said, "There gets to be a point at which, though, it
begins to lock in, and Talent appears to be moving that direction .... I look at the Missouri data, and I can
just smell that this race is edging toward a point where ... they're just getting ready to lock in."
The White House strategist is closely monitoring races across the country. He receives "68 polls a week
for Senate, governor and House races," Mr. Rove said. "My head is about ready to explode."

Mr. Rove said history is on the Republican Party's side, noting that 97.5 percent of incumbents have
been re-elected since 1996. This time, he said, there are "significantly" fewer open House seats than the
Democrats had in 1994, when Republicans swept to power under then-Rep. Newt Gingrich's leadership.
Early in this campaign cycle, Mr. Rove said the White House compiled a list of 80 Republican
incumbents who might face difficulty. From there, top strategists made sure "that they all had a
campaign plan, that they all knew that they had a risk, that they all went out there and raised a bundle of
money, and that they had a plan that was measurable."
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"As a result, that's done a lot to get people prepared," he said.
And, in some ways, the campaign is just beginning, Mr. Rove added.
"For most Americans, particularly the marginal voters who are going to determine the outcome of the
election, it started a couple weeks ago," he said. "Between now and the election, we will spend $100
million in target House and Senate races in the next 21 days."
You are currently subscribed to News Update (wires) as: Lea_A._McBride@ovp.eop.gov.
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-whitehouse-news-wires-1000177Q@list.whitehouse.gov
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Mascolo, Heather C.
From :

Tutwiler, Lucy A.

Sent:

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:04 AM

To:

Mascolo, Heather C.

Subject: FW: DMN - Hutchison : Splitting up Iraq should be considered
Please print, thanks.

From: White House News Update [mailto:News.Update@WhiteHouse.Gov]

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 9:52AM
To: Tutwiler, Lucy A.
Subject: DMN - Hutchison: Splitting up Iraq should be considered

Hutchison: Splitting up Iraq should be considered
By TODD J. GILLMAN I The Dallas Morning News
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison described the situation in Iraq as "chaos" and said Tuesday that it's time to
consider splitting the country into semiautonomous regions - an approach she said would boost stability
but also require more American troops.
"A year ago I thought we needed more troops. It's harder to say now," said Ms. Hutchison, issuing a
tough critique of U.S. policy in Iraq. "Because we've tried to step back and let the security forces take
over, but that's not entirely successful. If we went to some kind of different approach, we might need
more in the short term."
The Republican, speaking to The Dallas Morning News editorial board, also called for engaging clerics
and governments in Iraq's neighboring countries, though she didn't say how that might be accomplished.
"They have a credibility on the sectarian violence that the United States isn't going to have, and they do
have an interest in Iraq being stable," she said, adding that she would even welcome help from Iran if its
neighbors see a role it might play.
Former Secretary of State James Baker, who heads an advisory panel that is expected to offer
suggestions on Iraq to President Bush soon, warned last week that breaking up Iraq along ethnic lines
could trigger a civil war. Ms. Hutchison said she had spoken with Mr. Baker and disagrees.
"Yes, it would be hard to do, but it would be worth trying," she said. "People say, 'Well, that would
balkanize the country.' Well, things are pretty stable in the Balkans right now. It's looking better than
Iraq.''
Ms. Hutchison was adamant that the United States not "cut and run" - a phrase she used repeatedly- but
said public discontent over escalating violence in Iraq is justified.
"I would say that it's 25 percent that you never hear the good things that are happening, but it's 75
percent that it's chaos over there," she said.
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Durkin, Charles P.
From :
Sent:
To:

Addington, David S.
Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11 :33 AM
Durkin, Charles P.

THE viCE RFS/D£NT
HAS SEEN

Charlie:
Please print for the Vice President (a bi t of unfortunate news) .

*****

Judge Urbina of the US District Court for DC today issued a preliminary injunction. In
the Washington Post v . DHS case, o r de r ing t h e Secret Service to search for r ecords
responsive to t h e Post request and, within 10 days, either produce them or explain why not
to the court. The Post r equest to t h e Secret Se rvice was for all records from October
2004 through June 2006 for c learance of visitors (a) into the White House to see t he Vice
President or any of a dozen OVP sta f f, or (b) into the Vice President's Residence .
The Justice Department is preparing paperwork to ask immedi ately for a stay of the order
pending appeal.
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Durkin, Charles P.
.................................. ···· · ·· ··············-· ·.

From:

Hennigan, James R.

Sent:

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 12:22 PM

To:

McGinn, Megan E.; McBride, Lea A.; Addington, David S.; Patel, Neil S.; Raines, Michele L.;
O'Donnell, Claire M.; Morgan, Derrick D.; DL-OVP-WW; Clem, Jill R.

/

Subject: Tony Snow gaggle on AF1
VPOTUS MENTIONS:

Q
Can I ask you about the election again? The Vice President,
yesterday, said that he thought there was a good chance that the
Republicans would hold the House.
Is there any change -- where is
the administration getting all the confidence that you are going to
hold the House? And wouldn't it be wise to start considering some
options if Democrats take it?
MR. SNOW: We're confident we're going to hold the House because
we think we have better candidates and better arguments.
And in the
last two weeks of a campaign people focus on that.
And the President
is going to make it clear to Republicans that he not only thinks
they're going to win, he's going to help them win.
And that's what
you do at the end of a campaign.
The most important thing now is to
try to get people to focus on substantive issues, including the war
on terror, and the economy, and education, and energy, the things
that are of concern to them.
But also, you're going to have a lot of
local races that are governed by local concerns, and the President
will do whatever he can to help local candidates, as well.
Q
The Vice President seemed a little less emphatic, though.
He said, there's a good chance they'll hold the House . Has his
confidence diminished at all?
MR. SNOW:

I think you're over-parsing.

All right, guys .

We'll see you on the road.
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Aboard Air Force One
En Route Greensboro, North Carolina

'
11:09 A.M. EDT

MR. SNOW: Today's schedule: We're heading to Greensboro, North
Carolina, first, for a lunch with community leaders. They include
Senator Richard Burr; Bob Brown, Chairman and CEO of B&C Associates;
Tonya Cockman, President of Clear Defense, LLC; the Mayor of
Greensboro, Keith Holliday; President of High Point University, Dr.
Nido Qubein; Emery Rann III, who is executive director of Mediation
Services of Forsyth County -- that would be the county in which
Winston-Salem is located -- and Jeff Young, President and CEO of HDM
Furniture Industries.
Then there will be a trip to the Waldo C. Falkener Elementary
School.
It's a magnet school, and the President -- it's a No Child
Left Behind event. The President then will make No Child Left Behind
remarks at the Falkener Elementary School. Then off to the Victory
Junction Camp, Incorporated. That's in Randleman, North Carolina.
It's run by Kyle Petty and his wife, Pattie, in honor of their son,
Adam, who was killed six years ago in an accident. But it deals with
chronically ill kids and it's a good event.
At 4:25p.m., George Stephanopoulos of ABC News will be
conducting an interview with the President. And at 6:20p.m., a
closed press Republican National Committee dinner at the home of
Louis DeJoy, the CEO of New Breed, Incorporated. Return to the White
House at about 8:50p.m. tonight.
Questions.
Q

Why all of a sudden are we having this push on education?

MR. SNOW:
It's not all of a sudden, it's the first initiative
the President had, but it's always important to remind people what
you've been doing. Education is important to a lot of folks. And I
think, at a time when, at least for me -- we've got a lot of parents
who are sitting around evaluating what's going on at the schools
it's important to remind them that you've got a President who's
pushing for higher standards and more resources.
Q
Tony, it seems like, though, this is, in a way, laying the
groundwork for next year. No Child Left Behind is up for
reauthorization. Can you talk specifically about what the President
wants Congress to do, and is he sort of making plans about if he has
a Democratic Congress, or if he has a Republican Congress?
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MR. SNOW: No, he's not making plans based on whatever may
happen in terms of partisan breakdowns. He still thinks he's going
to be dealing -- and I do, too -- with a Republican House and
Senate. But in any event, No Child Left Behind is something that had
bipartisan support and no doubt will continue to. And he's eager to
have it reauthorized.

Q
Democrats are very upset about this bill. They feel that
it's not been funded, that they were kind of snookered by it.
So
what is he doing to address that?
MR. SNOW: He thinks that it will get reauthorized. And he'll
be happy to deal with people in the next Congress when the time
comes. He's certainly not going to -- we're not going to negotiate
at this point.

Q
Tony, does the deaths of 10 U.S. soldiers in Iraq today
cause the President to rethink his strategy there?
MR. SNOW: No, the strategy is to win. The President
understands not only the difficulty of it, but he grieves for the
people who have served and served with valor. But as everybody says,
correctly, we got to win. And that comes at a cost. And God bless
the men and women who have risked their lives going into hostile
areas because they do believe in the mission.

Q
Tony, is Muqtada al-Sadr our enemy, or our ally, or
something else?
MR. SNOW: Well, he is a factor in Iraq. He is somebody who
obviously has adherence, and it's interesting -- the most important
thing, I think, if Muqtada al-Sadr wants to play a constructive role,
is to make sure that -- to cooperate with Prime Minister Maliki in
dealing with militias.
I'm not going to charact.erize al-Sadr. He's clearly a player in
Iraq, and we hope he'll play a constructive role.

Q
Is it more important to engage him through Sistani, the
Grand Ayatollah?
MR. SNOW: Look, I'm not going to engage in strategic
speculation about how best to do this, mainly because Muqtada alSadr deals with Nouri al-Maliki, the Prime Minister.
The Prime
Minister is also Shia. And you look at any possible ways to try to
proceed, especially along the reconciliation track.
We talk all the time about the strategies and the tactics for
achieving the goal of victory in Iraq, and one of the key elements is
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going to be reconciliation. This is one where Ali al-Sistani clearly
has played a constructive role. And Prime Minister Maliki has done
some outreach and I know he has contact with Muqtada al-Sadr. And I
think it•s best left to them to figure out how best to deal with each
other.

Q
What about Syria and Iran getting involved? The Syrian
Ambassador was on BBC today, saying, look, these aren•t just
insurgents as the Americans describe them; we see them as terrorists,
and we see it in our interest to try to end the violence within
Iraq.
Is there any outreach to take them up on their offer?
MR. SNOW: One of the things we•ve said repeatedly to the
Syrians and Iranians is, stop fomenting terror.
If they do that,
that•s welcome. we•d be very happy for them not to foment terror.
But it certainly doesn•t change our diplomatic stance toward either.
Q
saying?

-- being offered in good faith then?

MR. SNOW:

It•s a public statement.

Is that what you•re

Let•s see what happens.

Q
Can I ask about North Korea? How concerned are you that
the punitive measures in the resolution, the U.N. resolution, aren•t
going to be carried out by countries like China, specifically?

MR. SNOW: we•re not concerned because it•s a Chapter 7
resolution.
It•s binding on the parties.
Q

there have been expressed messages from China --

MR. SNOW: You•ve got Secretary Rice over there talking to
people about the practical ways to enact it. And the Chinese took
the important step of joining us in a Chapter 7 resolution dealing
with North Korea. So there may be conflicting stories, but the one
thing that•s pretty clear is that the five parties other than North
Korea in the six-party talks are more unified than ever in their
approach toward North Korea. And part of what happens is, when you
get a resolution like this, then comes the practical matter, how do
you enact it? That•s what the Secretary of State is doing this week.
Q
Tony, the President -- Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison told
the Dallas Morning News that the situation in Iraq is now chaos and
that it•s time to consider dividing the country into semi-autonomous
regions. Having it come from her, does the President think it•s time
to consider such a notion, an ally like that?

MR. SNOW: The President has considered it. The fact is we
consider all options and ideas.
In his conversation with Prime
Minister Maliki earlier this week, the Prime Minister described
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partition as not only undermining the government, but also providing
encouragement to terrorists. And so we appreciate Senator
Hutchison's thinking through the issue, but we respectfully
disagree.
Q

You're not even considering partition?

MR. SNOW: We have considered partition. Again, you consider
every possible option. But we've also determined that it is not, for
a series of reasons, I wise option for the stability of Iraq or for
the region.
Q
Can I go back to Sadr for one second? In early August,
when our forces moved against Sadr leadership, killing three people,
I think it was, Maliki said it was a "shameful act." Does the
President believe that it was a shameful act?

MR. SNOW:
I'm not going to engage in the sort of backing
filling on something that happened a few months ago.

and

Q
But it does relate to the key player in the Iraqi
coalition. This guy holds 30 seats in the Iraqi government, and he's
made war on the Iraqi army from time to time.

MR. SNOW: What's interesting is that he's also said recently
he's talked against militia violence. And according to the Prime
Minister's calculation, one-and-a-half seats are held by those who
actually do militias. So did he -Q

-- believe that?

MR. SNOW: Look, I'm going to let the Prime Minister do the -he probably knows more than you and I about the composition of his
own parliament.
Q

I would certainly hope so, but not presume so.

MR. SNOW:· Well, again, I' 11 let you pick fights with the Iraqi
government.
I'm not going to do it.
Q
Tonight's fundraiser, it's a closed fundraiser.
Is this
the last of the closed fundraisers?· You had said last week you
thought they were --

MR. SNOW:
I've got to find out.
I don't know.
don't know. One more time -- I don't know.
Q

Any hints about next week's fundraising schedule?

MR. SNOW:

10/18/2006

I just -- I

Let me find out.

Well, it's interesting, I think--
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one of the things we have found out is, because of McCain-Feingold,
you can't do soft money like you used to, to underwrite rallies.
So
what ends up happening is, in a lot of cases, people do have to pay
money to attend these because it costs a whole lot of money to get
the President in. But there will be lots and lots of public events.
I promise.
Here's old Zinsmeister, ladies and gentlemen.
MR. ZINSMEISTER:
MR. SNOW:

How are you?

Good to see you.

Thank you.

Q
The shift in space policy -- can you describe that?
will it allow for weaponization of space?

And

MR. SNOW:
It's not a shift in policy. This was announced in
July, but apparently just discovered by some people. The notion that
you would do defense from space is different than the weaponization
of space. So I think what you have is a revisitation of a lot of old
arguments in this case. We're comfortable with the policy.
Q
Can I ask you about the election again? The Vice
President, yesterday, said that he thought there was a good chance
that the Republicans would hold the House.
Is there any change
where is the administration getting all the confidence that you are
going to hold the House? And wouldn't it be wise to start
considering some options if Democrats take it?

MR. SNOW: We're confident we're going to hold the House because
we think we have better candidates and better arguments. And in the
last two weeks of a campaign people focus on that. And the President
is going to make it clear to Republicans that he not only thinks
they're going to win, he's going to help ~hem win. And that's what
you do at the end of a campaign. The most important thing now is to
try to get people to focus on substantive issues, including the war
on terror, and the economy, and education, and energy, the things
that are of concern to them. But also, you're going to have a lot of
local races that are governed by local concerns, and the President
will do whatever he can to help local candidates, as well.
Q
The Vice President seemed a little less emphatic, though.
He said, there's a good chance they'll hold the House. Has his
confidence diminished at all?

MR. SNOW:

I think you're over-parsing.

All right, guys.

We'll see you on the road.
END
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Durkin, Charles P.
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From:

Kleppe, Elizabeth W.

Sent:

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 12:24 PM

To:

DL-OVP-WW

Cc:

DL-OVP-Scheduling; Dubose, Mary L.; Hannah, John P.; Raines, Michele L.

ssee

Subject: Service Academy Graduation Ceremonies for 2007 and s008
Per Mel issa here is what is assigned for next two years. We will let VP know when we have dates before we
approve it. Thanks.

Melissa:
We show the same thing. We'll contact the USCG for the necessary info and get an SP over to you. For your
info, here's what we show. I'll share the VP info with Elizabeth as well. R/-gm
President
2005 - Naval Academy
2006 - West Point
2007 - Coast Guard Academy
2008 -Air Force Academy
Vice President
2005
2006
2007
2008

-Air Force Academy
- Naval Academy
- West Point
- Coast Guard Academy
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Economic News Summary for October 18, 2006
Prepared by OVP Domestic Policy
HE VICt: PRESID~J":l

IHAS SEEN'
Policy
Social Security Payments Will Rise 3.3% In 2007, Less Than This Year (AP) Social Security checks for
nearly 49 million Americans are going up 3.3% in 2007, a smaller percentage than this year ... The cost of
living adjustment will translate into an average monthly increase of $33 for the typical retired worker,
pushing the average monthly benefit from $1,011 currently to $1,044.
Sites for Online Medical Records Rated (NYT) New Jersey ranks first in the nation in providing crucial
information on doctors through the Internet, and New York is fourth, according to a study released
yesterday by Public Citizen, a consumer advocacy group .... In every state, the board that licenses doctors
... has a Web site that allows people to look up individual doctors. Those sites offer general profiles, but
can also supply information like malpractice judgments and disciplinary actions. New York scored well in
four categories: the ability to search for doctors in multiple ways, like name, address, license number or
specialty; supplying a general profile of each doctor with information like specialty and license number;
listing disciplinary actions by the state medical board, and offering supplemental information.
As Morning Traffic Grows, Commuters Opt For Earlier Rush Hour (WSJ) [A] report released yesterday
by the National Research Council's Transportation Research Board looking at U.S. commuting patterns
from 1990 to 2004 found that more commuters are leaving for work before and after the traditional peak
hours of 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. In addition, the report found that the off-peak group gained about half of all new
commuters from 1990 to 2000. In particular, commuters starting their journey to work between 5 a.m. to
6:30a.m. gained about 25% of the growth in commuters, and those leaving between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
gained more than 12% of all new commuters .... Congestion may have been encountered an average of
7.1 hours daily on major urban roads in 2003, up from an average of 6.2 hours in 1993 and an average of
4.5 hours in 1982, according to the Texas Transportation Institute's 2005 Urban Mobility Report on 85
urban areas.
Business
Chicago Mere to Buy Board of Trade (WSJ) The Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings Inc. and the
Chicago Board of Trade agreed to join forces to form the world's largest financial market, one that will dwarf
exchanges in the U.S. and Europe-- even the New York Stock Exchange. The Chicago Mere announced
plans to buy the smaller CBOT Holdings Inc. for about $8 billion.
Southwest Adds 25 Markets To Dallas Love Field Service (WSJ) Southwest Airlines is adding 25
markets to the 18 it serves from Dallas Love Field Airport, an aggressive hometown expansion brought by
the loosening of a federal law that has restricted flying from the airport for decades.
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Owen, Molly
From: McBride, Lea A.

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 9:56AM
To:

Owen, Molly

The Dow Jones industrial average crosses 12,000 for the first time
By TIM PARADIS
NEW YORK (AP) _The Dow Jones industrial average swept past 12,000 for the first time Wednesday,
extending its march into record territory as investors grow increasingly optimistic about corporate
earnings and the economy.
The index of 30 big-name stocks surpassed the milestone just after trading began, rising as high as
12,046.63. The Dow had already set closing records seven times during the past two weeks.

It took the Dow 7 112 years to make the trip from 11,000, having been pummeled during that time by the
dot-com bust, recession and the aftermath of the 2001 terror attacks. That slow trek was a striking
contrast with the Dow's sprint from 10,000 to 11,000 in just 24 days in the spring of 1999, during the
heady days of the Internet boom.
The Dow, whose stocks include blue chips such as International Business Machines Corp., Microsoft
Corp. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc., has risen nearly 350 points so far this month as oil prices retreated
below $60 a barrel and it appeared the economy was headed for a soft landing after more than two years
of interest rate increases.
In the first hour of trading, the Dow was up 91.65, or 0.77 percent, to 12,041.67.
Broader stock indicators also advanced. The Standard & Poor's 500 index was up 8.04, or 0.59 percent,
at 1,372.09, and the Nasdaq composite index gained 16.70, or 0.71 percent, to 2,361.65.
Investors' relief over oil's decline from a high of $78.40 has given Wall Street an unusually strong
October; some of the market's worst days, including the 1929 and 1987 crashes, have been in October.
And it was on Oct. 9, 2002, in the depths of the bear market, that the major indexes fell to their lowest
levels in five and six years _ the Dow closed that day at 7,286.27.
The Dow has recovered faster from the stock market's troubles than the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq have
done. All three indexes peaked in early 2000 before dropping precipitously, but the S&P 500 and
Nasdaq suffered more because of the heavy representation of high-tech issues among their stocks.
The S&P 500 is getting closer to its peak of 1,527.46, but the Nasdaq, which was bloated by its vast
number of tech stocks, remains well below its high of 5,048.62.
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Indiana Marine survives bombing
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Greenfield man suffered severe injuries in attack that killed at least 2
By Bill McCieer- Indianapolis Star, 10/18/2006
Relatives of a Marine from Greenfield gave thanks Tuesday that their loved one survived a
roadside bombing in Iraq.
The Sunday attack killed at least two other Marines riding in the same Humvee as Lance Cpl.
Joshua Bleil!, 29. All three were members of a Terre Haute-based Marine Reserve unit.
Bleilllost both lower legs in the explosion and suffered facial fractures, a hand fracture and a
spleen injury, said Julie Allen, one ofBleill's two sisters. Doctors do not consider Bleill's injuries
life-threatening, Allen said.
"We got good news today that they expect to get him back into the states by this weekend,"
Allen said. "They expect a very good recovery."
Military officials told relatives that Bleill likely will be flown to a hospital in Bethesda, Md.,
Allen said.
As of Tuesday evening, family members had not spoken to Bleill, Allen said. Doctors told
relatives he remained groggy from medication and didn't have a phone in his room, she said.
Bleill was recovering at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, a military hospital in Germany.
Bleill graduated from Greenfield-Central High School in 1995, Allen said. His parents, Virg and
Myra Bleill, reside in Greenfield.
The two Marines from the Terre Haute unit killed in Sunday's attack were Sgt. Brock Babb, 40,
Evansville, and Lance Cpl. Joshua M. Hines, 26, Westfield, Ill., said Maj . Randy Rossman.
Bleill's family said a Marine from Texas also was riding in Bleill's vehicle and died in Lht:: allack,
but Rossman said he could not confirm that information.

About 400 service members with Indiana ties have been wounded in Iraq since the buildup for
. the invasion began in 2003, according to the Defense Department.
Bleill's unit was conducting combat operations in Anbar province, west of Baghdad, when it was
attacked, Rossman said. The unit --#1st Battalion, 24th Marines-- had been in Iraq for about two
weeks, Allen said.
Even as they rejoiced at the prospect of reuniting with Bleill, who is single, his relatives mourned
the loss of the other Marines.
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"They all were married and had kids, and they're very important to us," Allen sai£..<:::CJ"::::·L'\RYf\f.CfiVED
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By Bill McCieer- Indianapolis Star, 10/18/2006
Relatives of a Marine from Greenfield gave thanks Tuesday that their loved one survived a
roadside bombing in Iraq.
The Sunday attack killed at least two other Marines riding in the same Humvee as Lance Cpl.
Joshua Bleill, 29. All three were members of a Terre Haute-based Marine Reserve unit.
Bleilllost both lower legs in the explosion and suffered facial fractures, a hand fracture and a
spleen injury, said Julie Allen, one ofBleill's two sisters. Doctors do not consider Bleill's injuries
life-threatening, Allen said.
"We got good news today that they expect to get him back into the states by this weekend,"
Allen said. "They expect a very good recovery."
Military officials told relatives that Bleilllikely will be flown to a hospital in Bethesda, Md.,
Allen said.
As of Tuesday evening, family members had not spoken to Bleill, Allen said. Doctors told
relatives he remained groggy from medication and didn't have a phone in his room, she said.
Bleill was recovering at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, a military hospital in Germany.
Bleill graduated from Greenfield-Central High School in 1995, Allen said. His parents, Virg and
Myra Bleill, reside in Greenfield.
The two Marines from the Terre Haute unit killed in Sunday's attack were Sgt. Brock Babb, 40,
Evansville, and Lance Cpl. Joshua M. Hines, 26, Westfield, Ill., said Maj. Randy Rossman.
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About 400 service members with Indiana ties have been wounded in Iraq since the buildup for
the invasion began in 2003 , according to the Defense Department.
Bleill's unit was conducting combat operations in Anbar province, west of Baghdad, when it was
attacked, Rossman said. The unit --#1st Battalion, 24th Marines-- had been in Iraq for about two
weeks, Allen said.
Even as they rejoiced at the prospect of reuniting with Bleill, who is single, his relatives mourned
the loss of the other Marines.
"They all were married and had kids, and they're very important to us, nAllen said.
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The GOP Has Some Explaining to Do
The stock market and the 2003 tax cuts are directly linked ... and Republicans need to say so.
By Cesar Conda & Daniel Clifton
In 2004, two out of three voters were investors, the majority of which voted to re-elect President George W.
Bush. In fact, investors increased their vote for Bush from 51-46 in 2000 to 53-46 in 2004. As a result, Bush
received 5 million more votes in the last election than the first time around, and eclipsed national levels for all
categories of investors, including self-identified members ofthe investor class, 401(k) owners, and direct
stockowners.
Today, however, even with the stock market at an all-time high, generic support for Republicans running for
Congress has fallen. Why? Because the GOP has failed to explain how their pro-investor tax cuts produced the
stock market boom. Additionally, Republicans have yet to put forth a compelling policy agenda that speaks to
the desire of American shareholders to build savings and wealth for themselves and their families.
The largest demographic shift in this country over the past 25 years is the number of Americans who own
stocks directly. When Ronald Reagan entered the White House, only 17 percent of Americans were direct
stockowners. Today more than 50 percent of households, and two out of every three voters, owns shares of
stock. Investors, regardless of income, wealth, gender, or race, more often vote Republican than non-investors.
This rapid rise of middle-class investors has made shareholders the most powerful voting bloc in the country.
In 2002 and early 2003, the economy and the financial markets were still recovering from the lingering effects
ofthe dot.com bubble, the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the Clinton-Gore recession, and the corporate scandals.
President Bush and the Republican Congress took direct action to stimulate the economy and boost investor
confidence by trimming the capital-gains tax to 15 percent and cutting in half the double taxation of dividend
income paid to investors by corporations.
By increasing after-tax rewards for saving and investing, the 2003 tax-rate cuts worked precisely as advertised.
Since May 2003, the U.S. economy has expanded by a quarterly average of3.7 percent (annualized) and has
added 6.6 million new jobs. As of the close of the markets on Monday this week, a total of $5.7 trillion in new
shareholder wealth has been created since the tax-cut agreement was reached on May 20, 2003. Total dividend
and share repurchases increased an astonishing 123 percent to over $600 billion for the 12-month period ended
in June. Total household net worth is up $14.4 trillion, or 37 percent, since the tax cut.
Instead of touting this amazing record of success to America's investor class, Republicans have been virtually
silent about the economy this campaign season. A cursory review of campaign press releases since September
generated by Senate GOP incumbents in tight races found no specific mention of the economic and stock
market payoffs related to the cap-gains and dividend tax-rate cuts of2003. Granted, the war in Iraq, the Mark
Foley page scandal, and other issues are front and center these days. But the fact of the matt~)~ ·.thCJ:t-Jp~QOP is
S'="(' ;;-~-~ } ,....:~· :-~)-~ ~-,. ~ •
not speaking to the aspirations of the middle-class investor voter.
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However, it is not too late. As if this writing, the Dow is poised to break 12,000. This will create a huge
opportunity for the GOP to connect their tax-cutting policies and the resulting increase in shareholder wealth.
(NRO's Jonah Goldberg suggests that Bush "figure out how to show up by surprise at the New York Stock
Exchange some day soon when it goes into record territory (again) and clang the bell.") At the same time, since
elections are about the future, Republicans should offer a "Contract with America's Investors," listing specific
actions they would take to boost the stock market even more if the American electorate allows them to retain
control ofthe Congress.

On this last point, we would recommend the following:

Make the Bush tax cuts permanent. The lower tax rates on capital gains and dividends and the repeal of the
death tax are scheduled to expire within the next four years. Taxes on dividends and capital gains will increase
on January 1, 2011, while federal death taxes will come back to life in 2011 after being zeroed out in 2010. The
stock market's continued rise will depend on making these investor tax cuts permanent.
Index capital-gains tax rates to inflation. Since 1913, the U.S. Treasury Department has ignored the effects of
inflation when calculating capital-gains taxes. As a result, the effective tax rate on real gains is about twice the
current rate of nominal gains, according to estimates by the Congressional Budget Office. The failure to index
capital-gains taxes to inflation has historically punished individual investors by reducing their real returns.
Under current policy, shareholders are being taxed on inflation-adjusted losses as gains, an obvious
discouragement to long-term investing. At the same time current policy inhibits long-term economic growth by
making long-term capital investment less certain and far more risky. Reps. Mike Pence (R., Ind.) and Eric
Cantor (R., Va.) have introduced a bill to end this unfair inflation tax.
Eliminate the capital-gains tax on mutual fund reinvestments. Currently mutual fund shareholders must pay a
capital-gains tax when distributions are reinvested in their existing funds. These shareholders typically are longterm investors, but current law requires them to pay capital-gains taxes on redistributions, even though they
have not sold their fund shares. Capital-gains taxes eat away 50 percent of a lifetime return on mutual funds.
This is an unnecessary layer of taxation that bites into compounded returns and reduces lifetime savings for
shareholders. Rep. Paul Ryan (R., Wise.) has offered legislation that will at least allow investors to defer these
taxes until they realize their gains.
Enact Lifetime and Retirement Savings Accounts. Lifetime Savings Accounts (LSAs) and Retirement Savings
Accounts (RSAs) allow everyone to save up to $5,000 per account, tax-free, with no limitations based on age or
income status. Enactment of this policy will eliminate capital gains, dividend, and interest taxation for nearly
every American shareholder, thus increasing after-tax return and boosting shareholder wealth significantly.
(These accounts also will eliminate 1,100 pages from the tax code since they would replace the current
hodgepodge of savings accounts.) LSAs and RSAs will not only boost savings for working families, but will
increase the after-tax return on investment and jumpstart equity values.
Investor voters should ask congressional candidates a simple question: Are you for increasing the savings of
working middle-class families or not? These proposals will do just that, while also lowering the barriers to
capital formation. Embracing this agenda is a political winner.

- Cesar Conda was Vice President Dick Cheney's chief domestic and econo_mic policy advisor from 2001 to
2003, and is a senior fellow at Freedom Works and a principal ofNavigators, a Washington, D. C. -based publicaffairs firm. Daniel Clifton is executive director of the American Shareholders Association.
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Index of leading economic indicators increased in September
Change August to September

6-Month Change

Actual

Expected

Leading Index

0.1%

0.3%

-0.9%

Coincident Index

0.0%

n/a

0.8%

•

The composite index of leading indicators increased in September. The index has fallen 0.9%
over the past 6 months, suggesting a slowing of economic expansion in the near term.

•

Five of the ten leading indicators made positive contributions. The positive contributors were (in
order): consumer expectations, real money supply, stock prices, average weekly initial claims for
unemployment insurance, and manufacturers' new orders for nondefense capital goods.

•

Five of the indicators made negative contributions. The negative contributors were (in order):
building permits, average weekly manufacturing hours, vendor performance, the interest rate spread,
and manufacturers' new orders for consumer goods and materials.

•

T he coincident index (a measure of current economic conditions) was unchanged in September
but has risen 0.8% over the past 6 months.
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Unemployment Insurance (UI) claims continue to signal solid job growth
Latest Week

4-Week Average

Initial Claims

299,000

307,750

Continued Claims

2.45 million

2.44 million

•

Initial UI claims felllO,OOO to 299,000 in the week ended October 14, below market
expectations of310,000. The 4-week moving average (which smoothes weekly volatility) was
307,750, down 8,250 from the 4-week earlier period. The 4-week moving average is now at the
lower end of the range in which it has been fluctuating during the past 6 months.

•

The number of people receiving Ul benefits (continued claims) rose 25,000 to 2.45 million in
the week ended October 7. The 4-week moving average was essentially unchanged and remains
slightly above its recent low in May.

•

The insured unemployment rate remained at 1.9%, a level that it has hovered around since midFebruary and that is below its 2.1% average level during 2005.

INITIAL CLAIMS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
4-week moving average, week ended 10/14/2006

CONTINUED CLAIMS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
4-week moving average, week ended 10n/2006
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Regular Voters, Intermittent Voters, and Those Who Don't
WHO VOTES, WHO DOESN'T, AND WHY
They vote - but not always. Compared with Americans who regularly cast ballots, they are
less engaged in politics. They are more likely to be bored with the political process and admit they
often do not know enough about candidates to cast ballots. But they are crucial to Republican and
Democratic fortunes in the Nov. 7 midterm elections.
They are the intermittent
A Spectrum of Voters and Non-Voters:
How They Differ
voters: Americans who are
registered to vote but do not
---------- Voting Frequency----------always make it to the polls.
Inter- Registered,
Not
Regular mittent but rare registered
They differ significantly from
%
%
%
%
those who vote regularly. For
35
20
Total
23
22=100
one thing, they're less likely to
Agree with each statement...
be married than are regular
Interested in local politics
91
76
57
45
Duty as citizen to always vote*
88
80
39
60
voters. Intermittent voters also
This election matters more
83
74
67
67
are more mistrustful of people
Feel guilty when I don't vote
72
70
57
45
compared with those who vote
Know little about candidates
44
60
76
68
regularly. They also are less
Bored by what goes on in DC
25
38
42
43
angry with government, though
Angry with government
24
15
22
14
Issues
in
DC
don't
affect
me
15
25
32
27
no less dissatisfied with
Voting doesn't change things
13
18
30
33
President Bush than are regular
Sometimes too busy
12
8
29
43
voters, according to a survey
Difficult to get to polls
8
8
19
30
conducted Sept. 21-0ct. 4
* Based only on those who 'completely agree.'
among 1,804 adults by the Pew
Research Center for the People
& the Press in collaboration with the Associated Press.
The survey also finds large differences between Americans who are not registered to vote or
vote only rarely, and intermittent or regular voters. The two groups at the bottom of the voting
participation scale are much less likely than regular or intermittent voters to believe that voting will
make much of a difference. They also are less likely to agree with the statement: "I feel guilty when
I don't get a chance to vote."
To understand who votes and who doesn't, survey respondents were divided into four groups
based on their voting history, attitudes about voting, and interest in the current campaign. Together,

these groups span the breadth of political participation, from regular voters to democracy's
bystanders 1:
Regular voters. These are adults who are currently registered to vote. Nearly all regular voters cast
ballots in the 2004 presidential election; most say they "always" vote and that they are certain to vote
in the upcoming congressional election. Together, they constitute roughly a third (35%) ofthe adult
population.
Intermittent voters. All intermittent voters say they are registered to vote, but fewer acknowledge
always voting. They report less certainty of voting in the upcoming election and less interest in the
campaign compared with regular voters. Intermittent voters make up 20% of the population.
Registered but rare voters. About a quarter of Americans say they are registered to vote, but
acknowledge that they rarely make it to the polls (23%). Fully three-quarters (76%) say they
sometimes feel they don't know enough about the candidates to vote.
Unregistered adults. These are Americans who say they are not registered to vote, or indicate their
registration may have lapsed. They comprise 22% of the population.

Regular and Intermittent Voters
Turnout estimates suggest that more Americans than usual for an off-year election will go to
the polls next month. Still, even the most optimistic of these models suggest that fewer than half of
eligible Americans may vote, well below turnout in the 2004 presidential election. A key for both
Republicans and Democrats is convincing the intermittent voters in their respective ranks to vote on
Nov. 7.
These intermittent voters are the most important "swing" group in politics- distinguished not
by their partisan leanings but by their voting behavior. They swing in and out of the electorate from
election to election.

The regular voter group approximates those who reliably vote in both presidential elections and off-year elections. Intermittent voters
approximate voters who typically tum out in presidential elections but not in off-years. Registered but rare voters approximate those
who occasionally vote but do not do so regularly. Because no single indicator (other than voter registration) is indispensable in
determining a person's likelihood of voting, the three groups of registered adults reflect different combinations of responses to the
series of questions on voting history and intention. These groups were designed to be an approximation of different patterns of the
·
regularity and intensity of electoral engagement.

2

The Pew analysis identifies basic attitudes and lifestyles that keep these intermittent voters
less engaged in politics and the political process. Political knowledge is key: Six-in-ten intermittent
voters say they sometimes don't know enough about candidates to vote compared with 44% of
regular voters - the single most important attitudinal difference between intermittent and regular
voters identified in the survey. Intermittent voters also are characterized by feelings ofboredom with
politics. They are more likely than regular voters to agree with the statement: "I'm generally bored
by what goes on in Washington" (38% intermittent vs. 25% regular).
Intermittent voters also are
more mistrustful of other people than
are regular voters. According to the
survey, 40% of intermittent voters
say that in general most people can
be trusted, compared ~ith 52% of all
regular voters. This is another factor
that may prevent intermittent voters
from building the kinds of
community and interpersonal
connections that directly lead to
political participation.

A Spectrum ofVoters and Non-Voters:
Views of Country and Community
---------- Voting Frequency ----------Inter- Registered,
Not
Regular mittent but rare registered
%
%
%
%
Married
Most people can be trusted
Lived in neighborhood
less than one year
Know hardly any people in
your neighborhood

65
52

59
40

54
35

44
27

3

5

10

23

5

8

14

21

Approve of Bush
Satisfied with country

40
27

37
32

33
33

36
29

One other key difference: Regular voters are more likely than intermittent voters to say they
have been contacted by. a candidate or political group encouraging them to vote, underscoring the
value of get-out-to-vote campaigns and other forms of party outreach for encouraging political
participation.
The survey also finds that the demographic factors that distinguish non-voters from voters
also differentiate regular from intermittent voters. Intermittent voters are somewhat less well
educated and less affluent than are regular voters.
What keeps them voting, at least occasionally? Intermittent voters share two critical
characteristics with those who have the voting habit, the survey found. Unlike those who are not
registered to vote, big majorities of regular and intermittent voters acknowledge they feel guilty when
they don't vote. And both of these groups are less likely to accept the assertion that "voting doesn't
really change things" than are those who rarely cast ballots or are not registered.
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Non- Voters: Politically Estranged
The survey also reveals broad differences between those who are not registered to vote and
regular or occasional voters. Non-voters are politically estranged: They are the least interested in
local politics of the four groups and the most likely to say voting doesn't change things. They also
are five times more likely to say they're too busy to vote than are regular voters (43% versus 8%).

Americans who are not registered to vote also are more socially isolated from other people:
They're less likely to know people in their neighborhood. They also are more likely to be relatively
recent arrivals in their current neighborhoods- more than one-in-five (23%) say they have lived in
their neighborhood less than a year. People who are not registered to vote also are generally
mistrustful of others; just 27% say that most people can be trusted.
Structural factors stand between some of these
Americans and the ballot booth. Three-in-ten adults who are
not registered to vote say it is difficult for them to get to the
polls; this compares with 19% among those who vote rarely,
and just 8% each among intermittent and regular voters. This
suggests even with recent reforms in voter registration laws,
barriers to voting still exist for some Americans. Still, 70% of
those who are not registered say it is not difficult for them to
vote.

Why Non-Voters

Fail to Register
Open-ended responses*...
No time or just haven't done it
Recently moved
Don't care about politics
No confidence in government
Not a U.S. citizen
Illness or disability
Just turned 18
No point in voting
Religious reasons
Laziness
Don't understand politics
Felon/on probation

%
19
17
14
12
7
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

So why aren't they registered? When asked to answer
that question in their own words, no single dominant reason
emerges. About one-in-five (19%) say they have not had time
* Top responses listed
to register, while nearly as many said they had recently moved.
One-in-seven (14%) say they don't care about politics, while about as many express little confidence
in the government.
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Voting and Demographic Factors
Not only do the rich seem to get
richer, on Election Day next month they
will probably get a disproportionately
large say about who gets elected to
Congress. So will older people, whites,
college graduates and those who
frequently go to church, they survey
finds. Among those likely to once again
stand on the sidelines on Nov.7:
relatively large numbers of young
people, Hispanics, and those with less
education and lower incomes.
Whites continue to be
disproportionally represented in the
voting booth: 37% of whites are regular
voters, compared with 29% of nonwhites, including 31% of blacks and
24% of all Hispanics. Conversely, 40%
of Hispanics and considerably smaller
proportions ofblacks (17%) and whites
(20%) say they are not registered to
vote.

A Spectrum ofVoters and Non-Voters:
Who Are They?
---------- Voting Frequency----------Inter- Registered,
Not
Regular mittent but rare registered
%
%
%
%
35
20
23
22=IOO

Total
Men
Women

36
34

20
2I

2I
24

23=IOO
2I=IOO

White
Black
Hispanic

37
3I
24

2I
23
I6

22
29
20

20=IOO
17=IOO
40=IOO

18-29
30-49
50-64
65+

22
35
42
4I

I3
2I
24
22

25
24
20
23

40=IOO
20=IOO
I4=IOO
I4=IOO

Married
Not married

40
29

2I
I9

22
24

17=IOO
28=IOO

College graduate
Some college
H.S. grad or less

46
38
28

22
20
20

20
24
24

I2=IOO
I8=IOO
28=IOO

$75,000+
$50K to $74,999
$30K to $49,999
$20K to $29,999
Less than $20K

44
36
36
3I
26

22
2I
20
I6
20

23
25
2I
I8
23

II =I 00
I8=100
23=IOO
35=IOO
3I=IOO

Attend Church. ..
Weekly or more
Monthly or yearly
Seldom or never

39
35
3I

23
I8
I8

23
2I
25

I5=IOO
26=IOO
26=IOO

Regular voters also are older
than those who are not registered. More
than four-in-ten of those ages 50 and older (42%) are regular voters, about double the proportion of
18-29 year-olds (22%). Among those between the ages of30 and 49, more than a third (35%) reliably
go to the polls- a fact that is consistent with previous research that found voting is a habit acquired
with age.
Looking at the other end of the participation scale tells the same story, but even more
dramatically. Four-in-ten 18-29 year-olds are not registered to vote, double the proportion of30-49year-olds and nearly three times greater than those ages 50 or older.
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Other factors distinguish the non-voter. Nearly half (46%) of all college graduates are regular
voters, compared to 28% of adults who are high school graduates or have less education. In addition,
39% of those who say they attend religious services once a week or more are regular voters,
compared with 31% of those who attend church seldom or never. But the survey also finds little
gender difference in voting behavior: 36% of men and 34% of women are regular voters.
Non- Voting and Partisanship
Roughly the same proportions of self-identified Republicans and Democrats are regular voters
(41% vs. 39%). But Democrats are more likely to be non-voters: 20% of Democrats
say they are not registered to vote,
The Politics of Non-Voting:
compared with 14% of Republicans;
Republicans More Likely to be Registered
among political independents, 27% say
---------- Voting Frequency ----------they are not registered to vote.
Inter- Registered,
Not
A registration gap also exists
between liberals and conservatives, with
29% of self-described liberals saying
they are not registered to vote compared
with 20% of moderates and 17% of
conservatives. However, there are only
modest differences in the percentages of
conservatives (38%), moderates (35%)
and liberals (34%) who are regular
voters.

Regular mittent but rarely registered
%
%
%
%
Total

35

20

23

22=100

Republican
Democrat
Independent

41
39
30

25
20
17

20
21
26

14=100
20=100
27=100

38

22
21
17

23
24
20

17=100
20=100
29=100

Ideology...
Conservative
Moderate
Liberal

6

35
34

ABOUT THIS SURVEY
Results for this survey are based on telephone interviews conducted under the direction of Princeton Survey Research
Associates International among a nationwide sample of 1,804 adults, 18 years of age or older, from September 21 to
October 4, 2006. For results based on the total sample, one can say with 95% confidence that the error attributable to
sampling is plus or minus 3 percentage points. For results based on registered voters (N= 1503 ), the sampling error is plus
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PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS
AND THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
EARLY OCTOBER 2006 TURNOUT SURVEY
FINAL TOPLINE
September 21- October 4, 2006
N=1804

REGIST

These days, many people are so busy they can't find time to register to vote, or move around so often
they don't get a chance to re-register. Are you NOW registered to vote in your precinct or election
district or haven't you been able to register so far?
IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED '1' YES IN REGIST ASK:
REGICERT Are you absolutely certain that you are registered to vote, or is there a chance that your registration
has lapsed because you moved or for some other reason?
Yes, registered
Absolutely certain
Chance registration has lapsed
1
Don't know/Refused (VOL.)
No, not registered
18
* Don't know/Refused (VOL.)

82
78
3

100

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED '2' NO OR '9' DON'T KNOW IN REGIST, ASK [N=250]:
NR.1
Have you previously been registered to vote, or have you never been registered?

47
53
_Q
100

NR.2

Previously registered
Never registered
Don't know/Refused (VOL.)

What would you say is the main reason you're not registered to vote? [OPEN END; ACCEPT UP TO
THREE RESPONSES BUT DO NOT PROBE FOR MORE THAN ONE]

Me dill
July 19962

'
19
17
14
12
7
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

2

No time/just haven't done it
Have recently moved
Don't care much about politics
No confidence in government, politics or politicians
Not a U.S. citizen
Illness/disability
Just turned 18
No point in voting/my vote makes no difference
Religious reasons
Lazy
Don't understand politics/l'm not knowledgeable
Felon/On probation
Not eligible
Don't want to get my name on the list for jury duty

14
21
11

2

The July 1996 survey was conducted by Northwestern University's Medill School of Journalism and WTTW public
television. Based on first mention only.
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NR.2 CONTINUED ...
Medii!
July 1996

1
0
0
0
7
7

Place where have to go to register is inconvenient/
too far from home
Don't know how to register
Work during voter registration hours
Registered and vote at a previous address
Other
No answer/DK/Ref

4
5
4
3
35

2.
102

QUESTIONS 3 THROUGH 19 IN PREVIOUS RELEASE
ASK ALL:
Thinking about" the Democratic and Republican parties, would you say there is a great deal of difference in
Q.20
what they stand for, a fair amount of difference, or hardly any difference at all?

38
39
18
~

A great deal
A fair amount
Hardly any
DK/Ref(VOL)

April
2006
33
42
21

100
Q.21

March
1998
28
45
23

Oct
1995
34
46
18

June
1997
25
48
25

July .
1994
23
51
24

May
1990
24
45
27

~

±

2:

2.

±

2:

2:

2:

±

~

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Basically content
Frustrated
Angry
Don't know/Refused

March
2004
32
52
13

MidNov
2001
53
34
8

2.

~

100

100

June
2000
28
53
13
§.
100

Feb
2000
33
54
10

Oct
1997
29
56
12

_l

_l

100

100

Now I am going to read you some statements. For each, please tell me whether you completely agree with
it, mostly agree with it, mostly disagree with it or completely disagree with it. The first one is ... (READ
ITEMS; RANDOMIZE)
Completely Mostly Mostly Completely DK/
Ref
Agree
Agree Disagree Disagree
I sometimes feel I don't know enough
20
2=100
about the candidates to vote
40
21
17
It matters more than usual who gets
elected this year

42

31

16

8

3=100

c.

I'm sometimes too busy to vote

8

13

23

53

3=100

d.

It's difficult for me to get out to the polls to vote

7

8

21

62

2=100

e.

Voting doesn't really change things

9

14

27

48

2=100

b.

May
1987
25
45
25

100

100

a.

Feb
1999
33
46
18

Some people say they are basically content with the federal government, others say they are frustrated, and
others say they are angry. Which of these best describes how you feel?

21
54
20

Q.22

June
2003
29
49
20
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Q.22 CONTINUED ...

DKI

Completely Mostly Mostly Completely
Agree
Agree Disagree Disagree
20
4
I feel it's my duty as a citizen to always vote
70
5

Ref
1=100

I'm generally bored by what goes on in
Washington

13

23

34

28

2=100

h.

I'm pretty interested in following local politics·

28

42

18

10

2=100

i.

Most issues discussed in Washington don't
affect me personally

7

17

33

41

2=100

j.

I feel guilty when I don't get a chance to vote

40

22

14

18

6=100

k.

It's complicated to register to vote where I live

3

4

22

67

4=100

f.
g.

QUESTIONS 23 THROUGH 33 IN PREVIOUS RELEASE
IF REGISTERED TO VOTE (REGICERT=l), ASK:
Q.34
How confident are you that your vote will be accurately counted in the upcoming election? [READ]
BASED ON ALL REGISTERED VOTERS [N=1503]:

58
29

9
3

1

Very confident
Somewhat confident
Not too confident
Not at all confident
Don't know/Refused (VOL.)

100

Mid-Oct
2004
62
26

7
4

1
100

IF NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE (REGIST=2;9 OR REGICERT=2,9), ASK:
Q.35
If you were to vote this November, how confident are you that votes would be accurately counted? [READ]
BASED ON NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE [N=301]:
27
37
17
15

1

Very confident
Somewhat confident
Not too confident
Not at all confident
Don't know/Refused (VOL.)

100
QUESTIONS 36 THROUGH 58 IN PREVIOUS RELEASE
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ASK ALL:
On a completely different subject. ..
Q.59
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can't be too careful in
dealing with people?
June Mid-Nov Nov
June
Feb
1997
1997
2003
2001
1998
42
35
42
36
45
Most people can be trusted
41
52
55
57
54
Can't be too careful
58
54
45
2
6
3
2
Other/Depends (VOL.)
3
Don't know/Refused
_l
J
1
1
1
1
100
100
100
100
100
100
And thinking about your personal life ...
Q.60
When you need help, would you say that you can turn to many people for support, just a few people, or
hardly any people for support?
(VOL)
Many
Hardly
No One/
People JustA Few An:y People None
DK/Ref
10
1=100
Early October, 2006
43
46
*
48
13
1=100
37
June,2003
March, 2001
11
2
1=100
43
43
1=100
November, 1998
43
41
14
1
41
45
12
1
1=100
June, 1997
February, 1997
39
51
8
1
1=100
Thinking about your neighborhood for a moment ...
Q.61
About how long have you lived in your NEIGHBORHOOD? Have you lived here Jess than one year, one
to five years, six to ten years, 11 to 20 years, more than 20 years OR have you lived here all your life?
9

28
17
17
18
11

*

Less than one year
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years
All my life
Don't know/Refused (VOL.)

100
Q.62

Would you say that you know a lot of people in your neighborhood, some people, just a few, or hardly any?
39
26
23
11
1

*

A lot
Some
Just a few
Hardly any
None (VOL.)
Don't know/Refused

100
QUESTIONS 63 THROUGH 64 IN PREVIOUS RELEASE
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ASK ALL:
PVOTE04A

In the 2004 presidential election between George W. Bush and John Kerry, did things come up
that kept you from voting, or did you happen to vote?
IF YES (1 IN PVOTE04A) ASK:
PVOTE04B
Did you vote for Bush, Kerry or someone else?
75

37
32
3

*

3
24

*

l

Voted
Bush
Kerry
Other candidate
Don't remember which candidate (VOL.)
Refused (VOL.)
Did not vote (includes too young to vote)
Don't remember if voted {VOL.)
Refused (VOL.)

100
IF NO (2 IN PVOTE04A), ASK [N=321):
PVOTE04C
What was it that kept you from voting? [OPEN END; DO NOT READ; ACCEPT MULTIPLE
RESPONSES BUT DO NOT PROBE FOR ADDITIONAL]

16
15
12
11
7
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
6
3

Not old enough
Not registered
Didn't like the candidates
Not interested in politics
No particular reason
Not a citizen
Working
Illness
Traveling
Busy
No point in voting/my vote
makes no difference
Felon
No confidence in Gov't, politics
or politicians
Religious reasons
No way to get to the polls
Other [SPECIFY]
No answer

Me dill
July 19963
12
20
12
10
10
9
4
2
4

2
12
~

99

3

The July 1996 survey was conducted by Northwestern University's Medill School of Journalism and WTTW public
television. Based on first mention only. Asked about voting in the 1992 election.
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Congress and the Executive Can Do Much More

Revisiting the Healthy Forest Challenge
Executive Summary
•

America's forests have undergone radical changes over the last century, due in large
part to past management decisions that have left the forests unnaturally dense and
susceptible to disease, drought, and catastrophic wildfire.

•

Despite efforts to facilitate forest restoration through the Healthy Forest Initiative and
the Healthy Forests Restoration Act, there are still significant barriers to effective
management of the nation's forests.

•

This paper identifies several impediments to effective public lands management.

•

•

Administrative appeals and litigation continue to plague efforts to restore the
nation's forests, despite efforts to reduce both.

•

Categorical exclusions, a mechanism to avoid lengthy administrative processes
for environmentally insignificant projects, recently have been eviscerated by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

•

Another mechanism, stewardship contracting, is hampered by inadequate
contract lengths that discourage the participation of potential contractors and
additional federal regulations discouraging this form of contracting.

•

Congress and federal land management agencies have not placed enough
emphasis on treatment of hazardous fuels buildup in our nation's forests and
too much emphasis on fire suppression. Numerous economic studies show that
treatment is more cost-effective than suppression.

This paper offers several suggestions to reform the j udicial process to reduce frivolous
lawsuits, re-establish the effectiveness of categorical exclusions, improve the
effectiveness of stewardship contracting, and redirect resources from wildfire
suppression to hazardous fuels reduction treatment.

Introduction
America's forests have undergone radical changes over the last century, due in large part
to previous fire suppression policies and lack of active and effective management. This has led
to a situation where the forests have become unnaturally dense making them susceptible to
disease, drought, and catastrophic wildfire. Catastrophic wildfires pose a significant threat to a
wide range of resources, including threatened and endangered species' habitats, commercially
valuable forest and rangeland products, public and private property, and air and water. Forest
management tools, such as mechanical thinning, prescribed burning, and other methods, can help
reduce forest density and the destructiveness of catastrophic wildfire.
To facilitate forest restoration, the Bush Administration implemented the Healthy Forest
Initiative in 2002, and Congress passed the Healthy Forests Restoration Act in 2003. Although
these new programs have been helpful, there are still significant administrative and legal barriers
to effective public lands management. Further improvements to current law are needed to
expedite the restoration of the nation's forests. This paper identifies five impediments to
effective public lands management and propose ways to deal with those impediments. The
impediments can be broken down into two categories: legal deficiencies and administrative.

Summary ofStatutory Impediments
Problem: Administrative appeals and litigation have proceeded largely unabated since passage
of the Healthy Forests Restoration Act. These lawsuits are often frivolous and designed merely
to delay projects and tie federal agencies into knots.

Recommended Solution: To ensure that forest protection efforts are not thwarted by
frivolous litigation, Congress should revisit the fee-shifting provisions of the nation's
environmental laws to conform them with the Equal Access to Justice Act (BAJA). The
BAJA provides fees to prevailing plaintiffs in citizen suits where, among other things, the
government's position was not "substantially justified." That BAJA standard should
apply to cases challenging forestry service actions. Additionally, where appropriate, the
federal courts should be allowed to require plaintiffs to post a bond to cover the cost of
delaying projects if they fail to prevail in court.
Problem: The effectiveness of "categorical exclusions" - an important management tool, which
allows public lands managers to avoid the cumbersome administrative process for
environmentally insignificant projects -has been eviscerated by a recent court ruling, which
ruled that they should be subject to notice, comment, and appeal.

Recommended Solution: Congress should explicitly exempt categorical exclusions from
legal procedures for notice, comment, and appeal. Such language exists in legislation
offered by the House Committee on Agriculture (H.R. 4091).
Problem: Stewardship contracting is another potentially useful tool to facilitate hazardous fuels
removal. However, statutory language limits its effectiveness. First, contract lengths are limited
to a maximum of ten years. This discourages potential contractors, who need longer
amortization periods to recoup their investments, from participating in stewardship contracts.
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Second, contract lengths are limited even further by a requirement that the Forest Service
obligate upfront large sums of money to protect contractors from the financial risks of project
cancellation. Because of the requirement, the Forest Service has largely restricted itself to
single-year contracts.

Recommended Solution: Congress should change the law to increase contract lengths
for stewardship contracts, and to allow the Forest Service, and other agencies to engage
in stewardship contracting, to cover cancellation costs out of current appropriations,
similar to the Department of Defense.

Summary ofAdministrative Impediments
Problem: Too much emphasis is given to fire suppression over hazardous fuels treatment. For
example, the Forest Service's FY 2006 enacted level including $282 million for hazardous fuels
treatment versus $690 million for fire suppression (Seep. 10-11, infra). Several economic
studies show that treatment is more cost-effective than suppression.

Recommended Solution: In setting priorities, responsible agencies should emphasize
treatment over suppression. Congress can help the agencies change emphasis through
appropriations.
Problem: There is some confusion within the Forest Service about performance and payment
bond policies for service contracts. Field managers sometimes inappropriately require
contractors to post performance bonds, discouraging contractor participation.

Recommended Solution: The Forest Service must ensure that its field managers
understand the policies regarding performance and payment bonds to avoid imposing
unnecessary requirements on potential contractors.
This paper will address each of these impediments and the possible solutions in more
depth. Prior to this, the paper will provide background to the current forest health crisis, what
has been done to fix the problem, and how to proceed from here.

Background to a Continuing Crisis
In 2002, the Forest Service produced a report that explained how requirements for
detailed documentation, administrative appeals of proposed forest treatment projects, lawsuits,
and injunctions have all delayed needed projects and made it difficult for federal land
management agencies to carry out necessary forest restoration and hazardous fuels treatments. 1
Part of the problem was that much of the effort and cost associated with the project approval
process was attributed to the need to "bulletproof' the decisions from potential appeals. This led
to an extraordinarily lengthy, complex, and often redundant decision-making process that did not
add value or aid in decision making, but was necessary only to prevent decisions from being
litigated. As the Forest Service explained it:
1

U.S. Department of Agriculture/Forest Service, The Process Predicament: How Statutory, Regulatory, and
Administrative Factors Affect National Forest Management, June 2002.
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Too often, the Forest Service is so busy meeting procedural requirements, such as
preparing voluminous plans, studies, and associated documentation, that it has trouble
fulfilling its historic mission: to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the
nation's forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations. Too
frequently, the paralysis results in catastrophe.2
That "catastrophe" includes uncontrolled fires.
In an attempt to address this predicament, the Administration devised the Healthy Forest
Initiative, which was released in August of 2002, and Congress passed the Healthy Forests
Restoration Act of2003, which the President signed into law on December 3, 2003. 3
The Healthy Forest Initiative sought to improve and expedite the development and
implementation of forest-restoration projects through reducing the number of overlapping
environmental reviews, developing methods to weigh the short-term risks against the long-term
benefits, and developing guidance to consistently apply the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).
The Healthy Forests Restoration Act also contains numerous provisions to streamline the
process to avoid unnecessary and wasteful delays. It established a pre-decisional administrative
review process that serves as the sole means by which a person can seek administrative review
regarding an authorized hazardous fuels reduction project on National Forest Service land. It
limited the number of alternatives to be addressed during environmental review to three (whereas
there were no limits previously). It limited judicial review to only those issues raised during the
administrative process and allowed judicial review only after the administrative process was
exhausted. It limited the length of preliminary injunctive relief to 60 days, and made projects
subject to judicial review only in the U.S. district court for the district in which the federal land
to be treated is located.

Time of Transition From Old to New System
With the creation of these new and improved tools to streamline the environmental
review and appeals process, land management agencies are in a time of transition. Progress is
being made, though the administrative process remains slow and plagued by appeals, litigation
delays, and other problems. As of July 2006, the Forest Service has used the new authorities
provided in the Act to treat only 77,000 acres,4 while 20 million acres were targeted for treatment
by the Act. However, the rate of treatment under the Act is slowly increasing as land
management agencies learn to use the new tools. In 2005, the Forest Service treated 23,000
acres under the HFRA authority; this year, the Forest Service expects to treat 90,000 acres under
the new law.5 Forest restoration efforts conducted under the separate authorities of the
2

USDA/Forest Service, June 2002.
Public Law 108-148.
4
Billings Gazette, "Fire Prevention Efforts Too Slow, Senators Say," July 20, 2006.
5
Dale Bosworth, Chief, U.S. Forest Service, testimony before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee,
July 19, 2006. The 2006 numbers were provided by the U.S. Forests Service.
3
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President's Healthy Forest Initiative have also been slow, but improving. In 2005, the Forest
Service treated 100,000 acres under the Initiative, and expects to treat 130,000 acres this year. 6
It is important to remember, though, that hazardous fuels reduction projects are still
conducted under the old system that existed, with all its deficiencies, prior to the creation of the
new healthy forests tools. In 2005, a total4.2 million acres were treated, nearly all pursuant to
the old system. 7 This is due to the fact that numerous projects are ongoing and were initiated
before the new healthy forest tools were implemented in 2003; their project-specific
environmental reviews have been on the books for years. For example, prescribed burns in the
southern United States must be conducted on a yearly basis because of the growth rate of
vegetation in the South, and the necessary environmental reviews were completed prior to 2003,
and continue to apply. There is no need to conduct another environmental review using the new
healthy forest tools. These prescribed burn projects in the South account for about 2 million
acres of treatments per year. Other large, multi-year projects that began before 2003 also are
conducted under existing project-specific environmental reviews. Once these projects are
completed, the environmental reviews will have run their course. All new hazardous fuels
reduction projects will have to undergo new environmental reviews, which will be completed
using the new, streamlined healthy forests tools.
The new healthy forest authorities are not hindering work from proceeding under other
authorities but are augmenting that work and becoming a larger portion of that work each year,
as noted above. Each year the total number of acres treated continues to increase, and is
projected to reach 4.6 million acres in 2007. The Forest Service also continues to put more acres
into the administrative process pipeline. Its current Healthy Forests Report shows that there are
currently 555,000 acres in the planning stage. 8
The transition from the old cumbersome system is underway, but the Forest Service is
nowhere close to treating the 20 million acres targeted by the Act. The problems that hinder
progress are outlined and discussed below.

Statutory Impediments to Effective Forest Restoration
This section will describe the various legal impediments that delay hazardous fuels
treatment and propose solutions to these impediments.

Continued Litigation Burdens Slow Forest Treatment
Although the Healthy Forest Initiative and Healthy Forests Restoration Act have
provided some relief from burdensome litigation and helped speed up forest restoration, there are
still significant delays due in part to lengthy appeals. For example, prior to passage of the Act,
the Government Accountability Office found that about 58 percent of appealable decisions were
6

Dale Bosworth, July 19, 2006. The 2006 numbers were provided by the U.S. Forest Service. Bosworth stated in
his testimony that the Forest Service expected to treat 208,000 acres this year under HFI, but due to a heavy fire
season, it had to divert resources to frreflghting.
7
USDA/Forest Service, Overview ofFY 2007 President's Budget, February 8, 2006- revised.
8
USDA, Healthy Forests Report, October 1, 2006.
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appealed. 9 It appears that the rate has hardly changed. According to Mark Rey, Under Secretary
for Natural Resources and Environment at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, half of the
projects initiated under the Act are under appeal, significantly slowing hazardous fuels
treatments. 10
Litigation remains a significant problem for another reason- nearly all projects
conducted under the laws are mixed projects. In other words, there are several components to
each project that fall outside the law's authority and, instead, are subject to separate cumbersome
administrative processes, appeals, and litigation, slowing and even stopping many healthy forest
projects. Few projects are pursued only under the Act's authority, so its reforms have limited
reach.

Recommendation: Addressing Excessive Litigation- Attorney's Fees
Congress can address the burdens of excessive litigation by examining the attorney's fee
provisions that govern this area of law. Taxpayers have paid millions of dollars to environmental
groups in recent years due to fee-shifting statutes. For example, the Sacramento Bee has
reported that, in the 1990s, the federal government paid $31.6 million in attorney's fees for 434
environmental cases, and the average award was more than $70,000 (with some in the millions
of dollars). 11 By some reports, there are as many as 7,100 cases being litigated by the
Environment and Natural Resources Division of the Justice Department. 12 It is reasonable to
assert that the availability of attorney's fees creates a fmancial incentive to file lawsuits.
It is important to understand the source of the environmental groups' "rights" to
attorney's fees. Most citizen lawsuits against the federal government, including those brought
under the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), are covered by the fee provisions found in the
Equal Access to Justice Act (BAJA). The BAJA provides that "a court shall award to the
prevailing party other than the United States fees and other expenses ... unless the court finds
that the position of the United States was substantially justified or that special circumstances
make an award unjust." 13 Thus, to be awarded attorney's fees, the plaintiff must "prevail," the
government's position must not have been "substantially justified," and awarding the fees should
not be otherwise "unjust." The BAJA fee provision, especially insofar as it denies fees when the
government's position was "substantially justified," is designed to prevent the government from
litigating in bad faith, mounting absurd or frivolous arguments of its own in order to dissuade
citizen lawsuits. But if the government has good arguments - "substantially justified"
arguments -then no fees should be awarded.
The APA is not the only source of relief for environmental plaintiffs. Several
environmental statutes have even broader fee provisions, 14 most significantly the Endangered
9

GAO, Forest Service: Information on Appeals and Litigation Involving Fuels Reduction Activities, October 2003.
Mark Rey, testimony before the House Committee on Agriculture, November 15, 2005.
11
Sacramento Bee, "Litigation Central: A Flood of Costly Lawsuits Raises Questions About Motive," April24,
2001.
12
Caspar Star Tribune, "Feds to Energy: Help fight these lawsuits," June 16, 2004.
13
28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(1)(A).
14
See attorney's fee provisions for the following statutes: Endangered Species Act 16 U.S.C § 1540(g)(4); Air
Pollution Prevention and Control (Clean Air) Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a); Federal Water Pollution Control (Clean
Water) Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a); Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. § 9659(a); Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA) 42 U.S.C. §
10
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Species Act (ESA), which provides, "The court ... may award costs oflitigation (including
reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any party, whenever the court determines such
award is appropriate." 15 So, whereas a plaintiffbringing a case under the APA must meet the
thresholds described above, a plaintiff suing under the ESA must only convince the court that the
award is "appropriate." This is a lower standard than in the BAJA, and- as the Supreme Court
has recognized - realistically means that the party need only achieve "some success" in the
litigation, even if the vast majority of the plaintiff's claims fail on the merits. 16 Nor is there any
protection for the taxpayer if the government litigates in good faith, making "substantially
justified" arguments. This rule has the practical effect of encouraging plaintiffs to broaden their
arguments and ask for far more than the law justifies, slowing the government's forest protection
efforts and driving up costs to taxpayers through litigation.
First, Congress should conform the attorney's fee provisions of the environmental
statutes used to challenge forest projects to those in the BAJA. The broad fee provisions of the
ESA (and other environmental statutes) give courts too much discretion, and do not adequately
protect tax dollars. The purpose of a fee-shifting provision should be to reward legitimate claims
and to force the government to litigate in good faith; it should not have the practical effect of
guaranteeing a court challenge to nearly every government action on behalf of the public good.
The Equal Access to Justice Act, as written, seeks to strike a balance that is lacking in many the
environmental laws.
Second, questions have been raised as to whether the BAJA is enforced properly by the
courts. Congress should investigate how the BAJA's threshold tests- whether the plaintiffs
"prevailed," whether the government's position was not "substantially justified," and whether a
fee award would be "unjust" - are enforced in court. Of particular concern is the interpretation
of the "substantially justified" prong, where some courts appear to be treating a position as not
substantially justified simply because it does not prevail in court. An egregious example arose in
a 2002 case in the Ninth Circuit, where the court held that the government's position was not
substantially justified even when that position had prevailed in the district court before being
reversed on appeal. 17 As Judge Alex Kozinski argued in dissent, "After today's ruling, it's hard
to imagine a case where the government will not have to pay fees after losing. The district court
adopted the government's position, and we reversed only after noting there was no case directly
on point. If that's not substantial justification, what is?" 18 More investigation is necessary to
determine whether this is a problem deserving of statutory action. Congress may need to provide
greater definition to the terms of the BAJA to prevent courts from misconstruing the law's text
and purpose.

11046(a)(l); Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 42 U.S.C. § 6972; Safe Drinking Water Act, 42
U.S.C. § 300j-8; and the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2619.
15
See 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(4).
16
Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 463 U.S. 680, 688 (1983) (construing parallel language in the Clean Water Act).
17
United States v. Real Property at 2659 Roundhill Dr., 283 F.3d 1146 (91h Cir. 2002).
18
!d. at 1156 (Kozinski, J., dissenting); see also United States v. Marolf,_ F.3d _, 794 (2002) (Fernandez, J.,
dissenting) ("turning out to be wrong is not enough to justify an award offees").
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Recommendation: Addressing Excessive Litigation- Bonding
Another approach to managing the flood oflitigation is through bonding requirements.
This approach was recently demonstrated by federal judge Donald Molloy, a Clinton-appointed
U.S. district judge in Montana. In a lawsuit brought by several environmental groups to stop a
timber project in a beetle-infested area in Montana, the judge ordered plaintiffs to post a
$100,000 bond to cover the cost of delaying the project in the event that the project is allowed to
go forward. The judge explained that the bond would "ensure meaningful accountability" if the
appeals court upheld his ruling that the project served the public interest and should proceed. If
the environmental groups lose the case, they lose the money posted. 19 Due to the procedural
intricacies of the case, the bond was never actually posted, nor was the required posting of the
bond repudiated by a higher court or by Judge Molloy himsel£ 20
Bonding requirements will not be appropriate in all cases, but in Judge Molloy's
decision, he recognized that, at times, such measures will be necessary to ensure that litigation is
not used as a costless delaying tactic. Given the criticism that greeted Judge Molloy's ruling, as
well as the Ninth Circuit's generally pro-plaintiff approach in environmental cases, Congress
should make clear that nothing in federal law should be construed to prevent federal courts from
requiring bonds in appropriate cases. This tool to ensure a just litigation process should remain
available to the courts.

Use of Categorical Exclusions Threatened
The National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) provides for public participation in
resource management decisions and their potential environmental impacts. This participation
includes a notice, comment, and appeal process, culminating in the creation of an environmental
assessment or environmental impact statement. NEPA also provides a mechanism, known as a
categorical exclusion, for "a category of actions which do not individually or cumulatively have
a significant effect on the human environment ... and for which, therefore, neither an
environmental assessment nor an environmental impact statement is required."21 The rationale
for these "categorical exclusions" is to avoid a lengthy administrative process for
environmentally insignificant projects.
A categorical exclusion is not just something that the Forest Service or other resource
agencies can invoke on a whim, but is itself developed through an extensive rulemaking
exercise. 22 It begins with the agency gaining experience with certain categories of activities
through numerous environmental assessments and hands-on experience and, through that
experience, determining that such activities pose no significant environmental impact. At that
point, the agency pulls together the data collected from previous environmental assessments and
proposes a categorical exclusion, which is then subjected to a public notice and comment period
and an administrative appeals period. Individuals or groups can challenge a project as not fitting
19

Native Ecosystems Council vs. Kimbell, Docket No. CV 05-110-M-DWM in District of Montana. See in
particular, order dated 12/20/05. See also, Associated Press State & Local Wire, Judge orders environmental groups
to post bond in logging case," December 23, 2005.
20
Native Ecosystems Council vs. Kimbell.
21
40 CFR 1508.4.
22
Rey, November 15, 2005.
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within a categorical exclusion or they can challenge the categorical exclusion itself Thus, public
participation is still permitted, but only insofar as the categorical exclusion is concerned; the
project itself is not subject to the full administrative process.
The effectiveness of categorical exclusions was threatened recently by a federal court
decision of the Ninth Circuit in San Francisco. In Earth Island Institute vs. Del Pengilly,
environmental groups argued that all projects covered under categorical exclusions are subject to
notice, comment, and appea1. 23 The court did not disallow categorical exclusions per se, but
found that the projects conducted under many of the existing categorical exclusions must be
subject to notice, comment, and appeal. This holding effectively eviscerated the usefulness of
these categorical exclusions. These activities include, but were not limited to, prescribed bums,
thinning, and other activities related to hazardous fuels reductions. The whole point of
categorical exclusions was to eliminate the unnecessary burden on the government for
environmentally insignificant projects.
The impact of this ruling is that the notice, comment, and appeal process could add up to
135 days to the approval process. If the level of public interest and comment is high, then an
appeals period, which could be as long as 105 days, would be required. The Forest Service has
determined that, as a result of the Earth Island Institute case, more than 800 projects became
subject to notice, comment, and appeal, affecting 900,000 acres of hazardous fuels reduction
24
projects for FY2006 alone.

Recommendation: Re-establish the effectiveness of categorical exclusions
To re-establish the effectiveness of categorical exclusions, Congress should explicitly
exempt categorical exclusions from the Appeals Reform Act. The House Committee on
Agriculture has offered legislation (H.R. 4091) to ratify part 215 of title 36 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. The legislation explicitly states that "procedures for legal notice and
opportunity to comment do not apply to ... projects and activities which are categorically
excluded from documentation in an environmental impact statement or environmental
assessment ...." 25 The bill asserts that this regulation is in full compliance with the public law
establishing the Forest Service's decision-making and appeals process. 26

Barriers to Effective Stewardship Contracting
Stewardship contracting could be a very useful tool to expedite forest restoration projects.
Authorized in the Omnibus Appropriations Act for FY2003, stewardship contracting allows
federal agencies charged with managing U.S. forest lands to enter into contracts or agreements
with communities, non-profit organizations, or private businesses (referred to as "contractors" in
the following discussion) to perform services, such as mechanical thinning, in exchange for
forest and rangeland products. Much of the timber product removed during mechanical thinning
is of little value, so allowing contractors to remove some valuable timber products helps pay for
_F.3d._, 2006 WL 2291168 (9 1h Cir., Aug. 10, 2006).
Rey, November 15, 2005. Here, Rey is referring to the 2005 district court opinion.
25
36 CFR 215.4.
26
Section 322 of the Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1993 (Public Law 102381).
23

24
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the otherwise prohibitive costs of mechanical thinning projects. Stewardship contracting has
been used successfully on several forest health projects, but has been limited in scope.
There are several reasons why stewardship contracting is not used as extensively as it
could be. Two major impediments are inadequate contract lengths that discourage the
participation of potential contractors, and federal regulations that discourage more extensive use
of stewardship contracting by the Forest Service.
First, the maximum term of a stewardship contract was set at 10 years in the
appropriations act, which is too short to induce many potential contractors to bid on contracts?7
Many contractors, who might otherwise be interested in entering into a stewardship contract,
would not be able to recover their costs even during a 10-year contract length, because their
amortization schedules are much longer. For example, manufacturers of engineered wood
products (which could put to good use the small-diameter, low-value, lumber produced from
mechanical thinning) cannot recover their upfront capital costs in 10 years? 8 Because of high
transportation costs, it is often not economical to haul the wood to existing plants, so new plants
need to be constructed near the raw resources. By extending the available contract term, more
businesses would be willing to enter into stewardship contracts. One contractor has suggested,
"A 10-year contract might be feasible if the investors were assured of an automatic renewal for
another 10 years if the conditions of the first contract were satisfactorily completed." 29
Another reason stewardship contracts are not used more extensively is a costly
requirement related to the obligation of agency funds. Multi-year contracts may be subject to
cancellation by the federal government, thus federal acquisition regulations require civilian
agencies that enter into such contracts to obligate funds to cover the "cancellation costs" of
contractors in the event of cancellation. The purpose of the regulation is to protect contractors
from the financial risks of project cancellation. The funds "must be sufficient to cover any
potential cancellation and/or termination costs ...." 30 These costs are based on the agency's best
estimate of the portion of the contractor's investment that cannot be recouped if the contract is
cancelled. This may include the cost of equipment, training, and other sunk costs assumed by
contractors.
A Forest Service briefmg paper explains that this requirement "serves as a disincentive to
a [federal public lands] manager opting to perform stewardship contract work on a multi-year
contract basis."31 Indeed, as a result of this regulation, of the 206 stewardship contracts the
Forest Service entered into, only one is a multi-year contract. The other 205 are one-year
contracts and not subject to the same requirement. In the one multi-year stewardship project that
the Forest Service has entered into- the White Mountain Stewardship project in the Apache-

27

R. Wade Mosby, Senior Vice President, Collins Pine Company, testimony before the House Resources
Committee, Subcommittee on Forests and Forest Health, April27, 2006.
28
Mosby, April27, 2006.
29
Mosby, April27, 2006.
30
See Federal Acquisition Regulation 17.1 04(c).
31
U.S. Forest Service, Southwest Region, Contingency Liability Requirements Limit Use ofStewardship
Contracting Authority (undated briefmg paper). Also see, U.S. Forest Service, Stewardship Contracting Assessment,
(prepared by David MacCleary), November 23, 2004 for further reference to the problem with the cancellation
ceiling.
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Sitgreaves National Forests in Arizona- it had to obligate $500,000 to cover cancellation costs.32
That is a half million dollars that was not available for other projects. 33 It is not hard to see that
numerous multi-year contracts would have a large budgetary impact on the Forest Service, and
explains its preference for one-year contracts.

Recommendation: Cover cancellation costs from current appropriations
Because Forest Service budgets are limited, the amount of money that can be tied up in
reserve funds to cover cancellation costs is also limited and the number of stewardship contracts
that can be entered into is restricted. It has been recommended that the Forest Service's
contingent liability be managed on something other than a project-by-project basis. 34 The
Department of Defense, which has engaged in multi-year contracting for decades, is not required
to obligate funds to cover the cancellation costs in the event of a project cancellation. The DoD
pays the cancellation costs from one of three sources:
•
•
•

"appropriations originally ayailable for the performance of the contract concerned;
"appropriations currently available for procurement of the type of property
concerned, and not otherwise obligated; or
"funds appropriated for those payments."35

In other words, the DoD is expected to pay costs to contractors in the event of a project
cancellation, but it does not have to set aside money up front to cover those costs. Instead, it is
allowed to cover those costs upon cancellation out of current appropriations. Similar language
could be adopted for stewardship contracting, especially since project cancellations are rare. 36

Recommendation: Reduce obligation to cover cancellation costs
Another possible solution would be to establish a reserve fund to cover potential
cancellation costs of all stewardship contracts on a fractional basis. Since most projects are not
cancelled, there is no need to obligate funds to cover the full potential cancellation costs of each
project. It should be sufficient to obligate only a fraction of the total potential liability of all
projects, based on past cancellation percentages. The Forest Service says that only five percent
of stewardship contracts have been cancelled. However, since nearly all stewardship contracts
are one-year contracts, this number may not translate to multi-year contracts. Additional
analysis of, and experience with, multi-year contracts may be needed to ascertain the correct
number. However, DoD's experience with multi-year contracts (which expose contractors to far
greater fmancial risk) suggests that a similar approach would work well within the context of.·
stewardship contracts.

32

This is actually a fairly low number, because the successful offerer (contractor) that was awarded the contract did
not have to make any investments in equipment or facilities. Situations where the successful offerer must make
large capital investments the reserve fund would have to be much larger for the given project.
33
U.S. Forest Service, Southwest Region, (undated briefmg paper).
34
U.S. Forest Service, Southwest Region; and Douglas C. Morton, Megan E. Roessing, Ann E. Camp, and MaF)"' 12
Tyrrell, Assessing the Environmental, Social, and Economic Impacts of Wildfire, Yale University, School of
Forestry & Environmental Studies, Global Institute of Sustainable Forestry, May 2003.
35
10 u.s.c. 2306b.
36
According to the Forest Service, about five percent of stewardship contracts are cancelled.
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Administrative Impediments to Effective Use of Existing Tools
Federal land management agencies must ensure that existing tools are used effectively to
address forest health issues. To the extent necessary, Congress can step in and provide guidance
or legislation to aid the agencies in these efforts.

Emphasize Treatment over Suppression
The agencies responsible for managing the nation's forests must give higher priority to
fuels treatment over fire suppression, and Congress can encourage this change through
appropriations. A new study by researchers at the School of Forestry at Northern Arizona
University found that the cost of treatment (hazardous fuels reduction) is less than the costs
associated with not reducing hazardous fuels. 37 The study found that, "continuing the current
policy of favoring fire suppression over prevention does not represent a rational economic
choice. All with-treatment scenarios had lower present-value of costs than the no-treatment
altemative."38 The study also states, "Using conservative economic values, we found that
avoided future costs justify spending $238 to $601 per acre for hazard reduction treatments in the
southwest. " 39
In another study, the Rural Technology Initiative (a partnership between the University of
Washington College of Forest Resources, and Washington State University, Department of
Natural Resource Sciences and Cooperative Extension) tallied the wildfire costs avoidedincluding those associated with fire fighting, timber and facilities losses, regeneration and
rehabilitation, and others - through hazardous fuels treatments, then subtracted the treatment
costs and found that for forests at high risk from wildfire, the net benefits from hazards fuels
treatment is $1,483 per acre. For moderate-risk forests, the net benefit is $688. 40 These findings
confirm those of other studies showing that treatment costs less than suppression. 41 Yet, the
Forest Service's FY2006 enacted level included ap,groximately $282 million for hazardous fuels
treatment versus $690 million for fire suppression. 2 This funding imbalance displays misplaced
priorities.

Clarify Confusion Over the Appropriate Use ofPerformance and Payment Bonds
Federal land management agencies also need to ensure that they are correctly applying
federal acquisition regulations, with regard to performance and payment bonds. For some types
37

G.B. Snider and P.J. Daugherty, "The Irrationality of Continued Fire Suppression: An Avoided Cost Analysis of
Fire Hazard Reduction Treatments Versus No Treatment," (in review) Journal ofForestry. This paper is initially
presented at the Ecological Restoration of Southwest Ponderosa Pine and Pinyon-Juniper Ecosystems, a joint
meeting of the Southwest and Intermountain Sections of the Society of American Foresters in St. George, UT, May
11-13, 2005.
38
Snider and Daugherty, (in review).
39
Snider and Daugherty, (in review).
40
Larry Mason, Bruce Lippke, and Kevin Zobrist, "Investment in Fuel Removals Avoid Future Public Costs," RTf
Fact Sheet, May 2004.
41
See, S.J. Pyne, P.L. Andrews, and R.D. Laven, Introduction to Wildland Fire, John Wiley and Sons Inc., New
York, 1996; P.J. Daugherty and G.B. Snider, "Ecological and Market Economics," in Ecological Restoration and
Ponderosa Pine Forests, P. Friederici (ed.), Island Press, Washington, D.C., 2003.
42
Figures provided by the Office of Management and Budget.
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of federal contracts (generally construction contracts), contractors are required to post
performance and payment bonds to ensure adequate performance of the contract. In general,
performance and payment bonds are not required for service contracts, though there are
situations where they may be permitted.43 There is some confusion on this policy within the
Forest Service, as there have been complaints, particularly from smaller operators, that the
bonding requirements are too cumbersome and limit their ability to work on Forest Service
contracts. According to one contractor, "The Forest Service must modify its contractual
requirements to reduce the need for bonds or small businesses will fmd it difficult to finance
work on Forest Service contracts."44 The Forest Service needs to ensure that its field managers
understand the policy regarding performance and payment bonds to avoid imposing unnecessary
requirements on potential contractors.

Conclusion
Millions of acres of U.S. forests continue to be at high risk from catastrophic wildfire,
due to overgrowth, disease, insect infestation, and weather-related damage. Administrative and
legislative solutions are available to enhance the effectiveness of existing authorities to ensure
the restoration of the nation's valuable forests, and they should be pursued.

RPC Staff Contact: Paul Georgia, Energy and Environment Analyst, 224-2946

43

See Federal Acquisition Regulation 28.103.
Gary Erickson, Manager, Bighorn Lumber Company, Inc., testimony before the Senate Committee on Small
Business and Entrepreneurship, February 19, 2004.
44
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DAILY POLITICAL NOTES
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TOP ITEMS

DNC takes out $5 to $10 million loan to transfer to the DSCC for extra ads in NJ and VA
House Race Hotline reports NRCC goes up with ads in ID-01 (Open, Sali), MN-01 (Rep. Gutknecht), NY-20 (Rep.
Sweeney), PA-04 (Rep. Hart), and TX-22 (Open, Sekula-Gibbs), while it pulls ads down from TX-17 (Taylor,
challenging Rep. Edwards).
House Intelligence Committee report reveals former Rep. Cunningham (R, CA-50) used his seat to steer $70
million in business to contractors who paid him bribes.

C0-04: Dem 527 group receives $1 million donation from two donors for ads supporting Paccione (D) against Rep.
Musgrave (R).
FL-16: Negron (R) goes up with his first ad, featuring Gov. Bush (R, FL) introducing him as "a man of character"
who will "make us proud again."
KY-03: Yarmuth's (D) campaign releases poll showing him in a statistical tie with Rep. Northup (R), 44%-45% (+1).
NY-20: Albany Times-Union reports that Rep. Sweeney (R) took trip to Mariana Islands that was paid for by lobbyist
for Jack Abramoff.
NY-26: RNC goes up with ads in support of Rep. Reynolds (R).
PA-07: Washington Post reports FBI is investigating Rep. Weldon's (R) trip to Belgrade to meet with Yugoslav
businessman with ties to Slobodan Milosevic.
SENATE

AZ: Pederson (D) gives another $700,000 of his own money to his campaign, bringing his total personal
contributions to more than $9 million, and triggering the millionaire's amendment.
MD: Steele (R) accuses Rep. Hoyer (D, MD-05) of racism for saying that Steele "has a career of slavishly
supporting the Republican Party."
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MT: In debate, Sen. Burns (R) says Pres. Bush has plan to win war in Iraq, but "he's not going to tell everyone in
the world" what it is.
NJ: Kean (R) lends his campaign $400,000, giving him approx. $5 million on hand to Sen. Menendez's (D) $5.5
million.
OH: CBS/New York Times poll shows Rep. Brown (D) leading Sen. DeWine (R), 49%-35% (-14).
GOVERNOR

CO: Rep. Beauprez (R) says that it was "an extremely credible informant" who provided him with info. on Ritter's
(D) plea bargains with illegal immigrants, and that his campaign didn't break any laws in obtaining the information.
GA: Strategic Vision poll shows Gov. Perdue (R) leading Taylor (D), 50%-36% (+14); essentially unchanged from
51%-38% (+13) on 9/24.

OH: CBS/New York Times poll shows Rep. Strickland (D) leading Blackwell (R), 54%-29% (-25).
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October 18, 2006
INTERVIEW OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
BY TIME MAGAZINE

Q
Mr . Vice President, we really appreciate your making this time
in a very busy season . You've had a very energetic , aggressive campaign
schedule. I was interested in how it ' s different campaigning for House
and Senate members, as opposed to campaigning for yourself . And when we
were out the other day in Kansas and Louisiana, we noticed you didn ' t
have the grandchildren . That was a little change from 2004.

THE VICE PRESIDENT : Well, it is different when you're doing it
your own name is on the ballot . And of course, I did that, what, I
guess six times when I ran in Wyoming , and then twice as Vice
President. And I will say that's more fun.
I've still got a lot
invested in what I'm doing now . But I ' ve done a lot of this over the
years. Obviously, when I was in Congress , part of the leadership, I
campaigned for colleagues all the time.
After I left the Pentagon in '93, in the '94 cycle, I did a lot of
it. But still, it's a chance to get out . It's participating in what I
think is one of the unique and distinguishing features of our
civilization where we pick our leaders , hold them accountable. And so
I've always enjoyed it .
There ' s the rap on me, occasionally, Cheney doesn ' t have any fun
out on the campaign trail.
It ' s not true.
I do enjoy it. And we have
oftentimes over the years turned it into a family enterprise. When I
ran for Congress the first time was in an RV that my d ad drove. Mom
cooked. Lynne and I and the girls campaigned.
And when I ran for Vice Pr esident twice , it was very much a family
enterprise. Daughter Mary was my aide de camp the first time out. Liz
did all the debate prep , ran that whole operation for me.
Second time
around, Mary was in charge of VP operations for the campaign, and Liz
did the debate prep again. So it has been an important part of my life,
and I ' ve enjoyed it. And I ' m enjoying this , al t hough I do look on it as
sort of this is the last time I ' ll go out and do - - what, I think it ' s
114 campaigns so far .

Q

Goodness .

And do you miss your grandchildren?

. ..

•.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes, you don't have them _on the campaign trail
this time around.
Part of that is it's just a lot tougheri they're in
school.
There was a legitimate excuse to take them out of school when I
was on the ballot -- (laughter) -- and it was truly a family
enterprise. And we did a lot.
They liked to campaign with us.
The other day, as a matter of fact, Liz drove by the house here
with the two older girls, Kate and Elizabeth. And they said, let's stop
in and see Grandma and Grandpa. And Liz explained, no, we can't,
they're out campaigning.
And their response was, what, without us?
(Laughter.)
They
enjoyed very much being a part of it, loved the crowds and rallies, and
so forth.

Q
Mr. Vice President, you mentioned the investment that you have
in this. What do you think a Democratic House would be like? What do
you think a Democratic Senate would be like?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I don't expect that to happen.
I'm
optimistic that we're going to hold both the House and the Senate. One
of the things I do talk about on the campaign trail is the importance of
what we've been able to do with tax policy. How our changes in tax
policy-- especially in '03 -- stimulated a recovery that's generated
6.6 million new jobs. Just today, the Dow broke through the 12,000
mark, first time ever for the Dow Jones Industrials.
I think a lot of
that goes back to what we were able to do with cutting taxes on
investments, on dividends and cap gains and so forth. All of that is at
risk if there were to be a Democratic Congress.
I talk about the fact that Charlie Rangel, for example, has
announced that he doesn't think a single one of the Bush tax cuts ought
to be extended. The fact is, of course, it's going to take an
affirmative act by Congress to extend those cuts. They're going to be
sunsetted here. We'll go back to the old rates unless there is action
by the Congress. And I think, clearly, if Charlie Rangel were to be
Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, he would put at risk -because of his beliefsi he just fundamentally disagrees with those tax
policies -- he would put at risk some of the best economic policy this
nation has seen in a long time.
It has produced phenomenal results for
the economy.

Q
Mr. Vice President, how badly do you think the Mark Foley
scandal has hurt your Republicans candidates, House and the Senate?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don't think it's hurt our candidates
generally. Obviously, it's a terrible situation.
I think appropriate
action has been taken.
Investigations are under way to find out what's
happened and so forth.
The place where it's likely to have an impact,
clearly, would be in Foley's district. He's not running for reelection,
and they're trying to work out an arrangement so somebody else can run

for that seat.
But beyond that, I don 1 t sense that it 1 s the kind of
issue that has an impact on Wyoming or Florida -- it clearly does in
Florida, but in Wyoming or California or Texas, for example.

Q
Mr. Vice President, while you cited the economic record and
certainly the people who would applaud this administration for the
success, history will probably judge it on its international
accomplishments.
How do you think -- or how would you like history to
judge this presidency or this administration?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I think -- my guess is that the judgment
will be very favorable. And I say that primarily because of what we 1 ve
had to deal with, the fact that we lnherited a situation, obviously,
where the -- all the planning and preparation for 9/11 was underway, and
then 9/11 itself sort of, in effect, has shaped the context within which
we 1 ve governed.
It has been -- 9/11 and the aftermath have really been
sort of the dominate feature of the landscape, if you will, that we 1 ve
had to steer our way through during the course of this administration.
And I put that within the broader context of the global war on terror.
We went from a situation where in the 1 90s I think generally
terrorist attacks were looked upon as law enforcement problems. And
what 9/11 brought home to everybody was, in fact, we were at war.
Our
adversaries knew it before we did. They declared war on us back in the
1
90s, but the U.S. didn 1 t really respond on a strategic level until
after 9/11.
And with 9/11, we have been very aggressive in terms of both
carrying the fight to the enemy, going after the terrorists, going after
the state sponsors of terror, going after those who could conceivably
equip the terrorists with deadlier technologies than they 1 ve used
before.
The ultimate threat here isn 1 t 19 guys armed with airliners;
1
it s 19 guys in the middle of one of our cities with·a nuclear weapon.
That 1 s the ultimate threat we have to deal with these days. And all of
that was brought home by 9/11.
I think it also needs to be evaluated in terms of what 1 s happened
here at home, and the fact that we have now for more than five years
successfully prevented another attack on the homeland. But nobody can
promise there won 1 t be another one.
It 1 s not that kind of proposition.
But there is no question but I think any objective observer will look at
it and say, on 9/11 we lost 3,000 people to 19 guys who had box cutters
and airline tickets and obviously took us by surprise, took the nation
by surprise, demonstrated our vulnerability, if you will.
But since then, in spite the fact that there have been attacks
around the world, and that there have been numerous attempts here to
mount attacks against the United States, through the measures we 1 ve
taken -- the Terrorist Surveillance Program, the Patriot Act, the
detainee program that we run through the CIA -- all of those things have

allowed us to successfully fend off any further attack against the
homeland. That's a remarkable achievement.
If you'd have asked in the month after 9/11 what the prospects were
for going five years without another attack here at home, I don't think
anybody would have been willing to give you very good odds -- expected
that there clearly was going to be another attack.
So if you put all of
that together, I think we've been very successful.
I think if you look at Afghanistan and what it was over five years
ago, six years ago, a safe haven for al Qaeda; a location for training
camps that trained 20,000 terrorists in the late '90s, that situation
has significantly improved -- still got a lot of work to do; still got
significant problems there.
But the Taliban regime is gone. Karzai is
in.
There's been democratic elections, a new parliament sworn in, new
constitution.
In Iraq, we've made progress, too.
It's still very tough going
without question, but Saddam Hussein is on trial. His government has
been taken down. We've had three national elections, a new constitution
written. The current government -- which has got a lot of heavy lifting
to do -- has only been in power about five months; and so we've still
got, say, difficult days ahead.
But I think we're far along from where
we were, and at the same time, we've been able to successfully defend
the homeland against further attacks by al Qaeda.
It's a pretty good
record.
Q
Mr. Vice President, there have been a number of stories about
your changing role.
Is it shrinking? Is it enlarging? Are you in
charge of everything? How has your role in this White House evolved
over the past six, seven years? How have your assignments changed?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: They haven't really changed that much, I don't
believe.
It's a unique kind of role, a different kind of role. When
you're Vice President, you don't run anything. Basically, I serve as an
advisor to the President.
I've got some great people working for him.
And one of the things that I think is unique about the way we've
operated is that my staff operation is pretty thoroughly integrated with
that of the West Wing, and the President.
We've worked hard to make certain you don't get the traditional
kind of splits that you will between the White House staff and the vice
presidential staff. And part of that is because I've made it clear I'm
not running for office myself when this is all over with, that I'm there
to serve the President, and because we've worked hard to keep the press
operation integrated, and the congressional relations operation
integrated and so forth, and my people have been an integral part of the
White House staff. That's different than the way it's worked in most
White Houses.

Over time, I've spent my time on those things the President wants
me to spend time on, or has asked me to.
I spend a lot of time on
national security matters, which is an interest given my background as
Secretary of Defense, on the Intelligence Committee and so forth. And
that's clearly where he's spent a lot of his time, as well, too.
I spend a fair amount of time on Hill matters.
Part of that is
because of my background in the House of Representatives, and part of it
because my continuing job as Vice President is in the Senate. Most
people don't realize I'm actually on the Senate payroll. That's where
my paycheck comes from.
Q

You might start spending a lot more time up there.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, I don't know about that.
(Laughter.)
But
I enjoy the Congress very much. And at one time thought that's where I
was going to spend my career. And so I've been able to do some good up
there and pitch in and help whenever I can, whenever it makes sense.
I'm an extra set of hands. But I don't see that the role has changed
all that much.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you feel like you're less visible or
more visible internally than you were when you all started on January
20, 2001?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
Probably less visible now. But when we
started, and we went through that -- what was it, 35, 36-day recount
period -- and then set up the transition, initially, I had a very
visible role because the President asked me to come to Washington and
set up the transition, and start that process. We didn't have anybody
else on board in terms of any other Cabinet members.
So they were all
new as we brought them in. And there was, I think, understandably a
higher profile when you've only got a few people running around.
The
administration is just getting formed.
Over time, though, I think everybody settled in pretty well. And
there are some things I do that require a certain amount of visibility.
Some of what I do, frankly, I do best in private in terms of people I
talk with, sometimes negotiations on sensitive matters with members of
Congress; the advice I give the President.
So I don't talk a lot about
the kind of advice I give the President, and sometimes the conversations
I have with foreign leaders.
I make my input quietly.
I don't carry a
high profile in the press.
On the other hand, if it's campaign time and I'm out doing 114
campaign events, then obviously that's going to generate a certain
amount of visibility.
Q
You and the President, this administration seems -- based on
public opinion polls -- seem not to get the credit it deserves,

certainly you probably feel that way, for the economy. Why is that?
it the gas prices? Is it the housing bust? Is it Iraq?

Is

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think the economy is important, and
important from the standpoint of public opinion, and public attitude.
My belief is that it will have an impact on the election, and that, in
fact, for most people things are pretty good.
That doesn't mean it's
perfect out there by any means.
But I think back over all the years
I've been involved in elections -- going back I guess, to the mid 60's running, what, eight times as a candidate myself, and involved in a lot
of others as staff capacity and so forth, I'm hard put to think of a
time when the economy was in better shape than it is right now.
We're in one of the best economies that we've had in recent times.
Employment is at an all-time record high. Home ownership is at an alltime record high.
Productivity has been phenomenal.
The stock market
is just hitting new highs.
Employment numbers are up again -- 6.6
million jobs in three years.
There isn't any way you can look at the
economy and not conclude that, in fact, things are going very well. And
it's also I think testimony to the resilience of our economy the shocks
that we've weathered over that period of time.
We have been at war. We've had to spend a lot of money on defense
and homeland security. We did go through the aftermath of 9/11, which
dealt a significant blow to the economy. We had a recession when we
came in. We had Katrina that was one of the worst natural disasters in
history.
And in spite of all that, the economy is ticking along at an alltime high. That's testimony, I think, to the basic fundamental
resilience of our system to the entrepreneurial genius of the American
people, to the free enterprise system and the extent to which markets
work. And ours works very well and very ably, in spite of the body
blows that have been delivered to it at various times. And I think also
obviously some of it is due to good policy.
Now, do we get enough credit for that? I don't know.
I suppose
any public figure will tell you we never get the good credit we deserve
and probably don't get all the criticism we deserve either.
It balances
out.
Gasoline prices have had a big impact, but now they're headed in
the right direction. And I think that's to our benefit, as well, too.
People when they go to the pump a couple times a week and fill up the
tank, they see what the price of gasoline is, and that becomes a
barometer against which they judge how things are doing. My dad used to
be able to tell you the price of a gallon of gasoline at every single
filling station in Casper, Wyoming. He knew it, and he always went to
the low-cost operator. There's a lot of folks out there like that.

But, of course, gasoline prices are headed in the right direction.
They ve come down very significantly already. And so I think from the
standpoint of the economy, when the American people ask themselves about
how we 1 ve done, I think it 1 s very good. And I also think if you look
forward from the standpoint of policy to the extent that this election
is going to have an impact, it is going to be policy. And I do think
there 1 s a fundamental difference between the parties on taxes.
They
know what our record is. They know what we believe. They 1 ve seen what
we 1 ve done with tax policy, and the result it has achieved. And I think
they know, as well, what the Democrats believe.
1

The Democrats didn 1 t vote for those tax cuts that we put in place.
They opposed them. And Charlie Rangel has indicated he 1 s opposed to any
extension of them at all.
So I think it 1 s a pretty clear choice, and I
think in order for someone to vote Democratic for Congress this year,
they have to say, yes, they 1 re voting for a big tax increase because it
will happen -- as I say without any action by the Congress at all
because those tax provisions are sunsetted, and we have to extend them
if we 1 re going to keep those rates.
Q
Mr. Vice President, if we could turn to Iraq. How long do you
think it will be before the average American sees going to Iraq as a
good idea?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think that will all depend upon the final
1
outcome.
I think it s difficult to judge, for people to judge week to
week.
I think we 1 ve done the right thing.
I think we 1 re doing the
right thing now.
I firmly believe that.
The President firmly believes
it.
I think the world is better off with Saddam Hussein in jail, on
trial than it would be if he were in power, especially in light of the
fact that right next door today in Iran, of course, you 1 ve got Mr.
Ahmadinejad off and running trying to develop nuclear weapons.
The only
thing that would be more volatile is if you also had Saddam Hussein
trying to develop nuclear weapons in Baghdad.
So I think the results we 1 ve achieved to date -- establishing a
democratic government, getting rid of the old regime, closing down a
major state sponsor of terror, shutting off Saddam Hussein 1 s practice of
making payments to the families of suicide bombers, et cetera.
I think
we 1 ve done good work to get this far.
It has been tough. We 1 ve got
more to do.
It 1 s going to be tough to finish the task, but I think it 1 s
very important that we complete the task.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you think that in your lifetime going
to Iraq will be seen as visionary -- widely seen as visionary?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I do. And this is part of the debate we get
into about can you look at Iraq without looking at the broader context;
and you can 1 t.
I don 1 t see any way you can argue, for example, that
what happens in Iraq isn 1 t going to have an impact on Musharraf in
Pakistan, or Karzai in Afghanistan.

They ~ey to a workable strategy in that part of the world against
al Qaeda, and the Islamic radicals that we 1 re at war with, is to get the
locals into the fight.
They 1 ve got to take responsibility for their own
governments. They 1 ve got to take responsibility for their own
security. That 1 s what 1 s happened in Afghanistan and in Pakistan where,
obviously, we work closely with President Musharraf, having them come
down on the side of combating al Qaeda, and working with us in the
intelligence arena and so forth to capture and kill al Qaeda has been
absolutely essential -- same thing in Saudi Arabia.
You could imagine what happens if we were to do what some of the
Democrats want, withdraw from Iraq, to a man like Karzai or Musharraf,
who in effect -- there have been three assassination attempts on
Musharraf. He puts his life on the line every day when he goes to
work.
The hundreds of thousands of men in Afghanistan and_Iraq who
signed on for the security forces to fight on our side, in effect,
against the evil ones; the overall attitude of the millions of people in
Afghanistan and Iraq who have gone to the polls and risked their own
lives in order to vote and participate in a newly created democracies,
and suddenly the United States says, well, gee, it 1 s too tough in Iraq,
we 1 re going home -- you cannot separate out Iraq from that broader
global war on terror. Bin Laden has made the point repeatedly that Iraq
is now the central front in the war on terror.
Q
But hasn 1 t he made that point because we 1 re there?
weren 1 t there, would he be making that point?

If we

THE VICE PRESIDENT: The fact of the matter is we are there, and it
is the central struggle at this point. But there 1 s no reason in the
world we can 1 t succeed. There 1 s no reason in the world this government
-- which has only been in business five months -- can 1 t ultimately be
successful.
It 1 s our job to stay there as long as we have to help them
get it right. But we don 1 t want to stay a day longer than necessary.
But this is just a vital point for us to keep in mind, that this is
a global struggle, that the terrorists have bet from the beginning their
only strategy is to be able to break our will.
They can 1 t beat us in a
stand-up fight.
They never have. They go back and they cite evidence
of Beirut in 1983 and Somalia in 1993, when they killed Americans and
then Americans withdrew.
They believe based on their experience in the
1
90s they could strike us with impunity, and that if they killed enough
Americans, they could change American policy. They 1 re trying to break
our will. They think we don 1 t have the stomach for the fight.
For us to do what the Democrats -- some Democrats -- have suggested
in Iraq would simply validate that strategy, would simply say to al
Qaeda, you 1 re right. And all it would do is encourage more of the same.
Q
Isn 1 t what 1 s happening in Iraq, though, not about al Qaeda
principally, but about sectarian war and civil war, the potential for

civil war? Aren't we on the verge in Iraq of occupying a country that's
being torn apart in a civil dispute, a civil war?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: There's no question what there is sectarian
violence now, but remember how we got to sectarian violence:
al Qaeda.
That was their strategy to launch attacks against the Shia, to kill Shia
until they could generate some kind of a response. And there's no
question but what there's sectarian Shia-on-Sunni violence today. But
just because it's tough doesn't mean it's not worth doing.
And the lesson we should have learned with 9/11 is that there may
have been a time in our history when we could withdraw behind our
borders and be safe and secure here at home. That day passed on 9/11.
When we saw the damage that a handful of men could do -- trained in
Afghanistan in the remote training camps of Afghanistan, aided and
abetted -- a planning cell in Hamburg, Germany, and end up here killing
3,000 Americans that morning, and when we think of the ultimate threat
of deadlier weapons than they had that day, the idea that we can turn
our back on the Middle East and walk away from a state that could
conceivably become a safe haven for terrorists or another area where
they can train and plot and plan, that went out the window on 9/11. We
have to be concerned with what's going on in that part of the world.
And going on offense, as we have, I'm convinced is one of the things
that has kept us safe here at home.
Q
Mr. Vice President, to take your point about the Iraqi people,
are you surprised or disappointed that the Iraqi people have not done
more, more quickly or been more grateful to the United States?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I talk to a lot of Iraqis, and the ones
I talk with have been very grateful and expressed their gratitude. They
also -- I think it's a measure of the extent to which they've been
beaten down during Saddam's years in power, especially the Shia, who are
the majority -- roughly 60 percent of the population, who are clearly
very heavily engaged now in the new government, but who were denied
their role all those years Saddam was in power, governed by a Sunni
minority, if you will -- and so beaten down, especially after the '91
episode where they rose up against the regime and then were slaughtered
in large numbers that it has been hard, I think, for them in some cases
to step forward and take on responsibility. But now they're doing it.
And it's risky business.
And you look Mr. Hashimi, who is one of the vice presidents, who
has lost two brothers and a sister to assassination, just in the last
few months.
It's very risky business for people to step up over there
and take on major political responsibilities. We have to admire them
for being willing to do it. We need to help them and support them in
that enterprise. And I think ultimately they'll pull it off. They're
tough people. They're bright. There's a lot of work that needs to be
done. But I have -- I like Maliki.
I think he's a good Prime
Minister.
I think he's got what it takes to make this all work. And I

think we•ve got a lot invested as a nation in seeing that they•re
successful. The world is going to be a safer and more secure place,
including right here at home in the United States if we get it right in
Iraq.
Q
Mr. Vice President, what do you want from Secretary James
Baker•s Iraq Study Group?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, Jim is a good man. He•s a close
friend.
The President and I have a lot of confidence in him. Lee
Hamilton is a good man, too.
I served with Lee on the House
Intelligence Committee back in the 1 80s. And I think they•ve got a good
panel. My old friend Al Simpson is a member of the group. They•ve been
doing a lot of work to study events in that part of the world, and we•ll
see what they produce.
I haven•t seen the report.
Q

give

There•s certainly a lot of talk in Washington that this will
try to give for an exit strategy after the election.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I know what the President thinks.
I know what
I think. And we•re not looking for an exit strategy; we•re looking for
victory. And victory will be the day when the Iraqis solve their
political problems and are up and running with respect to their own
government, and when they•re able to provide for their own security.
And how we get to that objective is what we need to keep in mind.
Our strategy hasn•t changed. Our tactics change from time to time,
and they have to adapt and adjust. And we•re eager to have thoughts and
ideas from experienced people in terms of how we can move forward in
having the Baker-Hamilton group go put fresh eyes on the problem and
take a look at it. We think it•s a valuable exercise. we•ll see what
they produce.
Q
Mr. Vice President, if you had to take back any one thing
you•d said about Iraq, what would it be?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
If I had to take back anything I 1 ve said about
Iraq? Well, if you think -- thinking in terms of things that I 1 ve been
surprised by.
I thought that the elections that we went through in •os
would have had a bigger impact on the level of violence than they have,
I guess, I 1 d put it in those terms.
I would have thought --well, I
expressed the sentiment some time ago that I thought we were over the
hump in terms of violence, I think that was premature.
I thought the
elections would have created that environment. And it hasn•t happened
yet.
That•s the other thing that I 1 d mention, too, and separate and
apart from that, and not really in response to your question.
I 1m
struck by the fact, as well, to come back to this notion that what•s
being attempted here is to break our will.
Friedman has got an
interesting piece today on it, if you saw Tom Friedman this morning

talking about the extent to which the enemy in this stage in Iraq aim
very much at the American people, and public opinion in the United
States very sensitive to how to use the media to gain access through
technical means that are available now on the Internet and everything
else to create as much violence as possible, as much bloodshed as
possible and get that broadcast back into the United States as a way to
try to shape opinion and influence the outcome of our debate here at
home. And I think some of that is going on, too.

Q
Mr. Vice President, are you satisfied with the intelligence
you re getting about Iran?
1

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I 1 m not going to talk about intelligence.
This is generally not a good road to go down.
I don 1 t talk about
1
intelligence, and I m going to pass.
Q
How much of your mind share do you think is going to be
occupied by Iran in the coming two years?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Q

Kids today.

Mind share?

Is that a -

(Laughter.)

THE VICE PRESIDENT: You mean what part of my storage unit is going
to be devoted to it?
(Laughter.)
Well, Iran is a very, very important
1
problem, and it s --my guess is we 1 ll be focused on it as long as we 1 re
in office.

Q
Do you think we 1 ll have a military draft in your lifetime?
it possible that we would need one?

Is

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don 1 t believe so.
I 1 m a great believer in
the all-volunteer force.
I think that 1 s one of the best things we 1 ve
done in the last 40 years in this country.
It produces a very, very
high-caliber military. People are serving because they want to serve.
I was down this week in Fort Campbell, Kentucky, the 101 5 t; a couple
of weeks ago with the 3rd Division down at Fort Stewart; down at Fort
Hood recently, with the 4th ID and the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment.
These are just remarkable men and women. And the all-volunteer force
has fundamentally transformed the services because they went from a
posture and organization where they didn 1 t have to pay a lot of
attention to personnel policy because they could compel service. The
selective service system coughed up troops, and they put them in with
the units, and away they went.
When we moved to an all-volunteer force, we had to be able to
attract volunteers, and you have to be able to motivate them, and
provide them with the kind of opportunity for service, and to meet
basic, fundamental requirements, when they 1 ve got other options.
It
fundamentally transforms the way they think about people, the way they

think about the organization.
I think it's had an enormous impact on
the services, as well.
Part of this comes from my time as Secretary of
Defense, and I'm a huge believer in the all-volunteer force.
We preserve the selective service system in the event there were to
be some catastrophic conflict that would require putting 20 million
people in uniform like we did in World War II, but I don't foresee at
this stage the likelihood of that.
Q
Mr. Vice President, now that you're a wartime Vice President,
do you regret not having served in the military?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No.
I don't go back and look at those
decisions.
I've spent a lot of time over the years on these issues.
But I'm 65; I'd like to go back and do it all over again, but I made the
choices I made.

Q
In light of the North-Korean tests, Mr. Vice President, is the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty system in trouble, and have nuclear
arsenals been revalued by countries that we worry about?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think we're at a time when there is going to
be a major test of the international community's ability and
determination to deal with the proliferation problem, and the test
obviously is North Korea and Iran. So far, I would say, with respect to
North Korea, I've been generally pleased with the way in which the
international community has come together in the last week or two after
the test by North Korea.
The Chinese have been vital in that process,
and they clearly have -- I think they've undergone a significant
transformation in terms of how they look at the problem. And the
unanimous vote in the Security Council, a pretty good set of
resolutions, sanctions under Title 7, the U.N. Charter, those are
positive signs.
The ultimate test though will be whether or not we can complete the
task of the de-nuclearization, if you will, of the Korean Peninsula, and
also get the Iranians to come into compliance with their obligations
under the NPT and give up their aspirations to build nuclear weapons.
And the jury is still out, but this is sort of the ultimate test for the
U.N Security Council, or the ability of the international community to
come together and devise and put in place sanctions, implement those
sanctions, and enforce those sanctions, and achieve a result.
Q

And if they fail?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
options of the table.

As the President said, we haven't taken any

Q
Mr. Vice President, do you worry that North Korea's action and
the attention it's gotten will encourage that behavior by other states
that you worry about?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, we 1 ll have to see. The main one we
focus on clearly is Iran. We 1 ve had some success in this area with
Libyans getting ready to give up - they did give up their nuclear
materials, their centrifuges, weapons design, uranium feedstock. A lot
of that I personally feel was directly the result of what we did in
Iraq. As we launched into Iraq, they indicated a willingness to talk
about their weapons of mass destruction. And right after we dug Saddam
Hussein out of his hole, nine months later, then they went forward and
announced that they were giving it all up, and they 1 ve turned it all
over to us, and we 1 ve got all that material now.
We also were able to shut down the A.Q. Khan black-market network
that provided that, so we 1 ve had one great success so far in the
proliferation area.
But again, as I said, a lot of that is due directly to what the
United States and Britain did in Iraq. And we 1 ll see now whether or not
the U.N. Security Council, basically, is willing to step up. And there
is a test for that organization.
If there 1 s a problem, they ought to be
able to deal with this issue, the proliferation of nuclear weapons
technology to these regimes that clearly are a threat to their
neighbors.
I don 1 t know how it 1 s going to come out diplomatically, but
we hope we can resolve it diplomatically.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you believe that we 1 ll have a
confrontation with Iran before you leave office?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I am hopeful we can resolve all these
differences diplomatically.
Q
And may we ask two questions about the future?
President, do you plan to hunt again?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Yes, I do.

Q
Why not run for President?
You look okay.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Vice

You 1 re younger than John McCain.

I 1 ve got a lot of miles on me.

(Laughter.)

Q
Seriously, I mean is it -- there 1 s nobody who could convince
you, you should? Certainly, there are people in the party would like to
see it.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I looked at it very seriously, back in 1 94,
1 96 time
frame, and I went out on the 1 94 election cycle, and I set up a
PAC. Dave Addington ran the political action committee for me. We
raised a bunch of money, and I campaigned all over the country that year
helping with the 1 94 effort. And then
with the understanding that
I 1 d sit down at the end of that period of time, which I did--

Christmas, that year, and decide whether or not I really wanted to run
myself, and I concluded I did not, that I wasn't prepared to do all
those things I'd have to do to be a candidate, and that I'd had a great
25 years in public life, and it was time to go pursue private life.
Shortly after that, Halliburton came along, and I enjoyed running
Halliburton, spent five years in Dallas.
The President persuaded me to
come back.
I'm glad I did.
I don't regret that for a minute, but
that's different than making a decision -- ready to jump into the arena
out there and run for President. And I really think my -- the value of
my service in this administration had been in part because I haven't had
my own agenda.
I'm not worried about how I'm going to do in the Iowa
caucuses in January of '08.
I'm focused specifically on what the
President wants done and needs to have done.
That gives me credibility
inside the administration and outside, and with the other players here
in Washington, and I think it's been an important ingredient -- what
I've been able to do for him.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you imagine going back to the corporate
world or what do you think you and Mrs. Cheney will do after you leave
office?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don't have any idea.
I'll be 68.
I still
have a few good years left, and I expect we'll spend time with family.
Still got a lot of rivers I haven't fished.
Q
Do you think you and Mrs. Cheney will live in the D.C. area or
the Eastern Shore or Wyoming?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I think maybe all of the above.
Grandkids are here, so we spend a lot of time here.
Q
Do you imagine being visible, having a public role, or do you
think you will be quieter?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, at this stage, I do not envision a public
role for me when I leave.
It will have been 40 years since I came to
Washington, and I came to stay 12 months. And aside from the time I
spent in Texas, or the year I spent at home in Wyoming running for
Congress, I've been here ever since, and I've loved it.
It's be~n a
tremendous life.
I've enjoyed it very much, but I think there will come
a time to hang it up, say that's it -- and my remaining years will be
spent in private life.
Q
Question to you on the hunting question.
Whittington would hunt with you again?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

I haven't asked him.

Do you know if Harry

(Laughter.)

Q
But you said you 1 re going to go again. Why do you feel
confident that you will, and do you think you 1 ll do it before you leave
office?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
it at that.
Q

I do expect I will go again.

Thank you.

END

I 1 ll just leave
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Q
Mr. Vice President, we really appreciate your making this time
in a very busy season. You've had a very energetic, aggressive campaign
schedule.
I was interested in how it's different campaigning for House
and Senate members, as opposed to campaigning for yourself. And when we
were out the other day in Kansas and Louisiana, we noticed you didn't
have the grandchildren. That was a little change from 2004.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, it is different when you're doing
your own name is on the ballot. And of course, I did that, what,
guess six times when I ran in Wyoming, and then twice as Vice
President. And I will say that's more fun.
I've still got a lot
invested in what I'm doing now. But I've done a lot of this over
years. Obviously, when I was in Congress, part of the leadership,
campaigned for colleagues all the time.

it
I

the
I

After I left the Pentagon in '93, in the '94 cycle, I did a lot of
it. But still, it's a chance to get out.
It's participating in what I
think is one of the unique and distinguishing features of our
civilization where we pick our leaders, hold them accountable. And so
I've always enjoyed it.
There's the rap on me, occasionally, Cheney doesn't have any fun
out on the campaign trail.
It's not true.
I do enjoy it. And we have
oftentimes over the years turned it into a family enterprise. When I
ran for Congress the first time was in an RV that my dad drove. Mom
cooked. Lynne and I and the girls campaigned.
And when I ran for Vice President twice, it was very much a family
enterprise. Daughter Mary was my aide de camp the first time out. Liz
did all the debate prep, ran that whole operation for me.
Second time
around, Mary was in charge of VP operations for the campaign, and Liz
did the debate prep again.
So it has been an important part of my life,
and I've enjoyed it. And I'm enjoying this, although I do look on it as
sort of this is the last time I'll go out and do --what, I think it's
114 campaigns so far.
Q

Goodness.

And do you miss your grandchildren?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes, you don't have them on the campaign trail
this time around.
Part of that is it's just a lot tougheri they're in
school. There was a legitimate excuse to take them out of school when I
was on the ballot -- (laughter) -- and it was truly a family
enterprise. And we did a lot. They liked to campaign with us.
The other day, as a matter of fact, Liz drove by the house here
with the two older girls, Kate and Elizabeth. And they said, let's stop
in and see Grandma and Grandpa. And Liz explained, no, we can't,
they're out campaigning.
And their response was, what, without us?
(Laughter.)
They
enjoyed very much being a part of it, loved the crowds and rallies, and
so forth.
Q
Mr. Vice President, you mentioned the investment that you have
in this. What do you think a Democratic House would be like? What do
you think a Democratic Senate would be like?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I don't expect that to happen.
I'm
optimistic that we're going to hold both the House and the Senate. One
of the things I do talk about on the campaign trail is th~ importance of
what we've been able to do with tax policy. How our changes in tax
policy-- especially in '03 -- stimulated a recovery that's generated
6.6 million new jobs. Just today, the Dow broke through the 12,000
mark, first time ever for the Dow Jones Industrials.
I think a lot of
that goes back to what we were able to do with cutting taxes on
investments, on dividends and cap gains and so forth. All of that is at
risk if there were to be a Democratic Congress.
I talk about the fact that Charlie Rangel, for example, has
announced that he doesn't think a single one of the Bush tax cuts ought
to be extended. The fact is, of course, it's going to take an
affirmative act by Congress to extend those cuts.
They're going to be
sunsetted here. We'll go back to the old rates unless there is action
by the Congress. And I think, clearly, if Charlie Rangel were to be
Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, he would put at risk -because of his beliefsi he just fundamentally disagrees with those tax
policies -- he would put at risk some of the best economic policy this
nation has seen in a long time.
It has produced phenomenal results for
the economy.
Q
Mr. Vice President, how badly do you think the Mark Foley
scandal has hurt your Republicans candidates, House and the Senate?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don't think it's hurt our candidates
generally. Obviously, it's a terrible situation.
I think appropriate
action has been taken.
Investigations are under way to find out what's
happened and so forth.
The place where it's likely to have an impact,
clearly, would be in Foley's district. He's not running for reelection,
and they're trying to work out an arrangement so somebody else can run

for that seat. But beyond that, I don't sense that it's the kind of
issue that has an impact on Wyoming or Florida -- it clearly does in
Florida, but in Wyoming or California or Texas, for example.

Q
Mr. Vice President, while you cited the economic record and
certainly the people who would applaud this administration for the
success, history will probably judge it on its international
accomplishments. How do you think -- or how would you like history to
judge this presidency or this administration?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I think -- my guess is that the judgment
will be very favorable. And I say that primarily because of what we've
had to deal with, the fact that we inherited a situation, obviously,
where the -- all the planning and preparation for 9/11 was underway, and
then 9/11 itself sort of, in effect, has shaped the context within which
we've governed.
It has been -- 9/11 and the aftermath have really been
sort of the dominate feature of the landscape, if you will, that we've
had to steer our way through during the course of this administration.
And I put that within the broader context of the global war on terror.
We went from a situation where in the '90s I think generally
terrorist attacks were looked upon as law enforcement problems. And
what 9/11 brought home to everybody was, in fact, we were at war.
Our
adversaries knew it before we did.
They declared war on us back in the
'90s, but the U.S. didn't really respond on a strategic level until
after 9/11.
And with 9/11, we have been very aggressive in terms of both
carrying the fight to the enemy, going after ·the terrorists, going after
the state sponsors of terror, going after those who could conceivably
equip the terrorists with deadlier technologies than they've used
before.
The ultimate threat here isn't 19 guys armed with airliners;
it's 19 guys in the middle of one of our cities with a nuclear weapon.
That's the ultimate threat we have to deal with these days. And all of
that was brought home by 9/11.
I think it also needs to be evaluated in terms of what's happened
here at home, and the fact that we have now for more than five years
successfully prevented another attack on the homeland. But nobody can
promise there won't be another one.
It's not that kind of proposition.
But there is no question but I think any objective observer will look at
it and say, on 9/11 we lost 3,000 people to 19 guys who had box cutters
and airline tickets and obviously took us by surprise, took the nation
by surprise, demonstrated our vulnerability, if you will.
But since then, in spite the fact that there have been attacks
around the world, and that there have been numerous attempts here to
mount attacks against the United States, through the measures we've
taken -- the Terrorist Surveillance Program, the Patriot Act, the
detainee program that we run through the CIA -- all of those things have

allowed us to successfully fend off any further attack against the
homeland. That's a remarkable achievement.
If you'd have asked in the month after 9/11 what the prospects were
for going five years without another attack here at home, I don't think
anybody would have been willing to give you very good odds -- expected
that there clearly was going to be another attack.
So if you put all of
that together, I think we've been very successful.
I think if you look at Afghanistan and what it was over five years
ago, six years ago, a safe haven for al Qaedai a location for training
camps that trained 20,000 terrorists in the late '90s, that situation
has significantly improved -- still got a lot of work to doi still got
significant problems there.
But the Taliban regime is gone. Karzai is
in.
There's been democratic elections, a new parliament sworn in, new
constitution.
In Iraq, we've made progress, too.
It's still very tough going
without question, but Saddam Hussein is on trial. His government has
been taken down. We've had three national elections, a new constitution
written. The current government -- which has got a lot of heavy lifting
to do -- has only been in power about five monthsi and so we've still
9ot, say, difficult days ahead. But I think we're far along from where
we were, and at the same time, we've been able to successfully defend
the homeland against further attacks by al Qaeda.
It's a pretty good
record.
Q
Mr. Vice President, there have been a number of stories about
your changing role.
Is it shrinking? Is it enlarging? Are you in
charge of everything? How has your role in this White House evolved
over the past six, seven years? How have your assignments changed?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: They haven't really changed that much, I don't
believe.
It's a unique kind of role, a different kind of role. When
you're Vice President, you don't run anything. Basically, I serve as an
advisor to the President.
I've got some great people working for him.
And one of the things that I think is unique about the way we've
operated is that my staff operation is pretty thoroughly integrated with
that of the West Wing, and the President.
We've worked hard to make certain you don't get the traditional
kind of splits that you will between the White House staff and the vice
presidential staff. And part of that is because I've made it clear I'm
not running for office myself when this is all over with, that I'm there
to serve the President, and because we've worked hard to keep the press
operation integrated, and the congressional relations operation
integrated and so forth, and my people have been an integral part of the
White House staff. That's different than the way it's worked in most
White Houses.

Over time, I've spent my time on those things the President wants
me to spend time on, or has asked me to.
I spend a lot of time on
national security matters, which is an interest given my background as
Secretary of Defense, on the Intelligence Committee and so forth.
And
that's clearly where he's spent a lot of his time, as well, too.
I spend a fair amount of time on Hill matters.
Part of that is
because of my background in the House of Representatives, and part of it
because my continuing job as Vice President is in the Senate. Most
people don't realize I'm actually on the Senate payroll.
That's where
my paycheck comes from.

Q

You might start spending a lot more time up there.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, I don't know about that.
(Laughter.)
But
I enjoy the Congress very much. And at one time thought that's where I
was going to spend my career. And so I've been able to do some good up
there and pitch in and help whenever I can, whenever it makes sense.
I'm an extra set of hands.
But I don't see that the role has changed
all that much.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you feel like you're less visible or
more visible internally than you were when you all started on January
20, 2001?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
Probably less visible now. But when we
started, and we went through that -- what was it, 35, 36-day recount
period -- and then set up the transition, initially, I had a very
visible role because the President asked me to come to Washington and
set up the transition, and start that process. We didn't have anybody
else on board in terms of any other Cabinet members.
So they were all
new as we brought them in. And there was, I think, understandably a
higher profile when you've only got a few people running around.
The
administration is just getting formed.
Over time, though, I think everybody settled in pretty well. And
there are some things I do that require a certain amount of visibility.
Some of what I do, frankly, I do best in private in terms of people I
talk with, sometimes negotiations on sensitive matters with members of
Congress; the advice I give the President. So I don't talk a lot about
the kind of advice I give the President, and sometimes the conversations
I have with foreign leaders.
I make my input quietly.
I don't carry a
high profile in the press.
On the other hand, if it's campaign time and I'm out doing 114
campaign events, then obviously that's going to generate a certain
amount of visibility.

Q
You and the President, this administration seems -- based on
public opinion polls -- seem not to get the credit it deserves,

certainly you probably feel that way, for the economy. Why is that?
it the gas prices? Is it the housing bust? Is it Iraq?

Is

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think the economy is important, and
important from the standpoint of public opinion, and public attitude.
My belief is that it will have an impact on the election, and that, in
fact, for most people things are pretty good.
That doesn't mean it's
perfect out there by any means. But I think back over all the years
I've been involved in elections --going back I guess, to the mid 60's running, what, eight times as a candidate myself, and involved in a lot
of others as staff capacity and so forth, I'm hard put to think of a
time when the economy was in better shape than it is right now.
We're in one of the best economies that we've had in recent times.
Employment is at an all-time record high.
Home ownership is at an alltime record high.
Productivity has been phenomenal. The stock market
is just hitting new highs. Employment numbers are up again -- 6.6
million jobs in three years.
There isn't any way you can look at the
economy and not conclude that, in fact, things are going very well. And
it's also I think testimony to the resilience of our economy the shocks
that we've weathered over that period of time.
We have been at war. We've had to spend a lot of money on defense
and homeland security. We did go through the aftermath of 9/11, which
dealt a significant blow to the economy.
We had a recession when we
came in. We had Katrina that was one of the worst natural disasters in
history.
And in spite of all that, the economy is ticking along at an alltime high. That's testimony, I think, to the basic fundamental
resilience of our system to the entrepreneurial genius of the American
people, to the free enterprise system and the extent to which markets
work. And ours works very well and very ably, in spite of the body
blows that have been delivered to it at various times. And I think also
obviously some of it is due to good policy.
Now, do we get enough credit for that? I don't know.
I suppose
any public figure will tell you we never get the good credit we deserve
and probably don't get all the criticism we deserve either.
It balances
out.
Gasoline prices have had a big impact, but now they're headed in
the right direction. And I think that's to our benefit, as well, too.
People when they go to the pump a couple times a week and fill up the
tank, they see what the price of gasoline is, and that becomes a
barometer against which they judge how things are doing. My dad used to
be able to tell you the price of a gallon of gasoline at every single
filling station in Casper, Wyoming. He knew it, and he always went to
the low-cost operator. There's a lot of folks out there like that.

But, of course, gasoline prices are headed in the right direction.
They've come down very significantly already. And so I think from the
standpoint of the economy, when the American people ask themselves about
how we've done, I think it's very good. And I also think if you look
forward from the standpoint of policy to the extent that this election
is going to have an impact, it is going to be policy. And I do think
there's a fundamental difference between the parties on taxes.
They
know what our record is.
They know what we believe. They've seen what
we've done with tax policy, and the result it has achieved. And I think
they know, as well, what the Democrats believe.
The Democrats didn't vote for those tax cuts that we put in place.
They opposed them. And Charlie Rangel has indicated he's opposed to any
extension of them at all.
So I think it's a pretty clear choice, and I
think in order for someone to vote Democratic for Congress this year,
they have to say, yes, they're voting for a big tax increase because it
will happen -- as I say without any action by the Congress at all
because those tax provisions are sunsetted, and we have to extend them
if we're going to keep those rates.
Q
Mr. Vice President, if we could turn to Iraq. How long do you
think it will be before the average American sees going to Iraq as a
good idea?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think that will all depend upon the final
outcome.
I think it's difficult to judge, for people to judge week to
week.
I think we've done the right thing.
I think we're doing the
right thing now.
I firmly believe that. The President firmly believes
it.
I think the world is better off with Saddam Hussein in jail, on
trial than it would be if he were in power, especially in light of the
fact that right next door today in Iran, of course, you've got Mr.
Ahmadinejad off and running trying to develop nuclear weapons.
The only
thing that would be more volatile is if you also had Saddam Hussein
trying to develop nuclear weapons in Baghdad.
So I think the results we've achieved to date -- establishing a
democratic government, getting rid of the old regime, closing down a
major state sponsor of terror, shutting off Saddam Hussein's practice of
making payments to the families of suicide bombers, et cetera.
I think
we've done good work to get this far.
It has been tough. We've got
more to do.
It's going to be tough to finish the task, but I think it's
very important that we complete the task.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you think that in your lifetime going
to Iraq will be seen as visionary -- widely seen as visionary?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I do. And this is part of the debate we get
into about can you look at Iraq without looking at the broader context;
and you can't.
I don't see any way you can argue, for example, that
what happens in Iraq isn't going to have an impact on Musharraf in
Pakistan, or Karzai in Afghanistan.

They key to a workable strategy in that part of the world against
al Qaeda, and the Islamic radicals that we're at war with, is to get the
locals into the fight.
They've got to take responsibility for their own
governments. They've got to take responsibility for their own
security. That's what's happened in Afghanistan and in Pakistan where,
obviously, we work closely with President Musharraf, having them come
down on the side of combating al Qaeda, and working with us in the
intelligence arena and so forth to capture and kill al Qaeda has been
absolutely essential -- same thing in Saudi Arabia.
You could imagine what happens if we were to do what some of the
Democrats want, withdraw from Iraq, to a man like Karzai or Musharraf,
who in effect -- there have been three assassination attempts on
Musharraf. He puts his life on the line every day when he goes to
work.
The hundreds of thousands of men in Afghanistan and Iraq who
signed on for the security forces to fight on our side, in effect,
against the evil ones; the overall attitude of the millions of people in
Afghanistan and Iraq who have gone to the polls and risked their own
lives in order to vote and participate in a newly created democracies,
and suddenly the United States says, well, gee, it's too tough in Iraq,
we're going horne -- you cannot separate out Iraq from that broader
global war on terror. Bin Laden has made the point repeatedly that Iraq
is now the central front in the war on terror.
Q
But hasn't he made that point because we're there?
weren't there, would he be making that point?

If we

THE VICE PRESIDENT: The fact of the matter is we are there, and it
is the central struggle at this point. But there's no reason in the
world we can't succeed. There's no reason in the world this government
-- which has only been in business five months -- can't ultimately be
successful.
It's our job to stay there as long as we have to help them
get it right. But we don't want to stay a day longer than necessary.
But this is just a vital point for us to keep in mind, that this is
a global struggle, that the terrorists have bet from the beginning their
only strategy is to be able to break our will.
They can't beat us in a
stand-up fight.
They never have. They go back and they cite evidence
of Beirut in 1983 and Somalia in 1993, when they killed Americans and
then Americans withdrew. They believe based on their experience in the
'90s they could strike us with impunity, and that if they killed enough
Americans, they could change American policy. They're trying to break
our will. They think we don't have the stomach for the fight.
For us to do what the Democrats -- some Democrats -- have suggested
in Iraq would simply validate that strategy, would simply say to al
Qaeda, you're right. And all it would do is encourage more of the same.
Q
Isn't what's happening in Iraq, though, not about al Qaeda
principally, but about sectarian war and civil war, the potential for

civil war? Aren't we on the verge in Iraq of occupying a country that's
being torn apart in a civil dispute, a civil war?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
There's no question what there is sectarian
violence now, but remember how we got to sectarian violence:
al Qaeda.
That was their strategy to launch attacks against the Shia, to kill Shia
until they could generate some kind of a response. And there's no
question but what there's sectarian Shia-on-Sunni violence today. But
just because it's tough doesn't mean it's not worth doing.
And the lesson we should have learned with 9/11 is that there may
have been a time in our history when we could withdraw behind our
borders and be safe and secure here at home. That day passed on 9/11.
When we saw the damage that a handful of men could do -- trained in
Afghanistan in the remote training camps of Afghanistan, aided and
abetted -- a planning cell in Hamburg, Germany, and end up here killing
3,000 Americans that morning, and when we think of the ultimate threat
of deadlier weapons than they had that day, the idea that we can turn
our back on the Middle East and walk away from a state that could
conceivably become a safe haven for terrorists or another area where
they can train and plot and plan, that went out the window on 9/11. We
have to be concerned with what's going on in that part of the world.
And going on offense, as we have, I'm convinced is one of the things
that has kept us safe here at home.
Q
Mr. Vice President, to take your point about the Iraqi people,
are you surprised or disappointed that the Iraqi people have not done
more, more quickly or been more grateful to the United States?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I talk to a lot of Iraqis, and the ones
I talk with have been very grateful and expressed their gratitude. They
also -- I think it's a measure of the extent to which they've been
beaten down during Saddam's years in power, especially the Shia, who are
the majority -- roughly 60 percent of the population, who are clearly
very heavily engaged now in the new government, but who were denied
their role all those years Saddam was in power, governed by a Sunni
minority, if you will -- and so beaten down, especially after the '91
episode where they rose up against the regime and then were slaughtered
in large numbers that it has been hard, I think, for them in some cases
to step forward and take on responsibility. But now they're doing it.
And it's risky business.
And you look Mr. Hashimi, who is one of the vice presidents, who
has lost two brothers and a sister to assassination, just in the last
few months.
It's very risky business for people to step up over there
and take on major political responsibilities. We have to admire them
for being willing to do it. We need to help them and support them in
that enterprise. And I think ultimately they'll pull it off. They're
tough people. They're bright. There's a lot of work that needs to be
done.
But I have -- I like Maliki.
I think he's a good Prime
Minister.
I think he's got what it takes to make this all work. And I

think we've got a lot invested as a nation in seeing that they're
successful.
The world is going to be a safer and more secure place,
including right here at home in the United States if we get it right in
Iraq.

Q
Mr. Vice President, what do you want from Secretary James
Baker's Iraq Study Group?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, Jim is a good man. He's a close
friend.
The President and I have a lot of confidence in him.
Lee
Hamilton is a good man, too.
I served with Lee on the House
Intelligence Committee back in the '80s. And I think they've got a good
panel. My old friend Al Simpson is a member of the group.
They've been
doing a lot of work to study events in that part of the world, and we'll
see what they produce.
I haven't seen the report.
Q
give

There's certainly a lot of talk in Washington that this will
try to give for an exit strategy after the election.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I know what the President thinks.
I know what
I think. And we're not looking for an exit strategy; we're looking for
victory. And victory will be the day when the Iraqis solve their
political problems and are up and running with respect to their own
government, and when they're able to provide for their own security.
And how we get to that objective is what we need to keep in mind.
Our strategy hasn't changed. Our tactics change from time to time,
and they have to adapt and adjust. And we're eager to have thoughts and
ideas from experienced people in terms of how we can move forward in
having the Baker-Hamilton group go put fresh eyes on the problem and
take a look at it. We think it's a valuable exercise. We'll see what
they produce.
Q
Mr. Vice President, if you had to take back any one thing
you'd said about Iraq, what would it be?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
If I had to take back anything I've said about
Iraq? Well, if you think-- thinking in terms of things that I've been
surprised by.
I thought that the elections that we went through in '05
would have had a bigger impact on the level of violence than they have,
I guess, I'd put it in those terms.
I would have thought -- well, I
expressed the sentiment some time ago that I thought we were over the
hump in terms of violence, I think that was premature.
I thought the
elections would have created that environment. And it hasn't happened
yet.
That's the other thing that I'd mention, too, and separate and
apart from that, and not really in response to your question.
I'm
struck by the fact, as well, to come back to this notion that what's
being attempted here is to break our will.
Friedman has got an
interesting piece today on it, if you saw Tom Friedman this morning

talking about the extent to which the enemy in this stage in Iraq aim
very much at the American people, and public opinion in the United
States very sensitive to how to use the media to gain access through
technical means that are available now on the Internet and everything
else to create as much violence as possible, as much bloodshed as
possible and get that broadcast back into the United States as a way to
try to shape opinion and influence the outcome of our debate here at
home. And I t~ink some of that is going on, too.
Q
Mr. Vice President, are you satisfied with the intelligence
you 1 re getting about Iran?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I 1 m not going to talk about intelligence.
This is generally not a good road to go down.
I don 1 t talk about
1
intelligence, and I m going to pass.

Q
How much of your mind share do you think is going to be
occupied by Iran in the coming two years?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
Q

Kids today.

Mind share?

Is that a -

(Laughter.)

THE VICE PRESIDENT: You mean what part Of my storage unit is going
to be devoted to it?
(Laughter.) Well, Iran is a very, very important
problem, and it 1 s -- my guess is we 1 ll be focused on it as long as we 1 re
in office.
Q
Do you think we 1 ll have a military draft in your lifetime?
it possible that we would need one?

Is

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don 1 t believe so.
I 1 m a great believer in
1
the all-volunteer force.
I think that s one of the best things we 1 ve
done in the last 40 years in this country.
It produces a very, very
high-caliber military.
People are serving because they want to serve.
I was down this week in Fort Campbell, Kentucky, the 101 8 t; a couple
of weeks ago with the 3rd Division down.at Fort Stewart; down at Fort
Hood recently, with the 4th ID and the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment.
These are just remarkable men and women. And the all-volunteer force
has fundamentally transformed the services because they went from a
posture and organization where they didn 1 t have to pay a lot of
attention to personnel policy because they could compel service. The
selective service system coughed up troops, and they put them in with
the units, and away they went.
When we moved to an all-volunteer force, we had to be able to
attract volunteers, and you have to be able to motivate them, and
provide them with the kind of opportunity for service, and to meet
basic, fundamental requirements, when they 1 ve got other options.
It
fundamentally transforms the way they think about people, the way they

think about the organization.
I think it's had an enormous impact on
the services, as well.
Part of this comes from my time as Secretary of
Defense, and I'm a huge believer in the all-volunteer force.
We preserve the selective service system in the event there were to
be some catastrophic conflict that would require putting 20 million
people in uniform like we did in World War II, but I don't foresee at
this stage the likelihood of that.
Q
Mr. Vice President, now that you're a wartime Vice President,
do you regret not having served in the military?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No.
I don't go back and look at those.
decisions.
I've spent a lot of time over the years on these issues.
But I'm 65; I'd like to go back and do it all over again, but I made the
choices I made.
Q
In light of the North-Korean tests, Mr. Vice President, is the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty system in trouble, and have nuclear
arsenals been revalued by countries that we worry about?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I think we're at a time when there is going to
be a major test of the international community's ability and
determination to deal with the proliferation problem, and the test
obviously is North Korea and Iran.
So far, I would say, with respect to
North Korea 1 I've been generally pleased with the way in which the
international community has come together in the last week or two after
the test by North Korea.
The Chinese have been vital in that processr
and they clearly have -- I think they've undergone a significant
transformation in terms of how they look at the problem. And the
unanimous vote in the Security Council 1 a pretty good set of
resolutions/ sanctions under Title 7 1 the U.N. Charter/ those are
positive signs.
The ultimate test though will be whether or not we can complete the
task of the de-nuclearization, if you will 1 of the Korean Peninsular and
also get the Iranians to come into compliance with their obligations
under the NPT and give up their aspirations to build nuclear weapons.
And the jury is still out 1 but this is sort of the ultimate test for the
U.N Security Council 1 or the ability of the international community to
come together and devise and put in place sanctions 1 implement those
sanctions 1 and enforce those sanctions/ and achieve a result.
Q

And if they fail?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
options of the table.

As the President said 1 we haven't taken any

Q
Mr. Vice President 1 do you worry that North Korea's action and
the attention it's gotten will encourage that behavior by other states
that you worry about?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, we 1 ll have to see. The main one we
focus on clearly is Iran. We 1 ve had some success in this area with
Libyans getting ready to give up - they did give up their nuclear
materials, their centrifuges, weapons design, uranium feedstock. A lot
of that I personally feel was directly the result of what we did in
Iraq. As we launched into Iraq, they indicated a willingness to talk
about their weapons of mass destruction. And right after we dug Saddam
Hussein out of his hole, nine months later, then they went forward and
announced that they were giving it all up, and they 1 ve turned it all
over to us, and we 1 ve got all that material now.
We also were able to shut down the A.Q. Khan black-market network
that provided that, so we 1 ve had one great success so far in the
proliferation area.
But again, as I said, a lot of that is due directly to what the
United States and Britain did in Iraq. And we 1 ll see now whether or not
the U.N. Security Council, basically, is willing to step up. And there
is a test for that organization. If there 1 s a problem, they ought to be
able to deal with this issue, the proliferation of nuclear weapons
technology to these regimes that clearly are a threat to their
neighbors.
I don 1 t know how it 1 s going to come out diplomatically, but
we hope we can resolve it diplomatically.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you believe that we 1 11 have a
confrontation with Iran before you leave office?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I am hopeful we can resolve all these
differences diplomatically.
Q
And may we ask two questions about the future?
President, do you plan to hunt again?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Yes, I do.

Q
Why not run for President?
You look okay.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Vice

You 1 re younger than John McCain.

I 1 ve got a lot of miles on me.

(Laughter.)

Q
Seriously, I mean is it -- there 1 s nobody who could convince
you, you should? Certainly, there are people in the party would like to
see it.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I looked at it very seriously, back in 1 94,
96 time frame, and I went out on the 1 94 election cycle, and I set up a
PAC. Dave Addington ran the political action committee for me. We
raised a bunch of money, and I campaigned all over the country that year
helping with the 1 94 effort. And then
with the understanding that
1
I d sit down at the end of that period of time, which I did-1

Christmas, that year, and decide whether or not I really wanted to run
myself, and I concluded I did not, that I wasn't prepared to do all
those things I'd have to do to be a candidate, and that I'd had a great
25 years in public life, and it was time to go pursue private life.
Shortly after that, Halliburton carne along, and I enjoyed running
Halliburton, spent five years in Dallas.
The President persuaded me to
come back.
I'm glad I did.
I don't regret that for a minute, but
that's different than making a decision -- ready to jump into the arena
out there and run for President. And I really think my -- the value of
my service in this administration had been in part because I haven't had
my own agenda.
I'm not worried about how I'm going to do in the Iowa
caucuses in January of '08.
I'm focused specifically on what the
President wants done and needs to have done. That gives me credibility
inside the administration and outside, and with the other players here
in Washington, and I think it's been ·an important ingredient --what
I've been able to do for him.
Q
Mr. Vice President, do you imagine going back to the corporate
world or what do you think you and Mrs. Cheney will do after you leave
office?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
I don't have any idea.
I'll be 68.
I still
have a few good years left, and I expect we'll spend time with family.
Still got a lot of rivers I haven't fished.
Q
Do you think you and Mrs. Cheney will live in the D.C. area or
the Eastern Shore or Wyoming?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I think maybe all of the above.
Grandkids are here, so we spend a lot of time here.
Q
Do you imagine being visible, having a public role, or do you
think you will be quieter?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, at this stage, I do not envision a public
role for me when I leave.
It will have been 40 years since I carne to
Washington, and I came to stay 12 months. And aside from the time I
spent in Texas, or the year I spent at home in Wyoming running for
Congress, I've been here ever since, and I've loved it.
It's been a
tremendous life.
I've enjoyed it very much, but I think there will come
a time to hang it up, say that's it -- and my remaining years will be
spent in private life.
Q
Question to you on the hunting question.
Whittington would hunt with you again?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

I haven't asked him.

Do you know if Harry

(Laughter.)

Q
But you said you're going to go again. Why do you feel
confident that you will, and do you think you'll do it before you leave
office?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
it at that.
Q

I do expect I will go again.

Thank you.

END
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Heiden, Debra
From:

McGinn, Megan E.

Sent:

Wednesday, October 18, 2006 3:56 PM

To:

DL-OVP-WW

Cc:

Addington, DavidS.; O'Donnell, Claire M.; Morgan, Derrick D.; Baker, Grey D.; Hennigan, James R.;
McBride, Lea A.

Subject: FW: AP- Sen. Burns: Bush has plan for winning, but won't tell what it is
Please print for VP. He is doing regional media tomorrow in MT.
Thanks,
Megan

From: White House News Update [mailto:News.Update@WhiteHouse.Gov]

Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 1:46 PM
To: Raines, Michele L.
Subject: AP - Sen. Burns: Bush has plan for winning, but won't tell what it is

Sen. Burns: Bush has plan for winning, but won't tell what it is
By MATT GOURAS

OVP STAFF
SECRETARY RECEIVED

HELENA, Mont. (AP)- Sen. Conrad Bums says he believes President Bush has a plan to win the war in Iraq
but is keeping it quiet, a statement Democrats pounced on Wednesday as reminiscent of comments made during
another divisive war.
Bums, at a debate Monday with Democratic challenger Jon Tester, said he believes Bush has a plan to win- but
added: "we're not going to tell you what our plan is."
Bums, who has said repeatedly the country must stay in Iraq as long as it takes to win the war, also seemed to
suggest a new path may be needed in Iraq. He pointed to fellow Republican Sen. John Warner of Virginia, who
has recently called for a new strategy in Iraq.
"We have to change our tactics with the enemy and how it changes its tactics," Bums said. "And in some
cases, we have not been able to do that. I agree with Senator Warner and his assessment. Ifwe don't change, we
will pay a heavier price. But we cannot lose it."
Democrats likened Bums' comments to statements by President Nixon that led to news reports that he had a
"secret plan" to end or win the war in Vietnam. Like Nixon, Bums never used the word "secret" but made it
clear it wasn't in the president's or the country's interest to discuss any plans he has for winning the war.
Matt McKenna, a Tester campaign spokesman, said Bums' comments were eerily similar to Nixon's.
"I think the comparison is two politicians who put their own ambitions above the safety and success of the
troops," McKenna said Wednesday.
In a tense exchange with Tester, who has taken a slim lead in recent polls, Bums hammered the Democratic
challenger for his call on the president to develop a plan for withdrawing troops from Iraq.
l0/18/2006
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''He wants everyone to !mow q_ur plan. That's not smart," Burns said.
"He said our president (doesn't) have a plan. I think he's got one, but he's not going to tell everybody in the
world," Burns added. "If you want to go out and spar for a fight, are you going to tell your enemy what your
plan is? I don't think so."
Burns later said: "There is a plan. We're not going to tell you, Jon."
McKenna said the comments were those of a senator behind in recent polls who wants to keep his job.
"Nobody actually believes that he (Burns) has a plan, or even a seat at the table where plans are made,"
McKenna said.
Burn's spokesman Jason Klindt, said the senator is adamant that details of a plan to win should not be released,
including any deadline for troop withdrawal.
He said he doesn't know if Burns knows any specifics of a Bush administration plan to win the war in Iraq.
"I think he knows the general strategy," Klindt said.

You are currently subscribed to News Update (wires) as: Michele_L._Raines@ovp.eop.gov.
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-whitehouse-news-wires-1303567X@list.whitehouse.gov
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Tutwiler, Lucy A.
From:

Hennigan, James R.

Sent:

Tuesday, October31, 20061:52 PM

To:

Addington, DavidS.; O'Donnell, Claire M.; Raines, Michele L.; tvfafg~.~ft~k D.; Patel, NeilS.;
Clem, Jill R.; McGinn, Megan E. ; McBride, Lea A.; DL-OVP-WW

THE VICE PRESIDENT

Subject: Tony Snow Press Briefing
VPOTUS MENTIONS:

Q
Tony, since you reacted to Senator Kerry ' s comments , I wonder
Charlie Rangel, another powerful Democrat, this morning in The New
York Post, is calling the Vice President an SOB, says he is
misrepresenting his pos i t ion on tax cuts or tax increases .
I wonder
if you will react to thdt . But, more broadly, since most people are
predict ing either Democrats ta ke back Congress, or the Republicans
keep it with very thin margins, with this kind of rhetoric f lying
around, what kind of hope does the President have that he's really
going to accomplish very much in his final two years when all the
dust has settled?
MR . SNOW: Well, I think what's going to happen is when you get
a Republican Congress in defiance of all predictions, Democrats are
going to have to ask themselves the question, which is, do you want
to play a constructive rol e? In many ways, the strategy has been to
create a failed government by obstructing everything the President
wants to do, with a couple of noble exceptions like the ports bill,
which was important . But there has been a deliberate obstructionist
approach on the part of Democratic leaders in both Houses .
As -far as Charlie calling names of the President --

Q

The Vice President.

MR. SNOW :
the Vice President -- I ' m sorry-- in a year in
which, again, on these key issues , the Democrats don't have a plan,
it does appear that they have an anger management problem. But on
t he other hand, I asked the Vice President about it today and he had
a big hearty laugh . He knows Charlie .
***********

Q
In his campaign speech, he's being very clear about kind of
linking a vote for the Democrats to the insurgents and how important
it is, th erefore , to vote for the Republicans . And in a TV interview
in the last couple of days, Vice President Cheney was even more blunt
about th is.
Is it the position of the President that, in fact, the
Democrat i c Party is the party of the insurgents and the party of al
Qaeda?
. 'D

0 \!I
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MR. SNOW: No, it's the position of the President that the
Democratic policies -- he doesn't think for a minute the Democrats
are sitting around saying, "go, bin Laden." People understand-- but
what he does think is that the policies are simply flat wrong. And
if you think through them, you come to the conclusion that the idea,
for instance, of withdrawal without any recognition of conditions on
the ground, withdrawal without an assurance of victory in Iraq is a
recipe for the kind of disaster I outlined before.
That's an
important distinction to make.
In that sense, yes, it would be good for terrorists because they
would have safe haven in Iraq.
On the other hand, what he's not
saying -- and I'm glad you asked the question -- he's certainly not
going to accuse people of running around with "I love bin Laden" t...:.
shirts.
It's important to know that people -- you can be patriotic,
but you can also be wrong on something very important. And the
President hasn't questioned the patriotism of Democrats, and he's
certainly not going to accuse them of climbing in bed with bin
Laden.
But he will be clear that if you follow these policies, or,
as I've been saying, really the lack of a policy to its logical
conclusion, it could get you in real trouble.

Q
Tony, when the President and Vice President talk about how
insurgents and volatile forces are watching this election, is there
an inference there that they would hope Democrats prevail?
MR. SNOW: Well, I don't -- you know, I'll let you draw your own
conclusions on that.
He's not trying to--

Q

Are you guys polling in the Tora Bora Mountains or --

seriously.
MR. SNOW:
That's a_good line.
That's cute.
That's why I
didnit answer the question.
I don't have a clue.
I mean, I've said
many times I'm not going to know the thoughts of them, which is why I
didn't take that extra leap, Dick.
Q
But if you assert they're influencing -- influencing to
what end?
MR. SNOW:

Influencing?

Q
The election process. You've said it.
the Vice President have said it.

The President and

MR. SNOW: Now·you're getting into a separate issue here, which
is terrorists who have committed certain acts of terror may try to
influence elections by, among other things, shaping media coverage,
so that we have a concentration not on what American men and women
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have been achieving in Iraq, but instead, acts of violence that give
the appearance of defeat at a time when, again, to repeat what
General Casey said, they have not lost a single engagement, and there
has been -- at least according to the Prime Minister, considerable
progress within Iraq, which is why the war is more popular in Iraq
than it is in the United States. So to that -- in terms of a -- but
that's as much a discussion of propaganda as a tool in a time of ·war
is anything else.
Go ahead.

From: Suntum, Margaret M.

Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2006 1:47PM
Subject: snow press brief, #51

THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release

October 31,
2006
PRESS BRIEFING
BY TONY SNOW

White House Conference Center Briefing Room
10:43 A.M. EST
MR. SNOW:
On today's schedule, the President had a phone call
at 7:45 a.m. this morning with President Lula da Silva of Brazil -- a
brief conversation, about five minutes, very friendly, the President
congratulating President Lula on his recent election victory.
The
two of them also talked about issues of mutual interest, which
include energy, biofuels, and trad~. And they both said that they'd
like to get together sometime soon.
So, more on that when that is
put together.
He's had his normal briefings, obviously the meeting with the
envoy to the Sudan, Andrew Natsios. At 11:05 a.m., he's going to be
doing an interview with regional television media:
Alison Burns of
Cox Broadcasting; Morris Jones of Sinclair Broadcast Group; and
Melissa Charbonneau of the Christian Broadcasting N~twork.
He departs the White House to Perry, Georgia. At 5:00p.m.
Eastern time he'll be making remarks at the Georgia Victory 2006
rally.
Governor Sonny Perdue will do the iniroductions.
It's also
going to be in support of congressional candidate Mac Collins, and
he'll return to the White House at 8:10p.m.
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In addition, to help with your planning, the President will
travel to Missouri and Iowa on Friday for campaign rallies.
Details
TBA. And I think that -- questions.

Q
Did the United States offer to roll back sanctions on North
Korea for money laundering and counterfeiting in order to get North
Korea to come back to these talks?
MR. SNOW: No. As Secretary Rice said, issues like that may be
discuss-able at some future time, but, no, there have been no
offers.
But let me also say that the President -- what you've got
here with the North Koreans agreeing to return to the six-party talks
is a vindication of the strategy the President has adopted.
You'll
notice who made the announcement -- the Chinese.
The President has· said, against criticism from those who have
said you just need to engage on one-on-one talks with the North
Koreans -- said, no, you have to bring in the people who have the
most leverage and influence over the North Koreans and their
behavior.
The Chinese, having talks with the North Koreans, have
persuaded them to come back to the six-party talks.
But it would not
have been possible for the additional unity and determination
supplied by the Japanese, the Russians, and the South Koreans.
I'm sorry, I just saw these.
These are-- (laughter.)
Here I
am talking matters of war and peace and I'm looking at these things.

Q

That would be for staff.

MR. SNOW:

Q

I'll hand those out to you.

Go ahead, I'm sorry.

What did we tell them about the sanctions?

MR. SNOW: We didn't tell them anything.
We're not negotiating
with them at this point. What we're doing is -- now that you've got
the process ready for the six-party talks, the President has said,
look, we're happy that the six-party talks are going to resume; it's
important to ensure that the North Koreans abide by U.N. Security
Council resolutions and treaty obligations.
·This is very good news.
This is a real step forward.
And also
what it does, one hopes, in the fullness of time, is that the North
Koreans will renounce all nuclear programs in a verifiable way;
you'll avoid the threat of an arms race in the region; you'll avoid
the threat of having a destabllized Korean Peninsula. You're going
to have the opportunity for the North Koreans to take advantage of
economic, political, and cultural offerings that have been made by
the other parties to the talks.
There's a way forward now and we're
going to continue to move --
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Q

That's been there for a long time.

MR. SNOW:

Q

So what's new?

MR. SNOW:

Q

It's been there for a long time, but--

What's new is that the North --

Is there a carrot that brought them back?

MR. SNOW: No, I think what ~he carrot is that the Chinese made
it pretty clear that they're very unhappy with the way the North
Koreans have been behaving. Now, I don't want to tell you what went
on behind closed doors because I don't know.
The Chinese have been
engaged in the negotiations. The good news is that the North Koreans
have agreed to what we've been talking about all along, which is a
return to the six-party talks. And Secretary Rice has said that she
hopes that that commences before the end of the year.

Q
But what are we going to make of the Japanese Prime
Minister -- I guess the quote is that Tokyo "does not intend to
accept North Korea's return to the talks on the premise that it
possesses nuclear weapons." Is that an accurate quote?
MR. SNOW: Well, I don't know if it's an accurate quote, and I'd
just have to refer that to diplomats. You raise that with State; I
don't know.

Q
But is it your sense, what you understand, that everyone is
on board with the six-party talks?
MR. SNOW:
Q

Well, that's the way it works, so --

Well, I mean, apparently, there's --

MR. SNOW: Well, again, that's why-- you've got a fractional
news story that I haven't seen, so I'd just be making it up, and I
don't want to do that.
I'll try to find some direction for you. Or
give Sean McCormack and the guys at State a call, they may have
better guidance.

Q
One quick follow-up.
Tomorrow.the President has no public
events at all? There's not going to be any addition to the schedule?
MR. SNOW: Well, again, the President has got some ongoing
meetings that are obviously very important. And we'll read out any
public events that may occur later.

Q
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MR. SNOW:

No, not really.

Q
Tony, on Iraq, can you wrap up Steve Hadley's trip, what
was accomplished, and address the continuing part of the story that
there's a possible rift between the President and Maliki?
MR. SNOW:
I don't know.
Let me start with the second half
first.
Let's see, we've now had the Prime Minister saying there's no
rift, the President saying there's no rift, the National Security
Advisor of Iraq saying there's no rift, the U.S. Ambassador to Iraq
saying there's no rift, the U.S. National Security Advisor saying
there's no rift, and my telling you, on the basis of my observation
of the secure conference call the other day, that there's no rift.
So there's no rift. Now, I mean, I don't know how many more people
you can marshal, but it seems that all the people who've been in the
room and have been in critical positions are saying that.
What Steve is doing is paying a visit and assessing the
situation, also talking with the Prime Minister.
I think -- again, let me stress the thing that has been most
impressive to us, which is the assertiveness of the Prime Minister
when it comes to wanting to take over important security operations
within Iraq. We could not be happier that we've got a Prime Minister
who is a man of action and man who is making decisions.
That is
absolutely essential for the future of Iraq.
And he's not simply doing it on the security side.
He's been
very aggressive in recent weeks, as I've pointed out on the political
side, reaching out both to Shia and to Sunni.
He's been very
aggressive on the economic front, and he was giving a readout of
economic success in the country. So he understands that to be a
Prime Minister means more than simply having to be a commander-inchief.
It means to be a unifying force in a country where a lot of
people are yearning to have a free and democratic society.
They
expressed that with their votes last year.
So, far from having a rift between the two sides, what you have
is precisely what the President hoped he would see when he first met
the Prime Minister, which is somebody who is willing to make hard
decisions, who is willing to lead, who is assertive and also pretty
clear-eyed about the challenges that await him.

Q
If I could follow up, on the campaign trail, Senator Kerry
was in Los Angeles and speaking to some students, saying if they were
able to navigate the education system, they could get comfortable
jobs, but "if you don't, you get stuck in Iraq." Can you react to
that?
MR. SNOW:
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said:
"You know education, if you make the most of it, you study
hard and you do your homework and you make an effort to be smart, you
can do well. And if you don't, you get stuck in Iraq."
It sort of fits a pattern. You may recall that last year
Senator Kerry -- on CBS's "Face the Nation" -- accused U.S. soldiers
of terrorizing kids and children in Iraq; a~d recently also described
troop concentrations in Baghdad as "having failed miserably."
What Senator Kerry ought to do first is apologize to the
troops. The clear implication here is if you flunk out, if you don't
study hard, if you don't do your homework, if you don't make an
effort to be smart and you don't do well, you "get stuck in Iraq."
But an extraordinary thing has happened since September 11th, which
is a lot of people-- America's fine9t --have willingly agreed to
volunteer their services in a mission that they know is dangerous,
but is also important. And Senator Kerry not only owes an apology to
those who are serving, but also to the families of those who have
given their lives in this.
This is an absolute insult. And I'm a little astonished that he
didn't figure it out already.
I mean, you know, if I were Senator
Kerry -- I mean, you've seen me, I say something stupid, I apologize
as quickly as possible. And this is something for which he ought to
apologize. Meanwhile, it's probably reasonable to ask some of the
Democrats -- ask a Jim Webb or a Tammy Duckworth, both of whom are
citing their military record -- okay, what do you think about it,
what do you think about this quote? Do you agree with him? He was
your presidential nominee. And as for the notion that you can say
this sort of thing about the troops and say you support them, it's
interesting.
Helen.

Q
Does the President owe the Democrats an apology for saying
that the terrorists -- that they will appease the terrorists?
MR. SNOW: No. Let's take-- you know what's interesting,
Helen, and I've said this before
Q

How bellicose was he?

MR. SNOW:
I don't think it's bellicose. Look, let's listen to
what the Democrats --or let's think about what Democrats are doing
in this election campaign. When it comes to winning the war on
terror, what is their plan? They've not said.· They have talked
about withdrawal

Q
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MR. SNOW:
-- they've talked about a whole series of things, in
terms of complaining -- looking back over their shoulders and
complaining about past decisions.
But when it comes to the key
issue, how do you achieve victory -- they say they want to achieve
it, but they won't tell you how. They will tell you what they oppose
what the President is doing.
They oppose the Patriot Act; they have
opposed the Terrorist Surveillance Program; they oppose the program
by which we detain, question and bring to justice the worst of the
terrorists.
So they have opposed all of those things, so we know
what they oppose, but we_don't know what they're going to do.

Q

How does the President propose to win?
President -- 101 in October dying --

How does the

MR. SNOW:
The President understands that it is difficult. This
is a man who signs each and every condolence note.
He is absolutely
aware of the human cost. And he grieves for every family and every
person that we've lost.
But on the other hand, he also knows two
things.
First, as General Casey said last week, there is not a
single military engagement that we have not won, and we don't give
our soldiers credit for that.
Secondly, he also understands that if we were to walk away short
of victory it would give terrorists the opportunity to turn Iraq into
a stronghold in which they would have access to the world's second
largest reserves· of petroleum; that they would be able to use oil as
a political weapon against the United States, Europe, Asia, could pit
the industrialized nations against one another; they could also work
in concert with Iran and Syria, which have been active supporters of
terror; they no doubt wo~ld try to go after Israel, after the Arabian
peninsula, perhaps after Egypt.
In other words, the consequences of walking out and leaving a
failed state are absolutely catastrophic, and the President
understands that.
But he also understands the promise of a
democratic Iraq. And if you take a look at what's happened-- the
Prime Minister, being assertive about what he wants to achieve -- and
there has been progress, economically and politically, throughout
much of Iraq, not ignoring the difficulties especially around Baghdad
and the fierce fighting -- you take a look at that, the promise is if
you have a democracy, and when you have a democracy that stands up in
Iraq, that sends a powerful message.
Helen, you and I have been students of the region long enough to
know that everybody is watching -- everybody is watching. And the
way they see it in the region is either terrorists win or democracy
wins. And the President is absolutely determined that democracy
wins.

Q
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remove the checkpoints in the al Sadr neighborhood in Baghdad, which,
as you know, is a very troubled place where the militia of Muqtada al
Sadr is viewed as having more strength than perhaps the U.S. forces
and the Iraqi forces? Is that not a setback today?
MR. SNOW: No, because, again, checkpoints -- to deal with
checkpoints does not necessarily change the situation in terms of how
you deal with Sadr City.
The Prime Minister has also said on a
number of occasions, if you look at Sadr City, in his opinion, 90 to
95 percent are people who support the mission and they're opposed to
terrorism. And so he has also said that the Iraqis, themselves, are
going to be most capable of gathering intelligence going after them.
There are a number of things going on in Sadr City. What he did
not say is, let's not continue going after terrorist organizations.
As a matter of fact, the other day, when he was walking through and
describing his own view of his responsibilities as commander-andchief -- and I want to quote it correctly -- he made it clear that a
fundamental part of that is fighting terror, including militias and
including separatist terror groups.
He said that "joint efforts
continue to pursue terrorists and outlaws who expose the lives of
citizens to killings, abductions, and explosions." Abductions also
would include a U.S. serviceman.
So the Prime Minister, now on -- I don't know -- three or four
occasions at least in the last week, in talking about security, has
made it clear that sectarian violence, whether it be through militias
or whether it be thtough Saddam loyalists or others, is pot something
he's going to accept. As a matter of fact, what he said in a
conference call the other day is that he wants the ability to respond
more swiftly and more precisely to things as they come.

Q

Tony, more on this non-rift with Maliki.

MR. SNOW:

Yes.

Q

How can you say there's not a rift at all? I mean, that's
the impression you're leaving -- when, as Kelly points out, he has
one opinion about how to conduct operations in Sadr City, U.S.
commanders have another opinion about how to conduct operations in
Sadr City -- why is that not a rift?
MR. SNOW:
Because -- is every time somebody has a discussion
about how best to proceed, is that a rift, or is that a -- actually,
a discussion about how best to proceed? I mean, I think what you're
trying to do
Well, it's words, not actions.
what you want?
Q
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MR. SNOW:
Yes, his actions -- again, the Prime Minister, if you
take a look at what he's been doing, he's been very assertive and
aggressive.
For instance, I've already mentioned a number of times
the demobilization of a Shia police battalion

Q

I understand that, but I'm going to go back to a question
I've had in the past -- are you completely satisfied with what Mr.
Maliki is doing as far as actions in Iraq?
MR. SNOW:
Look, what do you mean by completely satisfied?
Every single act at every single time -Q

Well, you say there's no rift --

MR. SNOW:
I'm not going to get into the rift creation
business. As you understand and the President said, and President
Maliki understands, there may be times when, on small details -- this
is the Prime Minister's words --on details they may disagree.
But
on the overall plan for proceeding and how they do it, they do
agree.
Now, there are going to be times when they disagree on
particular actions.
For instance, last week, when you had the strike
in Sadr City, which he had approved of, which he had known about, but
he was not informed at the time that the action took place -- he was
unhappy, and he should have been.
It wasn't a rift, but it was one
of those things where you work together and you try to fix it.

Q
Well, are you in this difficult position where you do want
to make sure that Maliki doesn't, as the President said, dawdle, and
yet you don't want to hit him too hard? I mean, can you explain sort
of what position you are?
MR. SNOW:
The position is we're actually gratified that you've
got an Iraqi Prime Minister who is being very assertive about this
stuff.
I mean, I really think -- look, for instance, over the
weekend, or maybe it was yesterday, there were a whole series of
stories that were citing somebody "close to the Prime Minister" whor.
in fact, wasn't part of any of the discussions about how we're
proceeding. And he was painting a dire picture of how the Prime
Minister was standing up to the Americans.
It's not true.
The fact
is, if you talk to General Casey -- I've listed all the people who've
talked about this --they're working closely together and they get
more closely knitted together with each and every day because they've
got the shared mission and they also understand the importance of
winning in Baghdad and eventually creating that Iraq that can
sustain, defend, and govern itself.

Q
So he gets final word? I know it's a sovereign nation.
If
the military decides they want to put checkpoints up in Sadr City to
make things better for the people of Sadr City, but Maliki says, no,
no, no-- it's his final decision?
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MR. SNOW: No, you operate cooperatively. As you know, under
the U.N. agreement right now, the multinational forces in Iraq make
military decisions.
But they're certainly going to do those in
concert with Prime Minister Maliki.

Q

That's not a military decision, is it?

MR. SNOW:
That's a military decision, but I'm not aware that
people have dug in their heels on it.
Q

Back on North Korea for a second.

MR. SNOW:

Yes.

Q
You've bee~ portraying this announcement today as a big
step forward, a big move.
But why should anybody believe that this
time around North Korea will be any more serious about doing
something about its nuclear program?
MR. SNOW:

Well, the President --

Q
Have you received any indication of what they said about
why they're coming back to the talks?
MR. SNOW: No.
Look, it's pretty clear -- when your number-one
trading partner and your number-one supplier of energy comes to you
and has a frank discussion, the contents of which I don't know, and
out of that comes an agreement to engage in the six-party talks,
you'll have to draw your own conclusions.
Here's what the President said.
I think it's reasonable to say
trust, but verify, because he has said that he wanted to thank the
Chinese for encouraging the meeting that got the agreement to the
six-party talks -- to get the six-party talks restarted.
But he also
says, we'll be sending teams to the region to work with our partners
to make sure that the current United Nations Security Council
Resolution is enforced, but also to make sure that the talks are
effective, that we achieve the results we want, which is a North
Korea that abandons nuclear weapons programs.
So, look, this is a step forward.
Is it an absolute, lock-dead
guarantee? We'll find out if the North Koreans are going to make
good on their word. What you're doing, of course, is expressing the
very kind.of skepticism we've had in the past, which is why we've
talked about the importance of having verifiable activities on the
part of the North Korean government. That has always been one of the
preconditions for six-party talks. And again, this is -- this I
think is a very important reaffirmation of the way the President went
about it.
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Q
There were also,
were seeing some movements
that they were going to do
anything more lately about

a couple of weeks ago, reports that people
over in North Korea that might indicate
another nuclear test.
Have you heard
that, whether they've stopped?

MR. SNOW:
That would be certainly inconsistent with an
agreement to return to the six-party talks.

Q
Have you heard anything, though, in terms of whether that
activity has stopped?
MR. SNOW:
Even if I had -- look, we don't talk intelligence.
Come on, you know that, Toby.

Q
Tony, since you reacted to Senator Kerry's comments, I
wonder
Charlie Rangel, another powerful Democrat, this morning in
The New York Post, is calling the Vice President an SOB, says he' is
misrepresenting his position on tax cuts or tax increases.
I wonder
if you will react to that.
But, more broadly, since most people are
predicting either Democrats take back Congress, or the Republicans
keep it with very thin margins, with this kind of rhetoric flying
around, what kind of hope does the President have that he's really
going to accomplish very much in his final two years when all the
dust has settled?
MR. SNOW: Well, I think what's going to happen is when you get
a Republican Congress in defiance of all predictions, Democrats are
going to have to ask themselves the question, which is·, do you want
to play a constructive role? In many ways, the strategy has been to
create a failed government by obstructing everything the President
wants to do, with a couple of noble exceptions like the ports bill,
which was important. But there has been a deliberate obstructionist
approach on the part of Democratic leaders in both Houses.
As far as Charlie calling names of the President -Q

The Vice President.

MR. SNOW:
the Vice President -- I'm sorry -- in a year in
which, again, on these key issues, the Democrats don't have a plan,
it does appear that they have an anger management problem.
But on
the other hand, I asked the Vice President about it today and he had
a big hearty laugh. He knows Charlie.

Q
You said earlier in response to Bret's question that you
thought Senator Kerry should apologize to troops.
MR. SNOW:
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Q
I wondered, do you have the same feeling about -- in
Illinois, when Pete Roscam told Tammy Duckworth, who, as you know,
had lost her legs in Iraq, that she would cut and run from Iraq, and
then apologized when he realized that she physically couldn't run?
Should he apologize to her? And should -- in Pennsylvania, when
Sherwood told Chris Carney, who had worked, as you know, in the
Pentagon pre-war, that he had helped make a false case for war,
directly criticizing his military service -- should Sherwood and
should Roscam also apologize?
MR. SNOW: What you're trying to do on the Tammy Duckworth case
and first, the President thanks everybody who served, and that
would include Tammy Duckworth. What you're doing is you're trying to
take a common figure of speech and twist it into a personal insult,
and I don't think it fits in that case. And I don't know about the
Sherwood thing.
I mean I just can't help you with that.
Go ahead.
Q
What happened
to what extent will what happens next
Tuesday be a referendum on the President and specifically the war?
MR. SNOW:
I think you're going to find out it will be
interesting, Peter. Look, what you've got -- in any congressional
election you have 435 referenda on House seats, and you've got 33
referenda or 34 on given years on Senate seats. We're going to find
out.
I think-- I'll tell you-- let me put it this way: The
President has made clear and will continue to make clear his
determination to win the war on terror of which Iraq is the central
front. And I think people are -- again, they're going to ask
themselves, what are you going to do? You ask Democrats a simple
question: What's your plan? Okay, you complain. What's your plan?
What are you going to do to win?
It's an important contrast to make.
But on the other hand the
President also has the positive message on the other side because he
says, here's the plan to win, and here's what's going to happen when
we do win. And it creates an entirely changed nature of the region,
because democracy will, in fact, catch on in the region and you will
have closer relations.
Democracies, by their natures, not only are
not warlike, but are more inclined to work together on cooperative
efforts like free trade and so on.
So I think it's -- I'll tell you
what, let's ask the question on Wednesday, and we'll try to do the
after-action reports. But I --

Q

Well, you've been --

MR. SNOW: Yes, and you know what's interesting is --of course,
look, I'm dealing with self-selected audiences.
I've talked to
Republican faithful, so these are obviously people who support the
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President.
But I will tell you that their enthusiasm for finishing
the job in Iraq-- people understand that it's tough; they understand
that it calls upon a nation's patience and its willingness to
sacrifice in a faraway place.
It has always been hard business, and
in every war in American history, the public has recoiled,
understandably, at the cost of engagement, especially far away.
But
they understand also the importance of finishing the job.
And on other issues -- I mean, when it comes to taxes, going
back to the Charlie Rangel question -- I mean, Charlie, a month ago,
had given the impression that continuing the tax cuts was off the
table, and apparently took a different position over the weekend.
But those are legitimate issues. Ask yourself, do you really think - are Democrats going to extend -- are they going to put a permanent
end to the marriage penalty? Are they going to get rid of the deqth
tax? Are they going to deal with a number of taxes that have been
trimmed under this presidency? Or are they going to let them just
sort of pop up again in the dead of night with no vote from
Congress?
Those are important issues, and the President is certainly
willing not only to take his position on it, but to clarify the
differences between the parties.

Q

When the President makes a comment on Iraq like.the one he
made last night in Texas, doesn't he, in effect, make it a referendum
on the war? Despite those 435 -MR. SNOW: Well, I don't know.
Look, it's interesting because
it may be it will also -- Democrats have obviously made it a key
issue for them. And having made it a key issue, you would think that
they would tell you what they plan to do. And they haven't. And
that also is an issue.
So it may be a referendum on the Democrats
approach to the most important issue in terms of our strategic
interests.

Q

Yesterday, Prime Minister Tony Blair said that basically if
there's not an international collaboration on changing global
warming, there will not only be irreversible environmental damage,
there will also be economic damage to the extent -- I think he called
it devastating -- to the scale of -- or what happens in world wars.
So my question is, does the administration still maintain that its
climate change policy is based on not only sound science, but sound
economics?
MR. SNOW:
Yes, and as a matter of fact, also aggressive
activity on the environment.
Let me recite a little bit.
In 2002,
in February, the President committed to cutting greenhouse gas
intensity, how much we emit per unit of economy activity by 18
percent. Well, guess what.
The intensity declined 2 percent in
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2003, and another 2.5 percent in 2004.
We're cutting back.

They're ahead of goals.

One of the things the President has been talking about, and
you've heard a lot of times, Paula, is getting rid of America's
"addiction to oil." Well, how do you do that? Well, you innovate
your way out by finding energy sources that, in fact, do not
contribute to climate change, that cannot be construed as
contributing to global warming. He's talked about ethanol, he's
talked about nuclear, he's talked about biodiesel, and he's talked
about the importance of being aggressive in terms of innovating our
way out of it.
You've had the Energy Policy Act of 2005; $5 billion in tax
incentives for clean energy systems and highly efficient vehicles.
You've had the Advanced Energy Initiative-- that's a 22 percent
increase in Department of Energy research funding.
You increase CAFE
standards for SUVs.
There is $25 billion on climate change programs,
by far the most in the world, that ~nclude:
Climate Science Program,
$2 billion a year; Climate Technology Program, $3 billion a year;
Climate yision, 15 industry sectors cutting emissions; you have
climate leaders -- more than 70 companies cutting emissions. And
what's interesting is we've also been working with our allies on ways
to do the same sort of thing.
So the President has, in fact, contrary to stereotype, been
actively engaged in trying to fight climate change and will continue
to do so.

Q
One area that is notably absent and that even Shell Oil and
other major players are calling for is global mandatory emissions
trade program, that unless you do this on an international basis,
it's not in the long-term economic interest of the United States,
which seems to be one of your arguments, that somehow it benefits the
United States in the long-term.
MR. SNOW: Well, actually, what the United States has done is
we've actually taken the lead on those kinds of innovations, such as
the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, which
involves working together with China, India, Korea -- South Korea -Japan and Australia. You've got a methane program, 17 countries
working to capture 50 million tons of methane emissions. You've got
an international partnership for hydrogen energy.
You've got Carbon
Sequestration Leadership Forum, which deals directly with what you're
talking about. And there's also a global nuclear energy partnership.
So, look, the President is eager to find any ways and obviously
believes in market-based solutions, because what they end up doing is
making use of people's natural incentives for doing well by doing the
right things.
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One last follow-up.
With respect to oil ~nd the addiction
you say the United States has for oil, in the months leading up to
the war and afterwards, when asked if this war was all about oil, the
administration always denied that was the case, but now, inserting
into a lot of these speeches, the President is emphasizing the need
to preserve the oil reserves over there and that not to do so would
be a very devastating impact on Iraq.
But wouldn't it also be a
devastating impact on the United States, which relies on oil?

Q

MR. SNOW: not necessarily, because Iraq is not a significant
source of oil production for the United States right now.
The reason
the President talks about the importance of maintaining the Iraqi oil
fields is that it offers an opportunity for literally a common pool
of wealth that will be used -- he encourages it being distributed
among all Iraqis so that they're all going to have a shared economic
and financial interest in the success of the country.
He looks upon
this as a common resource for the Iraqi people. And he makes the
very reasonable point that you want the Iraqis to be fully invested,
again, literally and figuratively, in making sure that democracy
works. And that's a very powerful way to do it.
April.

Q
Two things, one on North Korea and the other on Sudan.
When did the President decide to pull apart the issue of nuclear
weapons and counterfeiting? Because from that podium, he said they
were issues that went together. And now you're saying that he's
going to deal with tpe issue of money laundering later.
MR. SNOW: No, I said if it comes up -- Secretary Rice said it
could come up at a future date in a forum at the six-party talks.
It
has not been severed. What's your second question?

Q
So if they go into these talks, these upcoming talks that
you're looking at, they will deal with both issues at the same time?
MR. SNOW:
I don't know how they're going to stage it.
That's a
question, really, that you need to ask State.
They're going to be
able to answer that technical question; I can't.

Q
And on the Sudan, Muslim peacekeeping forces, did the
President and Natsios talk about that at all?
MR. SNOW:
You know what, I wasn't in the meeting and I didn't
get a more detailed readout.
I'll find out for you.
Do me a favor
and just ping me on it, so I do remember. Actually, can we take a
note here?
Q
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indeed, an all-Muslim peacekeeping force, that it would be biased
towards Khartoum. What is your thought about that?
MR. SNOW: Well, the one thing that the President made clear
and let me just pull up some of the comments he made when he was
speaking with Ambassador Natsios -- is that the government in
Khartoum needs to understand how serious we are about getting peace
for the people in Darfur.
He said, "The people who have suffered in
Darfur need to know the United States will work with others to help
solve the problem." And, "The government of Sudan must understand
that we're serious --when you deliver a message to them on behalf of
our government" --he was saying to Andrew Natsios -- "that we're
earnest and serious about their necessity to step up and work with
the international community." This talks about, the President also
had mentioned a credible international peacekeeping force.
As you
know, he just got back and what he said is that Andrew Natsios has
been there for 10 days. And unfortunately, but to nobody's surprise,
there is a grim report about the human condition there. And the
President is outraged about it and he believes the international
community needs to step up, and he believes that the government of
Sudan needs to do it, as well.
Q
Tony, you mentioned that the President will go to Missouri
on Friday. Will he do anything with Senator Talent?
MR. SNOW:
I don't know.
for him.
I'll find out.
Q ·

He's certainly going to be campaigning

But it's intended to be for his Senate campaign?

MR. SNOW:
Yes. Obviously, for all candidates, but a close and
highly watched race down there is Jim Talent.
I was campaigning for
him there yesterday.
Q
Does the President have a feeling about the Michael J. Fox
ad, which has been so much in the news in that race and in others?
MR. SNOW:
No, I have not heard him talk about it.
But it's
interesting, let's make a couple of important points when it comes to
stem cell research. Any stem cell research that takes place in the
United States today is a result of a decision the President made in
2001, to be the first to make available 60 then-existing stem cell
lines involving embryonic stem cells. He said at the time also that
he believed that those stem cells, the collection of such cells
involved the taking of a human life. He did not think it would be
appropriate for the federal government to engage in something morally
controversial, but he would not outlaw it, and in fact, would permit
private investment, which is going on in some places.
Meanwhile, the United States has the most robust program in
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investigating the promise of adult and blood cord stem cells, which
so far have demonstrated far more promise in dealing with real
conditions than embryonic stem cells, which to date at least have not
yielded the results that many people would like to see them produce.
So when it comes to the issue of stem cell research, there has been
no party and no President who has stepped up and made possible more
research and encouraged more research than George W. Bush.

Q
But beyond that, does he feel that the Fox ads are
inappropriate?
MR. SNOW: Again, he just -- I haven't heard him talk about it,
don't expect to hear him talk about it.

Q
Will he talk about stem cell research if he campaigns with
Jim Talent?
MR. SNOW: Well, we'll find out.
It's -- look, it's an issue,
and I've just given you the position. And also the question is, will
you talk about the record of the administration in trying to assess
.the truth or the veracity of charges that are leveled against members
of the Senate --

Q
--. going to talk about the record, I would say that those
60 lines didn't materialize.
MR. SNOW: Well, no, at least 21 of them are involved in active
research right now, and you know it.

Q
Tony, what's the decision-making process on where the
President is going to go, leading to Election Day? Why is he going
where he's going? And second, have we seen the stump speech, or is
it going to continue to evolve and perhaps become even more
aggressive?
MR. SNOW:
We don't believe in staying in the same place, so the
President will continue to sharpen his message.
He's going to places
where he can make a difference. You know, for all the, ~President
Bush is not going to go to contested districts" -- well, let's see,·
he's in Mike Sodrel's district, which is a very close district.
He's
going down to Mac Collins's district, a close race, today.
He was in
Texas yesterday, close district. He's going to be in Missouri,
you've got a close Senate race.
The President knows that when he gets there -- and some of you
have been there.
I think there were a lot of people maybe astonished
by the boisterousness of the responses that he's seen in Statesboro
and in Indiana and elsewhere. Where people see the President, his
passion, his commitment, and his determination, it does make a
difference, and it sends a powerful message not merely to Republican
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partisans, but also independent voters. And more people are going
into the undecided category these days because they're scratching
their heads and asking the question, who is going to be serious about
the future?
So these are going to be events that will be important for those
candidates, but it also sends a message nationwide about a President
who has a very aggressive view not merely of the next seven days, but
the next two years.
Q
Is his schedule going to be heavy on contested districts
and states?
MR. SNOW:
I think so.
I mean, I can't give you a full readout
of the districts, but so far, yes.
Q
There are repo~ts out of Colorado that he'll be there over
the weekend. Can you confirm that?
MR. SNOW: No, I can't. Again, I'm still -- look, a number of
these things are still in process and we're nailing down final
detaiis on a number of them. When I'm in a position to do it -Q

Tell us a little more about that process.

MR. SNOW: You're going to have to call the political office.
They're the guys who are working a lot of that out.
Q

Has any candidate told him to stay away?

MR. SNOW:

Not that I'm aware of.

Q
In his campaign speech, he's being very clear about kind of
linking a vote for the Democrats to the insurgents and how important
it is, therefore, to vote for the Republicans. And in a TV interview
in the last couple of days, Vice President Cheney was even more blunt
about this.
Is it the position of the President that, in fact, the
Democratic Party is the party of the insurgents and the party of al
Qaeda?
MR. SNOW: No, it's the position of the President that the
Democratic policies -- he doesn't think for a minute the Democrats
are sitting around saying, "go, bin Laden.'' People understand-- but
what he does think is that the policies are simply flat wrong. And
if you think through them, you come to the conclusion that the idea,
for instance, of withdrawal without any recognition of conditions on
the ground, withdrawal without an assurance of victory in Iraq is a
recipe for the kind of disaster I outlined before. That's an
important distinction to make.
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In that sense, yes, it would be good for terrorists because they
would have safe haven in Iraq. On the ·other hand, what he's not
saying-- and I'm glad you asked the question-- he's certainly not
going to accuse people of running around with "I love bin Laden" tshirts.
It's important to know that people -- you can be patriotic,
but you can also be wrong on something very important. And the
President hasn't questioned the patriotism of Democrats, and he's
certainly not going to accuse them of climbing in bed with bin
Laden.
But he will be clear that if you follow these policies, or,
as I've been saying, really the lack of a policy to its logical
conclusion, it could get you in real trouble.
Q
Tony, when the President and Vice President talk about how
insurgents and volatile forces are watching this election, is there
an inference there that they would hope Democrats prevail?
MR. SNOW: Well, I don't-- you know, I'll let you draw your own
conclusions on that. He's not trying to--

Q
Are you guys polling in the Tora Bora Mountains or -seriously.
MR. SNOW:
That's a good line.
That's cute.
That's _why I
didn't answer the question.
I don't have a clue.
I mean, I've said
many times I'm not going to know the thoughts of them, which is why I
didn't take that extra leap, Dick.

Q

But if you assert they're influencing -- influencing to

what end?
MR. SNOW:

Influencing?

Q
The election process. You've said it.
the Vice President have said it.

The President and

MR. SNOW: Now you're getting into a separate issue here, which
is terrorists who have committed certain acts of terror may try to
influence elections by, among other things, shaping media coverage,
so that we have a concentration not on what American men and women
have been achieving in Iraq, but instead, acts of violence that give
the appearance of defeat at a time when, again, to repeat what
General Casey said, they have not lost a single engagement, and there
has been -- at least according to the Prime Minister, considerable
progress within Iraq, which is why the war is more popular in Iraq
than it is in the United States. So to that -- in terms of a
but
that's as much a discussion of propaganda as a tool in a time of war
is anything else.
Go ahead.

Q
A tool to what end, though? Are you suggesting by
discussing this now over a period of days that that influence is
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intended to unseat Republicans?
MR. SNOW: No, I'm suggesting that that influence is designed to
try to weaken American will to .finish the job.
It's a separate and
unrelated item in that sense.
But what is -- what I'm also saying
is, don't you think Democrats -- and a number of you have written
stories about this -- don't you think, on this issue that they
consider of such paramount importance, that they ought to be able to
get their act together long enough to come up with a plan? If it's
that important, you got to figure out what you're going to do?

Q

-- the President have a plan?

Q
Tony, let ~e just ask your plan about this idea of -- I
believe it was called withdrawal without assurance of victory in
Iraq, which I think was the summary of the Democrats' position. And
it gets back to this notion of this being a referendum, because isn't
what the President putting forward -- is to stay without an assurance
of victory in Iraq?
MR. SNOW:

Q

No, it's to stay with a determination of victory.

There's no assurance of victory in Iraq.

MR. SNOW: Well, Jim, are you saying that you don't think our
troops are going to be able to complete the job?

Q
I'm not saying ~- it doesn't matter what I'm saying.
only matters what you folks are saying.

It

MR. SNOW:
Okay, here's -- let me put it this way.
If you'd
asked the same question in World War II, people would have looked at
you like you were crazy, because even when times looked toughest,
there was a national determination to win. And there is a national
determination to win in Iraq. And so the assurance I'm giving you is
based on the quality and determination not only of U.S. forces, but
also the Iraqis who are fighting with them. And the question is not
if, but when.

Q
But why isn't it a fair reading of this, if the President
·is going to throw the idea out that what Democrats are doing is
advocating leaving without an assurance of victory, why isn't it a
fair reading of the situation to say, on one hand, you have leaving
without assurance, and on the other hand, you have staying without an
assurance?
MR. SNOW:
Because to leave is to create a vacuum and there is
really not much doubt of what the result is going to be.
To stay,
with victory as your determination, ensures that you're going to have
the ability over time to do what you want to achieve.
It seems to me
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that you're trying to draw -- let me get to the back rows a little
bit first, and then we'll get back up here.

Q
Thank you, Tony.
Several members of Congress I spoke to on
the Republican side say whether or not they retain the majority in
the House, Speaker Hastert will not remain in his position. And they
said the Speaker has talked about being the next ambassador to
Japan. Has the White House had any discussions with him about that?
MR. SNOW: Not that I'm aware of.
That's the first I've heard
about it. Yes, I'm speechless. That's a new one on me, John.
Go ahead.
Q
Tony, two questions. On Sunday, Tim Russert asked
Maryland's Republican U.S. Senate nominee Michael Steele, are you
running as a proud Bush Republican? Steele replied, and this is a
quote, "I'm running as a proud Republican." My question: What is
the reaction of the head of the Republican Party to this deletion of
him by nominee Steele, who had no such deletion regarding his
endorsements by Don King and Mike Tyson?
MR. SNOW: What you-- you forgot Russell Simmons.
(Laughter.)
You got to finish your endorsement. Look, I'll tell you what -- a
couple of things. Number one, the President understands politics and
he also wants Michael Steele to be the next senator from Maryland and
he's confident he's going to be it.
I'm campaigning for Michael
tomorrow.
So it's not like we're doing anything we can to hide our
support for him.

Q
The Chairman of the Senate Democratic Campaign said he is
confident of a Democratic takeover of the Senate on November the 7th,
and the election is a referendum on George Bush. How does the
President react to this chairman's predictions?
MR. SNOW:

With anticipation of November 8th.

Q
On North Korea, you also noted that the President said
today he'll be sending teams to the region.
MR. SNOW:

Q
be sent?

Yes.

What are the role of those teams and how early could they

MR. SNOW: We'll be making appropriate announcements at the
appropriate time.
Q
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MR. SNOW: Well, it's --look, the Secretary of State has said
that she'd like to see talks commence before the end of the year.
That's two months.
So, I mean, we're working quickly to try to get
the process back up and going.
One in the back and then we'll go ahead and
Q
Is the President concerned about the close ties between
Prime Minister Maliki and Muqtada al Sadr might hinder a tough stance
against the militias, especially the Mahdi Army?
MR. SNOW: No, the President understands, first, that Muqtada al
Sadr is part of the government; secondly, that the Prime Minister has
made clear the necessity of dealing with key players on both sides.
As you know, he met with Muqtada al Sadr and Ali al Sistani a li~tle
more than a week ago; they had a reconciliation conference with
Sunnis in Saudi Arabia. And furthermore, the Prime Minister has also
met with a hundred Sunni leaders, tribal leaders, working on the
issue.
If you're going to be the leader of Iraq, and you're going to
deal with sectarian issues, and you're going to deal with militias,
you're going to have to do the sort of things that Prime Minister
Maliki has been doing.
I think it shows that you've got a politician
who's realistic about how to proceed.
Martha.

Q
Tony, some of Senator Kerry's people are saying that
Senator Kerry was not talking about the soldiers when he made that
comment, but, in fact, was talking about the President.
MR. SNOW:

We're deporting high school students to get stuck in

Iraq?

Q
I'm just telling you what Senator Kerry's people are
saying, that he was talking about the President, not the soldiers
that if he had done his homework, we wouldn't be stuck in Iraq.
MR. SNOW:

Okay. A, he -- I'm sorry.

Tell them to try version

2. 0.

Q
When you were talking to Jim about assurance, the Democrats
don't have assurance of victory, that implies you can assure victor
in Iraq.
MR. SNOW:
Let me put it this way.
The President is confident
of victory. Look, in a time of war -- I love this. Would you have
asked, would somebody have said, Lincoln, will you assure victory;
Roosevelt, will you assure victory?
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Q

You just said the Democrats can't assure victory.

MR. SNOW: No, what I'm saying is the Democrats -- by saying
that their primary mission is to withdraw from Iraq without an
assurance of victory means that you set in place conditions that
could create absolute chaos in the region and around the world.
The
President is determined, knowing the quality and the courage and the
ingenuity and the ability of American forces working with the Iraqis,
who become more capable with each passing day, that they're going to
get the job done.
He knows it's going to be tough.
But on the other
hand, the way you win is you stay determined and steadfast to the
goal. ·And at the same time, as we've been through many times in
recent weeks, you remain nimble about the changing conditions on the
battlefield.

Q

Well, we've also been through many times that the
assurances from the administration at the very beginning of the war
were that it would be -- we'd be greeted as liberators in Iraq, that
it would be almost a cake walk, and that didn't turn out to be true.
Isn't that why people have questions about your assurances now?
You're assurances at the beginning of the war have not come true.
MR. SNOW:
Let me make the point again.
If you leave without
victory, you create conditions for defeat.
If you stay and you're
determined to win-- I'll let you ask the question.
Have some of
your guys in Baghdad ask our forces, do you think you're going to be
able to finish the job? My guess is their answer is going to be,
yes. And beyond that, we're engaging in chin pulling that's goin~ to
get us chasing around a tree for the rest of the --

Q

-- Democrats like Murtha have said they feel -- actually,

they praise the soldiers and say that they've done their job, but
that the rest of it in terms of the strife among Iraqis can't -MR. SNOW: Again, I've asked you to ask the soldiers what their
view is. A lot of these people have re-upped two and three times
because they think they're involved in something special. And I dare
say CNN gets the kind of mail that we get, which are a lot of people
frustrated because their side doesn't get told. We get pictures of
people getting killed, but we don't get pictures of people doing
their jobs.
Thank you.

END
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To:

DL-OVP-WW; Addington, DavidS.; Morgan, Derrick D.; Becker, Brenda L.; McBride, Lea A.; Coffin,
Shannen W.

Cc:

McBrien, Lauren D.

Subject: New CNN/ORC Polls

FYI, from Hotline On Call-- series ofCNN polls shows Menendez, Brown, Webb all leading. Corker
ahead afFord by eight points; Talent and McCaskill tied.
A new round of CNN/Opinion Research polls in five states show Derus leading in 3 of 5 top races and
tied in one. Looks like Missouri is the Derus' 51st seat and the GOPers' firewall. The results, ofbetween
500-600 LVs per state (margin of error+/- 4.4% to 4%):
MISSOURI
Sen. Jim Talent (R)
Aud. Claire McCaskill (D)

4 9%
49

NEW JERSEY
Se n. Bob Menendez (D)
State Sen. Tom Kean (R)

51%
44

OHIO
Rep. Sherrod Brown (D)
Sen. Mike DeWine (R )

54 %
43

TENNESSEE
Ex -Chattanooga Mayor Bob Corker (R) 52 %
Rep. Harold Ford (D)
44

VIRGINIA
Ex -N avy Sec. Jim Webb (D)
Sen. George Allen (R)
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Economic News Summary for October 31, 2006
Prepared by OVP Domestic Policy

U.S. Drops Bid Over Royalties From Chevron (NYT) The Interior Department has dropped claims that the Chevron
Corporation systematically underpaid the government for natural gas produced in the Gulf of Mexico, a decision that could
allow energy companies to avoid paying hundreds of millions of dollars in royalties. The agency had ordered Chevron to
pay $6 million in additional royalties but could have sought tens of millions more had it prevailed. The decision also sets a
precedent that could make it easier for oil and gas companies to lower the value of what they pump each year from federal
property and thus their payments to the government. Interior officials said on Friday that they had no choice but to drop
their order to Chevron because a department appeals board had ruled against auditors in a separate case.
A Proposal for Federal Protection From Catastrophe Divides Insurers (NYT) Even as profits on home insurance are
soaring, some of the nation's big insurers are turning to Washington in a bid to gain protection against future catastrophic
losses. The two biggest companies, Allstate and State Farm, which provide nearly 35% of the insurance on American
homes, are seeking legislation that would offer the same kind of program for hurricanes and other natural disasters as the
government now promises to provide to commercial insurers in a future terrorism attack. The details are still being worked
out, but the insurers and their supporters in Congress are talking about state and federal support kicking in after the industry
has paid the first $4.5 billion in damage, compared with the first $25 billion in a terror attack. Three Florida lawmakerstwo Republicans and a Democrat- have introduced federal legislation that would greatly reduce the risk for home insurers
and, they say, make insurance on homes in vulnerable areas more affordable and more available .... [O]pponents, including
a number of other insurance companies, say that the government should not be in the business of bailing out insurance
companies for their losses and that any such program would mostly benefit homeowners along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts
at the expense of residents elsewhere in the country. They argue that lowering premiums may send the wrong signal to
people on the coasts and encourage further construction in vulnerable areas, resulting in higher payouts for insurance and
disaster relief.
Employers, Insurers Push Generics Harder (WSJ) [A] growing number of companies are trying harder to push generic
drugs on their employees. At prices often 80% cheaper than those of brand-name medicines, generics have become a key
tool for health insurers and employers trying to hold back soaring medical costs. There's hardly a health plan today that
doesn't use higher copayments on branded drugs as a way to nudge employees toward less-expensive copycat versions .
... The concerted push comes in part because the availability of generics is fast reaching a critical mass -- and as healthcare costs continue to soar, employers and insurers are eager to take full advantage of the generics' lower prices. Over the
past 12 months, four of the biggest blockbuster medicines -- the cholesterol drug Zocor, the antidepressant Zoloft, the
antibiotic Zithromax and the nasal spray Flonase -- have gone generic. Patents for at least 11 more top-selling medicines
are expected to expire within the n6xt two years. All told, nearly half of the 60 most commonly prescribed drugs will become
available generically over the next four years, at prices that could save health plans and consumers a potential $49 billion
by 2010.
OVP S~~FF
Opinion
SECRET/\RYRECEIVED
Management 101 for Our Public Schools (WSJ, Moe) The Department of Education recently announced its first grants in
a new $94-million program to fund incentive-pay plans for teachers .... [T]he idea -- that a teacher's pay should depend in
part on how much his students actually learn -- is revolutionary. It is also common sense .... Beyond a brief probationary
period, teachers have lifetime job security (tenure) and are virtually impossible to dismiss even if their students learn
absolutely nothing year after year. Their pay, moreover, is based entirely on a salary schedule defined by seniority and
credentials, and takes no account of whether their students are learning anything. All teachers, good and bad, are rewarded
equally- a truly dumb idea .... In any organization, the key to effective performance lies in getting the incentives right.
Rewards need to be structured in such a way that people with the right talents and skills are attracted to the organization,
employees are motivated to be as productive as possible, and unproductive employees have incentives to leave .... [P]ublic
schools, unlike most government organizations, do have a quantifiable bottom line-- namely, student achievement, which
can be measured quite reliably through standardized tests. Under NCLB and state accountability systems, students are
already being tested regularly. It is a natural next step to connect the dots to teachers: measuring the learning that takes
place in each classroom. and creating an incentive system that rewards teachers on that basis.
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GOP pours in money for Cubin
By NOELLE STRAUB

Star- Tribune Washington bureau with wire reports

WASHINGTON -- Facing the prospect of losing their majority in Congress and increasingly
uneasy about Rep. Barbara Cubin's re-election chances, national Republicans are pouring nearly
$250,000 into Wyoming to run TV ads against Democratic challenger Gary Trauner.
Also hoping to boost Cubin's chances, Vice President Dick Cheney will make a return campaign
appearance in Wyoming on Saturday. But the Republican incumbent must also now contend with
a new Wyoming group called Republicans for Trauner.
Cubin was one of 34 House candidates across the country that the National Republican
Congressional Committee most recently spent money on, according to Federal Election
Commission reports. The committee on Friday spent $241,078 to run ads that call Trauner "dead
wrong for Wyoming."
That was the first time the NRCC spent any money on the Wyoming race, according to the
report. The committee spent more than $200,000 each on just 14 of the 34 contests, including
Cubin's, in its latest buy.
The money shows Republicans are worried about Cubin's chances, said Nathan Gonzales,
political editor of the nonpartisan Rothenberg Political Report, an independent newsletter that
analyzes races across the country.
"Every penny is precious to the NRCC, and I think them investing some money into the race is
in indication they're not happy with where she's polling right now," Gonzales said. "It's a very
Republican district, but she's under 50 percent in the polls, so that's not a great position to be in
a week before election day."
Gonzales said the national committee doesn't have enough money to become active in every
competitive race right now. "They're looking at the most efficient way to spend money and
somehow hold onto the majority," he said.
He added that the NRCC could see Cubin's race as an attractive contest to put dollars behind
because Republican voters outnumber Democrats in the state and the party can try to rally its
base.

OVP STAFF

Cubin's difficulties stem from a combination of how she has run her campaign and the national
political environment, Gonzales said. Her recent confrontation with a disabled Libertarian
candidate didn't help but is not the main cause of her re-election woes, he added.
"She had been underperforming well before she decided to stick her foot in her mouth,"
Gonzales said.
Cubin said the late ad buy is a reflection of troubles faced by the GOP nationally with the House
page scandal, Iraq and other issues and not because of any problems with her campaign.
"I was down, as were most Republicans in the state, around 10 points just by virtue of being a
Republican," Cubin said Sunday in an interview with The Associated Press. "And it's been that
way across the country."
But Republican pollster Jon McHenry said when a national committee is putting money into a
race like Cubin's, it means the party has some concerns about it.
"They want to make sure they don't let one slip away," said McHenry, with the GOP polling
firm of Ayres, McHenry and Associates Inc., based in Virginia just outside the nation's capital.
A race in a normally Republican stronghold such as Wyoming is not one Republicans would
typically look out for, he said. "But it's shaped up to be that kind of year where Republicans are
defending more territory than they usually have to," he said.
No benefit would come from money left over after the election, McHenry noted, so both
Democratic and Republicans campaign committees are looking closely at all races where the two
candidates are within five points in the polls.
This year Republicans are thinking, "We don't want this to get over 230 Democratic seats; if we
ought to win this race, let's put in the money and make sure we do win it," he said.
Cubin is seeking a seventh term against Trauner --a newcomer on the Wyoming political scene- and Libertarian Thomas Rankin. Last week the nonpartisan Cook Political Report moved
Cubin's re-election chances to a more vulnerable category, from "likely Republican" to "lean
Republican."
The latest poll in the race showed that Cubin and Trauner were running about even. The poll
sponsored by the Wyoming Tribune-Eagle found 44 percent support for Cubin and a little over
40 percent for Trauner, within the poll's margin of error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.
Rankin had 5 percent, and 8 percent were undecided.
National GOP officials will not publicly acknowledge that they fear for Cubin's chances.
The NRCC is running the ads to inform voters about Trauner' s stand on taxes and the fact that he
had lived in New York before he moving to Wyoming 16 years ago, said NRCC spokesman Ed
Patru.

"We want to make sure (Cubin) wins with a decisive margin to discourage other pro-tax,
carpetbagging liberals from running against her in the future," Pattu said. "She'll get back in
Congress after election day... We're not concerned we're going to lose the race, absolutely not."
Cheney, who also plans to stump for GOP candidates in Montana and Colorado this week, will
make a second trip to Wyoming to campaign on Saturday in Laramie. He also spoke at a rally for
Cubin at the Casper Events Center on Oct. 2.
Meanwhile, Cody attorney Stephen Simonton and two others have co-founded a Thermopolisbased group called Republicans for Trauner.
The 64-year-old Simonton, who says he has been a Republican since he reached voting age,
believes Cubin has become a "puppet" for the GOP instead of standing for the state. He said he
had never met Trauner before he started the group, which he got the idea to form the group when
Cubin won her primary election with just 61 percent of the vote.
"I came to realize there were probably a lot of Republicans who feel like I do and have for quite
a while," he said. "It's very clear that that 40 percent of the Republicans who voted against her
are ... pretty upset that she is out of touch with Wyoming."
Simonton said he has been "amazed" by the people supporting him, which he said make up the
vast majority of those he comes into contact with. But he acknowledged that he has run into
some conservatives who are "kind of disappointed" he is taking this tack.
The group put out 22,000 fliers that should be delivered to the doors ofRepublicans across the
state this week, he said. They are preparing to run a couple of statewide newspapers ads as well.

Poll: Freudenthal has huge lead over Hunkins
CHEYENNE, Wyo. - Gov. Dave Freudenthal enjoys a huge lead over Republican challenger
Ray Hunkins, according to a new poll.
The telephone survey conducted Oct. 18-25 by Aspen Media and Market Research for the
Wyoming Tribune-Eagle found 69 percent of likely voters said they would back the Democratic
governor, with only 18 percent saying they backed Hunkins. Ten percent of respondents were
undecided, 2 percent refused to answer and 1 percent said they supported neither candidate on
the ballot.
The poll surveyed 539 people and had a margin of error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.
Oliver Walter, a political science professor and dean of the University of Wyoming's College of
Arts and Sciences, said it would be almost inconceivable that Hunkins could overcome the
governor's lead before the Nov. 7 election.
·

"Well, it would be an absolute miracle. Nobody, in my memory, has ever made up that kind of
deficit," Walter said. "You would have to have a cataclysmic event to turn something around that
big."
Hunkins had a different read on the numbers.
"Well, my reaction is I think the Tribune-Eagle polling firm forgot to call my supporters," he
said while on a campaign stop in Thayne.
Ryan Lance, a spokesman for Freudenthal's campaign, said the campaign wouldn't rest until
Election Day.
"While the numbers are heartening, we still have some work to do," Lance said.
A Mason-Dixon Polling & Research poll conducted earlier in October for the Casper StarTribune showed Freudenthal with a 63-30 lead over Hunkins, with 7 percent undecided. That
poll also had a margin of error of 4 percentage points.
The Tribune-Eagle's poll also asked respondents who they thought would better handle a variety
of issues facing the state. On each question, Freudenthal came out ahead:
_On fighting methamphetamine, 45 percent said Freudenthal would do a better job, with 18
percent favoring Hunkins.
_Asked who would do a better job reining in state government, 57 percent said Freudenthal and
19 percent said Hunkins.
_Just over half, 53 percent, said Freudenthal would do a better job addressing moral and ethical
issues; 20 percent said Hunkins would do better.
_ Overall, 73 percent said the state is going in the right direction.
"The governor has a very unique breadth and scope of knowledge, and I think the voters
appreciate that and trust his ability to handle those issues," Lance said.
Hunkins interpreted the numbers differently. "It tells me that there has been a big effort to try
and convince the people of this state that the state is on the right track," he said.
Walter said Freudenthal has benefited from the state's booming economy.
Dan Hoffman, senior director of Aspen Media, headquartered in Boulder, Colo., agreed with
Walter that a Hunkins comeback at this point would be unlikely.
"When we look at this polling data right now, there is only 10 percent who are unsure," Hoffman
said. "It would have to take some really startling news about the governor for him to lose this
race."
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To:

DL-OVP-WW; Addington, DavidS.; Morgan, Derrick D.; Becker, Brenda L.; McBride, Lea A.; Coffin,
Shannen W.

Cc:

McBrien, Lauren D.

Subject : New C0-05 Poll

New Mason·Dixon poll (10/24·10127) shows Lamborn leading 47%·40% (+7); Mason·Dixon had previously shown
the race tied at 37%.

R epublican rally in sth
Poll suggests backlash to Dem publicity
By George Merritt and Karen E. Crummy
Denver Post Staff Writers
Republican Doug Lamborn has opened a lead in the surprisingly contested race for Colorado's 5th
Congressional District, signaling a possible backlash to projections of a big year for Democrats.
Lamborn leads Democrat Jay Fawcett 47 percent to 40 percent in a poll of 400 likely voters conducted
by Mason-Dixon Polling & Research Inc. for The Denver Post.
The race for the Republican- dominated 5th District drew national attention earlier this month when a
Denver Post poll showed the candidates tied at 37 percent each. No Democrat has held the seat since it
was created in 1972.
The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee has since prioritized the Sth as a "red to blue"
race. But all the attention may instead be helping Lamborn, said Colorado College political science
professor Bob Loevy. "I've detected in Colorado and across the country a bit of a circle-the-wagons
attitude on the part of Republicans, and I think this may be helping Lam born at this point," Loevy said.
"I think all of this publicity about 'it's going to be a big Democratic year' has caused a lot of Republicans
who might otherwise have voted Democratic ... to develop a psychology of 'my party needs me."'
On Friday, Vice President Dick Cheney will be in Colorado Springs to help boost Lamborn and other
Republicans.
Despite Lamborn's lead, Loevy said it is impressive that Fawcett is even in the conversation - much less
challenging for the seat- in a district where registered Republicans outnumber registered Democrats by
2-to-1.
"This, after all, is a district created by Democrats to use up Republican votes, not to elect Democrats to
the U.S. House of Representatives," Loevy said.

OVP S'/\f F

Fawcett is wooing unaffiliated voters with 52 percent to Lamborn's 34 percent.
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Fawcett's high polling numbers mirror races in states such as Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming and
California's central valley, where there are similar political demographics, said Amy Walter, senior
editor of the nonpartisan Cook Political Report.
"It's a pattern we're seeing. It's not 100 percent unique to the 5th District in Colorado," said Walter, who
tracks the nation's congressional races. "Compounding the problem in Colorado is that there is nothing
at the top of the ticket pulling Republicans to vote ... and Lamborn can't coalesce the base."
This district historically is the base, but a brutal, six-way primary left Lamborn on shaky ground. Rep.
Joel Hefley, who is retiring from the seat after 20 years, has refused to endorse Lamborn, calling his
primary campaign "sleazy" and "dishonest."
The poll was conducted last week and has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 5 percentage
points.
Each of the campaigns took the results as positive news Monday.
Fawcett campaign manager Wanda James said it is a bad sign for Lamborn that he does not have 50
percent of the vote despite being so well-known in the largely Republican district. But she
acknowledged the backlash.
"I think the Republican Party has done a good job of rallying its base," she said. And she noted that local
Republican advertising has focused on national implications rather than the local race.
"What it has been is, 'If you are voting for Jay Fawcett, you are voting for (Rep.) Nancy Pelosi (DCalif.).' ... If you can fmd me one Republican who thinks Lamborn is actually the best man for the job,
I'll buy you a steak dinner."
Lamborn agreed that Republicans have responded to national implications.
"When Republicans look at what is at stake nationally, they are prone to become good team players," he
said. "The last thing they want is a Speaker Pelosi."
That held true for James Wett wer, a registered Republican from Buena Vista. He said he has already
voted for Lamborn.
"I'm just concerned about what is going on this election and what the Democrats will do if they take
over," Wettwer said.
But John Page, an independent voter from Colorado Springs, said he plans to vote for Fawcett.
"I was really impressed with him at the debate," Page said. "And frankly, I really was not impressed
with Doug Lamborn."
Staff writer George Merritt can be reached at 303-954-1657 or gmerritt@denverpost.com.
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Durkin, Charles P.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---··· - - ·--

From:

Craige, Christopher E LtCol USAF OVP

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 12:55 PM

To:

Durkin, Charles P.

Cc:

Craige, Christopher E LtCol USAF OVP

Subject:

Admiral Keating Invite

THE VICE
IHAS SEEM

Attachments: Bio_Adm _Keating .doc

Charlie,
Here is the information for the invitation :
WHO: Admiral Timothy J. Keating NORAD/NORTHCOM Commander
WHAT: Dinner invitation for the VP at Commander's house
WHERE: Colorado Springs, Private House, suspect located on Peterson AFB, CO (this is where we will fly into
and can/will confirm)
WHEN : Friday, 3 Nov, Time TBD based on boss' schedule
I spoke briefly to the Exec for ADM Keating, but got cutoff and working to recontact (they are currenlty traveling).
Exec is CAPT Greg Nosal, (719) 235-1823.

I will relay to him that the VP already has plans, but I will inform him that the invitation is going to the VP's staff for
consideration based on scheduling .
Also attached electronic version of Admiral's bio.
V/R
Chris
Lt Col Christopher E. Craige, USAF
Military Aide to the Vice President
202-757-7569

<<Bio_Adm_Keating.doc»
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NORTH AMERICAN AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND
And UNITED STATES NORTHERN COMMAND

Biography

Directorate of Public Affairs, Headquarters, NORAD/U.S. Northern Command,
250 Vandenberg, Suite 8016, Peterson AFB, CO 80914-3808
Phone: (719) 554-6889 DSN: 692-6889

Admiral Timothy J. Keating
UNITED STATES NAVY
Admiral Timothy J. Keating is the Commander, North
American Aerospace Defense Command and United States
Northern Command at Peterson Air Force Base, Colo.
Admiral Keating, a native of Dayton, Ohio, graduated from
the United States Naval Academy in 1971. Following duty
aboard USS Mason (DD 852) in the western Pacific, he
completed flight training in August 1973. He was ordered to
V A-82, deploying twice to the Mediterranean aboard USS
Nimitz (CVN 68). In September 1978, he reported to VA-122,
NAS Lemoore, Calif., and subsequently served with
Commander, Carrier Air Wing Fifteen as Staff Landing
Signal Officer, deploying to the western Pacific/Indian Ocean
aboard USS Kitty Hawk (CV 63). From May 1982 to July
1984, as Administrative Officer, Operations Officer and
Maintenance Officer with VA-94, he deployed twice to the
western Pacific aboard USS Enterprise (CVN 65). His next
assignment was Aide and Flag Lieutenant to the Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Command.
In May 1987, Admiral Keating assumed command ofVFA-87 and deployed with CVW-8 aboard USS
Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71) to the North Atlantic and to the Mediterranean. After his tour with
VFA-87, he was assigned to the Naval Military Personnel Command in Washington, D.C., where he
served as Head of the Aviation Junior Officer Assignments Branch. He reported as Deputy
Commander, Carrier Air Wing Seventeen in January 1991, participating in combat operations in
support of Operation Desert Storm from USS Saratoga (CV 60).
Admiral Keating next served as a Chief of Naval Operations Fellow with the Strategic Studies Group
in Newport, R.I. Following duty with the Joint Task Force Southwest Asia in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
he deployed as Deputy Commander, Carrier Air Wing Nine aboard USS Nimitz (CVN 68) to the
Arabian Gulf. He assumed command ofCVW-9 in July 1993. In November 1994, Admiral Keating
reported to NAS Fallon, Nev., as Commander, Naval Strike Warfare Center.

Admiral Keating returned to the Naval Military Personnel Command in September 1995 as Director,
Aviation Officer Distribution Division. He served as the Deputy Director for Operations (Current
Operations/J33), Operations Directorate, the Joint Staff, Washington, from August 1996 until June
1998. He assumed ~ommand of Carrier Group Five home ported in Yokosuka, Japan, in June 1998. In
September 2000, Admiral Keating reported to OPNAV in Washington as Deputy Chief ofNaval
Operations for Plans, Policy and Operations (N3/N5). In February 2002, he assumed command of U.S.
Naval Forces Central Command and U.S. Fifth Fleet. From October 13, 2003 to October 21, 2004,
Admiral Keating served as the Director, Joint Staff. Admiral Keating assumed command ofNorth
American Aerospace Defense Command and United States Northern Command on November 5, 2004.
His awards include the Defense Distinguished Service Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters,
Distinguished Service Medal with Gold Star, Legion of Merit with three Gold Stars, Defense
Meritorious Service Medal, Meritorious Service Medal with Gold Star, three Air Medals, Navy
Commendation Medal with two Gold Stars and Combat "V" and various unit and campaign awards.
He has over 5,000 flight hours and 1,200 arrested landings.

(Current as of May 2005)
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Heiden, Debra
From:

McBride, Lea A.

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 3:09PM

To:

DL-OVP-WW; Addington, DavidS.; Becker, Brenda L.; O'Donnell, Claire M.; McConnell, John P. ; Morgan,
Derrick D.

THE VICE:. tJHt~IU ENT
HAS ~ f:.EN

Subject: FW: AP- Rangel Regrets Directing Curse At Cheney-- But Not Too Much

From: Fang Intern, Stephen
Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2006 3:07PM
To: McBride, Lea A.
Cc: McGinn, Megan E.; Hennigan, James R.; McBrien, Lauren D.; Raines, Michele L.; Speicher, William R.
Subject: AP- Rangel Regrets Directing Curse At Cheney-- But Not Too Much

Rangel Regrets Directing Curse At Cheney ·· But Not Too Much
AP - October 31, 2006
WASHINGTON -- Rep. Charles Rangel feels bad about directing a curse word at Vice President Dick Cheney- but not
too bad.
Rangel, a Harlem Democrat who regularly exchanges verbal volleys with his one-time House colleague Cheney, called
the vice president a "son of a bitch" Monday when asked by the New York Post about comments Cheney made about him
in a television interview.
"He is a son of a bitch, but I shouldn't have said it," Rangel told The Associated Press Tuesday.
"I thought that he should be flattered, there's certainly no animosity in it," said Rangel, saying that he had been making an
observation about Cheney. "Some people just have that as part of their personality."
Rangel's name is invoked daily by Republicans seeking to hold onto control of the House of Representatives. Democrats
must gain 15 seats to become the majority party, and if they do, Rangel would become the chairman of the powerful taxwriting Ways & Means Committee.
GOP leaders argue a Rangel-led committee would immediately start working to undo the Bush administration tax cuts
now set to expire in 2010.
Rangel said the charge is ridiculous. and he has not made any decisions about it.
"They can't get me to say I'm going to extend it. I say that just makes good economic sense to see what the status is of
our economy before we start projecting what tax cuts we'll have in the future," said Rangel, the dean of New York's
congressional delegation.
Rangel reacted to Cheney's comments in TV interviews Monday in which he told CNBC that Rangel wouldn't keep "a
single one" of Bush's tax cuts, and later told Fox News Channel: "Charlie doesn't understand how the economy works."
As much as the two men dislike each other, they clearly love feuding.
More than a year ago, Rangel said he would like to think Cheney is "sick rather than just mean and evil," prompting
Cheney to answer: "Charlie is losing it, I guess."
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Durkin, Charles P.
Becker, Brenda L.
Tuesday, October 31, 2006 12:28 PM
Durkin, Charles P.
Fw: Statement - (Sen . Kerry) Responding to Republican Distortions, Pathetic Tony Snow
Diversions and Distractions

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kerry f i ght ing back
Brenda Becker
Office of Vice Pres i dent Cheney
456-6774
-----Origina l Message----From : White House News Update
To : Becker , Brenda L.
Sent: Tue Oct 31 12 : 13 : 42 2006
Subject : Statement - (Sen. Kerry) Responding to Republican Distortions ,
Diversions and Dis tractions

~at het ic

Tony Snow

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT :

Liz Richa rdson 978-257-7424

October 31 , 2006

Statement of J ohn Ker r y Respondi ng to Republican Distortions, Pat hetic Tony Snow
Diversions and Dist ractions
Wash ington - Senator John Kerr y issued the follow ing statement in response to White House
Press Secretary Tony Snow, assort ed right wing nut-jobs , and right wing talk s how hosts
desperately distorting Kerry ' s comments about Pr es i dent Bush to divert attent ion f rom
their disastrous record :

" If anyone thinks a veteran wou ld cr i t icize the more t han 1 40 , 000 heroes serving in I raq
a nd not the p r esident who got us stuc k there, they're crazy. This is t he classic G. O. P.
playbook.
I ' m sick and ti r ed o f these despi c ab le Re publ i can a tt ac ks t hat always seem to
come f rom those who never can be found to ser ve i n war , but love t o attac k those who di d.

I ' m not going t o be l ectur ed by a stuffed suit Whit e House mouthpiece standing behind a
podium, or doughy Rush Limbaugh , who no doubt today will take a break from belitt ling
Michael J. Fox's Parkinson 's disease t o star t l yi ng about me j u s t as t hey have lied about
I raq. It disgus t s me that these Republican hac ks , who have never worn t he uniform of our
cou ntry lie and dis t o r t so b l atant l y and carelessly about those who ha ve .
r·r'f):...--rl\ r,.'\1
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The people who owe our troops a n apology are George W. Bush and Dick Cheney who mis l ed
America i nto war and have given us a Katrina foreign poli cy that has betr ayed our idea l s , ·
killed and maimed our so l dier s , a nd widened t he terror ist thr eat instead of defeating i t .
These Republ icans are afraid to deba t e vet erans who l ive and breathe the c oncerns of o ur
troops, not the empty slogans of an Administ rat ion that sent our b rave troops to war
without body armor.
Bottom line, these Republicans want to debate straw men because they ' re afr aid to debate
real men . And this time i t won't work because we ' r e going to stay i n their f ace wi t h t he
truth and deny them even a sliver o f light f or thei r d i stort i ons . No Democrat will be
1

bullied by an administration that has a cut and run policy in Afghanistan and a stand
still and lose strategy in Iraq."

You are currently subscribed to News Update (wires) as: Brenda L. Becker@ovp.eop.gov.
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-whitehouse-newswires-1000163H@list.whitehouse.gov
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Sent:

Tuesday, October 31,2006 5:03PM

To:

DL-OVP-WW; Morgan, Derrick D.

Cc:

McBrien, Lauren D.

THE VICE PRESIDENT
HAS SEEN

Subject: Daily Political Notes: 10/31/06

DAI!.._Y POLITIC.AL NQIES
October 31, 2006

TOP ITEMS

NRCC goes up with new ads in KY-02 (Rep. Lewis, R); DCCC goes up with ads in KY-03 (Rep. Northup, R) and
NE-03 (Open, R).
POTUS attends 6,500-person rally for GA Victory in Perry, GA.
FLOTUS attends rallies for NC Victory in Fletcher, NC and TN Victory in Kingsport, TN and Franklin, TN.

C0-05: Mason-Dixon poll shows Lamborn (R) ahead of Fawcett (D), 47%-40% (+7); in early Oct., they were tied at
37%.
CT-05: Research 2000 poll shows Murphy (D) leading Rep. Johnson (R), 46%-43% (-3).
IN-03: Research 2000 poll shows Rep. Souder (R) ahead of Hayhurst (D), 52%-40% (+12).
PA-07: New York Times reports that Rep. Weldon (R)'s daughter was hired as lobbyist for Italian company that he
helped win gov't contracts.
PA-08: Allentown Morning Call poll shows Rep. Fitzpatrick (R) leading Murphy (D), 47%-42% (+5) .
..
SENATE

MD: NRSC independent expenditure buys $470,000 of TV time in Baltimore and Salisbury markets.
Former PG County Exec. Wayne Curry (D) endorses Steele (R).
MO: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Sen. Talent (R) tied with McCaskill (D) at 49%.
NJ: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Sen. Menendez (D) leading Kean (R), 51%-44% (-7).
Quinnipiac poll shows Menendez ahead of Kean 49%-44% (-5).
Strategic Vision poll shows the race essentially tied, with Menendez at 43% and Kean at 42% (-1).
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OH: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Rep. Brown (D) ahead of Sen. DeWine (R), 54%-43% (-11).

TN: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Corker (R) leading Rep. Ford (D), 52%-44% (+8).
VA: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Webb (D) leading Allen (R), 50%-46% (-4).

WA: Strategic Vision poll shows Sen. Cantwell (D) leading McGavick (R), 52%-44% (-8).
-

GOVERNOR

CO: Rep. Beauprez (R) loans his campaign $142,000.
GA: Mason-Dixon poll for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution shows Gov. Perdue (R) leading Taylor (D), 53%-36%
(+)?).
IL: Chicago Tribune poll shows Gov. Blagojevich (D) leading Topinka (R), 44%-29% (-15), with Whitney (G) at 13%.

MN: Univ. of Minn. Poll shows Hatch (D) leading Gov. Pawlenty (R}, 45%-39% (-6), with 9% for Hutchinson (IP).
OH: CNN/Opinion Research poll shows Rep. Strickland (D) leading Blackwell (R), 59%-36% (-23).

WI: Strategic Vision poll shows Rep. Green (R) in statistical tie with Gov. Doyle (D), 45%-47% (-2).
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

THE VIC...t.

SIDENT
HAS SEEN

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20502

October 31, 2006
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEITH HALL

SUBJECT:

ISM Manufacturing Report for October (***)
Public Release: 10:00 am, Wednesday (Institute for Supply Management)

Manufacturing purchasing managers report continued
growth in October, but at a reduced pace
Purchasing Managers' Index (Manufacturing)
October
Actual
Expected
51.2
(-1.7 pts. from September)

•

53.0

The Purchasing Managers' Index suggests that manufacturing activity grew at a slower pace
in October, with the deceleration largely due to slowing growth in production and new orders.
The composite index, at 51.2, remained above the break-even level of 50, but was below market
expectations. Of the 18 manufacturing industries in the survey, 8 reported increased activity.

•

The manufacturing sector has now grown for 41 consecutive months according to the ISM
data. The Federal Reserve's index of industrial production for manufacturing has not increased as
steadily, rising in 32 months over this same period (data available through September 2006).

•

Four of the five component indexes were above 50 (indicating growth) in October: new orders
(52.1), production (51.9), employment (50.8), and supplier deliveries (50.2). However, the
inventories index (49.4) remained below 50.

•

The survey's director commented that, "In October, the manufacturing sector fell to its lowest
level of growth since June 2003 .. .There was particularly good news on the pricing front as the
prices index fell 14 points, signaling some relief for buyers for the first time in 15 months."
ISM EMPLOYMENT INDEX

ISM PURCHAS ING MANAGERS' INDEX
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IH£ VICE PRESIDENT
Tutwiler, Lucy A.

HAS SEEN
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From:

Hennigan, James R.

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 7:19AM

To:

DL-OVP-WW

Cc:

Addington, DavidS.; O'Donnell, Claire M.; Raines, Michele L.; Becker, Brenda L.; McConnell, John
P.; Patel, NeilS.; Morgan, Derrick D.; McGinn, Megan E.; McBride, Lea A.

Subject: NYP: RANGEL & VEEP IN ALL-OUT WAR

For the Vice President.
This article was not included in today's clip package.

RANGEL & VEEP IN ALL-OUT WAR
REP. RIPS 'S.O.B.' AFTER TAX ASSAULT
By GEOFF EARLE- New York Post

October 31, 2006 --WASHINGTON- Rep. Charles Rangel yesterday blasted Dick Cheney as a "son of a bitch"
after the vice president said the Harlem lawmaker would raise taxes and destroy the economy if Democrats take
control of the House.
The bitter war of words escalated to the point where the bombastic Rangel even questioned whether the tightly
wound Cheney needed professional treatment- and mocked him for accidentally shooting his hunting buddy
ealier this year.
Cheney fired the first shot when he predicted that Rangel - who is poised to chair the powerful House Ways and
Means Committee if the Democrats seize the House next week- wouldn't continue "a single one" of President
Bush's tax cuts.
"I think that would be bad for the economy," Cheney said on CNBC News . "I don't know if the stock market would
like it."
He then got in a major hit, saying on the Fox News Channel, "Charlie doesn't understand how the economy
works."
Many of Bush's 2001 tax cuts are set to expire in 2011 -meaning rates would jump back up again, boosting taxes
by well over $1 trillion, unless Congress acts to continue the cuts.
"So if a man like Charlie Rangel were to be chairman of the committee, and sitting there with the gavel, all he has

to do is not act, just don't call up the legislation , and there'll be a big tax increase," Cheney said.
The vice president's stinging comments were the latest in a series of White House statements intended to raise
fears about Rangel, as well as other prominent Democrats, as a way to convince voters to stop them from taking
over the House.
Contacted by The Post for a response, Rangel unloaded.
"He's such a real son of a bitch, he just enjoys a confrontation," Rangel fumed , describing himself as "warm and
personable." Rangel said Cheney may need to go to "rehab" for "whatever personality deficit he may have
suffered."
"When you have those sorts of problems, you're supposed to seek help," Rangel advised. "He ac-knowledged
that he has problems with communication."
Asked whether he was resurrecting over-the-top charges he made last year that he believes Cheney is mentally
ill, Rangel cracked, "I don't think he's shot anyone in the face lately, so I'll give him the benefit of the doubt."
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The vice president accidentally shot his hunting companion, then-78-year-old Harry Whittington, with a shotgun
early this year.
Rangel's digs on Cheney recalled his statements last year that the vice president, who has had four heart attacks,
was too sick to work.
"I would like to believe he's sick rather just mean and evil," Rangel, 76, told cable channel NY1.
"Sometimes I don't even think Cheney is awake enough to know what's going on. [Defense Secretary Donald]
Rumsfeld is the guy in Washington ... running the country."
Cheney, 65, responded then, "I'm frankly surprised at his comments ... They were so out of line it almost struck
me that ... Charlie was having some problem. Charlie is losing it, I guess."
Cheney spokeswoman Lea Anne McBride wouldn't respond directly to Rangel's latest broadsides.
"The vice president has been discussing tax policy, the fundamental difference in Republican and Democrat views
on how to keep taxes low and the American economy growing," she said.
Cheney once famously told Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) on the Senate floor to "go f--- yourself' while Rangel once
had a confrontation with Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Thomas (R-Calif.) where the Capitol Police
were called in.
Rangel said he is focused on Social Security, tax simplification and the Alternative Minimum Tax that is squeezing
even some middle-income families - not what to do in 2011, when the Bush tax cuts expire.
"The president's not going to be around in 2010. I may not be on the committee," said Rangel, who recently said
he'd quit Congress if the Democrats don't win control of the House.
"It's quite possible that I might want to extend the tax cuts," he said, without naming any specific tax cut that might
continue.
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Heiden, Debra
From:

Gunther, Anne Marie

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 5:09 PM

To:

DL-OVP-Scheduling; DL-OVP-WW; Denny, Elizabeth A.; Mascolo, Heather C.

Cc:

Boyer, Cecelia; Rodriguez, David J.

Subject: vpr reception april 27

Mrs. Cheney has agreed to have Mr. James Ballinger, Director of the Sybil Harrington, and a group of art collectors and
trustees to the VPR to look at the artwork on Friday, April27, 2007.
The VP and Mrs. Cheney will NOT attend the reception and will likely be out at the eastern shore that weekend. Liz will
act as the hostess. i'm putting this in italics on her block, just as an fyi.
Liz, Mr. Ballinger will call you tomorrow to work out the details.
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Durkin, Charles P.
From :
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Becker, Brenda L.
Tuesday, October 31, 2006 12:31 PM
Durkin , Charles P.
Fw: Boehner statement: Kerry Should Apologize for Insulting Troops

Attachments:

image001.jpg

THE ,

They are taking off the gloves .

h,

Brenda Becker
Offi ce of Vice President Cheney
456-6774
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~\DENT
,:,t.EN

---- -Ori ginal Message----From: Madden , Kevin
To : kmadden@freedompro j ect . org
SP.nt: : 'T' nA Or.t: :n 1. :1 : /.7 : 04 2006
Sub ject : Boehner statement : Ke r r y Should Apol ogize for I nsulting Troops

imageOOl.jpg (17
KB)

FOR

MMEDIATE RELEASE

October 27, 2006
CONTACT:
Kevi n Madden at (202) 863 - 881 8 or Kevin Smith at (202) 863-8622

OVP S ..
SECRETARY R[L~.- · .
Boe hner Says Kerry Should Apologize for Insulting America ' s Men and Women in Uniform

New York, NY - House Majority Leader J ohn Boehner (R-OH) called on Senator John Kerry (0MA) to apologize to the men and wome n serving in the U.S. military for t he insul ting and
disparaging comments he made yest e rday . Boehner issued the follow ing s t atement :

"Senator Kerry's comments were
our military . These Americans
in Iraq deserve better than to
Our soldiers need John Kerry 's
disparaging commentary .

disrespectful and insulting to
who are risking their lives in
have their service demeaned by
suppor t, yet John Kerry offers

the men and women serving in
the fight against terrorism
a United States Senator .
nothing more than

" John Kerry should apologize and Democrat candidates across t he count ry should publicly
1

denounce them and demand that Senator Kerry apologize to the men and women of the U.S.
Armed Forces serving in Iraq."

Yesterday, Kerry belittled the educational level of American troops when he told a
gathering of students:
"You know educat i on, if you make the most of it, you study hard,
you do your homework, and you make an effort to be smart, you can do well. And if you
don't you get stuck in Iraq."

The Majority Project
202 . 863.8818
<http://www.freedomproject.org/> www.freedomproject.org

Kevin Madden
The Majority Project
<http://www.freedomproject.org> www.freedomproject.org
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From: Addington, DavidS.
Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2006 3:04PM

To:

Heiden, Debra

Cc:

Durkin, Charles P.; Tutwiler, Lucy A.; Hannah, John P.

THE VICE PRESIDENT
HAS SEEN

Debbie:
Please put in Vice President's read file for his information:

*****
The Joint Typhoon Warning Center at Naval Station Pearl Harbor predicts that Typhoon Cimaron will hit Hong Kong in
about 48 hours. Current sustained winds are at 97 mph, gusting to 120 mph. Current wave height is 28 feet.

OVP STP.FF
SECRETARY RECEIVED
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From:

McBrien, Lauren D.

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 8:1 5AM

To:

DL-OVP-WW

Cc:

Raines, Michele L.; Morgan, Derrick D.
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Subject: Daily Political Notes: 10/30/06

DAILY POLITICAL NOTES
October 30, 2006

TOP ITEMS

NRCC goes up with ads in C0-05 (Open), WY-AL (Rep. Cubin, R); DCCC goes up with ads in KS-02 (Rep.
Ryun, R) and KY-02 (Rep. Lewis, R).
Rep. Duncan Hunter (R, CA-52) announces he will form an exploratory committee to run for president in
2008.
POTUS attends rallies for Burns (R, GA-08) and Sekula Gibbs (R, TX-22).
FLOTUS attends rallies for PA Victory and NH Victory.
Tony Snow raises $35,000 for Rep. Sodrel (R, IN-09); raises $50,000 for Sen. Talent (R, MO) in St. Louis.
Newsweek poll shows POTUS approval at 37%, up from 35%. Generic ballot at -1 4, unchanged.

CT-04: Research 2000 poll shows Rep. Shays (R) trailing Farrell (D), 43%-47% (-4).
CT-05: Hartford Courant publishes Univ. of CT poll showing Rep. Johnson (R) trailing Murphy (D), 42%-46% (-4).
FL-13: Buchanan (R) contributes another $975,000 of his own money, bringing his total personal donations to $5.4
million.
ID-01 : Mason-Dixon poll shows the race in a statistical tie, with Sali (R) at 39% and Grant (D) at 37% (+2).
IL-06: Daily Herald poll has Roskam (R) narrowly ahead of Duckworth (D), 46%-42% (+4).
IL-08: Daily Herald poll has McSweeney (R) in virtual tie with Rep. Bean (D), 39%-42% (-3).
KY-03: Louisville Courier-Journal Bluegrass Poll shows Rep. Northup (R) ahead of Yarmuth (D), 48%-42% (+6).
NV-02: Research 2000 poll shows Heller (R) leading Derby (D) 48%-40% (+8).
PA-10: Lycoming College poll shows Rep. Sherwood (R) trailing Carney (D), 38%-47% (-9).
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WI-08: St. Norbert College poll has Gard (R) and Kagen (D) tied at 43%.
SENATE

MT: NRSC goes up on the air with a $300,000 ad buy; the committee had not run ads in support of Sen. Burns (R)
since 8/06.
NV: Research 2000 poll shows Sen. Ensign (R) leading Carter (D), 55%-41% (+14).
PA: West Chester Univ. poll shows Casey (D) leading Sen. Santorum (R), 50%-39% (-11).

TN: Rep. Ford's (D) campaign releases poll showing him leading Corker (R), 48%-43% (-5).
GOVERNOR

CO: Mason-Dixon poll for Denver Post shows Ritter (D) leading Beauprez (R), 50%-38% (-12).
ID: Mason-Dixon poll shows Rep. Otter (R) in a statistical tie with Brady (D), 44%-43% (+1).
WI: Rep. Green (R) says he will not use $468,000 in contributions the State Election Board ordered him to return
while his appeal to State Supreme Court is pending.
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Tues 10/31/06, 0945 ET

U.S. obeys order to abandon checkpoints
By SINAN SALAHEDDIN, Associated Press Writer, 20 minutes ago

BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.S. troops on Tuesday abandoned checkpoints around the Shiite militia stronghold of
Sadr City on orders from Prime Minister Nouri ai-Maliki, the latest in a series of moves by the Iraqi leader
to assert his authority with the U.S. administration.
The U.S. military announced the deaths of two soldiers in fighting in the Baghdad area on Monday, one
from small arms fire, the other from a roadside bomb. Those brought the number of troops killed in
Iraq this month to 103.
U.S. forces disappeared from the checkpoints within hours of the order to remove the around-the-clock
barriers by 5:00p.m. (1400 GMT), setting off celebrations among civilians and armed men gathered on
the edge of the sprawling slum that is under the control of the Mahdi Army militia run by radical antiAmerican cleric Muqtada ai-Sadr.
Iraqi troops loaded coils of barbed wire and red traffic cones onto pickup trucks, while small groups of
men and children danced in circles chanting slogans praising ai-Sadr, who earlier Tuesday had ordered
the area closed to the Iraqi government until U.S. troops lifted what he called their "siege" of the
neighborhood.
Extra checkpoints were set up last week as U.S. troops launched an intensive search for a missing
soldier, who has yet to be found.
Shortly after leaving Sadr city, U.S. troops dismantled other checkpoints in the downtown Karradah
neighborhood where the soldier had been abducted, loading barbed wire coils onto their Stryker armored
vehicles.
AI-Maliki's statement said U.S.-manned checkpoints "should not be taken except during nighttime curfew
hours and emergencies."
"Joint efforts continue to pursue terrorists and outlaws who expose the lives of citizens to killings,
abductions and explosions," said the statement, issued in ai-Maliki's name in his capacity both as prime
minister and commander of the Iraqi armed forces.
U.S. troops have increased their presence on Baghdad streets as part of a two-month-old security
crackdown. However, they rarely man checkpoints in populated areas where they risk coming under
attack or angering residents by conducting vehicle and body searches.
AI-Maliki's order underscored the his government's reliance of Shiite support and sensitivity to their
concerns.
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Besides ai-Sadr, the largest Shiite coalition in the 275-member parliament, the United Iraqi Alliance, had
also condemned the checkpoints for inflicting what it described as "collective punishment" against
residents of Baghdad's Shiite neighborhoods.
"Kidnapping a man can't be a pretext for laying siege to these neighborhoods," Sheik Jalal Eddin aiSagheer, a prominent Shiite lawmaker, said at a news conference.
AI-Maliki's threatened to further roil relations with the U.S. that hit a rough patch last week after AI-Maliki
issued a string of bitter complaints- at one point saying he was not "America's man in Iraq."
AI-Maliki had apparently been angered by a statement from U.S. Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad that the
prime minister had agreed to set a timeline for progress on reaching security and political goalssomething ai-Maliki den ied . He also angrily rebuked the U.S. for a raid on Sadr city targeting an alleged
death squad leader in which 10 people were killed.
U.S. concern over the relationsh ip was signaled when National Security Adviser
Stephen Hadley showed up unannounced in Baghdad on Monday to meet with ai-Maliki and his security
chief, Mouwafak ai-Rubaie, telling them he "wanted to reinforce some of the things you have heard from
our president."

AI-Rubaie told the AP late Monday that Hadley was here to discuss the work of a five-man committee that
ai-Maliki and Bush agreed to Saturday.
Hadley also presented some proposals concerning the training and equipping of Iraqi security forces as
well as security plans. U.S. spokesmen could not immediately be reached on Tuesday and it wasn't
known whether Hadley had yet returned to Washington.
American voter support for the war at a low point as the Nov. 7 congressional election approaches, and a
top aide to ai-Maliki said the Iraqi leader was using the Republicans' vulnerability on the issue to leverage
concessions from the Wh ite House- particularly the speedy withdrawal of American forces from Iraqi
cities to U.S. bases in the country.
AI-Maliki has said he believes that the continued presence of American forces in Iraq's population centers
is partly beh ind the surge in violence.
His government depends heavily on the backing of a pair of Shiite political organizations and has resisted
concerted American pressure to eradicate their private armies- ai-Sadr's Mahdi Army and the Badr
Brigade, the military wing of Iraq's most powerful Shiite political bloc, the Supreme Council for the Islamic
Revolution in Iraq, or SCIRI.
Three people were killed and five injured by a car bomb in Sadr City early Tuesday, a day after 33 were
killed in a similar attack in the district targeting day laborers lining up for jobs.
Both attacks were carried out despite the U.S. security cordon, bringing accusations from residents that
the checkpoints had decreased security by restricting the movement of Mahdi fighters.
At least three Iraqi policemen were also reported killed on Tuesday morning in Baghdad and the volatile
western city of Fallujah, police said .
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The bodies five unidentified people, including a woman, were found dumped early Tuesday morning in
eastern Baghdad, police Maj. Mahir Hamid Mussa said. Those killed had been tied up and blindfolded,
with their bodies showing signs of torture, Mussa said.
Five more bodies in similar condition were floating in the Tigris River near Suwayrah, 40 kilometers (25
miles) south of Baghdad, a clerk at the town morgue, Hadi ai-Etabi, said.
Further south, the morgue in the town of Kut reported receiving 10 bodies, including those of five people
allegedly killed by U.S. forces in a raid on a house in the Shejeriyah area, 30 kilometers (18 miles) south
of Baghdad, said Maamoun Ajil ai-Robaeie, a morgue employee.
New violence was also reported in Baqouba, a chaotic city north of Baghdad where police and militants
fought bloody gunbattles last week.
Unidentified gunmen killed three people in a downtown market and attacked a police patrol, killing one
officer and injuring two others, according to a spokesman for the Diyala provincial police.
Five bodies were found in the Abu Seida district, 25 kilometers (1 0 hectares) northeast of the city, said
the police spokesman, who spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of reprisals.
Gunmen killed Sheik Raed Naeem ai-Juheishi, the head of a non-governmental organization dedicated to
tracing the fate of victims of the former regime of
Saddam Hussein, in a drive-by-shooting Monday night in Baghdad's chaotic Dora district, Col.

Mohammed Ali said.
Saddam and seven co-defendants - including a half brother- have been on trial since Oct. 19, 2005 for
their alleged roles in the deaths of about 150 Shiites in Dujail following an assassination attempt against
the president in 1982.
A second trial -for genocide against the Kurds- began in August and more are expected to follow.
The military said U.S. troops killed five suspected insurgents and detained one on Tuesday morning
during a raid in Baghdad targeting suspected associates of a senior of the ai-Qaida in Iraq terrorist group.
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASH IN G TON

October 31, 2006

MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT
FROM:

Rose Folsom, Director of Correspondence

SUBJECT:

INFORMATION: Mail Analysis; 2nd Quarter, April - June, 2006
3rd Quarter, July - September 2006

2"d Quarter
As is typical for the spring quarter, there was an overall increase in requests for congratulations
letters for graduation, retirements, weddings and Eagle Scout award ceremonies. In addition,
incoming email volume increased dramatically with correspondence about immigration, the war
in Iraq, taxes, and gas prices.

Incoming mail by category
Issue mail (energy, foreign policy, environment etc.)
Eagle Scout greeting requests
General mail (fan letters, information, kids' letters etc.)
Academy nomination requests
Casework
Invitations

30%
25%
20%
10%
10%
5%

3'·d Quarter
Eagle Scout commendations were the largest mail category. Correspondence topics included
immigration, gas prices and Iraq. There has been an increase in mail supportive of the Vice
President since September 11, 2006.

Incoming mail by category
Eagle Scout cmmnendation requests
General mail (information, advice, kids' letters etc.)
Issue mail (breakdown on next page)
Academy nomination requests
Casework
Invitations

30%
20%
20%
15%
10%
5%
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Breakdown of Outgoing Mail

Quarter

2nd

3rd

Quarter

Year to Date

2006

2006

2006
0

VP resume referrals (VP digital signature)

. Personal ~ett;ers··(h~d~Wv~tt~JJ);;~i~~~~)·· · .:·_: . ~·

··12:0 '
513
54
>1 -! · · · .

Photos (signed lithos)
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4
60·
1850

f_Jn~~·'W~i.[~~~~$i.~~~£~~~~:(~~~~JM~~-::~;.-y·~L~~:·.< .. _
: ~--· .

.. ..

;

Gifts
Medical Information

397
3395
66
2917

. 10 ·

978

Casework letters (staff digital signature)
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916
.
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=...

.

·'

113

42

5

0

268
.· ·1197 ·
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150
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· 8:3-

2862
· 95

Children's letters (VP digital signature)
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14
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39 59

30
1-6·
5
21
35

' l~.o:- .

. 70~.

219

25

118

Anniversary
Baby .·
Graduation
.

·'

W¢Gl~g
. .

·' .

Retirement
: .;;1-· .
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....
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.
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• •
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37

Condolence
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Policy Letters (staff digital signature)

12276
258
103

1855

1289

sr
109
73
133

s26

6280
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Issues in descending order of frequency:
• Border control I immigration (Republican base is upset)
• Iraq I war on terrorism ("bring our troops home" 50%; "complete the mission" 50%)
• Gas prices (letters dropped off with lower prices)
• U.S. involvement with UN (anti-UN; pro John Bolton)
• Humane treatment of detainees
• Advice: winning elections; controlling the border; fighting terrorism
• Difficulty for elderly and disabled to afford necessities

Casework
Cases Opened

Top Agency Referrals

HHS
(Financial I medical help, child custody)
Jlll·~ .
'·. ' ' ' .
.. . ·.. . ...' ' ... .. :.
ecinzeiis~~:/yj~~·f~sltes~·:··

DOD
(Men wanting to enlist, assigrunents, work conditions)
SSA
,. .

•

..

3ra Quarter

2"0 Quarter
2006

3ra Quarter

173

176

161

: ' ''''·:· ;: ... · . ..

: .

2°0 Quarter
2006
1215

.

·'.·

2006
861

2006

'

.

162

132

144

73

98

E-mail
• The Vice President receives around 1200 e-mails per day; 95% junk mail; 5% issue
mail and requests for help.
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SITUATION ROOM EVENING SUMMARY
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NEAR EAST/NORTH AFRICA

IRAQ: Prime Minister Maliki ordered lifting of checkpoints set up in Sadr City last week during search
for missing U.S. Soldier.. .statement from Maliki's office said such measures "should not be taken
except during nighttime curfew hours and emergencies." Separately, militants ambushed minibuses
traveling to Baghdad from Tikrit and kidnapped more than 40 Iraqis.
(U) AP e0406; Reuters r5696
ASIA

SIX-PARTY TALKS: Pyongyang agreed to rejoin Six-Party Talks after discussions between North
Korean, Chinese, and U.S. envoys ... South Korean Foreign Ministry spokesman stated, "The
government hopes that the Six-Party Talks will resume at an early date as agreed" ... Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Alexeyev said Moscow views North Korea's decision as "extremely positive" ...
Japanese Foreign Minister Aso said Tokyo "does not intend to accept North Korea's return to the talks
on the premise that it possesses nuclear weapons," and that resumption of talks "is conditional on
North Korea not possessing nuclear weapons." Separately, North Korea warned South Korea
of "catastrophic consequences" if it participates in stopping and searching ships suspected of carrying
weapons of mass destruction under Proliferation Security Initiative. (U) AP e0563, a0449
AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA: Former President Botha died at age 90 ... Botha governed South Africa from 1978 to
1989. (U) AP a0661
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Message
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Baker, Grey D.
From:

McKaig, Brian P.

Sent:

Tuesday, October 31, 2006 11:13 AM

To:

Baker, Grey D.; Sox, Daniel

Subject:

A SecuriD card for Grey Baker is ready

- ---- ------ - -- -

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status:

Green

The card may be picked up at 1800 G Street, 1Oth Floor, Information Assurance.
When you enter the building, go to the front desk, show them your badge
and tell them you need to go to the 1Oth Floor. They will give you a temporary
pass and a fob that you'll use to select the 1Oth Floor in the elevator and also
to open the doors once you're on the 1Oth Floor.
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Heiden, Debra
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McBride, Lea A.
Sunday, November 05, 2006 4:26 PM
Tutwiler, Lucy A.; Durkin, Charles P.; Heiden, Debra
O'Donnell, Claire M.; Addington, David S.
FYI

ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON (AP)
Vice President Dick Cheney will spend Election Day on his first hunting
trip since he accidentally shot a companion last February while aiming at a covey of quail
on a private Texas ranch.

The vice president, after working at the White House on Monday morning, will head to South
Dakota to spend several days at a private hunting lodge near Pierre. Lea Anne McBride, his
press secretary, said it was an annual hunting outing and said Cheney spent Election Day
in 2002 at the same lodge.

He will be accompanied by his daughter, Mary, and his political director, Mel Raines, who
will help him keep track of the election returns, McBride said.

On a Feb. 11 hunting trip in
neck and face when he pulled
called it ''one of the worst
something I'll never ever be

Texas, Cheney shot attorney Harry Whittington in the torso,
the trigger on his 28-gauge shotgun. The vice president later
days of my life'' and said, ''The image of him falling is
able to get out of my mind.''

The shooting was ruled an accident. Whittington was hospitalized for six days.
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To: Aylward, Patrick S.; Bennett, Melissa S.; Dick, Denise Y.; DL-NSC-APNSA; DL-NSC-WHSR;
Dryden, Logan E.; Durkin, Charles P.; Heiden, Debra; Houston, LaRhonda M.; Keller, Karen
E.; Kleppe, Elizabeth W.; Larranaga, Elyssa Hijazi; Newton, Julia K.; Sherzer, David;
Tutwiler, Lucy A.; Weinstein, Jared B . ; Wilmoth, Benton M.
CC: Keller, Karen E .
Sent: Fri Nov 03 17:40:24 2006
Subject: Monday Intel Briefing
At this point, we are NOT planning on doing Intel via SVTS on Monday 11/6. That is
subject to change, and if it does, I will alert those on this distribution over the
weekend.
Thank you.
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THE 2006 CAMPAIGN: The Battlegrounds

Races to Watch: Congrt
:·

The .. ouse
Democrats stand their best .
chance In a decade of
recapturing control of the House.
To do so, they need to take 15
more seats than they have now.
Below js a sampl#ig.of races to
watch. It represents not
necessru:lly the closes.t races, or
t):lose that will decide the · ,
outcome. Rather, it is a cross
section ot races from-different
P.¥ts of the country that are of
interest for a variety of' reasons.
CUm ulatively, they will provide
a sense of how the election is
unfolding on 'l'uesdaynight,_ .

DEMOCRAT

REPUBUCAN

'··

Incumbents are.in italics, with 2904 margin of victory in percentage points

a

til ARIZONA'S FIFTH DISTRICT

Harry
Mllcf'!ell

Mr. Haywqrth, six-term conservative Republlcan,-has argued in
favor of s ealing the United States border, an issue that plays well in , .
this Republican-dominated district If Mr. Mitchell, a former mayor · :~
of Tempe, can"tlike the seat, it will be·an indicator of· just how far the :, ,.
Democrats hitve come in traditionally Repul:il\can
. areas of the West·
.
. .... .':.

J.D.
Hayworth
. 21.3 pet. pt.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
ll'.! CALIFORNIA'S 11TH DISTRICT
•

Gerald
. McNerney

·
Richard
Pombo

w.

Mr. Pombo, a seven-term incumbent, has been dogged by-the scandal ' .:
surrounding the lobbyist Jack~bramoff, who contributed to his
·
campaigns and his political action -committee. Mr.l\1cNerney has
also benefited tliis year from the Democratic Party's attention to the
race and from a redrawn district that includes more Democrats. . ·

San

22.5
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a

CONNECTICUT$ FOURTH DISTRICT

Diane .
Farrell

A rematch in which Mr. Shays, nine-term in!!umbent, faces Ms. .
Farrell, whom he defeated in 2004. This year, Ms. Farrell has
criticized Mr. Shays' support for the Iraq war, but Mr. Shays, a
political moderate, has been more critical of the administration on
Iraq than many other Republicans.

Chris topher
shays
.4.9 .

. f<{ .FLORIDA'S 13TH DISTRICT ,

Christine·
Jennings

The 13th District is a highly syniboilc House seat for Democrats, as it .
is held by Katherine Harris, the Republican who presided over the
recount of presidential ballots in Florida In 2000. Ms. Harris Is giving
up the.seat torun for the Senate. The race, between two political new-·
comers, has been one of the most expensive House races this year.

Vern
Buchanan

................. .............. . ........... ........ . ... . .......... ....... ....... .. .. . ....... ...... :.. \'""''""'" ''' ' '' '' ' "'""''"'""""' " ·'00*'"""'·...................................... .......... : ... ..

.\.

~l FLORIDA'S 1~TH DISTRICT

Timothy
Mahoney

Joe
Negron

Jap~~'""."

Tampa f;1~\

~

Mia

Mr. Mahoney was given virtually no chance to beat Representativ~
Mark Foley. But after ¥r. Foley resigned in cijsgra:ce In late .
Sept~mber; Mr. Mahoney's chances appeared excellent. More
recently, Republicans liave rallied around Mr. Negron, a state..
representative chosen by party leaders to run for the seat

............................................................................................................................................................. :....:.....................................................:
~)' FLOF.liDA'S 22ND DISTRICT
Mr. Sliaw, a 13-term.incumbent, emphasizes his long tenure in the
House and his possibility of leading the powerful Ways and Means
Committee. Mr. Klein, a state senator, casts Mr. Shaw's senl!)ricy·as a
llabl.\ity. The district has more registered Republican voters than
27.5
Democrats, but it favored John Kerry in the 2004 presidential election.
···················r···························'*._,,,,,............................................................................................................................t···..··" ''''''"'*' ' '''''"''' '"
fa GEORGIA'S EIGHJH DISTRICT
After redistricting, Mr. Marshall finds himself In a much more
Republican district. The race with Mr. Colilns, a former mem_ber of
Jim
Mac
the House, has been expensive and nasty. Republicans hope to pick up ·
Marshall
Collins
a House seat here, and President Bush has campaigned tor Mr.
25.8
· Collins twice in recent weeks .
Ron
Klein

. E. Clay

Shaw Jr.

.............:..........................................................................................................................................................................................
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ssional Ele·ction Preview
16
25
16
198
Safe
Dam.

Leaning
Dem.

Leaning
Rep.

Tossup

sa.te
Rep.

23 .

180
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Analysis of races as
o/6 p.m. Saturday.

218'SEATS

DEMOCRilT ·. REPUSUCAN

lill

:a

INDIANA'S'EIGHTH DISTRIQT

Brad
Ellsworth

Mr. Hostettler six-term incumbent, faces a tough challenge from
Mr. Ellsworth, the sheriff of Vanderburgh County.and a Democrat
whose stance on sociB.I issues is conservative for his party. Mr. Hostettler, nonetheless, paints Mr. Ellsworth as ''far to the left" and made.
the poss~ility of Nancy P.e.losi becoming speaker a campaign issue.

John
Hostettler
S.Bpct. pt.
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.fil 1<!-NSAS' SECOND DISTRICT

Nancy;
Boyda

K§nsstCUy

Jim
Ryun
14.9

0, 0
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Mr. Ryun, a former track star and five-term incumbent, was con- .
sldered a few weeks ago tQ be a nearly certain-winner here. But Ms.
Bayda, who lost to Mr. :a,yun in.2004, has made gaiJlS ~o put the ·
outcome in doubt As a sign of the race's closeness, President Bush is
scheduled to pay a '{!sit to campaign on Mr. Ryun's behalf today. .
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Ia KENTUCKY'S FOURTH DISTRICT
Ken
Lucas

·nus race is a rematch of the 2002 election, in. which Mr. Lucas, then
an incumbent, beat M~. Davis. Two yeats later, Mr. Davis came
back to take the seat after Mr. Lucas retired. With thtee House seats
sfill in play in the slate, Ke'n tucky has be·c ome a late battleground in
the fight for control.

Geoff
Davis
10.5

..... .................................. .... ........................... . ~o . ........... . . .......... ................. ................ . . ... ..... ...... . ...... . . ..... ....... ............... ....... ........................... .

.

~- NEW MEXICO'S FIRST DISTRICT

Patricia ·
Madrid

Ms. Mailrid, the state attorney generai, is trying to unseat·Ms. ·
Wllson, who is on the House Intelligence Committee, in a·race
largely driven by the war in Iraq and the intetugence failures that
preceded ii. But as in virtually all Southwestern races, immigration
and border control are.alsopromlnent.

Heather A. A16u
Wlfson
8.9
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J aclk
D
av s

· district:. Mr. Reynolds, a powerful Republican, faces Mr;Davis, a
73-year-old buslilessman who Is largely financing his own campaign.
..~~.=·~?it
Mr. Davis l:M!iled substantially until Mr. Reynolds's role in the Foley
" ·w will"-"
case came under scrutiny; QOW the race lil pla~.

T.R'he~::'nao~d~· !luflar<!'Siif:?;:{R

11
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is
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He!lth
Shuler

-~"'l'g_;a'lit<lfdiJ
4fl*.'•'il.='f:t~1';_:;-'

Charies H.
' Taylor ·
9.8

.... ;
~

:'\
.j
I

!
I

'j
I;

conservative districts may be measured in this western North
Carolina district, where Mr. Shuler, a conservative Democrat and
former.Nationai Footbail League quarterback, takes on Mr. Taylor,
. an elght-.term incumbent.
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Ms. Pryce, a seven-term Incumbent, has suffered from the Foley

OHIO'S tSTH o1sm1cT

MaryJo
Kilroy

;;;1.,:.: ,v ~/llld case. Just weeks before Mr. Foley's conduct became known, Ms.

Deborah
Pryce .
20.0
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OHIO'S 18TH OISffiiCT

Zack

sr)ace

Joy
Padgett

overs~d The fallout of R~publicans' ethics. troubles is on display. in the fight
.
-' · ~.':;~~d/J:~
over the sel)t bemgvacated by Bob Ney. Mr. Ney, a Republican,
pleaded gullty to taking illegai gifts from the lobbyist Jack Abram off.
. .. • 0

Od

·

.,~:·
.· · '.,.,_

·

Mr. Space, a lawyer, faces Ms. Padgett, a state-senator in thi~
historically Democratic, but more recently -Republican, distnct

.......................................:·····: . . .......................... ................ . ... . .......... ............... .... . . . ................ .......................t ..................... . ... .. ..................... .

iiY TEXAS' 22ND biSTRICT

Nick
Lampson

q.

Pryce.had listed him among five' people she considered friends in
Washington Ms. Kilroy has focused on the Issue, hoping it will swing
votes in.her direction or lead some conservatives not to vote at all.

... ' «·.. , . ·

Shelley
Sekula-Gibbs

Mr. Lampson·, a former representative who lost his seat to
redlstricting in 2003, faces Ms. Sekula-Glbbs, a dermatologist and
Houston City Council member, to fill the vacant seat previously held
by Tom DeLay, the former majority lead~r. Taking the seat would
be a point of pride for Democrats. ·

............. . ...............! ........... ...... ................................. ................. ... ... .. : . .................... :.. . ................... ................. .......................... .............. ......... .. .
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'Tammy

vucKworm, a vemocranc 1raq war veteran wno lOSt ner 1egs m
combat, is locked in a dead heat with Mr. Roskam. Ms. Duckworth
has been particularly outspoken in her criticism of the war in Iraq,
while Mr. Roskam has focused on taxes and immigration.

Peter J.
Fioskam

Duckworth

The Senate
In the Senate, the Republicans
will retain control unless the
Democrats-take six seats more
than they currently hold. The
races listed below are some of the
Democrats' best chances to .
capture Republican· seats. Also
included is New Jer:sey, where
Republicans believe they have a
chance to take the seat held by
Robert Menendez, a Democrat.
Sources for Senate race polls:
'CNN §Rutgers-EBgleton
'. tMason-Dixon ff Muhlenberg College
Based on telephone polls conducted among likely voters.'

Likely voters are ldentlfied·ln different ways by different
polling organizationS. The margin of sampling error for all
the polls is plus or mi.n~s 4 percentage points .•

••
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REPUBLICAN

Incumbents are in italics
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MARGIN
OF VICTORY, 2000 •

m Montana

BURNS

'

Jon
Tester

Maps show 2000 Senate
results in each county.
except where noted

.•

&:l_

Conrad
Burns

i TESTER

Oct. 31.- Nov. 2t.' :
BURNS

147%47%··.

Mr. Burns, art 18-year incumbent, has not helped his chances for re-election with:
numerous verbal gaffes, including his telling a group of forest firefighters that
· they just "sit around." Mr. Tester, a state senator and farmer, has portrayed Mr.
Burns as out of touch with Montana. Mr. Burns has also suffered from his
·
association with the disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff. But Mr. Burns has raised
far more rp.oney than Mr. Tester, and President Blish made a last-minute stop in
the state in an effort to help Mr. Burns. Recent polls show a dead heat.
MARGIN
OF VICTORY, 2000

Pennsylvania

SANTORUM·

Bob

Casey

•

pe~centage
pornts

3 o3

l RECENT

i POLL

Rick
Santorum

.
6 9

9pe~centage
pornts

i RECENT
~POLL
l CASEY

.·

·Oct. 29- Nov. 111 ·
SANTORUM

lSI% 43%·

Mr. Santorum appears increasingly likely to lose the seat he first won in 1994 to
Casey, the state treasurer and son of a popular former governor.:tYir.
Santorum, the third-ranking Republican senator, has returned to national security
as a central theme in the final stretch of the campaign. But Mr. Casey, a social ·
conservative, has steadfastly campaigned on issues of central concern to the
middle .class, like health care and education, while relying on the unpopularity of
the Iraq war to limit the effectiveness of Mr. Santorum's message .
Mr~

• '<)
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MARGIN
.OF VICTORY, 2000

~1· Tennessee

BILL FRIST (R)

Bcib
Corker

8pe~centage
.. pornts

·12·.
~

Mr. Ford, a fifth-term House member, takes on Mr. Corker, a former mayor of
Chattanooga, in a fierce race for the seat being vacated by Bill.Frist. The race's
most memorable moment was a Republican Party-financed advertisement in
which a white actress says she met Mr. Ford, who is black, at a Playboy party. The
spot was criticized as injecting race into the campaign. In recent days, Mr. Corker·
appears to have pulled ahead.
'
Sources: Congressional Quarterly Voting and Elections

Col/~ction; The Almanac of American Politics 2006; Associated Press; l'nalysis of races by The New. Yd;

Gary
Trauner

Yr\.o\.o.n..::t UU.'-'J.

Barbara
Cubin
13.4

Safe
Dem.

C.U.L ll.L'-'JUCUL J.J.J VYUJ\...LJ .::tU'O l.UJ.U U. t..U.LJU•pc.u

l.:J

'-'C.UJUJ.UU.t.\.o J.U. U.

wheelchair that he deserved to be slapped because of comments he
made in a debate. If Mr. Trauner wins, it will be a sign of just how
poorly the election has gpne for Republicans: this seat was once
held by Vice President Dick Cheney.

40*

Leaning
Dem.

8

Tossup

3

2

Leaning
Rep.

47

Safe
Rep.

1
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~
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·senator Joseph I. Lieberman of Conn·
ectiout, running as an independent, has
said he will vote with the Qemocrats.

1m

so

DEMOCRAT

Safe seats include those for which
there is no election this year.

SEATS •

REPUBLICAN

Incumbents are in italics
MARGIN .
.
OF VICTORY, 2002

Missouri .

TALENT

Claire C.
McCaskill

Jim
Talent

11:

percentage
points

I!

i RECENT

Oct. 26-29'

/49%49%

Ms. McCaskill, the state auditor, is battling to take back a seat that once belonged
to Mel Carnahan, a Democrat who died in a plane crash while campfligning in
October 2000. Mr. Talent, who won the seat from Mr. Carnahan's widow in a
· special.election in 2002, has been a reliably conservative voter. Ms. McCaskill has
made stem cell research a central part of her campaign, running an advertisement with the actor Michael J. Fox, who has Parkinson's disease, that became one
·
·
of the most-taij{ed-about of the season.

2002resu/ts

MARGIN
OF VICTORY, 2000

~·· New Jersey

JON S. CORZINE (D)

Robert
Menendez

Thomas H.
Kean Jr.

30·.

percentage
points

.fiJ

! RECENT

Oct. 29..31§

146%4 D

The New Jersey tradition of no-holds-barred politics continues in the race between'
Mr. Menendez, the incumbent who was appointed when Jon S. Corzine left the seat
to become New Jersey governor, and Mr. Kean, a state senator and sari of the
·former New Jersey governor. Mr. Menendez has portrayed Mr. Kean as a close
follower of President Bush, while Mr. Kean has repeatedly run advertisements
questioning the ethics of Mr. Menendez. The race is the best chance for
Republicans to take a ~eat held by a Democrat.
......................................... ; ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ...............................................................: ................................................................................... !

MARGIN
OF VICTORY, 2000

.~- Rhode Isl~d

CHAFEE

Sheldon
Whitehouse

'j'percentage

,

~~ ~olnts

MARGIN
OF VICTORY, 2000

Virginia
Jin;~

George
A/len

Webb
(

imes

15.

,:~"''

Oct. 16-20t
CHAFEE

Mr. Chafee, a moderate Republican in ·a strongly Democratic state, is struggling to
turn aside a strong challenge from Mr. Whiteho!lse, a former state attorney
.
general. Mr. Chafee is among the few Republicans who v.oted against the Iraq war,
and he has distanced himself from the administration on the war and other issues.
Democrats are countipg on picking up the seat; polls show Mr. Whitehouse ahead,
but Mr. Chafee, the son of a longtime senator, has the benefit of being extremely
well known in the state..
·

;arock Island

ili

Lincoln
Chafee

i RECENT

a

;·RECENT
l POLL

Oct. 26-29'

4""'~ '"'"""'' fr~m!J;0~ 07f/~
~U points

f_

ALLEN

i

Mr. Alien, first-term incumbent, faces a .stiff fight
Mr. Webb, a writer and
former secretary of the Navy under President Ronald Reagan. Mr. Allen was
expected to retain his seat until a series of gaffes in the late summer, including
using the word "macaca" to describe a Democratic operative of Indian descent.
More recently, the Allen campaign has tried to portray Mr. Webb as hostile to
women, using passages from military novels written by Mr. Webb.
James Bronzan/The New York TJmes·

(
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Diss·atisfaction
With GOP Fuels
Democratic Lead
ELECfiON, FromAl
deoc:y. Republicans had hoped that

the partisan genymanderillg of
most House 'districts would proled
their llll!iorlty, but the number of
oompetitive seats bas oontinued to
grow throughout lhe year, Jnaeas.
illg the lihllbOQd of a Democratic
takeover.

.

Rep., Rahm 'Emamuel (DDI.),
cbainwln of the Democratic Congressional Campaign COmmittee,
stopped sbort 'o{ predicting that
· Democrats will Wre the Ho~ but
said: "''m playing defense In one or
two districts and offense In 46. I like
~ose odds. fd rather be us than
them." .
· Republican Natiooal Committee
Chairman Ken Mo;hlman predicted
. his party will retain majorities in
both tbe House and Senate. "The
Senateisiliabetterplacelhanitwas
a Week ago," be said, noting that
.!'OP candidates in sever.!~ of the .
!'losest raoes have improved !]teir
lJOSitlons. "'lhlnk that the House remains vezy competitive," he added,
poillting, to a strong turnout opera·
lion that could save' many inCU!Jlo
bents in tossup r:u:es.
Republicans are fighting three
forces: Of)J)O$ition to tbewar in Iraq.
declining approval of the president,
and historically low ratiDgs for a
C'.o!u!ress that struggled to produce
notable achievements and that .ws
often mired in partisansblp.
·
The Democratic sv.ing in the
House is most evident in slilleS east
P.f the Mississippi River; where scanF.h.o retireinents and disaffection
¥lith the war have combined to put
illmost three dozen RepubUcan·hcld
Sea.tsatrisk. ·
! 0\J.io, theswingstatethatassured
Bush's second-term victory, has
· jumed U!to a Republican killing
field. RepublicaDS face the,loss of the
govem~p and a Senate seat, and
live GOP House districts are In danger of sWitching. Republicans fear
lbe loss of other smtewide races and
atleastonehouseofthesb.telogisla·

f=~~ ~0~ dan;~ inclu~e .

~~lvania, where a Senate seat
lmd·fiVe House incumbents are at
iisk, and Indiana, where Democrats
i:oold Pick up three House seats. In
New Yorl<, wbere Sen. Hillary Rod-

ham Clinton'(D) and AUbernatorlal

by Republicans. The lone Demoaatiohe!d tossup is in Georgia.
The House has not changed
hands without the Senate following
suit since the popular eledionofsenators began early in the 20th centuIY· But the odds are steeper for the
Democrats ill their bid to .Wre over
theSenate, because theymu.stwln at
· least four states that Bush carried in
2000 and 2004. three of them with
incumbentRepublicans.
Democrats are favored to defeat
Pennsyl1'311ia' Sen. Rick SantOIUDl
with state 'll'easurerRnbertP. Cisey
Jr. and Ohio Sen. Mike DeWine with ·
Rep. Sberrod Brown. Rhode Island
Sen. Lincoln D. Cbafee (R) has been.
trailing former attorney general
Sheldon Whilebow,e (D) in a state
wbere Bush's popularity numbers
are among the lowest in th~P,t!on, .

~ocrats have c:ounJM Montana.Sen. Conrad BU{DS.''(R) as th~
fourtfdikeliest pickui!, but his race,
ag:iimt s111te Senate Co-Presiden~ .'
.Jon 'Thster has narrowed in the fin21
two weeks. Allfason·Dix9D poR yes- ·
terdayshowed the race tied.
In Miami, t)arlos Arredondo arr.~~~9es cl'lissesIn meiiiOIY of his son,.Marioe lance CpL Alexaader Scott Arredondo. lite Iraq war factors heav~y in many
. IfBums were to fall in Montana,
Democrats still would have to pre- ·
was not v.'Orlh tlghtilig,. Almost a years. but scindals ha\'1! left
vail in two of the other three most
illiJ~ ll.ln£i)ington lJosl ·ABC NEWS POLL
third say the war is the top issue de- Gov. Bob 'Thft (R) with appr
.
.
coinpetitive Republic:uH!eld states.
termining their vote, and tJuee.quar- ingll in the teens. Republica
In Vll'ginia, Sen. George ADen (R)
le.a of them say they will vote for the tary of smte J. Kenneth B
has been hurt by his own campaign
Democrat in their district.
bas £1ruggled to reach 40 pe
gaffes, and Republicans are incrcu-·
Bush's approval rating &tands at his race against Rep. 'Thd St
ingly nervous that he will Jose to
40 percent among aU Americans and (D). .
Reagan administration Navy seae-· a AMO...S UmY \'OTIRS
.43 percent among registered voters,
In Massachusetts. anoth
• AMONG .AJ.LADtlliS
tary James Webb, the Democratic
a small liut slali&tically insignificant whose governorship Rev
,lf the election for the U.S. House
• n~Ooywapproveordisapprovecf
nominee.
.
increase In ,the past two weeks. have controlled for more tha
• of R2pcesentatives were being hdd
'Y•the wayGtollJeiY.Bushis .
RepubUcans are more optimistic
About lwis;c many strongly dl9- ide, Clinton administralio
handling his job i!S president?
today, .would you vote fer ...
approve ofhim as slrongly approve.
tant attorney general Deva1
about former Cbattanooga mayor
51%
Independents favorDemocraU! by (D) bas asizeable lead over
BobCorkerwinningtheseatofretir·
an 1&-point margin, but that Is less Kerry Healey (R) for the se
ingSenate~rityLeaderBmFrist
than tbe 28-point advantage DeiJlOo tiring one-tenn Gov. Mitt l
against the challenge of Rep. Harold
E. Fotd Jr. Ford· is descn'bed by
cratseojoYedtwoweeksago.
(R), wbo is planning a pre
many Democrats as their.ablest canThe po~ also showed that theRe- runin2008. .
didate of the year, but he is going
publican strategy of trying to make
Another Republican pre!
against the hisiocy of Tennessee;
Democrats an Wl3cceptable alttrna- · bope!ul, Ar!amsss Gov. Mil«
live may be working, at least at the bee, is also likely to see a Der
which has never elected an African
marghis.
·successor, with state Altom
American to the Senate.
ln Missouri, neither Sen. James 0 RIMAIHUtGAR£ASKfDOfREGIS1tliEDWISIS
1Wo weeks ago, 55 percent said, era! Mike Beebe leading~
. Democratic members of CongresS inson. (R), fonner No. 2 ol
M. 'Thlent (R) nor Democrat Claire
)Y'~I o"'! reason for yoo< votefor
1111· Alina!~ coosldet!ng the costs to
McCas1ill has been able to g:lin an
. !'>'COl)gfessbetoexpresssupport
"'l• the UnitedStltes vs.lhelienerrtS •• deserved reelection.lo the new poll; theHomeland Security Dep:
But Republicalis are eXp.
that shrank to 48 percent But Retdv:utl:lge. McCasldll has a stroag
for~ to expJOSs opposition to
to the Ue~ed St>tes, dD you think
publlcans remsln stuck in the high hold the three big Sun Belt 1
-uiban base In Kansas.cllyuici'St.
Bush,oris&Jshnotal'actorln
the war with Iraq was worth
Louis but mll5t bold down Thleol's
your ch~ce1
thirties on the same question.
California Gov.. Arnold Sc:
ftghlfng, or net?
advantage in the Illt:l! areas, where
.. ,
The distemper with Congtesshas negger (R) has come back
· Not ..,;,rth It: 53%.
lapped over into the governors' raoi drubbing on ballot initiative
Bushcampaigll,edlatelastweek.
·
•
.
Macyland iS one of four other
Support
·
es. Six Republican House members ago and has a ·big lead ov
are trying to move up to governors' 1\'easurer Phil Angelides.
m.ansion!l, and none has a clear path Gov:Rlck Percy Is trying to£
. field that includes c"ounbl
din (D) is a veter:m B:dtimore poll.
S.C:A
enlerinJI: the final three d3ys.

Midtenns: A Referendum on Bush,
Iraq and the Republican Congr.ess?··
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Other GOP danger areas include
ennsylvania, where a Senate seat
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ANSAS: Infighting Undercuts GOP
Popular Gov. Kathleen Sebcllus (D) appears headed
-r a seoond term without much of a challenge from
ate Sen. Jim Barnett (R), leaving the focus in this
ate on a ~ematcb in the 2nd COngressional District
!tween Rep. JlmRyun (R) andNancyBoyda (D).
Ryun, who once held the world record for the mile
m and competed in three Olympics, woo vrith 56 fl!!l'·

hold the thrte big SUilBelt ancl
California Gov.. Arnold Schwt

Jap~'!=th!~~,;;~ :mrtntio~:~~esrr;

es. Six Republican House members

un Clinton (D) and gubernatorial din (D) is a veteran Baltimore poli"·'a~or Uldldate B!iot L Spitzer (D) are ticianrunninginaDemocraticstate
""' ,.,..
·
'Uisipgtowardvlctory,RepubUcans in a Democratic year: But Ll Gov.
. DM\I<now:2"
:e deknding half a dozen House MichaelS. Steele (R) bas proved to - - - - -- - - -- - ' - - -- -- - -lsbicts.
be a sl:toog campaigner In the fight
Do you tliD< mosl of the
Ill• Do you Uinkmost or lhe Oemoaats in
Jo ConnectiCut, Republieans are to suteeed retiring Sen. Paul S. Saf.
• Rq>ubUcansla Congress IIese~~!!
vs Congress deserve to be reelected, or
. not?
.
..
.
to be reelected, or not?
!eply worried about veteran Reps. banes (D).
aocy L. Johnson and Christopher
In New Jersey, the rate between
ila%andareonlysligbUyrnore$- appointed Sen. Robert Menendez
tred about Rep. Rob Simmons. (D) and Republican state Sen.
>hnson appealS to be the most en- Thomas l l 1\ean Jr. has been domlllgered of the three.
inated by co1111PtiOD charges stem·
The .Iraq issue bas doimn:rted the • mlog from Menendez's b!stocy in
onnectic:ut Senate roee between HUdson CoUilty. As elsewhere in the
:n. Joseph L Lieberman, who is Northeast. the war in Iraq weighs
mnlng as an lodependent, and the · heavily in thisDemocratics!ale.
an who' beat him in the DemoThe parties see long.sJ!ot chances
atieprimary, businessmanNedLa- in twn other states. Jo Mlchigm, Re:ool Lieberman's appeal to Repub- publicans threw abatch of late mon·
:ans -on his support of the war ey behJnd Oaldand County Sheriff
ruld help prop up the embattled . Mike Bouchatd in his bid to defeat
OPHousetrlo.
Seo.DebbieStlbenow.(D) .ln~
Republicansfacedif&culliesinvir· na, Democrats-Sen. Jon ~I (R)
lllli,y e.oery region. There are muJ.o . potentially wloerable in his race
ple opportunities for Democ:rats in againstdeveloper Jim Pederson (D).
Drlda, Kfntucky, Colorado,MinneArnooglnterestiog new faces IiJ<e.
>ta andArizona.Sillglesealsareat ly to join the Senate nat year are
sk of switcblngin Califo,m, Iowa. R~. BemicSanders O·Vl) andHeo· 110
11, ,0010 ...._ .., ....,, • • .,,...,...,....,..,. .. ..,..,..,.
labo; lllinois, N«th Carolina, New nepln County Atton>ey Arey Klo- Coniptet. data from the poll "'"be found at WMW.IVashingt011post.COII!IPo/iUcs.
'ampsblre, New Mexico, Nevada, bucbar,fromMinnesota.
n..bt~tWuhiNJtonPost·ABCNNs polkbuedont~lnht\'h...a;wl\hl.205~1ttftc-t~
~ V111!inia. W:lshinliton and
The new Post-ABC News Doll, ·-"""""""""'-""'"""'""·'..,""""""'''""""""'"'""""""""""".,.......,.
lyoming.
talren Thursday through >1!Sierdsr. ::'!r~~~==~=~~:!::!~~~~;~~.SOUttt
lnaddiliontothelOseatslikelyto entC>Ilnged Republican hopes that
" "''"'"''"""
Ulo Democral8, there are SO los&- they can Umlt the damage on The$.
? races - oat of 63 competitive . day, although Some other national support for GOP candidates grew' gettingabeadfinallcially. ·
.ces- in the closing days of the poUsaJDtinuetosbowavrideri>em- · amoogmaniedmenand the quarter
Opposition tO the war bas eased a
unpaigo, 29 of them for seats held oaatlc advantage. In the new poU, of the electora!e who say they are bit, altbougli a tnajority stili say it

THE PLAINS

publicans remain .Wck in the high
thirties on the same question:.

are trying to move up to governors'
rnansioas, and none has a clear path
.
enteringthefinalthreedays.
Rep. Bob Beaupez (R.COlo.) Is .
badly tr:lilingfonner Denver district
otton>eyBillRitter(D)inColorado.
Rep. Ernest 1. Istook JL (R.Qkla.) is
far behind Gov. Brad Henry (D) in
Oklahoma, while Rep.
Nussle
(R'lQwa) i.s ·struggling behind the
oeinocrallc secretary of state, O!et
. OJ!ver, in Iowa. ·
Three House Republk:ans are in
tighlgubematorialraces.Rep.Mark
Green (R-WJS.) has run neck-andneckvrith WiscoosinGov.J'unDoylb
(D) but may have slipped sligli.Uy In
the finalw.ek. Nevada Rep. fun GihbOlls (R) has been burt by allega.
tions that be sexually assaUlted a
cocktail waitress, and his race
against Democ:ratDina Titus is now
atossup.lnldahO,Rep.CL. "Balch"
Otter (R) is in a surprisiligjy close
race vrith newspaper publisher Jerry
Brady (D).
1n three key states, Democrats
nntordyare takiogthegovemorship
fromRepubUcansbutalsoarep<ised
torollupmajoritiestbotcouldaffect
tbe rest of the ticlret. •
In New York. Spitzer, the haJd.
charging' attorney general, bas not
f.illen below 66 perceot in a public
poll
since
LaharGov.
Dar George
in his bid
to
succeed
retiring
E. Patak! (R).
.
1n Ohio, Republicans have conlrolled all statewide offices in recent

run

ago and bas a ·big lead over

!

'freasurer Phil ADgelides. 'F

Gov:RickPen'ylstryingtoimd
field that includes rountry si!
Richml "lGnncy" Friedman.
In Florida, where' Gov. Jeb I
(R) is tcrmlimited, state Atto:
General Charlie Grift (R) hoJ,
narrowing lead over Rep. Jim I:
(D) and will get a Mooday 1
from the president, who will •
poign in the cooseMtive Fk
Panhandle.
Republican hopes of defea
Pennsylvania Gov. EdWllfd G. I
dell and 1\ficbig:ln Gov, Jennife:
Gnnholm have soured. Ret
holdsacomfortablelrodovcrfot
Pitlsbwgb Sttelers wide rta
LynnSwanu.Gnmbolmfaceda•
funded cbaDeoger in business
Dick DeVos, who sought to 'cat
ize on the state's weak economy.
she bas moved ahead in the
month.
.
In llllnots, U.S. ~ttoroey Pat
J. Fitzgua]d has been investigll
the administration of Gov. Rod
gojevich (D) and bas indicted hi
sociales, but state~:

Baar1bpinb. (R) has struggle

overcome the banageofnega!M
vertisingu:nieasbedbythegoveJ

sea~ which Osborne vacated to ron for ,rovemor.
Rancher Scott Kleeb (D) has run a sound campaign,
· 'and slate Sen. Adrian Smith (R) appears to bave·taken
' vietocy for gT11llted foUowing his tough primary win.
· . Still, tbe demogrophies of this cllstrict make a Demo. aatic upset unlikely.
Gov. David Heineman (R) isauisingtovictoryover
businessman David Hahn (D).
Sen. Ben Nelson (D), who won his seat with just 51
percent in 2000,ls expected to win easily over wealthy

~Pete·~cl<etts (R).

cent of the vote ln2004 hut bas a tougher race this year.
De:moerats gambled by putting late money Into the . NORTH DAKOTA: Unrivaled Senate Race
race. CounteriDg, Republicans plan to bring President
Bush to the state today. .
·
Sen. Kellt Conrad (D), a20.yearveteran of politics, .
The real stocy in Kansas this year is turrnoU illslde was assllred of reelection when Republicans failed to
persuade
Gov. John Hoeven (R) to challenge him. ·
the Republlcan Party after a decade of ideological war·
fare. The former cbalnnan of the state Republican Par· Fanner DwlgbtGrotbergls the kind of p(,Ute opponent
ty, MarkParldnsou., is tullDlngvrithSebelhis to be her any senator wo!lld love to have.
lieutenant govemOL· Another party-5witcher, .Paul
Morrison, is the Democratic nominee for attorney gen. SOUTH DAKOTA:.AJJortion Polities
era!. He isin a do5e and nasty roce against Republican
PbiJl Kline. Their defections rellect cllsilluslonmeot
Gov. Mike Rounds (R), who backed the neW state
amongmoderates with the state of the GOP.
law banaillg abortions &cept to sa\e a wanan's liCe,
has minimal opposition from former state Rep. Jack
NEBRASKA: Parties likely to Keep SeatS
Billion(D).
•
The only public poU on a ballot refercndwn to enact
rtCIIU'I ~-.WOCV.lt
1n 2004, Bush earned western Nebraska's Srd Di& the abortion ban, for the Sioux Falls Argus Leader,.
trict with 75 percent Rep. 1bm Osborne (R) won re- · found 52 percent opposed. 42 percent in favor. The $4 """"' Boyda,IUDillng In ~ for Congress, got a
election with 87 percenl Al)d ya, national Derllocrats million baltlegoeson, however, with neither side yield- boost 1'10111 aationaiDmiOcrals late In the race. Bill~
president is ptanlling In st1lmp tOday for the Jncumbl
say they may have a chaoce. to. pull off an ul'l'et for the ing an inch.
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THE MIDWEST
IWNOIS: ln~ictments Fuel GOP Campaign

locked in one of the closest races in the country. Sodrel
defeated Hill by l,SOOvotes two years ago, while Dan.
Federal and state prose<:utors are circling aroUDd iels aod Busb were overwhebningly c:an'ylag the disGov.~odBiagojevich (D), and in<jlctments ofbisa=trict. Sodrel and Hlli have run solid campaigns, and.the
cia~are creating almost daily headlines, with char~. oatio~ parties are loath to predict a winner.
of fr,lud, kicl<backs and pay· to-play contracts. Still, he
The most surprising race in Indiana is in the '2nd
reinajjls in front of opponent Judy Baar Topinka (R) District, where 2004 nominee Joe Donnelly (D) is
the slate treasurer. Slie was banunercd so 11.ard by Bla· poised to upaet Rep. Chris Cbocola (R). After a sOjnegojevich's negative ads comiDg out of a drrisive spring what lackluster race two ~s ago, D1100elly bas
primary that her disapproval score is higher than bis. A emerged as a far better candidate in !his election while
. late suige bas brought Thpinka into a competitive posi· Chocola bas been slow to react to the compeliliveliess
tion.·Green Party candidate Rich Whitney l.!i winning · of the.iace..Polllng shows Dormelly over 50 per~nt,
SOllie newspaper endorsements and may br!"'k into and Republic:ans admowlei!ge that Cboeola has little
double digits. .
·
·
.
. hope of holding bis office.
·
•
• ·
T!i~ banner House race, for the seat of retiring Inter- ·
Tbe coming catastrophe forlndlana Republicans iri.
nal;ioJia! Relations Committee Chairm;m Henry Hyde tbe House is not mirrored in the upper chamber. Se.n. Mlehael i fox campalgnBd In Ohio for Semte eandld:ale Sherrod srown aad In MISH..Ifor othor DemDC111110\ ;\. :':).11\;)
(R);pus 1l1nimy Duckworth .(D), an Jraq war veteran Richard Luw (R) is cruising to a sixth term \vith no caitdldate5. rox. wbo bas Parldnson's disease, advKates stem cell research, an Issue that may help Deraocrats. · .
.
. ... ··f
who lost both legs when her bellcoJ)terwas shot down, challenger.
against state Sen. Peter Roskam (R). Both carulidates
MINNESOTA: Democrats Storming State
Rep. Bob Ney (R) have damaged the GOP brand.in ll!ellc
have received millions from the national parties. De- IOWA: Opportunities for Democrats
state, adding to the party's troubles nationwide:.· : :::.9\lt
Iil a Democratic year in· this Democratic-leaning
Rep. TedStricldand (D) is heavUy fa\'Oredto ~thao~
spite tbe strong GO~ organization in the suburban
lthasbeen40~-earssinceDemocratsheldtbegoverslate, Gov. Tun Pawlenty (R), o~e of the brightest governorship 'Ibesday over Secretary of StateK~ lli
· Chieago distrie~ the race is close.
Freshman Rep. Melissa Bean (D), whoseoredan up- norsbip and both houses ofthe legislature in the Hawk- )'OUllg Republic:ans, is struggling to aurvivc a chaiJenge Blackwell (R); the only queStion that remains Is YJhal>Jt
set in 2004 in another Chicago suburb, Is holding on eye State, bul that could be the outcome alter 1\Jesday. froiD Attorney General Mike Hatch (D), an aggressive the margin will be. Similarly; Rep. Sherrod BroWn {D).
against investment banker Dave McS\Veeney (R), whO
Gov. Tom Yilsack (D) Is leaving office and Is expw . opponent carrying sometntraparty scars. Peter Hutch- is >yldely acknowledged as the likely vlcter agah)~~Sep;ilo;k
is financing bis own campaign.
ted to seek a 2008 presidential nomination. Secretary inson, the former Democratic official running as an ln· Mil<e DeWme (R). as polls show the Democrat wiilll\ ·,
Late in the campaign, Democrats sensed at least an of State Chet Culver (D) has !lie advantage over Rep. dependence Party reformer, is edging up toward 10 high-single-digit or even alow-doubJe.digitlead.:; :•.
Nets 18th Distri~ which usually favors Repbb'l; :
outside chance against Rep. Matk Kirk (R), with Dan •. Jim Nussle (R) in the contest to succeed him.
percent of the vote - which hurts Hatch and boosts
Seals (D), ·a black businessman. The aftluent district
Nussle, chairman of the House Budget Committee, Pawlenty's chances. ·
licans. appeaJS to be a near<ertalo takeoverfor Demo- ·
north of Chicago is strongly .against the Ir:i.q war. and has learned thlsisnotagoodyeartobeassoclatedwitb
Tbe race to succeed tetlringSen. Mark Dayton (D). cratic candidate Zack Space. After Ney removed~. f.
President Bush.
.
the House. Bush tried to rally Republicans with a Fri- bas turned into a walkover for Hennepin. County At- self from the ballot, the GOP selected stare Sen,.,JI!)',:.;·
In a downstate dlslriet vac:ated by retiring Rep. Lane day stopover, but a poll in the Des Moines Register to- tomcy Amy Klobuehar '(D), a feisty protege of Walter Padgett (R) as his repbeemen~ but she bas struml}~/
Evans (D), P'nil Hare, Evans's longtime local aide, is day showed Culver leading 52 percent to 43 percent
Mondale, over Rep. Mark Kerwedy (R).
with ethieal questions of her own.
· · •., • :
In Nussle's lstDistri~ in eastern Iowa, Democratic
DemocratS hope the tide will enable Tun Waiz (D), a
Jn nearby Columbus, Rep. Deborah Pryce (R)'is f~···
strongly favored over fonner TV reporter Andrea Zings (R).
trial laWyer Btuce Braley (D) has enjoyed a widening · teacher and National Guard veteran, to upset Rep. Gll ing her toughest opponent since coming to Conllfess.;w ~·
lead over businessman Mike Whalen (R). Republicans Gutknecht (R). But their prospects have faded for the 1993. Franl<lln County Commissioner Mary Je I<iWY···
INDIANA: A Red State looking Blue
seat Kennedy is leaving, where Patty Wetterllng (D), a (D) has successfully linked Pryce to WashingtOn· Reare gloomy about Whalen's chances.
hi the 3rd District, state Sen. Jeff Lamberti is one of • retread from 2004, is facing state Sen. Michele Bach· publicans and appeared to be pulling away as recently
•
Tbe Hoosier State is positioned to provide Demo- the few GOP chaDengers in a COII1petitive rate. but he mann (R), whose church supporters have' raised eye- as two weeks ago.
crats with as many as three piclrups in their battle lor is still an underdog against Rep. Leonard Baswell (D). brows by claiming divine support for their candidsle.
Rep. Steve Chabot (R) is locked in a simllarly ligilt
race against Cincinnati City Council member· Jolitl\
control of the House as the unp~ularity of Gov. Milch
The state Senate is evenly divided, and Republicans
Cranley (D). in the southern 1st District Chab~t lias)
Daniels (R) threatens to undcmune GOP candidetcs.
hold a two-seat margin in the state House. Both could MISSOURI: A GOP Senate Seat at Risk
Rep. John Hostettler (R) appears finished in his race be in Democratic bands eomo January.
held this swing seat since 1994, but the district's sfg· r
against Vanderburgh County Sberlf! Brad EDsworth
· MiMouri is home to one of the country's highest· nificant black population - 27 percent, accord!s!g to..{
prorue Senate races. For months, polls have shown the 2000 census-makes it winnable for Deriioef.il& • ·
(D) in Ute souUtem 8th District. His refusal to run a MICHIGAN: lncumbencyvs. Wealth
1\vo Democratic-lield open seats are alino5t!irtailr
modem campaign - be docs almost no fundraising
Sen. Jim Thlent (R) and state auditor Claire McCaskill
and employs no paid consultants - has served him
Once apparently doomed by the dismal economic (D) within two or three points of eacb other. Going to stay Democratic. In the 6th District, state Sen: Ch~
· weU In past races, but not In this one. Barring disaster, situation of the auto industry, Gov. Jennifer Granholm into Election Day, that is still the case. Tbe outcome lie Wilson (D) overcame a balloterrorintheprlmaryto '•
Ellsworth will take.this seat hack for Democrats.
· (D) has rallied, potting her wealthy but polltlcally inex· will likely binge on voter turnout. McCaskill needs a put a once.promising race for the GOP out of reach:1n· !be neighlioring 9th District, Rep. Mike Sodrel ' pi!Penced opponent, Dick DeVos (R), on the defen.sive strong Democratic wave on 'Ibesday - and needs to Lawyer BettySutton (D) won a competitive primary in
(R) and former representative Baron ~ .<D) are about job outsourcing by his family company, formerly attract many undecided wters - while 111Jenl.'s for- the Akron area 13thDistrict aod is headed for viet~~
known as Amway. DeYos and bis wile, Betsy, a fotmer tunes will rely on Missouri Republicans' expansive votstate GOP chairman, have built a stateof·llu>ert orga- er-mobilization program. The GOP program was set • WISCONSIN: Neck,and-Neck for Governor.•;>. ·
.
. •. ·:.'f ~
nization. Tbe race is close, but late poUs show a consis- into motion with a visit by Bush last week.
Always a battleground, Wisconsin bas a very;!lglibl!
tent Granhobn lead.
•
Tbe state features a stem cell ballot lnltlative that.
Tbe GOP saw a vulnerability In Sen. Debbie St!~ both candidates hope will get out their constituencies. · governor's race. pitting Gov. Jim Doyle (D);-a lfbetillll~
now (D) and illvested heavily in her cbaUenger, Oak- Tbe initiative received increased attention after the against conservative Rep. Mark Green (R), poyle:hal
RACE
· REPIIfit.ICAN r: .,~
• land.County Sberiff Mike Bouchard (R), but poDs give . McCaskill campaign launched an ad featuring actor battled a RepubUcan legislature IIDd sufferl!d ·•S<ib)d.ll'i
Michael J. Fox showing tremors brought on by Parkin- scandals in his adminislralion, but is defendinl(':th~
Stabenow a clear lead.
IJI:§!hDisf.: ·i>etei.~am; ' !~: ~
Tim Walberg (R), a minister and former state legis- son's. Fox encouraged voters to hack McCasldli be- state's support of embryonic stem cell research/soinell<
!rid, 9th Dlst. : ··ne~.MikeS~il~;,~: '
:·."-tO<~:•.; lator who had Club for Growth hacking when be beat cause ofber support for tbe stem ceU measure.
of which Green opposes. DOyle holds a small lead;Willli'l.
the race dependent on him matching GOP turnoutJ..i,•'ll
Mi.n n.lsi·DkL ,Rfp. GiG~i~nec)it · · ll)walz: •' ':;.i•{ freshman Rep. Joe Schwarz (R), a leadingmoderate, in
Wealthy Sen. Herb Kohl (D)scared off all real oppo;1d
the
August
primary,
went
to
eleep
for
weeks
11Dd
woke
OHIO:
Rebelling
Against
Republicans
Minn. gov.. · ·:· (lev.Jim Pa~lenty , MiJi(f:IO!di ; --:.~ ~'
sition and Is far in front of lawyer Robert Lorge (R). Iii
up to lind himself In a new race. Neverthele.s, his lead
Mn•~nAt• • ~ lfmT~Pnt . •\ Cl:.ltEiMctaskil · •:~: ........ oln,.o ,...;,lon-1 n..m~to on:a nnt htoh on thPtr
Tite •l3tP. tl1at dellvered Bush a secood tenn seems the close race to succeed Green, John Gard (R),.s~
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Tun Walberg (R), a minister and former state legislator who bad Club for Growth bac:ldng.when he beat
freshman Rep. Joe Schwarz {R), aleadingmoderate,ln
the August prlmazy, went to sleep for weeks and woke
up to find himself in a new race. Nevertheless, his lead
has since widened. Democrats are not high on their
nominee, organic fanner Sharon Renier (D), and bave
not invested in the race.

.

'-'ln!k.lsi::m.s. ;~
. l;llp~;:.9~f.;:j~-~.

;;-:s-:-~ -~ed roter";;!~"bi;k"'Mc&skiii'~
cause of her support for the stem cell measure.

OHIO: Rebe.lling Against Republicans
The state that deUyered n.;m.a second term seems
poised to send his party a stem rebul<e two yprs later.
5eandals sUirOunding outgoing Gov. Bob 111ft (R) and

;;te·s supportof erobtyonicsiem-;;.ii re;;;~~J
ofwhich Green opposes. Doyle holds a small lead; W,lliliw
the race dependent on bim matching GOP turnout,. obi13
Weatthy Sen. Herb Kohl (D)scared off aU realopp~l.
s!lionandlsfar infroiltoflawyer Robert Lorge (R)dn ..
the close race to succeed Green, John Gard (R),-speak'i·19
er of lJ!e Wisconsin House, hilS ao edge over pb:r.;lclaam
Steve Kagen (D),wbo Is financing much oC his race. · .

.-.. <~t

THE NORTHEAST·
CONNECTICtJT: House Incumbents Nervous

New Haven Mayor Jo)lnDcStefano to).

!r~'\1 rare occurreceeinpolities these days when more
lhaJ! hall of a state's congressional delegation is in electoial jropardy. But in Conneeticu~ GOP Reps. Rob Sim·
IIIOiis, Chris Sltays and Nancy Johnson aU face serious

MAINE: Beleaguered but Safe GoveJoor

clmlle)lges onThesday, withJDOStindependent observm
pre'diclil>.g at least one of them will fall.
JQ!i.nsonappeara to he the roostiniperiled.Her longev·
ity,.:,.she bas held her seat since 1983 -maybe work·
lng against l)er, a5 state Sen. Chris Murphy (D) bas Ja.
belejl· her part of the problem in Washington. Johnson
haS·*.nt more than $4 million on her reelection, bitt
polls Sl1ow ber support sliD h<Weriog in the 40s.
·
Sliays's ~eclion bas turned into a referendwn on
Iraq P.Oticy as his opponent, 2004 nominee Diane Parren
(D), iias focused almost ~elusively on the issue in her
adS.Sha:r.; remainswelllikedinhisaff!uentsouthweste:rn
Connecticut district; but his support for the \l':lf In Iraq ·
:l[lead vot~ to opt for FarteD. Polling sho•;s a jwnp
Simmons's 2nd District is, by the numbers, the ~t
of the three for RepubUcanB. John Kerry woo it by 10
poinla in 2004. Fomier state reprcsentstil'e Joe Court·
ney (D) Is much improved as a candidate since his race in
2002. But Simnloos bas run an extremcly competeot ·
race, and even Denwaats consider this seat the least
likely of the three to switch hands
1n Au~ many concluded that Sen. Joe Lieberman's
political career was oYer. Deserted by Derooaatic pri·
mary voters for his po~on on.the war, the three-tenn
senator lost to first-time candidate Ned lamont. On pri.
m:)lY night, Liebennan announced he would run as an in·
dependent. He turned the focus ofthe race from a d~te
over Iraq to a discussion of Lamont'a lack of poUiical ex·
perience.ln doing so, Lieberman bas probably ensured
himself another tenn.
·
Gov. Jodi ReD (R) is expected to defeat her chaDenger,
"'~··

.: .:~.:. ~ ·..;:~· . .:~: r.t:~~J~;'l"~'

,.,.
. ~~ ~.-·t~ ·..~. :..~EP~~~~~~~~·r\~~~)f.
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coiin, st~:~tst. ·~•P.:~~"'.!Qii~6.
Conn •.ath l)ist, ,Rep. Cjujt$h'!)i~;~,
N,H..2ildllfst; . Rep. l:ha•(ii;~§·.·.
N.Y, 2~thDI1l. Rep.l<)ljll Swe~I)OY. .;

R.l: se·nate· · . se.i:LiricolliCfiatie·
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GoV. John Baldacci (D) looked vulnerable a few
months ago, in part because his maoyriwls were laking
ad1'Mtageofthe stale's Clean BleelionAct to drawp®nc money to match his prioatelyfunded campaign. ·
But stale Sen. Chandler Woodooclc (R) has JJeen.a
weak opponen~ and state Rep. Barbara,Merrill (I) and
Green Party candidate Pat LaMarche are wrq behind,
Bald2cx:i is likely to win but mey not hit 50 percent. ·
Sen. Olympia Snowe (R) Will probably do far·better
than that in winning her third tenn over carmer Jean Hay
Bright.

MASSACHusms: The First Blac:k Gov~mor? .
Relirin~ Gov. Mitt Ronmey {R); offin pursaifoftbe
GOP preSidential nomination. bas left his party looking
at a Jll<ely defeat in the race to pick his s=essor. A!l ·
Romney's home-state ralingshavc !Wnbled, Lt. GoV. KerIY Healey (R) bas fallen further beblnd Dcvai Patrick
(D), the Clinton adrninistration assistant attorney general for civil rigbU.
·
Patrie](, wbo W~>uld be Massachusetts's first bladtgovemo~; came roaring ont of a three-way primary and bas
. withstood heavy attacks from Healey on his record as a
aimlnal defense lawyer.
. .
.

Sen. Christopher Dodd (O.Com.) campai!Jiled f« House crandidate lliaoe Fanell on Oct.ll. F•n:eR ha5 m;lde hei ·. ·" :l!OI
campaign og;dnst the GOP incumbent a referllJidum on the Jroq war and tile Bush presidency.

;.':;fle

RHODE ISlAND: Tough Challenge to SenatM~~~
(R).Still,she basspentbcavllyln thence, widclycons!d·
""'
ered preparation for a presidential bld.
Sen; Llneoln Cbafee {R) isn't your average Rep'UJl!Utt
Republicans are at risk oflosingup to five House seats.. llcan. He was the looe GOP vote against the Use-of,for&!!lllb.
.Most endangered is the 24th Distri~ where Rep. Sher- · resolution on Iraq and didn't even east his vote in 20 · <I
wood Boeblert (R) is retiring. Oneida Couoty District for the current president, choosing to write in a v· ·
Attorney Michael Arcuri (D) has an edgt o\-er state Sen. President George H.W. Bush. But Cbafee Is fee ·
Nf.W HAMPSHIRE: V!Jnerable House Seats
Ray Meier (R). NationalRepoiliUcansrananadaecusing burden of the ament President Bush in-his
Areurl of ealllng a sex line 011 the taxpayers' dime, bnt it race against ex-state attorney general Sheldon
This was the only state that '1\-entlrom Republican to . turned out to have been a niisdialed ntllOOer, and Meier house (D), as state and national Democrats ar
Democratic in 2004, and Democrats would like to keep distanced himself from the ad. Democrats, .meanwblle, . Chafee is out of step with the typical ~ode lsland'VO_W
.-:,
the momentum going, Gov. John Lynch (D) has been branded Meier as a tax-niser earlyin the earopalgn.
Cbafee, despite hislow-keyclemwtor, bas proven a.~1It
running away from Jim Coburn (R), which leaves aD the
1n the 20th D.iStrl~ lawyer Kirst:cn GiBibrand (D) bas ient campaigne~ having dispatched a primaty ehallen~
attention on two Republican Housemerllhets.
been gaining ground on Rep. John Sweeney (R). The dis- from Cranston Mayor Steve Lafl'ey. Republicans bOld. OU!Il11
The most vulnerable is 2nd District Rep. Otarlle Bass lrict still bas a small Republican advantage but bas been some·hope, but poU after poll shows Whitehouse up.~·:. dOt
Gov. Don Carcieri (R) is Jll(ely to sw;vive il.louilh~t
(R), who Is in a tossup against 2004 opponent Palll. polling Democratic. Sweeney's visit to a fraternity party
Hodes (D).
recel~ substanlial attenlion, and in the past weel< a
than-expectedraeefromlt.Gov. CharlleFogart:y(D).
In the 1St Dlstric~ Rep. Jeb Bradley (R) remains the new~per reported that bfs wife once ealled authorities
·
. ·•:
·VERMONT: Crumbling GOP Opporttmlty
~
favorite to defeat Democrat Carol Shea-Porter, a critic of tosayhewasbyingtoroughberup.
the Iraq war and upset winner in the primary. But this
Democrats are investing heavily to win the 2Sih Dis·
.
·
. · • >[ •·
race, too, hasnarrowed.
.
tricl, where Rep. James Vhlsb (R) Is tryiog to thwart a
Por much of the election cycle, House Rep<.tblica;g :;
chaDengefrornformerHousestaflerDanMaffei (D).
said tbal Aclptant Gen. Martha Rainville, a~·.:
Nf.W YORK: Demoerat Sails to Statehouse
In the 26th Distri~ Rep. Tom Reynolds, who Is eap- pobUe figure, was positioned to take the at-large o~>;
lain of the GOP'sHousecamp:>ign. basbeenhurtbytbe seat against stDte Sen. Peter Welch (D). Buta5·the'~ ...
The Empire State could have a near-purge of Repub- congressional page scandal. But Reynolda Is maintaining lional environment bas deteriorated for the GOP,-so:to"Ot. •
have il$ hopes of an upset.
·
• .•~·;:
lican cleded officials on Thesday. With Gov. George Pata- a small advantage over 2004 eand.ldate Jack DaVis (D).
Less likely to cl•ange is the 291h Dislri~ where Rep.
Rep. Bernie Sanders (I) bas faced a smooth ride:fOr,~
l<i (R) retiring to ponder a presidential run, state At.
torileyGeneraiEliot ~pitzer (D) is saUing to victoey over RandyKubl (R) seems on tracktoquashfonnerNavyof- the seat beJng vacated by Sen. Jim Jeffords (1), ·Bus!!:·
state Rep. John Faso (R) ~become the first Democrat to ficer Brie Massa (D). New York City Council member nessman Richard Tarrant (R) has spent millions oil~·'·
sit in lhe statehouse in 12 years.
Yvette Clad< (D) is headed to represent central Brook- campaign bnt gained no traction. Sanders, lll<e Jeffords, ·>
is expected to caucus with !be Democrats.
Sen. HillaJy RodhantaJnton (D) Is a shoo-in to win a lyn, replacingreliriogRep. Major Owens (D).

second term over former Yonkers mayor John Spencer
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. able to mobill2e his party after a divisive primary.
Scbwarzeneggir, who rebuilt his reputation by conclliIn one of the more stunning rebukes this' year, Re- · atiog the Democratic legislature while Bush White
publicanprimaryvotersdenledGov.Fral)kMurkowsld ·House veteraas took over and. ran a textbook cam·
·the chance to serve a second term. Mwkowsld. who palgn, is Ukely to have a new mandate to cballengeseived in the Senate,before returning home four years' or work With- the ltglslature.
..
as gavernor, finished third in the A~gustptimary. . . Sen..DJanlleFeinstein (D) bas had oolyatoken ~-.
Tbe winner was Sarah Palin, the' former mayor·of : leoge· frOm former state senator Riehaid MOUDijby ·
Wasilla. Given tbe Republican leanings of the state, Pa· :· (R), her little-known opponent.
· ·. · · · ,
lin'nictoiy gave GOP officials hope that they could rC:. ·
'rlie.key House race pits House Resources Comnu't,
lain the governor's o'ffice,.and inltial'polls showed ber · . tee Choinnan Riehittd Pombo ·(R) againat engineer
with a 'vide lead over fonner governor ;~boy !):nowles ..: .J:erry McNerney. (D). Pombo defeated McNerney; .
(D). But Knowles bao boDDced back;ai<led by support ·.bandlly in 2004, bat enY!ronmental orgaoizatlons have
from the business commuitity. Palin remains'a narrow .. come after the incwiibent bard this year,' and it's a
favorite.
horse race.
•'
There are substantlal but less-tbreaten!Jig ehaliengCALIFORNIA: ATough Governor to Unseat
es to Rep. John DooUttle (R) from Air Force veteran
Charlie Brown (D) and to·Rep.BrianBilbray (R) from
Though he loo!ted like a 97-pound wealdlng a year his old rival. educator Frandne Busby (D). The seat of
"hool:... aStop that a less
' · >:
ogo, after voters rejected aU four of his initiatives in a . retiring.Ho)ISe Ways and .Means-Committee Cholnnan California Gov. Arnold Scllwarzenegger addresud stud'enu at a
special election he hod eaUed, Gov. Arnold Sehwar- Bill Thomas (R) is ticketed for Ws protege, state as- coofodent candidate might not be maklllg tho week bef«~·~.~-Sclnvaneaegger e>qJeCts a big wln Tuesday. •:zenegger (Il.) lw regained his title as tbe toughest guy sembly Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, over edUCIIn California politics, as be beads for a big victory over tor Sharon Beery (D). ·
'Itopes that Gov. Ted Kuloogosld (D) can withstand the 'piijgJI..and appears on track to defeat Mike MeGavic:k< :·
state '1re3Surer Phil Angelides (D), who has not been
.credible challenge of Portland l;lwyer Roo Saxton (R) (R),.'a !omier insurance-company executive who has ·
· ' (.
HAWAII: Tliree Races Locked Up
andwinasecondtenn. · ·
.
~nt$2.5JJiillionontherace.
· ..: •·..
Kulongo's ld bad a tough ' first !our ytars, feuding :. '1\{cGavickbas suffered for a campaign strategy that · ·
Deinocratie Sen; Daniel Akaka'aod Republican Gov. witlt the legislature lind with labor, but late polls show · inV.olveil dlsclosing a drunken-driving mest and other :'
·
' persilnalloibles: · •
·
·
·• ·. ·
Linda L!ilgle are in no trouble in' their reelection cam- · him seven points or more ahead.
.,.]!iihe 8th District, iii Seattle's sub~ttbs, Rep. Dare :
paigns. Rep. Ed Case (D) tried to unseot the 82-year·
old Akaka in the primary but failed. CaSe'& solidly WASHINGTON: Dwindling Chance for GOP' .:· Reichert (R) is trying to fend off a challenge from for· .·.
Democratic 2nd District seat wiD probably go to lot· . -----------------'------------ ., .iliei' Mii:rosoft executive Darcy BIU1ler (D). Burner, ·.
It looked for many months as if Democntie Sen. : who'hll,!lno legislative record, ha!J tried to. tie Reichert ;
.
mer lieateoant governor Mazie Hlrono (D),
Marla Caotw;U'a seat would be a top opp~ty f'!l' · II?'~d"!ll B'!"h..an unpopular figure in. this Dem&- ..
OREGON: Credible Republican Challenger
the GOP to p1ck up a Senate spot. With a tiny mar$Ul . ·cratjQ:leawog'distriet.
· ·!
of Victory the last time around, she also ~emed head- ; . Jlu~ Reichert, popular in the district, bas stressed ·,·
Jiis independence, and he appears to bave a sllght lead .,
Democrats have taken a strong lead in early appllca-. ed !or a brutal prinwy against antiwar ehallengers. ··
lions for ballots in the mall·in election, raising their .
But she brought those challengers into her cam· ~iJitifinal da)'s .
.::'::!

Al:ASKA: Alternatives to the Status Quo

ago

tdtb

THE SOUTHWEST

Riehardson will probably piyol eorly next yeor to a )1111
for the 2008 DI!IJIOC!lllic pi'esideotial nomination. • ·

· OKlAHOMA: Solid Hold on Govemorsblp
Gov. Brad Henry, (D) is heavilY favored for a second

tenn over Rep. Emest Istook (R), hl.s conservative ehallenger. lstook's seat is 1illely to go to 12,yearveteranLt. .·
Gov. Mary Fallin (R) over surgeon David Hunter (D). ·

ARIZONA: Conservatlvll Fights for His Seat
Gov. Janet Napolitano (D), a rising star as the first
female ehair of the National Governors Association, is
crul$ng to a second tmn over conservative think tank
presidentLeo Munsi1 (R).
Sen. Jon Kyl (R) bas.!aced a stiffer ehalienge from developerandfonnerstateDernocr.~tlcPartychalnnanJim

-

Pederson, who bas sunk millions into Ids race and has
been bolstered by late funds from the natiooal party. But
with heavy emphasi.s on measures again&t illegal imml·
l(r.lllon and sttpport for Bush on Jraq, Kyl seems to baYe

Randy Gra!. t11e Club for Growth conservative wbo won

T£XAS: AGOP Comebac;k for Delay's Seal?

the GOP nomination when two moderates split most of
tbe primary votes but whose stands were extreme
enough to cost him Kolbe's supporl
After six terms, Rep. JD. Hayworth (R) is &gbtiog for
hlspoUtlcalli!eafterlos!ugtheendorsementoflheArizonaRepubHc, wbiehcalledhinra "buuly" forhis aggressive
advocacy of cxinservative positions. His opponen~ legislator and former state DemooatieParty cbairman Harry
Mitchell. is the strongest Democrat to test Hayworth in •
this Repobliean·leaningdlstrid.
Rep. ~ck ~=.' (R} ~ ~- bit_with .oo~-o~

When House Majority Leader 10m DeLay (R) resigned from Cougress this year and courts ruled that the ·
GOP could not put another candidate's name on th~bal
lo~ fonner representative Nick Lampson (D) appeared .
·to have a free ride to Cougress from the 22nc!'Diitr14t- <'
But the fortunes of a GOP-backed write-in candidate;·; ,·
ShelieySekula-Gibbs, ho\-e beenriaingin thlsheavil,yRi!- · .
pobliean district
.
.
Naliooal Republicans have been spending heavily to;,

~~~~~~!:.~....~~£..~!!:1 ~~: .'
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"""" """'"""" oy Jate runas IJ'Oill tne nabOoal ~- !!Ut Mltcbelf, Js the strongest Democrat to test Hayworth In,. publicandlsUict.
with beavy empha$ on measures against illegalliMli- thlsRepubllcan~eaningdlstricl
·
·
Nationlll Republicms have been spending heavily to ·
gntion and suwort for Bush on Iraq, Kyl seems to have
Rep. Rick Renzi (R) has bel!ll hit with conflict-of· offset Lampson's huge fundraising lead. and SekuJa.
fended off Pederson andS<!Ciln!da third tenn.
interest investigations by the Justice Department In a: Gibbs's campaign was boosted in the final stretrh by a
<The seat ofretiringRep. run Kolbe, a Republican mod· Lmddealthatneltedapartner$3million. but he appears Visit to$ug:lrl<lnd by Bush. Still, her campaign is hamcraie, is1ii<cly to switch to the Democrats. In a battle of to he leading laWYer BUenSimon (D) in a huge rural dis- pered by the diflicultyvotersmighfhave inhlputtingher
two former legislators, Gabrielle Giffords (D) is leading . bict where it is illl!icultfor a newcomer to campalgu.
name on electronic voting machines.
.
·
·
.
In the 17th District, Rep. Chet Edwards (D) appears
NEW MEXICO: Republicans Gro w Confident
lil<ely to repel a challenge from Iraq warvetenm Van Thy·
.
.
lor (R). Similarly, in the redrawn 23rd District, in San
A dose raoe is nothing oew to Rep. Heather 'IW.son Antonio'ssuburbs.Rep.HemyBonilla(R)hasan~ein
(R). Since winning a 1998 special election in her Alba· . a clOse contest with former re~ Cjro Rodri·
querque area district, she has been at or near the top of guez (D). But there are several other candidates, and EoDemocrats' wgetlist in each sub~uenteleetion. They nillaneedsatleastSOperoent to avoid a runoff.
have recruited their strongest candidate against Wllson
Gov. lUck Perry (R) is likely to stay in ofli.ce for a se<>
}'el,.slateAtl«neyGencral Patricia Madrid, and the con· ondfuU term in a campaign that has featured some of the
test has been tied !or months. Oflate, the GOP is more roost colorful characters in recent hislory.HiscbiefDem·
confident that WDson will eke out another narrow win.
ocratic opponent fsforrner representative Chris BeD, but
Gov. BDI Richardson (D) is set to win a second tenn getting more attention have been independent candi· ·
easily over former state GOP chairman John Deodalll. dates Kinky Friedman, an author and musician, and~

Rep. Heather Wilson (R•N.M.) has been fondin!l off the
toughest cha!fengu she has eneoontered, !he state
attemey gtlltraLThe race has been close fo! IliOn Ills.::.

ComptroDer Carole Keeton Strayhorn, who waitted to b
called "Grandma" on the ballot
.
·
There Is little dOIIbt that Sen. Kay BaUey Hutdliso
(R)\Yill defeat a tokenDcmocraticopponent, lawyer &
baraAnnRadnofsky.
.

THE ROCKIES
COLORADO: Chances for Democtatic Gains

heavilY Republican.

';1\vo-tenn Gov. Bill Oweos (R) is term&llted, and
Democrat BiD Ritter is running well ahead of Rap. Bob
Beauprez (R) In the race to succetd him. Beauprez orlgi·
oally looked like the stronger oC the 1'11'0 candidates, but
heigot badly bnWed in an early intraparty conllict and
neVer. recovered. Ritter, a fonner l;lenver district at·
torney and an abortion opponent, is benefiting as 1/le
state goes from red to purple.
Beauprez's 7th District seat in the Denver suburbs is
likely to go to the Democrats, with Ed Perlmutter now ·
lea.dingRJck O'Donnell (R). Democrats pounded O'Don·
nell for having written years ago that Socialliecurity
should he abollshed. He recanted, but 'tj>e damage was
done.
.
~p.~Musgrave (R) narrowly wonthe4thDisbii:t in 2004 and is in a tossup race againstDemocrat·An~Paccione thJs )'ear. A Democratic group spent more
tl$1 $500,000 against MU$gtave, forcing national Repujilicans to come to her defense. President Bush came
in yesterday to help her. National Democnls launched
ad~ late Friday.
Jn the 5th District Republican Doug!.:unborn won a
~ primary hut ruptured rel3tions with retiring Rep.
Joel He1ley (R), pultinghlmselfinjeop:udy ag:linst fDI"
~Air Force officer Jay Fawcett (D). But the district is

IDAHO: ASurprising Showing by Democrats
Idaho is tisuallystronglyRepublican, but thJs }'ear is so
competitive that Vice President Cheney made arescue
visit on Thursday. The governorship, held by a .seat·
wanner sinceDirkKempthome (R) heeamesecretaryof
Interior, was supposed to gil to Rep. Butch ·otter (R),

who had been lieutenant governor for many years. But,

Otter dawdled and allowed newspaper publlsher Jetry
Brady (D), who ran unsuccessfully for governor in 2002.
to catch him io. thepoUs. Now that theGOPismoblllzed
by the threat, Otter may be winning it.
State Rep. Bill Sail (R), the Club for Growth candl·
date, won a &..:-way primazyforOiter's seatwith26 percent of the vote and hassbuggled ever sloce. Sail's oppo• uent, Boise business execuUve Larry Grant (D), has run
ads filled with quotes from GOP feadera denouncingSail
· for his actions in the legislature. With ,Boise's growth
drawing in more Democrats, thiS race couldbe close.

·MONTANA: Tough Race, but GOP Sees Hope
Sen. Conrad Bums (R) has been nmniDg uphill aU
but Republicans suddenly think this could be a
bright apot for them on TheSday.
Bums was dogged early by cpnuections to ·eoovicted
lobbyist Jack Abramo« and d~ hilllsett deeper into a
hole with a series of verbal gaffes. His opponent, Slate
Senate President Jon Tester (D), is of the saine mo!d as
Democratic Gov. Brian Schweitzer and for most of Octoher had a narrow but clear lead. But Republicans have
pounded Tester on taxes. and the party is eountlnl! on.
late visits by Bush and Cheney to produce a big GOP
turnout. Democrats say their get-out-the-vote operation
is very strong. This is a toSSUP.
)'ear,

NEVADA: Scandal Makes Race Competitive
Rep. run Gibbons's (R) gubernatorial campaign ap-

VIce President Choner stumped In
last week f~r tbe Sei..telncumbeot artd a House candid!'le, pari 'of a.i· ·· ·
eteven!Mtour effort to stem Repalllicans' congrenlonol losses. Democrats expc~t good turnout Ill llle slate. . ·· :;· ·

Monlua

peared to be on cruise control untU late laSt month, when UTAH: Solid Incumbents for Senate, Ho!IS(! : ..
allegations of Inappropriate beliavior with a woman in
Las Vegas surfaced. Gibbons has denfed any wrong.
Republican Sen. Orrin Hatch. a:3().yearpolilical veter:
doing. but the damage is done. His rare with Slate Sen. an, is ~ of a win against business executive f.ete
Dina1itusisnowajmlp baU, with Republicansacknowl· Ashdown (D). Rep. run Matheson (D) is having a/dii,
edging that the treod line does not look good.
tiYely easy time against state Rep. LaVar Chrisb!Dsc1n
.
.
··:
In the 2nd District, w}Jich Gibboos Is leaving, Nevada (R).
Secrelaly of State Dean. Heller (R) face, a surprisingly
strong challerige from University of Nevada Regent Jill WYOMING: AGaffe? Still Favored to
Derby (D). Democrats were more optlmistfc about
Derlly's chances a week or so ago and say the distri<:t's
Rep. Barbara Cubin (R) is facing an unexpectedly
strongReJ)tlbHcan bentrnalres thisalongsltol •
strong challenge from school-board commlssloner Gacy
'The Srd District, which takes in much of Las Vegas's 1taUner (D) but Js likely to pull out a win beQII!e ~
fast-growing suburbs, could be very competitive; Bush ming is heavily Republican. Her campaign was ocit
woo It 50 percent to 49 percent in 2004. But Rep. Jon helped when she told a third-party candi<late who use$~
Porter(R) won'easily tWo yearS ago. 'Thssa Hafen (D). a wheelchair. "'f you weren't sitting in that chair, fd slilp
former aide for Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid, bas you across the face.".Siie said the quote is inaccurate, !mt
nm a ttedibleeampalgn hut probably needs a strong na· she apologized.
,
.
tiona! wind to end up ahead.
Sen. Craig Thomas (R) is expected to cruise to victorY
Sen.. Johu Ensign (R) is heavily favored for a second over retired Navy mechanical engiDeer Dale Grotilage
term as Jack Carter (D), son of fomJer president Jimmy (D), lis Is Gov. Dave Freudenthal (R) over l:r.V}'er and
· 2002 challenger Ray Hunkins (D) .
Carter, has rim a less-than-stellar campaign.

Win
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DELAWARE: Focus Is on AUomey General·
Jn a state !bat lows its incumbents. Sen. 'Ibm ~

~
(D) bas barely had to bother with the opposition from
:.; • Thmple Unlvorsily professor Jan Tmg (R). More allen.'- • lion has focused on the elfort by Beau Bldeo (D), son of
~ Seti.·Joseph Blden (1)-Dcl.),to win the attorney general's
·: rsoeagalnst.PenisWbartoo(R),a23-yearvetersn.ofthe
• slate Justice Departmeol

DISTRICT OF COWMBIA: TWo Shoo-Ins
D.C. Coimdlmember Adrian Fenty, who defeated the
COWicil cbaliman. Linda Cropp, in the Democnitic primaryinSeplmlbes; is assured to be the nat mayor ofthe
Distrid. w.shlngton's longtime delegate to Congress,
Eleano~HolmesNorton (D), is unopposed.

There is likely to be little change in Maryland's con·
gresslonal delegation, including that a Sarbanes should
still be in it Lawyer and community activist John Satbanes (D), the senatol's son, is favored to win Cardin's
seal

·

NEW JERSEY: Duefmg Political loyalties
There was some grwnbliug When Gov. Jon ~IZin~

(D) named then-Rep. Bob Menendez a.s his replacement

in 'the Senate last year, and those concerns have been
magnified this fall. Jn a st:rongly Democ:rallc stale, Menendez bas struggled against state.Sen. 'Jbm ~ Jr.

(R), son of the former governor.
.
Kean bas focused on corruption, chargingthstMeneit-·
dez is under federal investig:ijlon, an aUegatlon the 'In·
eumbent ealls 8Ctllriloos. Menendez bas nm against the
war and&sh: Keanhas tried to mute the issoe hycilliog
. MARYlAND: Close Despite Party Imbalance
for the resignation of Defense Scereta.y Donald H. Virginia RepubliCan Stns. Ceorge Allen, right, and lobn Womer stopped fast week at a cotnpanv lhait trad<!trallftc.
Rumsfeld. Menendez appears to be narrowly ahead.
wfwe Alen tried to turn hls ree!Ktlon campaign away from the racl•land religious wues that ltavo plagued hiRI.
IC the 2006 e!ed:ion is bard for the GOP anywhere, it ·
In the 7th District, state Assemblywoman Linda Stell·
.
r
would seem that it would be Maryland, where voter reg. der (D) is challenging Rep. Mike Ferguson (R), who
tion'sclosestandmostwatchedSenatecaropalgns.·aiifn
istratlon is so lopsided: 55 percent Democratic, 29 per· could faD ifDemocrats have a big night Thesda,y.
sees his political future threatened by James Wellb·(D);
cent Republican. But the races for governor and senator
who was secretary of lbe NaVY under President R!lna!d
are extremely competitive:
NORTH CAROliNA: 1 Seat Safe. 1 in Play
Reagan and who 'opposed the war in Iraq even before it .
Gov. Robert L Ehrlich1& hopes to become the state's
began.
. .. .
. • first GOP governor in 50 :tWS to win a second tenn and
Mlcr a decade in Con,...S,Rep. Cbarles Thylor (R) is
Allen's problems are largely sell·inllicted: He eaUed an
bas sp.ent heavily to stress a moderate approach to gov- in jeopardy of losing his 11th Dishict seat 'Thylor bas
Indian American •maeaa," he has beeo aocused of rouerning. Bsllimore Mayor Martin O'Malley (D) has led spent nearly $3 million of his JDODey to attack fanner
tinely using racial epithets when he was In ooUege, and
Ehrlich in everyp<lblie poD but bas been on the defensive · NFL quarterback Heath Shuler (D), but nothing seems
his aclatowledgment of his Jewi$h heritage was .awk·
against attaclcs that he has done ll pOorjobfiglttingcrime tobesticking.Shulet'sdown-homcacbhaveeastbimisa
ward. AU badly damaged ADen's image.
• . .
and fixing schools.
solid con..<ervative - a necessity in this GOP.Jeaning
''kbb bas been hurt by ebarges that a 1979 article deThe Senate rate is to replace Pau!S;Sarbanes (D), the western North Carolina districtwhere &sh won with 57
nouncing the role of women in combat and at the l'Javal
longest-serving senator in Macyland history. Presideut . percentin 20M. .
·
Academy was sexist and demeaning to women. •Allen
Bush and strategist Karl Rove handpicked Lt Gov. MiIn the 8th District, Rep.RobinHayes (R) is bea'lilyfa.
also criticUJed sexscenes from some of Webb's no\ds. .
chael Steele (R) for his engaging J)erSonality al1!l as a vored over I.ariy KJsW (D) despite the even partisail Muyland U. Gov. Mlcltael Steele was chosen by th@
Allen thinis his 25 years inVl®itia polities will·help
symbol of the party's elforts to reach out to African split of the distrieL .
. ~te House to run to replace a reUring senator.
get his supporters to the poDs; Webb Is banking ona moo
Americans. He faces Rep. Benjamin Canlln (D), whose
tivated electorate ~Y with Bush and Wilshington.
more-tban-40.year career in polities began when he was PENNSYLVANIA: Besleg~d GOP lncumb~Js .. : Penn State Univm;ty I!Siociate profess(~~.. . • ,·.
Republicans are pessinnstie about thl• race.
. .
elected to lhesb.te legisla!urewhlleinlaw school.
.
.
··, . . . . ·: . ··-: : R~:J'~ Gerl!eh:,ltlls a tough .renutch · • " Lois
In House races, Rep. Thelma Drake (R) and Vugidiil •
Steele has been the more scylish campalgoer, but Car·
~tbaiiHall of Fame receiver Lynn Sw;ii>o (R) stwn- Murphy (D}In the 6th!District, in',!be~hilit
· fl. llcach revenue commissioner Phll Kellam (D) are in a
, din has not let voters forget that Steele's views on abor· bled at the start ofhisrace againshawyGov.Ed Rcndcll . !ifbs. He iS well-likedi<b';lt'lhe ~iind the
·C¥' close race in the nonnallyRepublican 'Iidcwaler distriCt.
lion and the Wlir are not in lilfewithmostMalylanders'.
(D~ and, Ill though he bas become a strong candidate; is :liiate have made theiaCeJil~p. ·; ; · .
.. ..· ·:~;~ Jn Northern Vuginia. Rep. Frank \\\>1£ (R) ls.receivlng a.
unlikclytocwertaketheiDcwnbenL
,
. · l'be Sth.Distri~ race :ptts Rep. Mike F'llzpamcl<:. strongcbaDengefromaGeurgetownUniversilydean,Juln lbeSenaterace,Reudell helped Democrats avoid a against Patrick Murphy (D), a 33-yw-~d Iraq veteran. · dy Feder (D), but Democrats think~lfwiUbe !lifficult
primary light, engineering a clear field for stAte neasUr· The race Is i1lso considered a tossup, but some Demo- to dislodge.
·
er Bob Casey Jt to ehaUenge conservative Sen. Rick San- crats doubt Murphy can win without considerable help
torum, who is seen as the most vulneralie GOP in· from a Democratic wave. .
. WEST VIRGINIA: GOP Window Slams SbtU .
cunibeot. Santorum is the more dynamic candid;lte, but •. Rep. Melissa Hart beg;in sending-out an SOS when
..
Caseybasasolidleacl
· " ·. ·· lier·raoea'gainstJason A!tmire (D)in.the4thDistrictbe.~ · Just afew months ago, Democratic Rep. Alan Moll().
Fi~ RepolbUeao House members are In conipe~tiY.e . · gan to tlgh!eo :ifew ~ago. She reWns an "l!v:uitagi!.: , ban's political careerapJ)ealed to be in jeopardy. AUegt·
races. The most Ji)(ely to lose arc Curt Weldon in the 7.tli. . and o!lbe five at·risk Republicans lsseen:>s thel..St~: tiOJlll !bat he had steered millloll! of federal dollars fo .
District and Doa SberwQodln the lOth District. Welil<tti; . ly to lcise. But her C311!p;tigl) is nervous.
·
. frleucb and family were splashed across the pages of na·
bas been damaged by an FBI investigation into'wbetl>cr •. · .· : · · ... ·
·· .. ' · · '~· .
. _,. , . · ., ·.tiooal newspapers. Democrats pivoted to attack ,state
he used his po'lier to steer contracts to •
. ... : VIRGINIA: Uriexpect
e $1,miite'·Rilce' · ·; · '~Del Chris Wakim (R) oo his ethical transgressions,.nell' .
c:ousultingfirm.Sberwoodjustpaida
.!0 .. . :.. ·
. ..
· . ~· . , ·
, ·;tralizingthelssu.eandvirtuallyensuringal3tliterm.for
selile a lawsuit from a former miStress who
~.;.• _. .Whiii'~ppose&' ·
eeleetioh fniliWilJr:fori :the incumbent.
.' ·
of choking her. Weldonfacenetired Navy Vice 4<!ni· Joe SelL ~rge ADen (R)~and'a !Jllle.up foi'tlie 2008 pr~... ·4;:Spealdngollong·tenured politicians, Sen. Robet:£jlyrd •
Sestak (D), and Sherwood faces ClJris Carney- (D);:~ ~entiaJ!nominatio~~raee·b3s turned intO:one ,oh.hiiu!-J ·~(D) isailisingtoaninfll termagainstJohnRaese (R). ..
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THE SOUTH
AlABAMA:.No 'Miracle' Expected

. ' t .....'(~~ .

Mter beating a religious-rig)lt opponent in the primary, Gov. Bob Riley (R) is'onbis way to a second term.
His oppooent, Lt. Gov.l.ucy Baxley (D) said it would
take "a minor miracle" for her to win.

to keep the majority.
Davis's 11thDlsbictseatis likely to stay Democratic,
with Hillsborough Cotmty Commissioner Kathy Castor·
bis successo& rn the 9th District, state Rep. Gus Billiakis (R) isfa\-ored to succeed his father, Michael Bilirakis
(R), but that race is more competitive.

ARKANSAS: Presidential Politics Weigh In

GEORGIA: Republicans' Cause for Hope

Gov. Mike Huckabee (R) is leaving the sbtcltouse af.
ter 10 years and 110 pounds. l(uckabee's dramatic
weight loss has made him a national figure for physical
fitness and health advocacy. It bas also contributed to
speculation that he Will run for tbe 2008 GOP presidential nomination.
:
Slate Attorney General Micblie! Beebe (D) and for·
mer representative Asa Hutchinson (R) are battling to
SIICCeedHuckabee. Presideot Busb !scorningin to boost
Hutchinson's compalgn on tbe eve of the election, but
Beebe ~eotlywelcomed fuvorite son and former president Bill Clinton, and the oddsstronglyfavorthe Demo·
crat.

The Peach State is one of the few bright spots for Republicans nationally.
Fonner representatives Max Bums {R) andMac Col·
!ins (R) have run solid campaigns as they seek t!) UDSeat
Reps. John Bmow (D) and Jim Marshsl1 (D), respe<;tive!y.
Rep.lbrold FordiL has tried to keep his Senate campalgn,in Tennessee on message, Doldng the Repullllcan
Bmow defeated Bums in the 12th district in 2004, incambent.to the Iraq war. His opponent, lhsugh, ran ads thst made Issues orFord's rate aJld fanllly history.
52 percent to 48 percent, and. after redistricting Ol'gll· .
nized by. the Republican legislature, the party is increasingly oplirilistic abouf its chances there. This disThe trouble has made it dil6cult for Jefferson to dear
trict could be one of the few Democratic losses on the 50 percent threshold needed to avoid a runoff. On ·
Thesday.
.
bis ~!'all are state Rep. Karen Carter (D) and former
The redistricting landed Marshall in the 8th District, New Orleans c:ouneilman Th>yCarter (D). A runoff bewbich in its new form would have given Bush 61 percent tween Karen Carter and Jefferson would be a tossup.
Katrina's impact has been greater in the3rd Distric~
ln2004.ButMm!Wlhssfocusedonsolidi/yinghisbase
around Macon and in spite of Collins's strong campaign where Rep. Chsrlie Melancon (D) hss helped getfeder·
is DOW a slight favorite.
a! support. He looks likely to bold on to hisseatag:Unst
Gov. Sonny Perdue (R) is a strong favorite to defeat 2004 candidate stale Sen. Craig Romero (R).
Ll Gov.MlukTaylor (D)' and claim a second term.

FLORIDA: Crucial and Excruciating to GOP
Florida is the epiceoter of two Repnblican debacles

Ibis year. One is tbe"Mark Foley scandal, the other the
dismal Senate campaign of Rep. Katherine Harris (R).
Both bnve made the climate more diflicult for Repub-

·lleansinanotherwise red state.
KENTUCKY: AmbHious Democratic Bids
·Harris, llestknown for her role as Florida secretary o(
The 4th District race, bftween Rep. Geoff Davis {R)
state during the 2000 presidential-election recount, hss
beensucba weak candidate tbatSeo. Bill Nelson (D) is . and former representative Ken Lucas (D), is the marcoasting to a seci>nd term and has helped put a better quee· race in the state, pitting· two able politicians
gloss on the Demoaatic brand in the process. ·
agbnsl one another in Ibis conservative-minded north:
Iii the race to succeed Gov. Jeb Bush (R), Attorney em kntucky seal Lucas held the seat from ·1999 to
General CharlleCrlst (R) came ottt of the primary as tbe 2005 and bas led in most polls, llut Republlcans hsve
favorite, and he bas heavily outspeat his less-mown ri· long insisted they will win here. Polling casts the race as
val, Rep. Jim Davis (D). But polls have llglttened. The close, with a s!iilbt edge to Davis.
Rep. Anne Northup {R) Is targeted by Democrats evpresident will campaign Monday in the cooservatlve •
FloiidaPanbandleinaneleventh-boureflorttokeeptbis ertcycle. Her Louisville area seat was carried by the last
presidential battleground in GOP hands.
two Demoaatie_presidential nominees and has a signifi·
Three ~can-held House seats are in jeopardy. cant black vote. But Northup wins regularly, relying on ·
Wben Poley resigned over sexuaHy expllclt messages to unparalleled fundralslng and a knack for discredlllng
former House poges, his 16th District seat became vul- her opponents. F«mer alt~mativooewspaper executive
nerable, in part because Foley's name will stlll be on the editor John YannuUt (D) is not the strongest of Northballol Democrat 1"1111. Mahoney gained an immediate up's recent cbaHeagers, bulhels running in the bestnaadvantage, but the GOP stand·in, state Rep. Joe Ne- tionnl environment for Democrats in recent memory.
The \'lctory by 2nd District Rep. Ron Lew;., (R) in a
gron, has fougltt back, lind the natiooal party put consid·
1994 special election signaled the year's Republican
erab!emooeyinto therace.lt'sa tossup.
.
Rep. Clay Shaw (R) has faced a succession of chal· wave that swept Democrats from Ute House majority.
lengingrscesin the 22nd District, and this year maybe Democrats are hoping state Rep. Mike Weaver (D) can
his tongltest, aguinststateSen.Roniqein. Shaw hasdis- pull oil an upset against Lewis, but this district's strong .
bnced himself from Bush and even ran a radio ad tout· Republican blt makes aDemoaatie win unlikcly.
ing his cooperation with President BiD Clinton, who
LOUISIANA: Inquiry Could Sway Voters
was corning to the :uea to raise money /or lOein.
. Harris's district is the other one Democrats are tar·
getlng. Auto 'dealer Vern Buchanan {R) bas Wled in
A year after Hnrricane Katrina ravaged New Orleans,
both President Bush and first lady Laura Bush to help the congressionnl race in the 2nd District is turning
him stave off businesswoman Cluistine Jennings. Dem· more on the coo duct of Rep. W'llllam Jefferson (D) than
ocratsweremoreconfident two weeks ago. Republicans on the aftennaUt of the historic storm. Jefferson is tbe
wony, knowing this is the kind ol race they need to win subject of a !ederal corruption investigation.

•.

. ... ..

.:·;
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MISSISSIPPI: Veteran Stands Strong

Sen. 'nentlott (R), eyeing a possible return toalea'd-

e!Sbip position and bragging of 34 years in Congress,

The Republicans have hammered. Ford as ~ )li8h' ·
livlngplayboyto paint him as outoCstepwith tbest,ate's
conservative vot~ Their attacks caused an uv.10ar iii
SOUTH CAROLINA: likely Wil!ll for Each
the final weeks when a party-5p0nsored ad that &h!'W"'i
a young. white woman- clearly an actress - wi!lkiDg
Gov. Mark Sanford (R) hss battled the legislature and saying. "Harold, call me: Democrats accused Reo
tbroughoutbisfouryearsand nqwis figlttinga member . Pl!bticans of trying to play the race card, and some Reof the Democratic minority, state Sen. Thmmy Moore pUblicans agreed.
.
·.. . ·
(D), for a second tenn. But everytbingfuvorsSanfordin
Cotkerwas in some tronble earUerin the fall, lll!ID tlie
Ibis Republican-leaningstate.
· While House and other 'Republicans in Wasliington
The chaDengc to Rep. John Spratt (D) from state forred a shake-up in his campalgn. Ford will need nuf>.
Rep. Ralph Nonnan {R) Clrew early national money, but stanlial turnout among African Americans and inRepublicans no longcisee an opportunity.
creased support among woinen to win. The race remains close, with a sligltt tilt to Corker.
.. ...
nNNESSEE: A Racially Charged Campaign
There are no competitive House races. State .Sen.
Steve Cohen (D) is TWilling to suec:eed Ford in the
Gov. PhD Bredescn (D) Is far abead in his bld for re- heavily Democratic 9th District, while stale Rep. David
election, but the Volun~ State is home to one of the Davis (R) is beading for the 1st District seat of retiri!1g
mosffascinating- and competitive- Senate races in Rep. BillJenldns {R).
the country, pitting Rep. Harold Ford J& (D) of Memphis against Conner Chattanooga mayor Bob Corl!er
has eneouotered few problems in turning back the cbal.'
Ionge from stateRe~.ErikFicmlng (D).
•

(R).

Ford is seeking to become Ute first African American
senator from the South since Reconstruction. Months
ago, Republicans were worried by his sl<ills as a candi·
date, and he has run, byDemocratic aitd Republican accounts, a nearly11awless race. CampaigrungasaDemocratic centris~ he has tried to neutralize some of the
issues that often trip up Democrats in the South while
putting pressure on Corker over theIraq war.
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Colin Powell may support Democrat or Independent in '08
Posted: 09:45AM ET, 2/9/08

WASHINGTON (CNN) - Former Secretary of State Colin Powell, a Republican who
served under President Bush, said Friday he may not back the GOP presidential
nominee in November, telling CNN that "I am keeping my options open at the moment."

"I have voted for members of both parties in the course of my adult life," Powell, a
former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told CNN 's Wolf Blitzer. "And as I said
earlier, I will vote for the candidate I think can do the best job for America, whether thaL
candidate is a Republican , a Democrat, or an Independent."
Powell also offered praise for Illinois Sen. Barack Obama, who is seeking the
Democratic presidential nomination, calling him an "exciting person on the political
stage.
"He has energized a lot of people in America," said Powell, who briefly weighed his own
run for the White House in the mid-1990s. "He has energized a lot of people around the
world . And so I th ink he is worth listening to and seeing what he stands for."
Powell, who has largely steered clear of politics since leaving the administration in
2004, noted that the next president will need to work to restore America's standing in
the world.
"I will ultimately vote for the person I believe brings to the American people the kind of
vision the American people want to see for the next four years ," he said. "A vision that
:10orre;;s5torere~ccco3rnifil~n64io-U:L.Aii:R@~~"-U
reaches out to the rest of the world , that s
starts to restore favorable ratings to Am

ica. Frankly, we've lost a lot in recent year ."

Programming note: Tune in for the full interview with Colin Powell on "Late
Edition with Wolf Blitzer," airing this Sunday, 11-1 PM, ET.

BBC NEWS I Asia-Pacific I Japan accuses Russia of incursion
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Japan accuses Russia of incursion
Japan has accused Russia of violating its airspace over the Pacific Izu islands and
demanded an explanation.
A Russian Tupolev 95 bomber flew for about three minutes over the isle of Sofugan, 650km (400
miles) south of Tokyo, Japanese officials said .
Japan responded by scrambling 22 jets and lodging an official protest with the Russian embassy.
But a spokesman for the Russian air force denied any incursion into Japanese airspace had
occurred.
Alexander Drobyshevsky told Russia's Itar-Tass news agency that strategic bomber flights had
been "carried out in strict accordance with international ru les on flying over neutral waters,
without violating the border between the two countries".

Rally
Russia last violated Japan's airspace in January 2006 near Rebun Island near the northern island
of Hokkaido, Japanese officials said.
On Thursday, Japan held an annual rally to demand the return of four disputed islands - known
as the Kurils in Russia and the Northern Territories in Japan - which Russia seized in the closing
days of World War II.
The dispute has prevented the two countries from signing a peace treaty to formally end the war.
It was not clear whether Saturday's flyby was related to the rally.
Despite their territorial disputes, Japan and Russia have recently indicated their desire to
improve relations, the BBC's Chris Hogg reports from Tokyo.
Russia wants Japanese f inancial support for development of its far eastern regions while Japan
wants greater access to Russia's oil reserves.
Whether the alleged incident was a mistake or something more sinister, such as an attempt to
test Japan's defensive tactics , it has rattled the Japanese government, our correspondent says.
Tokyo has demanded a full explanation from Moscow.

Story from BBC NEWS:

rn~F~~~-~;w
http: //newsvote.bbc.co. uk/mpapps/pagetools/print/news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asi H-OO~:f2's3fl'241i;.~; [ 219 2008
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Cheney returning to hunt at site of
infamous mishap

H

N

The Associated Press

Here's to better luck this time.
Vice President Dick Cheney is returning this weekend to the South Texas ranch where he accidentally
shot a hunting companion two years ago. Anne Armstrong said Cheney was expected to arrive Friday at
her family 's SO,OOO·acre ranch .
"We have a wonderful quail crop, and he is a fabulous shot." said Armstrong, a former U.S. ambassador
to Great Britain and adviser to Republican presidents.
It's Cheney's first trip back to the ranch since the Feb. 11, 2006 , hunting mishap that sparked a worldwide
frenzy of scrutiny and jokes.
Cheney shot Austin attorney Harry Whittington in the torso, neck and face with his 28-gauge shotgun. The
vice president later called it "one of the worst days of my life" and said, "The image of him falling is
something I'll never ever be able to get out of my mind."
The shooting was ruled an accident. Whittington was hospitalized for six days.
Press secretary Megan Mitchell said Cheney is scheduled to stay in South Texas through Sunday
afternoon .
"It's a private visit with no public appearances ," she said.
Cheney missed last year's trip because of scheduling conflicts, Armstrong said .
Armstrong said Whittington hunted at the ranch last year, but couldn't make it for this weekend's visit .

http://www.star-telegram.com/locallv-print/story/463592.html
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Turkish parliament lifts university
headscarf ban
By Gareth Jones and Hidir Goktas
ANKARA (Reuters)- Turkey's parliamenllifted a ban on Saturday on female
students wearing the Muslim headscarf at university, a landmark decision
that some Turks fear will undermine the foundations of their secular state.
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan's ruling AK Party, which has lslamist roots,
hailed parliament's move as a triumph for democracy and justice in Turkey, a
European Union candidate country where two third~ of women cover their
heads
"Our main aim is to end the discrimination experienced by a section of society
just because of their personal beliefs," AK Party lawmaker Sadullah Erg in told
private broadcaster NTV, adding that 80 percent of lawmakers had backed
the reforms .
But underlining the powerful emotions the head scarf evokes, tens of
thousands of people waving Turkish flags and chanting secularist slogans
staged a protest rally against the changes justa few km (miles) from the
parliament in central Ankara.
President Abdullah Gul is expected to approve the reform soon. The
government must also amend a law governing the state body for higher
educa tion before the changes can take effect.
Turkey's powerfu l secular establishment, which includes army generals.
judges and university rectors , sees the headscarf as a symbol of radical
Islam and believe it threatens the country's secular order. Turkey is 99
percent Muslim.
Parliamentary speaker Koksal Toptan, --the second ranking official in
Turkey's state hierarchy after Gul -- said he hoped Turks could move beyond
the divisions sparked by the reform.
"I hope this will be for the best of Turkey and hope it is done in a spirit of
tolerance and reconciliation," Toptan said after lawmakers backed the
changes by 411 for to 103 against.
Others were less optimistic, noting the main opposition CHP now plans to as
the Constitutional Court to block the reforms.
''The polarization of Turkish society will increase," said Murat Yetkin, a
commentator for the liberal Radikal daily.
"Girls will start wearing the headscarf on campus from Monday," he said.
COMPLEX IDENTITY
The head scarf issue cuts to the heart of Muslim but secular, Westernoriented Turkey's complex identity.
Erdogan, a pious Muslim whose own wife and daughters cover their heads,
has long argued that the headscarf ban is a violation of individual and
religious freedoms.
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But Turkey's old secular elite regards the headscarf ban as vital for
maintaining a strict separation of state and religion.
For them, freeing the headscarf is just a first step in what they see as a long
campaign by religious conservatives to undermine Turkey's secular
institutions, shut women up at home and turn Turkey away from Europe
towards the Islamic world.
The AK Party denies the claims it has an lslamist agenda .
Ayse Ayala, a feminist professor of sociology at Ankara's Middle East
Technical University, said it was now important to protect female students
who do not wear the head scarf against possible social pressures to cover up
on campus.
'Wearing the headscarf means accepting that as a woman you are different
from birth, that you are a second class citizen," Ayala said .
Similar concerns were voiced by demonstrators at Saturday's anti-headscarf
rally, the second in Ankara in a week.
"I do not want my wife to have to cover herself up, but that is where all this is
leading. They want to segregate men and women," said Devrim Ozkaya, 31 ,
a company employee.
Demonstrators waved pictures of Kemal Ataturk, the revered soldierstatesman who founded the Turkish republic in 1923.
"They (government) want us to become like Iran, they want to bring (Islamic)
sharia law to Turkey," said Ebru Okay, 32, who had traveled from the Aegean
port of lzmir to join the rally .
The headscarf ban in universities dates back to the 1980s but was
significantly tightened in 1997 when army generals, with public support,
ousted a government they deemed too lslamist.
The army has remained silent during the latest debates, but senior judges
and university rectors have condemned the planned changes as
"unconstitutional".
Opinion polls show a majority of Turks back an easing of the ban. Even after
the reforms, women professors as well as civil servants will still be prohibited
from wearing the headscarf.
(Additional reporting by Thomas Grove ; Editing by Sami Aboudi)
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Washington Caucus - Republican Results - 38% Reporting
Mike H uckabce <http://projects.was hi ngtonpost.com/2008-prcsidcntial-candidatcs/rn ikchuckabec/> I ,828 27%
John McCain <http://projects.washingtonpost.com/2008-prcsidcnti al-candidates/jolm-mccain/>

1.580 23%
Ron Paul <http:l/projt!<:ls.washingtonpost.com/2001:>-president ial-candidates/ron-paul/> I ,400

21%
Mitt Romney <http://projct:ts. wash ingtonpost.com/2008-prcsidcntiakandidates/mitt-romney/>
1.246 18%
Uncommitted 742 11 %

Lou isiana Primary Republican Results - 71% Reporting
Mike Huckabee 46,552 47%
.John McCain <http://projccts.washingtonpost.com/2008-prcsidcntial-candidates/john-mccain/>
39,759 40%
Mitt Romney <http://projects.washingtonpost.com/2008-presidentinl-candidatcs/mitt-romney/>
5,865 6%
Ron Paul <hnp://projects. washingtonpost.com/2008-prcsiden1ial-cand idates/ron-paul/> 4,926 5%
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Guests for the Sunday TV News Shows
Guest lineup for the Sunday TV news shows:
ABC's "This Week"- Govs. Tim Kaine, D-Va., and Martin O'Malley, D-Md.; Rep.
Tom Davis, R-Va.; former Rep. Tom DeLay, R-Texas.

CBS' "Face the Nation" -Former Gov. Mike Huckabee, R-Ark.; Joe Trippi, former
John Edwards campaign adviser; Karl Rove, former deputy chief of staff to
President Bush.
NBC's "Meet the ress" -Huckabee.
CNN's "Late Edition" -House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., House Minority
Leader John Boehner, R-Ohio; former Secretary of State Colin Powell, Sen. Claire
McCaskill, D-Mo., and Sen. Robert Menendez, D-N.J.
"Fox News Sunday"- President Bush.
© 2008 The Associated Press.
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I;)[;][!) NEWS
US says Mullah Omar 'in Pakistan'
Taleban leader Mullah Omar and ai-Qaeda commanders, including Osama Bin Laden,
are living in Pakistan, a senior US official has told reporters.

He said senior Taleban leaders were in hid ing with Mullah Omar in Quetta, from where they coordinated the insurgency in Afghanistan.
He also reiterated Washington's belief that Bin Laden was taking refug e in Pakistan's western
tribal areas.
Islamabad repeatedly denies that Mullah Omar or Bin Laden are in Pakistan.
The US official, speaking on condition of anonymity in Washington, told reporters :
"There is no question that the iconic leaders of ai-Qaeda - (Ayman al-)Zawahiri, Bin Laden ... are
in the tribal areas of Pakistan.
"We believe that the Taleban's shura (consultation) counclJ leaders led by Mullah Omar reside in
Quetta in Pakistan, " he said .
Captured evidence

The official, who did not give a source for his information, said ai -Qaeda was doing its planning in
the tribal areas "just as Mullah Omar is giving strategic direction for the Taleban from Quetta".
Quetta is the capital of rugged Balochistan province which borders Afghanistan.
Last month, captured Taleban spokesman Muhammad Hanif made similar claims about Mullah
Omar's whereabouts, which were rejected by Pakistan .
Mr Hanif said Mullah Omar was protected by Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence agency.
Afghan President Hamid Karza i made similar allegations last year. The lSI was instrum ental in
backing the Taleban after civil war swept Afghanistan following the withdrawal of Soviet troops in

1989.

Story from BBC NEWS:
http:/ /news .bbc. co .uk/ go/pr/fr/ -/2/hi/sou t h_asia/7236177. stm
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